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1.0 Introduction
The technical trade studies and analyses reported in this book represent
the accumulated work of the technical staff for the contract period. The
general disciplines covered here are: l) GN&C, 2) Avionics Hardware, 3)
Aeroassist Technology, 4) Propulsion, 5) Structures and Materials, and 6)
Thermal Control Technology. The objectives in each of these areas were to
develop the latest data, information, and analyses in support of the vehicle
design effort.
2.0 SUBSYSTEM TRADES
2.1 AVIOtJICS TRADF STUDIES AND A_ALYSES
2.1.1 Guidance, _!avigation and Control Trade Studies and Analyses - _Jork in
the area of guidance, navigation and control established a number of critical
vehicle parameters in the course of the OTV Phase A Study. These include
sizing of L/D requirements for the lifting aerobrake, characterization of
navigation errors for the various critical flight phases, estimation of
midcourse and post-aero burn magnitudes, as well as ACS fuel usage for
various flight phases. A critical element in the evaluation of the aeropass
was the development of a closed loop trajectory simulation which was used to
generate parametrics for various control options and evaluate dispersed
capabilities for the final configurations.
NAVIGATIO_f - The primary tasks which were studied in the area of
navigation were an evaluation of potential systems for performing state vector
updates, characterization of navigation errors for critical mission phases and
sizing of midcourse and other "minor burns" for various baseline missions.
2.1.1.1 - State Vector Update - Because of the lengthy mission durations
involved the OTV must have a means of correcting inevitable state vector drift.
The methods our study considered were ground tracking (or TDRSS tracking)
with state vector uplink and GPS (Global Positioning System) and the Space
Sextant onboard navigation systems.
Current ground tracking accuracies are on the order of a few thousand
feet. Ground processing is required followed by uplink of results to the
spacecraft. This operation typically has a turnaround time of several hours.
Visibility problems exist with low earth orbits which can be overcome through
use of the TDPSS system. In general, the process requires a team of s_Jpport
personnel on the ground which represents a cost and scheduling burden.
GPS, on the other hand, represents a highly accurate and autonomous method
for state vector update. Accuracies on the order of tens of meters are
possible for low earth orbits. Turnaround times are measured in seconds once
the initial aquisition phase of less than 15 minutes is complete. The system
is available on-demand and requires no special ground support for the user.
However, a significant problem with GPS is its use at high altitude.
system was tailored for earthbound users and has acquisition problems for
users above an altitude of approximately 8000 nm.
The
Space sextant represents a completely autonomous update system which takes
sightings on the lunar limb plus a star to derive spatial position, similar to
the method used on Apollo. A flight demonstration unit was flown on Shuttle.
Accuracies on the order of 800 ft. are achievable anywhere in the earth-moon
system. However, this level of accuracy requires 24 hours to achieve. The
system is completely autonomous and requires no ground support. The system is
fairly mechanism intensive which could be a problem for space basing.
The most attractive system appears to be GPS. Solutions to the high
altitude acquisition problem will be presented following a more detailed
discussion of the SpaceSextant system.
2.1.1.2 - Space Sextant Data - The space sextant (M!ARS) represents flight
proven hardware for providing autonomous state vector and attitude updates.
The technique is similar to that used in Apollo with multiple sightings on the
lunar limb and a set of reference stars.
The flight demonstration unit had a weight of 120 pounds and required 125
watts to operate, for an operational unit these parameters could be reduced to
65 Ibs. and 50 w., respectively. Accuracies on the order of 800 feet are
achievable, however, 24 hours is required to converge to this level of
accuracy. The system is less sensitive than GPS to large distances from the
earth, being able to function accurately anywhere in the earth-moon system.
In addition, because the package performs high accuracy star shots it would
eliminate the need for a separate star tracker.
In the final analysis the high accuracy and speed of update for the GPS
system results in its being superior to the sextant for a vehicle undergoing
the large orbit maneuvers of the OTV. An additional complication is that the
sextant is not Currently planned for production.
2.1.I.3 - GPS For State Vector Update - The Global Positioning System (GPS) is
far and away the most attractive method for navigation state vector updates
because of its high accuracy, speed and autonomy. State vector accuracies of
40 ft. and 0.07 fps will be achievable when the system becomes operational.
The major problem with the system is acquisition at high altitudes. GPS was
designed primarily for earth surface usage with a main beam that is fairly
tightly focused on the planet. Above an altitude of about 8000 nmi. the
normal omnidirectional acquisition technique becomes marginal due to space
losses. In the discussion that follows, approaches to overcome this problem
are elaborated upon.
2.1.I.4 - GPS Beam Patterns - Three options are presented for acquiring the
GPS signal (Figure 2.1.I.4-I).
l) The GPS main beam. This beam has significantly higher power than the side
lobes. However, a large portion of it is lost by earth blocking. The
resulting beam is a nested cone in appearance with a thickness of 15°.
2) The GPS side lobes. While these are relatively low power beams, they have
wide extent when mapped into the geosynchronous orbit. They can be
represent as a nested cone with a thickness of 45 °.
3) GPS Aft Antenna. This is a potential GPS hardware modification which
would be tailored to geosynchronous users. However, its status is
currently uncertain and may not be implemented. Because of its
indeterminate status, we will present an alternate solution.
The most attractive option in terms of coverage and availability is the
side lobe approach. This approach does require the use of medium gain
antenna.
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Figure 2.1.1.4-I GPS Acquisition - Transmitting Beam Patterns
2.1.1.5 - GPS Acquisition - Satellite acquisition plots are shown in Figures
2.1.1.5-1,5-2 for an OTV deorbiting from geosynchronous orbit as well as for a
vehicle orbiting at GEO. Shown here are total number of GPS satellites
visible to the OTV that are transmitting along the designated beams (main beam
or side lobe). These total numbers are plotted as a function of time.
To overcome the space losses as well as increasing the effective main beam
widths requires about 20 dB worth of antenna gain. For the purpose of
producing the plots, this 20 dB gain was assumed to apply in an
omni-directional fashion. When one looks at actual antenna characteristics,
the use of 4 200 horn antennas gives the required gain as well as reasonable
coverage. Using these horns to acquire the GPS results in the following
corrections to the plots shown: l) for main beam acquisition a reduction of
about 10% in the numbers shown is required to account for masking, 2) for side
lobe acquisition this reduction is about 35%.
It should be pointed out that these two modes are mutually exclusive.
Both types of transmitted signals cannot be acquired simultaneously due to
geometry. To obtain a normal update, four to six GPS satellites must be
acquired simultaneously.
4
1o
Figure 2.1.1.5-I shows that the use of the GPS side lobes allows for an
adequate number of satellites to be acquired through the first 3.5 hours of
transfer, even when allowing for 35% masking. This is not the case for main
beam tracking. In addition, the triangulation geometry is more favorable for
this case because of wider spacing of the satellites.
Shortly after the midcourse, sufficient numbers of main beam satellites
become visible to obtain normal updates. Because the OTV has crossed the GPS
constellation at this point, sufficient gain exists in the GPS omni-antenna
for it to acquire the signals. This low orbit mode is used throughout the
rest of the mission.
In the case of the OTV in geosynchronous orbit, (Figure 2.1.I.5-2) it may
again be seen that the use of the GPS side lobes gives adequate numbers of
visible satellites even when masking effects are considered.
2.1.I.6 - GPS Summary - The GPS system appears to be the optimum solution to
the OTV state vector update problem. The accuracies achievable are better
than any other system (40 feet and 0.07 fps in low orbit, I020 feet and O.l
fps at GEO). This can be put to good use in reducing the aeroentry system
impacts. The updates can be obtained without special ground support and are
available Quickly and at a relatively high frequency. An additional plus is
that GPS is being actively pursued by other space systems which will result in
a number of space Qualified hardware elements being available when the OTV
flies.
The only problem with the system is its acquisition at high altitudes.
For low altitude operations, the standard GPS omni antenna give good coverage,
allowing updates at any time, and at almost any vehicle attitude.
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For high altitude operations a workable solution appears to be the use of
the four fixed 20 degree horns. The OTV periodically slews to an update
attitude which requires less than 15 minutes to obtain. On board navigation
hardware and software propagates the resulting state vector forward to the
next update opportunity. For the downleg trajectory, use of the horns results
in about three hours of unambiguous state vector update opportunities. This
time can be extended to about four hours if a repositioning system is included
in the horns. This would be a single worm drive motor which would slew one of
the two horn sets out as a function of deorbit time to capture the enlarging
GPS constellation.
Recommendation: GPS consider incorporation of an aft pointing antenna in
the next block change which would minimize impact on OTV. Failing this, the
above described horn system will give the required accuracies and operational
flexibility though at a cost of some 20 Lbs. of additional antenna hardware.
2.1.I.7 - On Orbit Calibration/Alignment - An evaluation of the recalibration
and alignment of the inertial systems for space-based OTV's was performed.
The calibration analysis concentrated on compensation terms for the gyros and
accelerometers. The star tracker was not included because it is a solid state
device (inherently stable) which is hard mounted directly to the IMU package.
The entire package is assembled/aligned on the ground and is replaceable on
orbit only as a complete unit, hence no subsequent star tracker to IMU
realignment is required. Relatively large (a few tenths of a degree)
misalignments of OTV to IMU are tolerable, so IMU changeout activities are not
tightly constrained.
The selection of the laser gyro for space basing results in part from the
elimination of g-sensitive recalibration (difficult to provide at the space
station). The only calibration required is on the drift and scale factors
which is accomplished in a coarse fashion while attached to the space
station. Final calibration is accomplished in-flight via stellar updates.
Recalibration of the accelerometers is done entirely at the station. The
low-g environment is ideal for calibrating bias terms so this activity can
proceed during any station quiescent periods. The accelerometer scale factor
calibration is accomplished by internal test torquers Cequipment which is
present on some of today's accelerometers). An alternative approach is to
look at changes in GPS sensed velocities, though this would require more
software on the vehicle.
This recalibration of the internal instruments does not create a special
impact to the space station, only a tie-in to the station's inertial reference
unit is required to implement the above strategies. In addition, a properly
designed orbit-replaceable I_IUpackage can be changed out with less than l arc
minute alignment disruption. This means that no box realignment is reauired
for space maintenance since all vehicle-relative measurements (pitch, yaw,
roll jet separation; aero lift & drag, thermal attitude computations, etc.)
can tolerate an arc min. error.
The result of all this is that space based maintenance can be accomplished
without special calibration/alignment fixtures.
_!AVIGATION ERROR MODEL
The Navigation error model provides the base for orbit accuracy analysis. In
most cases the accuracies are achievable with today's instruments and thus
demonstrate the practicality of the OTV system. The following summarizes the
basic data for the navigation error model:
Effective gyro drift
Stellar update accuracy
Accelerometer model
GPS state vector
Attitude alignment
0.03 deg/hr
4 arc min
200 ppm scale factor; lO0 micro-g bias
40 ft., 0.07 FPS (Low Earth Orbit)
I020 Ft., O.l FPS (Geosynchronous Orbit)
0.074 deg. 15 minutes after stellar update;
0.17 deg. G.B. pad align
l deg. space station alignment
Although the characteristics quoted often correspond to real hardware,
this should not be construed as representing a selection process, only a
realistic bounding of desired capabilities.
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2.1.1.8 - Midcourse Analysis - An analysis was performed to establish
midcourse burn requlrements tor the downleg portion of the OTV geosynchronous
mission. This midcourse is performed an hour before atmospheric entry.
Various errors in the deorbit burn were considered and mapped into an
equivalent aeropass perigee variation and inclination error by performing
covarience analysis of worst-case error sensitivities.
l) A burn attitude pointing error of 0.074 deg. results from star tracker
misalignments and gyro drift over 15 minutes of time. This results in
59200 ft. perigee and 0.052 deg. inclination error.
2) Accelerometer errors on the 6080 fps deorbit burn amount to 1.22 fps in
longitudinal delta-V and 0.003 ° of burn misalignment due to lateral
accelerometer bias. The RSS total of the longitudinal and lateral effects
results in 7470 ft. perigee and O.Oll deg. inclination errors.
3) An RCS vernier trim burn is used for precision cutoff of the main engine
burn. The shutdown uncertainty on the two RCS engines is 2 Ib-sec. which
results in a 55 ft. perigee error.
4) GPS state vector error causes targeting errors by the onboard guidance
system. GPS position uncertainty is estimated to be I020 feet and
velocity uncertainty is O.l fps at this point in mission. These result in
650 ft. perigee and O.OOl deg. inclination errors.
The RSS total of all errors is + 9.82 nm on perigee and .052 ° on
inclination.
A midcourse of 20.0 fps performed approximately four hours after deorbit
is sufficient to cover errors in perigee altitude. The inclination error will
be corrected by out of plane steering in the aerophase.
2.1.I.9 - Aeroentry Error Analysis - In order to minimize aerobrake TPS
weight, it is desirable for the dynamic range of the aeroentry maneuver to be
as small as possible. This is accomplished by reducing the aeroentry control
corridor to the minimum required for covering expected entry variations. The
following analysis was used to define the baseline variations.
A series of error sources were considered with their impacts being
normalized to an equivalent variation in vacuum perigee. The RSS total of
these effects was then used to size the aerocontrol corridor and the L/D of
the vehicle. The sources were grouped into two categories: l) targeting
errors which cause OTV to miss its desired atmospheric aiming point and 2)
aerodynamic variations which cause the vehicle to fly a different atmospheric
trajectory than expected.
I) Targeting Errors - The last opportunity to correct the OTV's downleg
trajectory occurs one hour before entry with a midcourse correction burn.
This burn is nominally performed with the RCS system which results in a
very accurate injection. All errors prior to this point are nulled out
and only those factors that disturb the burn and subsequent trajectory are
considered.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
Guidance Errors - Experience indicates an error of about 200 ft. for
this parameter.
Pointing Errors - Midcourse burn attitude errors due to IMU
misalignment (after stellar update) and cg trim errors amount to
about O.l deg. which equates to 130 ft. variation in vacuum perigee.
Cutoff Errors - Accelerometer errors and a lO millisecond shutdown
uncertainty results in a 490 ft. error.
GPS Error - originally, estimates of state vector errors for GPS at
this stage of flight (at a relatively high altitude of 9000 n.m.)
were 1500 ft. in position and 2 fps. in velocity which results in a
net perigee error of 9514 ft. This state error has subsequently been
greatly reduced to I020 ft. position and O.l fps. velocity
uncertainty (based on recent GPS simulation work conducted at the
Aerospace Corporation) which results in a perigee error of only 745
ft. The old uncertainties were used to derive the basic control
requirements and will be carried here. SubseQuent testing with our
closed loop aeropass simulation has shown that the extra margin this
provides is required to overcome system response lags for the case of
fluctuating atmospheric dispersions.
Onboard Clock Error - Very accurate time comes with the use of GPS -
not a significant effect.
Nongravitational Effects - Nonbalanced configuration of the RCS jets
produces unbalanced torques (see controls section for a layout).
This is estimated to result in a 320 ft. perigee miss.
2) Aerodynamic Variations - No two aeroentries will be Quite the same.
impact of variations in the atmosphere and the vehicle are accounted for
here.
The
a)
b)
c)
Atmospheric Uncertainty - Current best estimates of atmospheric
prediction accuracies for the 1990s are plus or minus 30% in
density. This figure is primarily based on observed density
fluctuations in Shuttle reentry data. This results in a 5700 ft.
uncertainty in perigee altitude.
L/D Uncertainty - An angle-of-attack variation of l° is due to
variations in the entry cg location consistent with Viking entry data
and OTV c.g. analysis. The impact on perigee is 4500 ft.
Ballistic Uncertainty - Weight uncertainty = 150 Ibs. (propellant
residual uncertainty), coefficient of drag (Cd) variation = I0%
(Shuttle and Viking experience), and brake area variation = 5% (to
cover uncertainties in the flex of the support ribs and Nextel
cloth). The RSS effect of these factors on ballistic coefficient is
12%.
RSS'ing of all the above factors yields a net variation in perigee of
+ 2.01 nm. A control corridor of + 2.5 nm was chosen to cover this
_ncertainty with a 25% margin. Th_ key contributers to this variation are the
uncertainities in atmospheric density and angle of attack. Better atmospheric
prediction capabilities (through real-time remote sensing and improved dynamic
modeling) as well as reduced aerodynamic uncertainities (better computational
fluid dynamics codes plus a vigorous pre-flight test program) could greatly
reduce the perigee variation.
Conclusion: We conclude that + 2.5 n.m. worth of control capability must
be in the OTV aerodesign.
2.1.1.10 - Aeropass Navigation Errors - Table 2.1.1.10-I summarizes the
analysis undertaken to establish errors in the aeroexit orbit due to aeropass
uncertainties.
Table 2.1.1.10-I Aeropass Navigation Analysis
0
GEO DEORBIT ERRORS
_IIDCOURSE ERRORS
AEROPASS ERRORS
- 20 FPS MIDCOURSE AT ENTRY MINUS 1 HOUR REQUIRED
TO CORRECT DEORBIT PERIGEE ERROR OF 8.91 NF._
- 0.047 ° INCLINATION ERROR CORRECTED IN AEROPASS
- 0.16 NM UNCERTAINTY IN PERIGEE ALTITUDE
- 0.0019 ° VARIATION IN AEROENTRY FLIGHT PATH ANGLE
- MIDCOURSE RESIDUALS PLUS AERODYNAMIC
UNCERTAINTIES REQUIRE A 5 NM CONTROL CORRIDOR
(L/D - 0.116)
- 1.47 NM APOGEE AND 0.021 ° INCLINATIOI$ ERRORS
REMAIN IN AEROEXIT ORBIT
2.1.1.11 - OTV Minor Burns - An analysis was conducted to establish OTV
requirements for burns other than those for major transfers. These include
midcourse maneuvers, separation burns, post-aero circularization and trim
delta-v's, as well as ACC OTV boost requirements. These so called "minor
burns" are summarized in Table 2.1.1.11-1
Use was made of GN&C error analysis as well as simulations to derive
results for selected missions. The mission profiles may be found in the
flight operations section.
This burn information was incorporated into the performance analysis used
to size OTV propellant requirements.
lO
Table 2.1.I.II-I OTVMinor Burns
ET/SSSEP
UPLEG_IIDCOURSE
PL SEP/EVADE
_OWNLEGPHASING
DOWNLEGMIDCOURSE
POSTAEROTRIM
SPACESTA. XFER
GROUND-BASED ACC
GEO PERIGEE
DEL PLAN. KICK
366 366 366
5 20 20
165 --- 378
20 40 20
350 350 350
SPACE-BASED
GEO GEO ffANNED
DEL SEPV. GEO PLANETARY
8 (OMV) 8(OMV) 8(ONV) 8 (OMV)
--- 20 20 ---
5 .... 20
165 165 165 ---
20 20 20 40
450 450 450 450
85 85 85 85
ALL QUANTITIES IN F.P.S.
Aeromaneuver Control Options - Flight through an atmosphere requires that
a vehicle have some method for altering its trajectory to correct for
inevitable variations in targeting and aerodynamic performance. Two basic
options exist to accomplish this control:
Drag control alters the trajectory by direct variation of the vehicle's
ballistic coefficient. This can be accomplished either by area variation with
devices such as drag brakes) or drag coefficient (with streamline modification
techniques such as Aerospike) or by a combination of the two (such as with the
Ballute concept which simultaneously alters its volume and shape by
pressurizing and depressurizing an aerodynamic gas bag). Drag control can be
used to control exit apogee only since no out of plane control is possible.
Desired exit inclination relies on accurate pre-entry targeting.
The second option is lift control which utilizes the pointing of a lift
vector to directly alter the vehicle's flight path. This lift vector arises
from a non-zero trim angle of attack in the entering vehicle and represents a
technique which has been used by the Apollo, Viking and Shuttle Programs. Use
of this technique allows out-of-plane corrections to be made which means that
both apogee and inclination errors can be corrected in the Aeropass. With a
mid to high lifting device, larger amounts of Aeropass inclination turn can be
executed which reduces the rocket burn which would otherwise be required.
Based on our studies of the aero-entry process we recommend the use of a
low L/D lifting device. The rationale for this selection will be presented in
the following paragraphs.
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2.1.l.12 - Control Corridor Definition - Safe flight through the atmosphere
is restricted to a region which can be controlled by the OTV. For example, if
the OTV uses lift vector pointing to modulate its trajectory, the limits of
this control are continuous lift vector up and continuous lift vector down.
Trajectories run with these two conditions define lower and upper
(respectively) boundaries (Fig. 2.1.1.12-I) for vehicle flight. Conditions
which exceed these boundaries will result in either skip-out or reenter.
For the purposes of establishing a working concept, these boundary
profiles are characterized by their (preentry) vacuum perigee altitudes. The
difference in the perigee altitudes for the two limiting conditions is know as
the dynamic control corridor. This corridor represents the zone within which
an orbital targeting routine must aim the OTV for a successful aeropass.
As will be seen later, the bottom portion of the control corridor has
penalties associated with it in the form of larger post-aero circularization
burns. This is due to the decay of the exit perigee with steeper exit
angles-of attack. Because of this penalty, the lower portion of the corridor
is removed leaving an effective control corridor as the target window.
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_{->_ _/_ CONTROL/
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•CONTROL CORRIDOR BOUNDED BY:
CONTINUOUS LIFT UP CASE
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•LOWER BOUNDARY MODIFIED BY
RAPID GROWTH OF POST-AERO
CIRCULARIZATION VELOCITY
(DUE TO PERIGEE ALTITUDE
DECAY).
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EXPRESSED AS THE PERIGEE
ALT[TUDE SEPARATION OF THE
VACUUM TP.AJECTORIES. USE
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ORBITAL GUIDANCE TARGETING.
Figure 2.1.1.12-I Control Corridor Definition
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2.1.1.13 - Aeromaneuver Control Modes - Our trajectory simulation was used to
compare thre_basic approaches to aerobraking: aerospike; drag modulation;
and lift modulation. Control corridor parametrics were generated for varying
levels of aerospike thrust, drag modulation ratio, and L/D. All trajectories
are for a ground-based OTV configuration returning from a geosynchronous
mission orbit. All the parametrics were normalized to show impact of the
various approaches on the aerodynamic control corridor.
For the case of aerospike control, it may be seen from Figure 2.1.1.13-1
that the control authority is limited to an approximately 6 mile wide corridor
(with correspondingly high propellant usage (see Figure 2.1.1.14-1).
The geometric constraints of mechanical drag modulation appear to limit
its area variation to less than 3:1. From the chart one can see that this
corresponds to a control corridor of 3 nm or less. This represents a somewhat
marginal control situation, when compared with the 5 nm control corridor
resulting from our aeroentry error analysis work.
The offset C.G. approach (lift control) appears to offer the largest
amount of control for the smallest vehicle impact. For example, L/D values of
0.25 are easily achievable with the 70 degree Viking aeroshell and result in
control corridor widths on the order of 12 nm. This is more than adequate to
cover trajectory dispersions.
Our conclusion is that lift control is the most promising method of
controlling the OTV through the aeropass.
2.1.I.14 - Aerospike Fuel Requirements - Trajectory simulations of the OTV
aeropass were used to generate various parameters. In this case simulation of
the aerospike dynamics was used to derive the aerocontrol corridor for various
maximum thrust levels. The control corridor is obtained by differencing the
perigee altitude obtained with no control from that with maximum control, both
with proper exit conditions. Basically then, a vehicle whose vacuum perigee
lies within the control corridor can be steered by guidance to a proper exit
orbit. In the case of aerospike, minimum control is the no thrust condition
and maximum control is full thrust (within the atmosphere).
Figure 2.1.1.14-1 shows control corridors resulting from thrust levels up
to 1200 Ibs., where the effectiveness decays due to dominance of the rocket
effect over drag reduction. All cases are for a geosynchronous return with
the ground-based OTV configuration. It may be seen from Figure 2.1.1.14-1
that Aerospike is fairly propellant expensive (420 lb. propellant for a five
mile corridor).
Based on its high propellant usage (which is not offset by weight savings
elsewhere) and large uncertainties in the dynamics of the process we conclude
that Aerospike is not an attractive option for the OTV Aeropass.
2.1.I.15 - Velocity Savings From Inclination Control in Aeropass - Lift can
be used to trim out-'of-'plane(inclination control) as well as the in-plane
(apogee control) errors in the aero-maneuver. Converged trajectories were
generated with maximum out-of-plane lift for various L/D configurations to
evaluate how much inclination change is achievable. Figure 2.1.1.15-1 showns
deorbit from geosynchronous orbit to a Shuttle recovery orbit of 28.5 °
inclination and 140 nmi altitude.
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Figure 2.1.1.15-I Velocity Savings from Inclination Control in Aeropass
sENTRY FROM GEO
eEXIT TO 140 N.M
PARK ORBIT
eUSE OF LIFT TO
CHANGE INCLINATION
IN ATMOSPHERE
REDUCES PLANE
CHANGE AT GEO
eGOING FROM L/D
OF. 25 TO 1.00
SAVES 620 FPS
• INCREASE IN
AEROBRAKE WEIGHT
TO ACHIEVE L/D't00
IS GREATER THAN
PROPELLANT SAVINGS
• RECOMMEND AGAINST
INCREASING LIFT FOR
INCLINATION CHANGES
It may be seen that for an L/D of 1.8 the entire 28.50 plane change can
be accomplished in the aeropass.
A comparison is made of the velocity savings to be gained by going from an
L/D of .25 to l.O0. This represents an additional inclination change
capability of ll.5° (increasing from 3.50 to 15° delta inclination)
which corresponds to a velocity savings of 620 fps.
This velocity savings at the apogee burn can be equated to the following
propellant savings at the end of the mission:
Return Empty 14K Return
Storable Stage
(Isp = 342 sec)
350 Ib ll60 Ib
Cryogenic 250 Ib 840 Ib
(Isp = 470 sec)
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The increase in dry weight necessary to produce the L/D of 1.0 must be
less than these propellant savings to realize a net performance benefit. The
hypersonic sled aeroassist configuration which accomplishes this L/D (detailed
in Section 2.2.1) weighs 6000 Ib more than the equivalent low L/D storable
vehicle with 14 K return capability. In this case, a benefit from mid I/D of
If60 Ib of propellant savings is overwhelmedby a structural penalty of 6000
lb.
Weconclude that adding lift to significantly alter inclination in the
aeropass results in an inefficient OTV. Our design approach is to use only
enough lift to control trajectory errors.
2.1.I.16 - Deorbit Overview - Figures 2.1.1.16-1 and -2 show two basic
strategies for deorbiting the OTV from GFO. The basic problem is controlling
the OTV phase relative to the pick-up vehicle since the deorbit point is fixed
by the orbit intersection of the two spacecraft.
Figure 2.1.1.16-1 shows a direct descent where the size of the downleg
orbit is varied to change the time of aeroentry . To accommodate the full
range of relative phasing requires this orbit's timing shift be adjustable
between +.8 to -.7 hr. This requires an additional velocity penalty of up to
170 FPS on the deorbit burn.
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• DEORBIT BURN FIXED AT
NODAL INTERSECTION OF
OTV AND STS/SS
• PHASING ERROR ACCOMMODATED
BY SLOW OR FAST DOWNLEG
TRANSFER" (SLOW TRANSFER
ILLUSTRATED)
• TO COVER FULL RANGE OF
PHASING ERRORS (#45 MIN)
REQUIRES ADDITIONAL 170 FPS
IN DEORBIT BURN
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TO TIME-LIMITED MISSIONS
(MANNED ABORTS, CONSUMABLES
LIMITED MISSIONS)
*FIRST PROPOSED BY MMC IN
MSFC OTV TECH BRIEFING
SEPT 20, 19B3
Figure 2.1.1.16-1 Deorbit Overview - Option #1
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Figure 2.1.1.16-2 showsan alternate approach where phasing is
accomplished by first raising the apogeeof the geo-orbit half a revolution
prior to the deorbit point. A Hohmantransfer is used for the downleg to the
atmosphere. Since both segmentsreouire more time to traverse, a net delay in
the entry time is accomplished which produces the required phasing shift.
Since the deorbit burn occurs at a higher altitude (about 2000 _I.M. higher
than GEO for the 90 minute delay case) less velocity iS required to accomplish
it. The maximum delay situation of 90 minutes actually requires 129 FPS less
overall than a normal deorbit.
ENTRY
PHAS ING
BURN
NAV UPDATES:
GPS ACQUSITION +
STELLAR UPDATE
• BURN POINT
Figure 2.1 .l.16-2
GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT
MIDCOURSE
(ENTRY MINUS
I HOUR)
DEORBIT +
PLANE
CHANGE
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INTERMEDIATE
PHASING ORBIT
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Deorbit Overview - Option #2
• DEORBIT BURN FIXED
AT NODAL INTERSECTION
OF OTV AND STS/SS
• PHASING ERROR ACCOMMODATED
BY COMBINATION OF THE
BURNS:
i) PHASING BURN TO
RAISE APOGEE
2) DEORBIT BURN AT
RESULTING APOGEE
(THE COMBINATION DELAYS
TIME OF ENTRY WHICH ADJUSTS
RELATIVE PHASE)
• DEORBIT BURN AT HIGHER
ALTITUDE ACTUALLY SAVES FUEL
OVERALL (+90 MIN ADJUST USES
129 FPS LESS THAN NOMINAL)
• INTERMEDIATE PHASING ORBIT
REQUIRES 12 HOURS ADDITIONAL
TIME AT GEO
• THIS OPTION IDEALLY SUITED TO
PERFORMANCE CRITICAL MISSIONS
Thus, Deorbit Option #2 is more optimum than option #1 from a propellent
standpoint (12 hours worth of additional consumables is outweighed by the
velocity reduction). However, missions which cannot afford the additional 12
hrs at GEO will find Option #1 more attractive. This would include such time
critical modes as a manned abort from GEO.
2.1.1.17 - Aerophase Overview - The aerobrake trajectory and subsequent
orbital maneuvers are shown in Figure 2..I.I.17-I. Upon leaving the
atmosphere, the OTV is in a suborbital trajectory whose perigee must be raised
to at least lO0 nm to provide a stable orbit. In order to correct for
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relative phasing shifts, a single pass in a postaero phasing orbit is
undertaken. By varying the perigee between lO0 nm and 140 nm
(circularization) resu]ts in a phasing shift of 3.01 °. This is more than
adequate to correct the atmospheric dispersion.
Subsequently, an inclination trim burn is accomplished at the intersection
of the nodes, followed by a final circularization at the Shuttle rendezvous
altitude of 140 nm.
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Figure 2.1.1.17-1 Aerophase Overview - Ground-Based
2.1.I.18 - Aeroentry Overview - SPACE-BASED - The space-based aerophase
(Figure 2.1.I.8-I) is very similar to that for the ground-based. Because of
the higher Space Station altitude the postaero targeted apogee is
correspondingly higher. To avoid interference with the defined Space Station
control zones, this apogee target has been set 25 miles below the 270 nm
station orbit.
The range of OTV phasing orbits achievable can adjust for 3.63 to 14.OR
deg/rev between the OTV and Space Station.
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Figure 2.1.1.18-1 Aerophase Overview - Space-Based
2.1.I.19 Aeroentry Overview - Figure 2.1.1.19-1 presents an overview of the
aeroentry process. The control corridor forms a tunnel within the atmosphere
which defines where the vehicle can successfully fly. FJote that the bottom of
the control corridor is defined by an operational boundary rather than a
dynamic one. This is because flying at the bottom of the dynamic corridor
causes very depressed perigees in the postaero orbit which requires a large
amount of fuel to correct.
Just prior to entry the OTV performs a final midcourse correction (entry
minus l hour), Stellar and GPS updates, and a preentry guidance update. After
accomplishing these tasks, the OTV establishes an entry attitude which it
holds until entry begins at a sensed acceleration of .03 g's.
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Figure 2.1.1.19-I Aeroentry Overview
As the entry proceeds, guidance updates (every lO seconds) refine the
desired pointing of the vehicle lift vector. Upon achieving sensed velocity
targets, the vehicle initiates a continuous roll at 1.5 RPM to null the fixed
lift vector. In a typical trajectory, subsequent roll holds are required to
tweak the trajectory. This process continues until the vehicle exits the
atmosphere, at which time the apogee and inclination targets for the postaero
orbit have been achieved.
2.1.I.20 - 0TV Aerostabilization - Figure 2.1.I.20-I shows the 0TV in its 7.2 °
aeroentry attitude required for adequate lift. A fundamental point shown is
that the aeroroll maneuvers are performed about the vehicle's trim angle of
attack rather than its axis of symmetry. Because the aerodynamic torques are
larger than the offset inertia effects the vehicle can be rolled about this
axis with smaller RCS jet consumption.
The attitude control algorithm uses rate damping about the pitch and yaw
axes and an attitude/rate deadband for the roll axis.
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Figure 2.1.I.20-I OTV Aerostabilization
2.1.1.21 - L/D Versus Control Corridor - Using the 5 nm control corridor width
that results from the aeroentry error analysis it is possible to specify the
L/D requirements for the OTV. A series of continuous lift-up and lift-down
geosynchronous return trajectories were generated for various L/D's to define
corridor boundaries. The resulting control corridor widths are plotted on
Figure 2.1.1.21_l. This data shows that an L/D of O.ll6 gives the desired E
nm corridor. This L/D is achieved via an angle-of-attack of 7.2 degrees based
on Viking data for this type of aerobrake shape. (Reference: Viking
Aerodynamic Data Book, _JASA TR-3709014)
An analysis of free molecular flow effects shows no significant impact to
this angle of attack as will be discussed in the following paragraphs
2.1.I.22 = Aerothermodynamic Environment - The aerothermodynamic flight domain
of an AOTV is shown in Figure 2.1.I.22-I. A STS trajectory is shown for
comparison. The AOTV decelerates at a much higher altitude than STS and makes
its aeropass in a very energetic environment of the upper atmosphere. STS
peak heating occurs in a dissociated oxygen dominated convective heating
environment. Wne AOTV's entry into the atmosphere is almost twice as
energetic as STS. The environment associate_ with the passage of the OTV
through this high altitude consists of radiation from chemically relaxing air
(also known as nonequilibrium radiation) and convection from dissociated,
ionized air. It has been shown (Reference AIAA paper 83-04060 that a regime
exists for blunt bodies where continuum theory applies although a slip
condition may occur. The limit of applicability of continuum theory for a
blunt body is termed the quasi continuum limit.
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2.1.1.23 - Flow Regime Transition Criteria Based on Viking Flight and Wind
Tunnel Data - Over the high Reynolds number flight regime, the drag
c'oefficient (CD) is nearly constant at a value of 1.6. Just below a
Reynolds number of lO5, a decrease in CD has been observed. This is due
to a transition from equilibrium to nonequilibrium flow in the shock layer.
Based on Viking flight data, CD is reduced to approximately 1.55 at Re =
lO4 (wind tunnel data indicates a decrease in CD to 1.48). Then as the
Reynolds number becomes lower, an increase in CD occurs as transitional and
then free-molecule flow are obtained. A simplified bridging technique for use
in trajectory simulations is illustrated in Figure 2.1.I.23-I.
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Figure 2.1.I.23-I Flow Regime Transition Criteria Based on Viking Flight
and Wind Tunnel Data
The most commonly accepted criteria for division of the flow regimes is
the Knudsen number, Kn. The Knudsen number can be related to more familiar
parameters of fluid mechanics, the Mach number (Mn) and the Reynolds number
(Re), by the following equation: Kn = 1.49085 * Mn/Re. Using this equation,
the boundaries of the various regimes can be defined.
2.1.I.24 - Free Molecular Flow Impact on L/D - After implementing the above
model for lift and drag vs. flow regime, an analysis was undertaken to
evaluate free molecular flow impacts. Typical results are shown in the time
history profiles of acceleration and L/D shown in Figure 2.1.I.24-I. It can
be seen from the data that the region of significant L/D decay is restricted
to the extremely low acceleration regions of the aeropass, and thus has no
impact on the aero trajectory. In addition, similar data for attitude control
shows that the region of perturbed trim attitude is easily overcome by RCS jet
firings.
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One significant impact has been the incorporation of a free molecular flow
predictor in guidance. Without this the guidance density feedback function is
incorrectly biased in early and late entry,
We conclude that the free molecular flow effects have no significant
trajectory impacts for the OTV.
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2.1.1.25 Aeropass Simulation Data
The following table summarizes key data used to drive the closed-loop Aeropass
simulation. Ground-based and space-based OTV data are separated where
appropriate.
ALL VEHICLES
L/D
ANGLE OF ATTACK
MAX ROLL RATE
ROLL DEADBAND
TARGET INCLINATION
GRAVITY MODEL
ATMOSPHERIC MODEL
= O.ll6
= 7.23o
= 9o/SEC
= 0.20
: 28.50
= ROTATING OBLATE (J2)
= ROTATING OBLATE, 1962 STANDARD AND STS PROFILES
VEHICLE UNIQUE GROUND BASED
BALLISTIC COEF.
RCS THRUST
RCS ISP
RCS LEVER ARM
ROLL INERTIA
TARGET APOGEE
ROLL ACCEL.
= 3.78 LB/FT 2
= 25 LB EACH (3 JETS*)
= 230 SEC
= 7.75 FT
= 13200 SLUG-FT 2
: 140 NM
= 2.52 DEG/SEC 2
= 6.52 LBIFT 2
= I00 LB EACH (3 JETS*)
= 378 SEC
= 8.92
= 23300 SLUG-FT 2
= 245 N.M. (25 N.M. BELOW
STATIO_I)
= 6.58 DEG/SEC 2
(NOTE; ONE RCS ROLL JET ASSUMED FAILED OFF)
2.1.1.26 Aeroguidance
The basic aeroguidance scheme is a predictor-corrector algorithm which
targets to an exit orbit apogee and inclination. Guidance steers the vehicle
by pointing the body-fixed lift vector in a direction which nulls apogee and
inclination simultaneously. After the targets are met the lift vector is
nulled via a continuous roll. It should be noted that the lift vector is
never perfectly nulled out by this roll; however, guidance accounts for this
by detecting its effect in the prediction process. The actual roll hold
duration is contro}led via a lateral velocity target which is the net sensed
velocity in the lift direction accumulated during a roll hold. The use of
this targeting method reduces the impact of L/D dispersions.
An important feature of the predictor-corrector approach is that it
enables a preentry prediction to be made. This update bootstraps an initial
control set while there are large timing margins. It also establishes a
nominal entry attitude which reduces the roll response lags by pre-aiming the
vehicle.
Because of density dispersions that will always occur in the atmosphere, a
feedback routine is included which utilizes sensed accelerations from the
navigation package to correct the onboard atmospheric model.
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2.1.1.27 Lift Vector Targeting
Figure 2.1.I.27-I illustrates the technique utilized to determine the OTV
lift vector pointing. The inclination and apogee guidance algorithms produce
desired vertical and horizontal velocity targets required to produce the
desired exit trajectory. These two targets are added vectorally to produce a
net required velocity target. The direction of this vector is the required
pointing for the lift vector. The magnitude of the vector is the
"velocity-to-go" target for the lateral accelerometers to use as a cutoff
value for the roll hold.
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Figure 2.1.I.27-I Lift Vector Targeting
2.1.I.28 Guidance Update Cycle
Figure 2.1.I.28-I shows the functional flow of an aeroguidance update.
Beginning at the left, the guidance function starts with the current
navigation state vector plus commanded roll attitude and commanded lateral
velocity from the previous update cycle. The navigation state plus sensed
decelerations are fed into an atmospheric feedback function which acts to
correct the onboard density model for observed fluctuations. The state vector
and commanded controls are then fed into the trajectory prediction routine
which produces estimated postaero errors in inclination and apogee.
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Figure 2.1.1.28-I Guidance Update Cycle
If the maximum number of iterations for this update has been exceeded,
execution is halted until the next update to avoid exceeding the vehicle's
computational timing limits. If the estimated errors are both small enough,
guidance has converged and the update function is exited. On the other hand,
if either or both errors exceed a specified tolerance and the maximum
iterations is not exceeded, the correction portion of the algorithm is
entered. When performing corrections, the apogee routine is always executed.
However, the inclination correction logic is only performed when apogee errors
fall within an error band. The reason for this is that trajectory predictions
with large apogee errors have false inclination values that will corrupt the
inclination steering. If the inclination correction logic is so disabled, a
previous output is used instead.
The apogee and inclination guidance functions produce vertical and
horizontal components of lateral "velocity to be gained". These two
components, when taken together, produce a new target roll attitude for the
vehicle. The duration of the new roll hold is determined by the amount of
time it takes to accumulate the vertical component of lateral velocity.
These new control variables are compared with the old ones to see if the
changes are large enough to be realistically implemented. If not, the update
function terminates; if so, processing continues and the new control variables
are fed back into the prediction routine to start a new guidance iteration.
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2.1.1.29 Roll Control Algorithm
The roll control function determines when roll attitude holds are to be
initiated and terminated. It is a fast control function, operating at the
same frequency as the basic attitude control function (lO millisecond
frequency). The function implements the two control outputs of the
aeroguidance update routine: commanded roll attitude and commanded lateral
velocity.
The Figure 2.1.I.29-I is entered from the left with a comparison of the
commanded and actual roll attitudes. If the difference between the two is
within the attitude deadband, then a roll hold is commanded. Otherwise the
active roll is continued to acquire the commanded roll attitude.
COMMANDED
LATERAL
VELOCITY
SENSED
LATERAL
ACCELERATION
COMMANDED
ROLL ANGLE
ACTUAL
ROLL ANGLE
ROLL HOLD /LATERAL _
_'t_ I CONTINUOUS
IROLL
INITIATE
CONTINUOUS
ROLL
CONTINUE
ROLL
HOLD
Figure 2.1.I.29-I Roll Control Algorithm
If the vehicle is in a roll hold period, the output of the accelerometers
is integrated in the lateral plane to produce the lateral sensed velocity.
This velocity is compared with the commanded "velocity to go" to determine if
the roll hold should continue. Once the sensed lateral velocity exceeds the
commanded velocity, the roll hold is terminated and a continuous roll
initiated.
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2.1.1.30 Atmospheric Feedback--The atmospheric feedback function acts to
correct the onboard atmospheric model for observed density shifts. This can
be due to changes in vehicle aerodynamic properties and navigation errors as
well as atmospheric shifts. The function is executed once at the beginning of
each guidance update.
The functional block diagram (Figure 2.1.I.30-I) begins on the left with
the current navigation state vector and the current sensed deceleration. The
state vector is fed into the onboard atmospheric model which produces an
expected deceleration level. This predicted deceleration is differenced with
the measured value. The result is combined with previous deltas in an
averaging technique which is then used to produce corrections to the onboard
atmospheric model.
_I CURRENT ONBOARD PREDICTED
vEcTo ACCELERAT,ON,NTOI I
CENTER I z_ ._PREVIOUS I I£ _ICORRECTIONS_I
SENSED I _'_I( WEIGHTED |I
l÷ I AVERAGE) II
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NEW
ONBOARD
ATMOSPHERE
MODEL
CONSTANTS
Figure 2.1.I.30-I Atmospheric Feedback
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2.1.I.31 Aeropass Parametrics
The following three sections present aeroassist parametric data derived
from closed loop simulations. This data was generated for two ballistic
coefficients (W/CDA = 3.78 and 9.00 LB/FT2). The parameters covered are
post-aero circularization and phasing requirements, aeropass peak deceleration
and airloads, and stagnation heating data. This information is used for
post-aero orbit and operations design, structural load sizing and aerobrake
thermal analysis.
The basic approach was to span the dynamic control corridor with entry
trajectories flown through a 1962 standard atmosphere. By this means all
possible entry conditions are covered.
2.1.I.32 Circularization Velocity and Phasing Shift
Figure 2.1.I.32-I shows post-aero circularization requirements and phasing
shifts. It is applicable to all ballistic coefficients considered. The
circularization velocity is defined to be the delta-V required to circularize
the exit condition orbit at its target apogee. It may be seen that this
velocity is fairly constant across the corridor with a fairly sharp rise near
the lower boundary. The increase in delta-V is due to the decay of the exit
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Figure 2.1.I.32-I Circularization Velocity and Phasing Shift - All W/CDA's
orbit's perigee. As aeropasses are flown lower and lower in the control
corridor, the vehicle is forced into steeper and steeper relative flight path
angle trajectories in order to get quickly through the higher atmospheric
densities at perigee. Because the exit apogees are fixed by guidance at the
desired target altitudes, the perigee must decrease in the face of increasing
exit flight path angles.
In order to avoid the performance penalty associated with this increase in
delta-V, the lower 0.7 nm of the control corridor is eliminated. This leaves
a resulting corridor width of 4.3 nm which is still adequate to cover the
error budget of 4.01 nm. The post-aero circularization requirement is 250
fps.
The varying exit conditions also bring about relative phasing shifts, with
respect to nominal, upo_ reaching final circular orbit. These relative
alignment shifts must be nulled out for a successful rendezvous. From the
chart it may be seen that the total phasing change from the bottom to the top
of the control corridor amounts to about 1.6 degrees. To accommodate this, a
single pass phasing orbit has been baselined for the first orbit after
aerobraking.
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Due to the interaction of the control system with the aerodynamic
fluctuations presented by STS atmosphere profiles, trajectories flown with
these dispersed atmospheres resulted in circularization burns and phase shifts
which are slightly larger than the parametric results (Table 2.1.I.37-I).
These dynamic variations are relatively small and do not represent a major
mission impact. The parametric envelope for airloads and heating presented in
the next two sections is not affected by these STS profiles.
2.1.I.33 Deceleration and Airloads
The peak deceleration and airloads are shown in Figure 2.1.I.33-I over the
range of the control corridor. The first graph {Figure 2.1.I.33-I) shows data
for the low ballistic case (W/CD A = 3,78 Ib/ft L) while the second {Figure
2.1.I.33-2) shows the same information for a high ballistic number (W/CDA =
9.0) The curves are identical because the two parameters are related by the
constants of OTV weight and aerobrake area. Observed peak deceleration of 3
g's was used to size aerobrake support structure. The peak dynamic pressure
of 15 psf {plus a shock modification factor) was used to derive required
aerobrake shield strength.
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Figure 2.1.I.33-I Deceleration and Airloads - Low L/D
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2.1.1.34 Stagnation Heating
Peak thermal flux and integrated heat load (normalized to a one ft. nose
radius) are shown for trajectories spanning the control corridor. The first
graph (Figure 2.1.I.34-I) shows data for the low ballistic case (W/CDA =
3.78 IW/CDA = 9.0 Ib/ft2), while the second (Figure 2.1.I.34-2) shows the
same information for a high ballistic number. Note that for aeropasses that
travel deep in the atmosphere (short duration, high deceleration) the peak
thermal flux is high while the integrated heat load is low, while for
trajectories high in the corridor (long duration, low deceleration) the
opposite is true.
This data is used as input for the aerothermal analysis which must also
include real gas effects and radiant shock heating, not included there.
Aerobrake TPS thicknesses were sized by the corridor extremes which represent
the worst-case conditions.
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2.1.1.35 Aero_uidance Dispersions: Single Parameters
A variety of dispersions were simulated one at a time to test the
robustness of the guidance technique. Where applicable, these dispersions are
at three sigma levels. The dispersions are as follows:
l) Perigee Altitude Errors - Entry trajectories which spanned the control
corridor were generated. This represents a variation in the vacuum
perigee altitude of plus or minus 2.2 nm.
2) Inclination Errors - Dispersions of plus or minus 0.5 deg. were utilized
to test the inclination targeting logic. This greatly exceeds the entry
error estimate of 0.048 deg.
3) STS Observed Fluctuations - In the course of Shuttle reentries
measurements have been taken which have allowed plots of density
variations to be produced. The data set which has been used is from
STS-2, 4, and 6. These profiles establish high frequency density
variations in the atmosphere.
4) Global Density Shifts - A density multiplier is applied to the entire 1962
standard atmosphere. Variations of + 15 % and + 40 % have been tested.
s) Angle-of-Attack Errors - Because of cg uncertainties, the vehicle will
trim out at a different angle-of-attack than expected. Based on cg
analysis and Viking experience a value of + 1.5 degree has been used.
6) Entry flight path angle - the net effect of this dispersion is similar to
a perigee altitude error, however a corresponding apogee increase occurs
to keep the entry velocity constant. The dispersion value of _ .23 deg.
greatly exceeds the expected variation.
2.1.I.36 Aero_uidance Dispersions: Coupled Parameters--In order to evaluate
performance of the OTV in a more strenuous environment, the single parameter
dispersions mentioned previously were each rerun simultaneously with a shuttle
density profile (STS-6). In most cases the dispersion values had to be
reduced, but in all cases, they lie within the maximum values set by error
analysis.
It should be noted that some of the dispersions were found to be skewed
(density and angle of attack). This represents a failing in the simple method
of nominal vacuum perigee targeting which is currently set at the midpoint of
the control corridor. In actuality, the corridor does not have a linear
nature, and nominal targeting must be biased off-center. How much this bias
is, must be defered to a more detailed performance optimization.
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An addeddispersion parameter is a worst case navigation error of 2000 ft.
position and 14 fps. velocity. Thesecoupled dispersions are summarizedas
follows:
o PERIGEE ALTITUDE ERRORS + .2 NM
m
o INCLINATION ENTRY ERRORS + .5 DEG
o GLOBAL DENSITY OR BALLISTIC
COEFFICIENT SHIFT
+22%, -15%
o ANGLE OF ATTACK ERRORS +2 DEG,
-l DEG
o ENTRY FLIGHT PATH ANGLE + .02 DEG
o NAVIGATION ERROR 2000 FT
14 FPS
2.1.1.37 Aerosimulation Summary
Table 2.1.I.37-I summarizes the results of these singly dispersed aeropass
simulations. For each of the previously discussed dispersion parameters, the
following information is displayed:
l) Apogee error in nautical miles.
2) Absolute perigee in nautical miles.
3) Inclination error in degrees.
4) Ascending node shift in degrees.
5) Net plane change due to combined effect of inclination and ascending
node error (deg).
6) Phase shift of OTV after circularizing at target altitude {deg).
This is computed with respect to the nominal (undispersed) profile
and is a measure of the amount of phase adjustment required in the
postaero phasing orbit.
7) Circularizing Delta-V (FPS). This is the net velocity required to
perform a Hohmann transfer from the exit orbit to the circular
target orbit (140 n.m. for these ground based missions)
8) Inclination trim Delta-V is the amount of velocity to correct the net
plane error (FPS).
9) Net Delta-V is the sum of 7) & 8).
lO) Net propellant is the pounds of MPS propellant required to perform
the net Delta-V of 9).
ll) Roll RCS usage is the pounds of propellant required to perform all
the aeroroll maneuvers. This quantity does not include pitch and yaw
damping requirements. Based on independent simulation results this
is estimated to be less than I0% of the roll propellant requirement.
12) Peak heat flux. This is the largest observed value of the reference
stagnatiQn point convective heat flux referenced to a one ft. sphere
(BTU/ft._ sec. ).
Highlights of the single parameter dispersions are as follows:
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Table 2.1.1.37-I Aerosimulation Summary: Single Parameters
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Errors in apogee and inclination are Quite small (the largest apogee error
is 2.57 nm for STS 4 and the largest inclination error is .Ol81° for STS
6). Phase shift errors span a total range of 1.4042° which is easily
accommodated by a single pass postaero phasing orbit. Total correction
Delta-V ranges from 243.80 to 271.07 fps which translates to an MPS propellant
requirement of 124.57 to 138.63 lb. This represents a fairly small variation
of only 14 Ibs.
Peak RCS roll usage is 25.57 lb. (for STS 4). Peak heat flux values range
from 78.14 to 98.66 BTU/ft 2 sec. This range lies within the two limiting
profiles used for aerobrake TPS design which are the cases were flown at the
dynamic top and bottom of the aerocontrol corridor. These limiting cases had
peak heat fluxes ranging from 75.33 to I00.58 BTU/ft 2 sec. Not shown is the
integrated heat flux which also was bounded by the limiting cases for
aerobrake design.
See Appendix 2.1.1 for detailed profiles of selected trajectories.
Table 2.1.I.37-2 gives the results of this coupled parameter dispersion
analysis as follows:
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Apogee errors are larger than with the single parameter set (largest value
= 22.05 nm). Further work with optimizing the nominal aim point of the OTV
would probably greatly reduce this Quantity (notice that most of the results
have a skew to them). However, this relatively large apogee error does not
significantly impact the overall OTV performance as will be seen.
Inclination errors are very manageable. The largest one is only .0166 °.
The largest resulting net plane change is .0828 ° which requires 36.74 FPS (and
19 Ibs of propellant) to correct.
The total range of phasing errors is 1.7556 °. This slightly exceeds the
results of the parametric analysis presented earlier (I.6° shift) However,
the single pass phasing orbit illustrated previously can completely correct
this.
The maximum correction Delta-V required is 318.74 FPS which results in an
MPS propellant usage of 163.28 lb. When contrasted with the minimum usage
from the previous chart of 121.34 Ib, we see that even with a relatively large
apogee error, the total variation in 013/MPS propellant is only 42 lb.
The maximum roll RCS usage is 38.60 lb.
The peak heat flux ranges between 76.55 and 81.93 BTU/ft2-sec. This
peak heat flux (as well as the integrated heat flux, not shown) lies within
the thermal limits used to size the aerobrake.
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In conclusion, a relatively severe range of dispersions has not violated
any of the system constraints of the OTVaero-pass operation. All of the
dispersions equal or exceed 3 sigma limits established by error analysis.
Thus, a comfortable operational envelope has been verified for our OTV
configuration. Further optimization of the nominal targeting could certainly
improve these results. This is left to a later effort.
2.1.I.38 STS Atmospheric Profiles
The most severe dispersions for the aeropass guidance system are
STS-derived fluctuating atmospheric density profiles because of the way these
fluctuations can couple into the control response time. Figure 2.1.I.38-I
shows the basic atmospheric profiles used for STS-2, 4, 6 density
dispersions. The data is expressed as variations with respect to the 1962
standard atmospheric model.
l
DATA COURTESY OF J. GAMBLE & C. CERIMELE, JSC
Figure 2.1.I.38-I STS Atmospheric Profiles
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2.1.1.39 Atmospheric Density Feedback
The Figure 2.1.I.39-I shows the response of the onboard atmospheric model
to shifts in the density environment. The heavy line shows the density
profile derived from STS-4 reentry, displayed as a function of altitude, which
is used as the environmental model in the simulation. As the vehicle flies
through the changing atmosphere, estimates of the density are generated
onboard from information supplied by the accelerometer package, ll_ese density
feedback measurements are averaged together to give the response denoted by
the dotted line. The averaging process acts to damp out response transients
which would otherwise result from the shart fluctuations. At each point that
the feedback routine is executed, the new estimate of the global density is
applied uniformly to the entire atmospheric model.
Once the OTV has started onto its outbound leg (as indicated by its
velocity falling below 27600 fps.), the averaging of feedback data is dropped
and direct measurements used instead.
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Figure 2.1.1.39-I Atmospheric Density Feedback
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2.1.I.40 CG Uncertainty Assessment
A preliminary cg analysis for our ground and space based vehicles was
undertaken to assess aero trim attitude shifts. The primary sources of
uncertainty are the vehicle and aerobrake's dry weight cg uncertainty, and
propellant imbalances between the twin lox and LH2 tanks. This latter
effect is minimized through the use of point sensors in the bottom of the
tanks which, when coupled with the P.U. system, act to accurately balance the
residuals (to within 16 lb./tank for fox, 3 lb./tank for LH2).
Because the greater mass uncertainty is in the lox tanks, these are
aligned perpendicular to the pitch plane which acts to minimize dispersions in
angle of attack. This results in the rectangular cg envelope shown in the
diagram. The worst case trim attitude impact is obtained by placing the
vehicle cg in one of the corners furthest from the vehicle centerline. Upon
doing this the following shifts are obtained:
Ground-Based OTV
Space-Based OTV (7.5K P/L)
TRIM ATTITUDE SHIFT
.76o
1.12 o
LIFT DIRECTION SHIFT
6.17 o
7.75o
These results are an acceptable impact to the vehicle. The trim attitude
shift is detected by the aeroguidance which compensates its targeting. The
lift direction shift is detected by the IMU package and biases the vehicle
roll pointing accordingly.
One requirement from this analysis is that an active payload adapter will
be required to adjust a returned payload's cg location prior to aeroentry.
2.1.I.41 Relative Control Capability
Using parametric data generated by our aeroentry computer simulation, we
have normalized the control corridor capabilities of three major OTV
concepts.
Figure 2.1.1.41-1 illustrates the JSC Raked Brake (L/D = 0.3), the r_artin
Low Lift Fabric Brake (L/D = 0.12), and two Boeing Ballutes (turn down ratios
of 2.2 and 1.5). Also shown is our evaluation of the control capability
required to perform the aeropass successfu]ly.
Both the lifting brake and raked cone meet the required capability. Of
concern is the fact that the ballute falls short in its trajectory control
ability.
Because our concept meets the required capability without overexceeding
it, we feel that the Low Lift Brake will be the most efficient aerobrake
design.
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2.1.1.42 Aeroguidance Highlights
The aeroguidance technique utilizes a predictor corrector technique for
steering the vehicle through the aerobraking phase. Some of the algorithm
highlights are as follows.
Because it is a predictive method, an update can be performed before the
atmosphere is actually reached. This allows preaiming of the vehicle lift
vector to reduce system response time to off-nominal aerodynamic conditions.
The use of a predictor-corrector minimizes integration difference with the
onorbit guidance since this package is envisioned to also be a predictor-
corrector technique (similar to algorithms used on Centaur and IUS). Since
many of the software modules would be shared (such as the integrator, gravity
model, etc.) the size of the overall guidance package would be minimized.
This type of technique also does not require as many gain constants as
fly-by-wire systems and thus requires less pre-mission support.
Our design implementation results in a self-starting algorithm which does
not require a nominal trajectory base to start with. In addition, the same
data load can be used for a variety of trajectories without modification.
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Because the continuous roll nulls out the body-fixed lift vector, the
attitude hold phases target the precise attitude required for apogee and
inclination correction simultaneously, eliminating the need for bank
reversals. This minimizes the number of start/stop transients which reduces
the attitude fuel requirements. In addition, a fairly low roll rate of 1.5
rpm (9O/sec) provides adequate control response time.
Because of expected transients in the atmospheric density, an acceleration
feedback algorithm is critical to maintaining the correct exit conditions.
This feedback routine requires no special instrumentation, only the normal
outputs of the accelerometer package.
The attitude hold duration is determined by lateral velocity targets
rather than start and stop times which minimizes the impact of lift
variations.
2.1.I.43 Long Duration Attitude Control Options
The long duration of the manned servicing mission prompted an evaluation
of alternate means of controlling the vehicle attitude. Momemtum exchange
devices have been used with good success on such programs as Skylab where
conservation of RCS propellant was important over a lengthy flight duration.
Three momentum exchange systems were considered for OTV: l) a reaction wheel
assembly (RWA), 2) single gimbled control moment gyro (CMG), and 3) double
gimbled control moment gyro (DGCMG). All configurations required a despun
table mount to accommodate the O.5°/sec thermal roll which is required for
most of the on-station operation.
Utilizing the space-based cryo OTV (midterm configuration) the momentum
capability required of such a system is 291 FT-LB-SEC per axis. When
candidate systems are sized to accommodate this, the following results are
obtained:
Hardware (lb.) Power (Watts)
RCS (Baseline)
RWA (3 units)
CMG (4 skewed units)
DGCMG (2 units)
202 (fuel) --0
415 335
580 200
440 lO0
It is readily seen that based on hardware weight alone the RCS option is
most attractive. Other factors which contribute to this conclusion are its
reduced complexity and reduced dry weight (the momentum devices cannot
completely replace the RCS system). Based on this study all vehicles were
equipped with RCS systems only.
Based on the use of error analysis we have sized a lifting brake with
control margin adequate to perform the aeropass with 3-sigma confidence.
minimizing the required control we have also minimized the weight of the
aerobrake. Our design has been verified through the use of a variety of
closed-loop aeropass simulations.
By
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2.1.1.44 RCS Configuration
The primary driver for the jet arrangement of the RCS system is that no
six degree of freedom (attitude plus translation) requirements exist for our
baseline missions. The current philosophy is for payloads to provide their
own translation and docking capability after the OTV has brought them within
rendezvous range.
Three degrees of freedom (pitch, yaw, and roll) is provided by s_x basic
force vectors. Two RCS jets are associated with each attitude force direction
for redundancy, resulting in a total of 12 attitude control engines. In
addition, two +X translation jets are provided to perform vernier trim burns
and propellant dump settling. This function becomes very important when the
vehicle is nearly empty, as the shutdown uncertainties of the main engine can
result in velocity errors of as much as 2 FPS in this state (based on RL-IO
data). This level of uncertainty would have a large impact on the aero-entry
accuracies. Redundancy in translation is not provided since failure of a
translation jet can be corrected for by utilizing an appropriate pitch engine
to balance torques.
The RCS engines are packaged into two clusters mounted in the aft of the
vehicle. A forward location was considered early in the design process;
however, this position is extremely sensitive to cg shifts with propellant
usage (attitude control is lost completely when the cg lies on a line between
the jet clusters). This sensitivity is due to the fact that these jets must
fire laterally (perpendicular to the vehicle longitudinal axis) to avoid
impinging on the aerobrake or the payload. Additionally, forward jet
locations cannot supply aft pointing thrust (for +X translation) because of
aerobrake impingement.
The aft mounting of the RCS jets requires that they fire through the
aerobrake. This is accomplished by scarfing the nozzles into the brake such
that their exit planes are parallel with the local brake surface.
This type of jet configuration raises the concern of plume interaction
with the free stream flow during aeropass. Since practically no data exists
on this type of configuration an extensive test program would be required to
validate the concept. It is presented here as the most weight efficient
solution to the RCS problem for the OTV. Many alternate solutions were looked
at in the early design process but they all required doubling the number of
RCS thrust chambers with the attendant rise in dead weight. These
configurations could be utilized, however, if the plume interaction unknowns
loom too large.
The thrust sizing of the RCS system is driven by the roll requirements of
the aeropass. The rate of 9O/sec is achieved with 30 lb. thrusters for the
round-based systems and lO0 lb. thrusters for the space-based vehicle with
4000 lb. manned capsule return capability.
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2.1.1.45 Cryo ACS Usage
Attitude control propellant usage estimates (Tables 2.1.1.45-I, -2) were
generated for the ground and space-based cryogenic OTVs. Mass property
estimates for the two stages and associated payloads were used in conjunction
with mission profiles (see midterm flight operations report for profile
data). All estimates are reported in pounds and include a 10% margin.
Table 2.1.1.45-I Cryo Attitude Control Usage
MISSION
PHASE
PRIOR TO IST
MAJOR BURN
DURING ASCENT
ON MISSION ORBIT
DURING RETURN
(PRIOR TO CIRC.
MANEUVER)
END MISSION USE
TOTAL
GND BASED
PLANETARY
(4D RETURN
ORB)
7O
NIA
NIA
78
GND BASED
GEO
DELIVERY
70
55
22
32
3
182
20K
GEO DEL
(io @ GEO)
20
34
23
41
4.51K
UNMANNED
GEO SERVICE
(lOo @ GEO)
17
32
t76
7q
12
311
ALL QUANTITIES IN LBS (INCLUDES A 10% MARGIN)
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Table 2.1.1.45-2 Cryo Attitude Control Usage
MISSION
PHASE
PRIOR TO tST
MAJOR BURN
DURING ASCENT
ON MISSION ORBIT
DURING RETURN
(PRIOR TO CIRC.
MANEUVER)
END HISSION USE
TOTAL
7.5K RND TRP
MANNED
GEO SERVICE
(18D 8 GEO)
t7
32
270
74
12
405
SB
PLANETARY
(4D RETURN)
20
NIA
NIA
8O
t2
tt2
ALL QUANTITIES IN LBS (INCLUDES A tO% MARGIN
LUNAR
DELIVERY
(5K P/L)
(TD @ MOON)
t6
6t
92
89
t2
270
LUNAR
LOGISTICS
(80K UPII5K DN)
(16o @ MOON)
STA I: 89
STAII: 85
STA II:165
STAII: 96
STA I, 57
STA II, iS2
STA I: t2
STA II_ 12
STA I: t58
@TA II: 490
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2.1.2 Avionics Hardware Trade Studies and Analyses
2.1.2.1 Centralized Versus Distributed Data Management
PURP0SE--Technology advances in microprocessors, memories, interconnection
methods and in avionics subsystems as a whole have matured rapidly with the
introduction of LSI and VLSI components. Spacecraft avionics to be built in
the late 1980s will be able to take advantage of the considerable leaps in
sophistication offered by these latest devices.
Avionics systems have traditionally, for the most part, relied on a
central computer for all data management activities. This does not
necessarily have to continue given the above mentioned advances. It is
possible to apply distributed processing technology to spacecraft avionics in
order to achieve attributes of increased modularity, reliability, and general
mission capability. Performing the specific processing chores in the
individual functional units (e.g., IMU, C&DH, etc.) moves the software
development closer to the cognizant designer, reduces the computational load
on any one unit and therefore reduces overall total software development cost.
This trade will compare traditional avionics design (centralized
processing) with that of the distributed processing type for the 0TV "family"
of spacecraft.
SUMMARY--Thecentral vs distributed processing trade involved a number of
related issues. Five technology areas were surveyed with respect to
spacecraft avionics subsystem applications:
1 ) Interconnection technology
2) _emory technology
3) Executive computer technology
4) Fault-tolerance technology
S) Modularity/Commonality/Growth ability
No new technology requirements were found necessary to meet the demands of
the OTV avionics subsystems. Possible use of CRAM, fiber optic, and GaAs
devices in the space-based 0TV would require maturation of present-day
products and production economics. These are not truly new technology
requirements as these devices are in limited use now and need only to he
space-rated to be suitable for OTV.
The VHSIC technology is being pursued vigorously by many of the major
semiconductor vendors. Though the goals of the VHSIC will be realized in
ground-based applications first, they will eventually be integrated into
spacecraft systems. The small feature size of these microcircuits is
particularly sensitive to radiation effects. Hardening processes generally
drive up the feature size or increase weight through shielding. With respect
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to OTV's data management requirements, it is felt that sufficient throughput
and processing power is available in VLSI equipment when used in a distributed
environment. VHSIC is therefore not considered to be a significant evaluation
factor. Should later requirements in OTV's data management function dictate
VHSIC class performance, it is desirable that equipment selected for 0TV be
easily upgradable to VHSIC technology.
Because of advances in LSI and VLSI components spacecraft avionics
manufacturers are beginning to embed microprocessors, memories, and related
integrated circuits within their products so that a truly centralized data
management system is no longer necessary.
Table 2.1.2.1-I shows the preferred candidate architectures summary for
the OTV data management subsystem.
Table 2.1.2.1-2 summarizes the principle advantages and disadvantages of
the centralized and distributed architectures.
Figure 2.1.2.1-I illustrates the core architecture selected for the data
management system. Figure 2.1.2.1-2 shows the interconnection subsystem
schematic representai ton.
Table 2.1.2.1-I Preferred Candidate Architecture Summary-OTV Data
Hanagement System
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Table 2.1.2.1-2 Comparison of Centrallized and Distributed Processing
Approaches
Advantages
o Less complex operating system
o Less complex hardware architecture
Disadvantages
Centralized
I
I
Io Catastrophic system failure more
J probable
I
Io Software LCCs higher
I
Io Processing load at central computer
I requires a single, very high
I performance unit
I
Io Tendency to underutilize available
I processing power
(
Io Reconfiguration is costly
I
Io Poorly adapted to HOL applications
Di stri'buted
I
Emphasizes modularity of hardware Io More complex hardware architecture
and software by functional l
partitioning Io t_ore complex operating system
Takes advantage of intelligent
sensors, peripherals, and
support equipment
o Excess processing capability is
minimized
o Allows system reconfiguration
with minimal cost
o More adaptable to NOL
implementations
o Increased number of interfaces
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Figure 2.1.2.1-I Core Architecture for OTV Avionics Data
Management System
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Figure 2.1.2.1-2 Interconnection Subsystem Schematic Representation
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STATEMENT OF PROBLE_--Is a centralized data management design preferred
for the OTV avionics hardware environment or is a distributed processing
architecture more suitable?
ANCILLARY PROBLEMS--Which processor interconnecting topology will best
support el'V? What memory technology is preferred for main memories? What
memory technology is preferred for secondary memories for OTV? What
comhination of processor, memories, and interconnection paths is preferred for
each OTV configuration. What are the sizing and timing parametrics for the
interconnect, memory, and executive processor subsystems? What level of
single-event-upset is acceptable for the data management system? What level
of radiation hardness, measured by total dose, is adequate for the data
management system?
ASSUMPTIONS--It is possible to build an avionics system using either a
centralized or distributed architectural morphology for both ground and
space-based OTV configurations.
Technological advances in processors, memories, and all avionics
subsystems usable on an OTV lend themselves to a distributed processing
environment.
The basic data management architecture is indifferent to the propulsion
type or man-rating attributes of the OTV.
Tables 2.1.2.1-3 and -4 state the assumptions implied by the terms
"centralized" and "distributed" within the context of this study.
Avionics hardware architecture candidate designs must be compatible with
the following five OTV configuration options:
I)
2)
3)
4)
s)
Propulsion type (storable or cryogenic)
Basing mode (ground or space)
Man-rating (manned or unmanned)
Mission duration (short or long)
Type-of-stage (perigee or apogee)
5O
Table 2.1.2.1-3 Centralized Avionics ComputerArchitecture
Centralization of processing implies the following primary ideas:
A single, large, powerful computer handles all computational and
general data processing chores on behalf of all avionics subsystems.
All avionics subsystemsare considered peripheral equipment with
respect to the central computer and are interfaced to it via the
peripheral data/control bus.
The central computer supervises both data and control/status buses to
which all peripherals are attached.
Peripheral equipment communicates with only the central computer and
not with other peripheral devices.
Peripheral devices which may themselves actually be computers appear
to the central computer as "dumb" or "semi-intelligent" devices.
Centralization of processing requires a single-threaded, real-time
operating system running on the central computer to achieve total
system control and coordination.
Redundancy within any or all of the subsystems and the central
computer in no way alters any of the above conditions.
Table 2.1.2.1-4 Distributed Avionics Computer Architecture
Distribution of processing implies the following:
Multiple computer systems exist within the various avionics
subsystems.
Each avionics subsystem is considered individually with respect to
its processing requirements and therefore would not necessarily be
considered as a peripheral to a specific computer within the system.
Computers are interconnected with the data/control/status buses which
respect computer-computer protocol without a bus supervisor
necessarily present.
Subsystems communicate with any or all other subsystems attached to
the bus as required by function or condition of the system.
Subsystems which are themselves actually computers conduct themselves
as such, thereby providing (potentially) multiprocessor capability to
the avionics system.
Distribution of processing requires a multithreaded, real-time
operating system run on a specified computer at any give moment
(global computer).
The operating system can, under predefined conditions, shift to
operating from another computer within the system in the event of a
fault.
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INITIAL COIJDITIONS--The centralized avionics design uses the guidance and
navigation computer as the central point of system and process control as well
as for flight executive software operations. The distributed avionics desian
uses multiple computers for data processing, but at any given moment a single
computer is in overall charge of coordinating the avionics environment. Five
technology areas embrace all of the tradable attributes of the data management
system:
I) Processor interconnection technology
2) Memory technology
3) Executive computer technology
4 ) Faul t-tolerance technology
4a) Reliability
4b) Availability
5) Modularity/Commonality/Expandability
The interconnection subsystem has two forms:
I) Primary - The interconnection path between major subsystem processors
and peripheral devices which are actually processors
themselves.
2) Secondary- The interconnection path between a subsystem processor and
its sensors, actuators, or the like. This form may be
replicated in a hierarchical fashion to any practical
level.
The memory subsystem has two forms:
I) Primary memory - That random access store used by the operating
system. This is the fastest, nonvolatile memory
available to the executive computer(s).
2) Secondary memory - Memory which is used as scratch space, software
storage, and data retention store for all
processors in the avionics system. This is often
used to hold programs when not executing, telemetry
packets, and spacecraft state and status
information for trend analysis in the post-flight
period. This may be nonvolatile, random, or
sequential media.
The executive computer is the central element of the data management
system. Primary interconnection path supervision and memory are dependent
upon this device's capabilities to manage a totally functionin 9 entity. The
computer's essential capabilities are dependent on its microcircuit
technology, its instruction set, and the level of integration and packaging
which establish its form factor characteristics.
Table 2.1.2.1-5 showsthe three baseline OTVconfigurations to be used in
developing data managementdesign candidates. The general architecture of the
data managementsystem is constructed from preferred candidates selected from
the interconnection, memory,and executive computer hardware categories.
Table 2.1.2.1-5 OTVBaseline Configurations for Avionics Data
ManagementDesigns
Confi gura tion Remarks
Ground-Based, Cargo Bay
delivered, perigee stage
Most minimal weight configuration
Unmanned only
o Storable propellant only
o Single executive computer
Ground-based, ACC delivered,
perigee/apogee stage
o Unmanned only
o Storable and cryogenic versions
Space-based,
perigee/apogee stage
Most frequently flown member of
OTV family
o Used in minor variations from
basic model
o Offloaded fuel versions
o Manned and unmanned versions
APPLICABLE REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS--All avionics designs must meet
the general requirement which states:
"No single credible failure shall prevent the safe return of the crew
or of the OTV only, if unmanned." Table 2.1.2.1-6 shows the general
functional requirements of the data management subsystem. Specific
requirements items may or may not apply on specific missions; however,
data management design must satisfy these requirements where
applicable.
_3
Table 2.1.2.1-6 OTVData _anagementSystemFunctional Responsibilities
Data Table Retention
Mission Load Data
Constraints
General scratch RAM
Executive Operating System
Scheduling/Process Control
Interrupt Processing
I/O Control
Recovery Management
Utility Services
Memory Reconfiguration
Garbage Collection
Arithmetic
Interprocess Communication
Attitude Management
Thrust Vector (Powered Flight) Control
Reaction (Coast Flight) Control
Thermal Control
Attitude Ouaternion
Error Ouaternion
Lateral Steering
Guidance T.lanagement
Rendezvous
Rotation/Translation
Velocity Control
_eromaneuver
Engine Management
Thrust Control
Condition Monitoring
Navigation Managment
Sensor Processing
Inertial Measurement Unit
Star Tracker/Scanner
GPS Processing
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Table 2.1.2.1-6 {continued)
Telemetry Processing and Communications Management
Processor Self-Test
BITE
Ground Checkout
Redundancy Management Check
Interrupt Test
Initialization
Discretes Test
IMU Test
Command Fail Detect
Memory Exerciser
Telemetry and Command Unit Test
Process Synchronization
Clock/Time Test
Power Management
Power Application
Discrete Conditioing
Ordnance Firing
Data available from the Advanced Information Processing Study (AIPS) of
the MIT/Draper Labs is used here as background guidance for 0TV data
management designs. The near-term development requirements of the
ground-based OTV do not permit the inclusion of technologies called for in the
AIPS. The space-based 0TV has a longer lead time to design and thus can make
fuller use of the AIPS recommendations. Table 2.1.2.1-7 gives a summary of
the AIPS goals and the applicability of their architectural "building blocks"
to the 0TV.
The AIPS is a conceptually elegant design philosophy which may be beyond
the cost boundary of most engineered systems. As a means to stimulate design
issues it is outstanding. Triple module redundancies are not proven to be as
necessary as implied by the AIPS. Sufficiently adequate fault-tolerance
measures using dual-redundant, cross-strapped modules are more attractive for
space data management systems.
_5
Table 2.1.2.1-7 Applicability of AIPS Architecture Building Blocks to
OTV Avionics
Ground- Space-
AIPS Building Block based based
Faul t-Tolerant Processors Yes
Faul t-Tolerant Multiprocessors Possible
Data Communi cati on Network s Possi bl e
Faul t-Tol erant Mass Memory Yes
Local Operating Systems Yes
Network Operating System Possible
Gateway Interface to other Systems No
AIPS Goal s
Failure Probability
{Manned)
Throughput
(_lanned )
(Unmanned)
Memory
Multiple-parallel logic in software
and hardware is necessary
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Possible for
Space Station
Operatiops
10 -2 failures/20 yrs
15 MOPS
500 KOPS
300 Kbytes to 400 Mbytes
SELECTION CRITERIA--Table 2.1.2.1-8 shows the general criteria and scoring
values to be used for all three hardware categories. Subscores are shown to
document the emphasis of major contributing metrics within the principal
criterion concept. Point values are assigned based upon comparative analysis
within each category from published and proprietary literature.
The avionics hardware environment is composed of equipment from each of
the three scored subsystems; i.e., interconnection, memory, and executive
computer. Together with their related software (not fully handled here) these
three core technology areas embrace the basis for an overall OTV avionics
architecture design. The avionics design candidates are formed from
combinations of the preferred candidate subsystems for each primary OTV
configuration of Table 2.1.2.1-5.
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Table 2.1.2.1-8 General Criteria for Measuring Avionics SubsystemHardware
Principal and Secondary
Cri teri a
Minimize or Point Max
Maximi ze Range Weight Score
Performance Max 1O0 .8 80
Faul t-Tol erance Nax 1O0 1.0 1O0
Reliability (60) (I .0)
Availability (40) (I ,0)
Modul ari ty Max 50 .8
Commonal i ty Max 10 .4
Growth Abi I i ty Max 40 .6
Form Factor Min I00 ,9
Power (40) (I .0)
Weight (40) (I.0)
Size (20) (I .0)
Development Risk Min 1O0 .7
Ha rdware (20 ) (1.0 )
Software (80) (l.0 )
Life Cycle Costs Min I00 .8
Hardware (I0) (I.0)
Software (90) (l.0)
4O
4
24
90
7O
8O
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To deveiop a reasonable data management architecture for multiple OTV
configurations we first determine the hardware technologies which are required for
each subsystem. We then examine alternatives within these technologies which best
meet the most aeneral OTV data management requirements. Once preferred
technologies are established we next size each subsystem according to the OTV
configurations of Table 2.1.2.1-5. Finally we next construct overall candidate
data management systems for each OTV configuration.
SELECTION RATIONALE--
INTERCONNECTION SUBSYSTEM--Figure 2.1.2.1-3 illustrates the interconnection
subsystem of a generalized OTV avionics system. Selection of candidates will give
preference to topologies which provide data flow rate capabilities adequate for
primary level requirements as well as providing the hierarchical control
supervision needed for secondary levels.
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Figure 2.1.2.1-3 OTV Interconnection Subsystem Hierarchy
A simple linear bus structure is not considered here to be a responsive option
given the assumption of "smart" peripheral device content within the avionics
system as a whole. For this reason, all interconnection path topologies are of the
net_lorking type having the capability, if required, to support transmission of data
and control in accordance with any supported protocol/rate combination suitable for
the final system design requirements.
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_.EMORYSUBSYSTEM--Figure 2.1.2.1-4 illustrates the structural relationship of
primary and secondary memories. In all designs bulk secondary memory will be
necessary to accommodate the large operating system and flight executive software.
Sufficient secondary memory volume coupled with a Level 1 interconnection path of
moderate to high speed will permit a strong virtual operating system - a highly
desirable feature.
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Figure 2.1.2.1-4 Generalized Structure (internal) of Primary and
Secondary Memories
The volume of both primary and secondary memory represents the major
constraint on overall avionics system control sophistication. The key trade
factors for selection here are memory chip density, which limits the amount of
memory-per-container, and power consumption. Primary memory selection should
focus on high density-per-chip and low power attributes.
EXECUTIVE COMPUTER SUBSYSTEM--The executive computer subsystem supports
the guidance and navigation, attitude, power management and sequence control
functions as well as any other general purpose processors not restricted in
their programmability by virtue of a dedicated function. The principal
characterizing feature of an executive computer is that it must be able to
support the executive operating system software function. In a distributed
processing design, multiple executive computers (not all necessarily alike)
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would be available for such duty while only one at a time actually has the
operating system active. A general purpose, space-rated computer is the
logical choice for such a subsystem. The question of redundancy to meet
reliability requirements directly affects the appropriateness of the
distributed processing option.
In all designs, two complete executive computers are needed. Both
computers are allocated part of the overall processing load while remaining
fully able to resort to a single processor system should a critical failure
occur (see Figure 2.1.2.1-5). This capability is gained by following four
general design guidelines: l) use "smart" peripheral instruments and
controllers which are maximally autonomous or independent, 2) provide a large,
sharable mass memory not associated with a particular executive processor, 3)
design the information and control flow to follow a device-independent
philosophy and 4) structure processing flow and specific algorithms to be
stepwise separable while using the principle of information hiding. This
latter point strongly implies the need for high-order language support.
Strong HOL software development support is preferred.
Modularity in executive computers is generally found in two forms: l)
modularity of function where a plug-in card or card-set performs a specific
function, and 2) modularity of general hardware; here multifunction cards are
common in order to reduce the number of cards, overall bulk, and get multiple
use of common circuits or components. Either approach affects serviceability
and logistics positively. The former, however, is preferred based upon
reliability models.
Commonality in computers is reflected primarily in the geneology of
product lines. A totally new technology approach (e.g., VHSIC) will not have
the heritage from which to draw strengths from previous generations.
Preference, albeit small, is given to computers matured from proven designs,
some part of which is common to the hloodline. We do not look here for the
replacement part type of commonality, rather commonality of concept and, if
possible, interface to external devices.
Growth ability is measured by control function extensibility; e.g., can we
add more devices without overloading the interrupt system? Packaging is
critical here since we do not want to have too many nor too few open "slots"
on the main backplane. Some room to add functions is necessary and preference
is given to those computers having adequate internal expansion capacity.
Greater preference is given to computers providing both primary and large
secondary store as well as CPU and control functions in a single package
without excessive volume and weight.
Principal selection factors for executive computers are: l) performance,
which is itself a complex measure of hardware technology, instruction
architecture, software organization, and primary memory/processor interaction;
2) fault-tolerance capabilities (addressed in next section); 3) form factor, a
composite of power consumption, weight, and volume.
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Preference will be given to computers which maximize performance and
fault-tolerance while minimizing form. Developmentrisk for space computers
is only slightly greater today than for nonspace-rated (aircraft) devices
using LSI and VLSI technologies. VHSICcomputers, however, are considered to
be in the moderate-to-high risk class.
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Figure 2.1.2.1-5 Generalized Internal Structure of a Single
Microprocessor with I/O Processor
FAULT-TOLEPANCE--Fault-tolerance is measured here primarily hy the general
metrics of reliability and availability of a given subsystem. Each of the
three hardware candidate categories must have some attributes of
fault-tolerant behavior. Such behavior has three active forms: l) detection,
2) diagnosis, and 3) correction. One or more of these activities must be
available to each subsystem, ll_etraditional definitions for reliability and
availability are adopted here:
Reliability:
The reliability of a system as a function of time is the conditional
probability that the system has survived the interval (0, t), given
that it was operational at time t = O.
Availability:
The availability of a system as a function of time is the probability
that the system is operational at any instant of time.
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In general, reliability is more difficult to achieve than availability due
to its more restrictive definition. Preference is therefore given to
subsystemsproviding higher reliability. Presumably, high availability will
be obtained through incremental gains in reliability throughout the system as
a whole.
Built-in-test (BIT) and evaluation (BITE) hardware is preferred wherever
obtainable. Self-diagnosis is preferred over external fault detection and
error correction capability is preferred even more. LSI devices tend not to
have as much BITE as do VLSI's due in part to the need of the VLSI for such
functionality as a consequence of its reduced scale and manufacturing
processes. The degree to which BITE hardware _s present in a device is
considered a positive fault-tolerance attribute.
SINGLE EVENT UPSET--Specific requirements for OTV SEU levels have not been
established as yet. Hardware candidates for executive computers and memories
all cite some SEU performance value based upon laboratory testing. As a
selection process general criteria for logic components, the following values
are felt adequate and achievable goals given present manufacturing technology:
CPU logic lO-7 bit/day
Memory logic lO-9 bit/day
RADIATION HARD,JESS--Specific requirements for OTV radiation hardness have
not been set, but total dose rate (rads) should be in the ranae of lO-5 to
lO-6. Preference will be given for proven (not goal) hardness below lO-5.
_IEMORY CROSS-STRAPPED PEDUNDANT _ODULES (CSRM)--Memory units connected by
a cross-strapping technique are preferred to non-cross-strapped arrangements.
EDAC hardware using CSRMs has proven superior to other methods in previously
flown space systems as well as through reliability modeling. Preference is
given to CSRM designs in executive computer subsystems. _Jocriteria
addressing specific cross-strapping methodology is used here.
IIIGH-CRDER LANGUAGE (HOL) SUPPORT/ISA--Selection of an executive computer
cannot be solely based upon hardware parameters. _e life-cycle costs for
avionics computer systems are dominated by software, not hardware costs.
Figure 2.1.2.1-6 illustrates the estimated LCCs for high-order and low-order
languages (HOLs/LOLs) with respect to embedded avionics computer systems.
Significant here is the time frame which finds OTV's software development
period for the ground-based configurations coming at what will undoubtably be
a highly transitional time for HOL applications in avionic systems.
Specifically, the rapid upswing of Ada-based applications in spacecraft
avionics will be receiving much greater attention than is being generated
today. Standardized software development environments (integrated hardware
and software) could lower the early development, test, and integration costs
for the ground-based OTV significantly. Preference is therefore given to
space computers provided with an Ada support environment or at least a mature
HOL development, test, and integration support system.
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Figure 2.1.2.1-6 Usage and LCCs for HOL/LOLs in Spacecraft Avionics
Systems
The instruction set architecture (ISA) of the executive computer is
closely tied to the HOL compiler. They form a tightly coupled relationship
which has ramifications in the recurring LCCs of the avionics system. No ISA
requirement has been established for the OTV executive computer. Based upon a
preponderance of manufacturer's stated development goals, the MIL-Spec-1750A,
Notice I, ISA is given preference in this study. An Ada-to-1750A compiler is
being certified by several commercial firms and the 1750A ISA is the only type
of processor being seriously developed by all credible sources today.
DESCRIPTION OF CANDIDATES--
INTERCONNECTION SUBSYSTEM--The processor interconnection subsystem acts as
the data and control information path between processing nodes. Included here
are the cabling and device interfacing hardware which permits the flow of data
and responds to control exerted by either the sender or receiver. The
conventional "bus" concept arises here; however, we are interested in
interprocessor connection not internal (backplane) connection candidates.
This is not to say that a processor's backplane bus architecture is
unacceptable; on the contrary, it is entirely possible to have them
coincident. Table 2.1.2.1-9 describes the seven interconnection candidates.
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Table 2.1.2.1-9 Interprocessor Candidate Topologies
Total Interconnection
All processors are directly connected to all other processors. This is
the simplest of all methodologies but incurs high cost and weight
penalties as the number of processors increases. Control software for
this method is generally complex and costly.
Irregular Network
There are no consistent neighbor relationships between processors. This
is a commonly observed topology in spatially disbursed systems using
multiple internodal communications methods. Control software tends to be
simpler than above. Slower throughput can result from ill-defined
processor relationships.
Hierarchical Network
This is the classic process-control topology. Strongly defined processor
relationships reduce software costs. Throughput is moderate while
reliability is generally good. Hardware protocol management reduces
reliance on software.
Loop or Ri9_ Network
This is a typical topology for a communications dominated system. Data
and control may flow in one or both directions around the ring. Each
processor is connected to its adjacent neighbors only. Control software
is simple and maintenance is low.
Global Bus
This type of interconnection requires a predefined allocation scheme for
message passing between processors. The bus may or may not be supervised.
Star Network
A central switch, which is generally not a network processor, is connected
to each processor. All traffic passes through the switch in both
directions. This is a common topology of fiber optic systems and has the
obvious single-point failure of the central switch. Control software is
complex, timing sensitive, and easily overloaded. Costs for software are
generally moderate as are hardware costs.
Shared Memory
This is the most common of all interconnection topologies. Speed is
highest as no cabling nor interfaces intervine. This is also the least
reliable method when multiple processors must communicate over extended
time. Control software complexity increases as does the need for memory
protection hardware (not EDAC type, but address-spec-type). Memory
substitutes for data path hardware. This is also the first choice for a
centralized processing system.
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Implementation of the selected interconnection topology produces a second
order trade issue, namelywhether or not to use fiber optics or conventional
wiring approach as the transmission media. Table 2.1.2.1-I0 shows basic data
on fiber optic paths. This study found that, although MIL-Spec fiber optic
systems are in active use, they would not be warranted for ground-based OTV
systems due to technology immaturity. Space-based OTVs, however, may make use
of fiber optics to interface with the Space Station.
Table 2.1.2.l-lO Comparison of Fiber Optics with Other Transmission
Media
_VISTED BASEBAND BROADBAND FIBER
PAIR COAXIAL COAXIAL OPTIC
liIRE CABLE CABLE CABLE
Partial
bandwidth
Media
expense ($/km)
l.SMbps lOMbps 400MHz Greater than
150Mbps
300 1500-5000 1500-5000 300-6000
Coupler/ Low Mod Mod High
terminal
hardware
expense
Installation Low Mod High Low
expense
Cable
weight: (kg/km)
RFI/EMI
susceptibility
Freedom from
crosstalk, echoing,
and ringing
Spark hazard
Data transfer
reliability
50 75-750 150-1500 30-170
High Mod Low None
Low Mod High
High High High
Low High High
Very High
Transmission
security
None
Very High
Low Low Low High
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A negative point regarding use of fiber optics is their (present) tendency
for the star network approach to processor interconnection. While being
suitable for nonprimary paths (e.g., from flight controller to controlled
actuators) it is seriously flawed in the primary path situation at this time.
MEMORY SUBSYSTEM--Me memory subsystem includes the main dynamic memory of
the executive computer(s), the secondary memory used by avionics processors
granted memory privilege, and any cache or alternate memories required by the
executive computer(s). A discussion of memory subsystem candidates follows.
Selection of a memory technology for a particular application does not affect
the address space capability of the executive computer. However, chip density
limits of a memory technology, if too low, could increase component (chip)
counts and thereby indirectly limit the amount of addressable space within an
acceptable size container. Therefore the higher density memories are
generally preferred for packaging considerations.
CMOS AND CMOS/SOS--Complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) and
CMOS/silicon-on- sapphire (CMOS/SOS) memories are used for dynamic, random
access applications, are very low power, and have a very low cost-per-bit.
CMOS/SOS is the rad-hardened, variant which is the clear industry choice for
advanced, rad-hard, low power processors and their associated memories.
Laboratory tests (RCA) indicate that._MOS/SOS is capable of operating without
circumvention for dose rates near IOIS rads/S_ or with total dose of 5xlO5
rads with shielding and neutron fluxes of lO15 N/cm2. CMOS/SOS with these
properties has a high SEU immunity.
MNOS--Metal-nitride-oxide-semiconductor (MNOS) is a nonvolatile,
electrically alterable memory. This technology can be used for both RMI and
ROM applications. It is a moderately well developed technology which is
fairly fast and generally has low Chip density.
DYNAMIC RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY (DRAM)--Dynamic random access memory is
a volatile, fast, inexpensive memory con_nonly found in nonspace applications.
Its volatility precludes its use on OTV subsystems.
BUBBLE MEMORY--Bubble memory is considered for the secondary memory
only, particularly for replacement of tape recorder functions in the command
and data handling subsystem and as a large R_M disk for operating system and
flight executive software storage. Present technology for bubble memories is
l-megabit chip densities with 4-megabit chips being in mass production within
months. 32-megabit plug-in memory cards are available now in space-rated
packages.
PLATED WIRE MEMORY--Plated wire memories are very slow, expensive,
high cost devices which have seen space applications over the past decade.
They are rad-hard and nonvolatile but exhibit very high power consumption.
MAGNETIC TAPE MEMORY--Magnetic tape memory is strictly used for
secondary memory applications such as with the command and data handling
subsystem. Bulk, cost, speed, power, and general mechanical nature bode
poorly for these devices. Their very large storage capacity, however, is
their redeeming virtue. Bubble memories are none the less displacing them in
space applications.
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COREMEMORY--Thetraditional core memorieshave all of the drawbacks
of the plated wire memoriesand are low in density per plane, thereby making
them even less attractive than plated wire.
CROSS-TIE RAM (CRAM)--CRAM memories are very good prospects for
space-based OTV applications, but are too new a technology to seriously
consider at this time. It is likely that the OTV could eventually use CRAM
for both main and/or secondary memories. They are rad-hard, low power, fast,
and very dense in their packaging. This technology should be evaluated again
in about three yeras.
GALLIUM ARSENIDE (GaAs)--Gallium-arsenide technology is just this
year seeing the emergence of commercial ICs. Though very new, GaAs gives very
fast, rad-hard, low-power service which spans the CMOS-bipolar gap. Its
cost-per-bit today is excessive, but DoD pressure to have total GaAs systems
by 1987 assures its future role in spacecraft systems of the 1990s. GaAs has
particularly excellent radiation tolerance, lOTto lO8 fads, compared to
CMOS/SOS, lO_ to IObrads (total dose).
EXECUTIVE COMPUTER SYSTEM--Overall management of data flow and process
control is vested in an ExecutiveComputer. Major functional responsibilities
include guidance, navigation and its supporting sensory device control/data
management, attitude management, telemetry/command and communications
management, discrete event supervision, and providing overall coordination,
control, and services support for all resources connected to its primary bus
system. An Executive Operating System capable of multiprocessing,
asynchronous and synchronous task control, and complete redundancy management
capability is required.
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY, ATAC-16MS--This computer is particularly
fault-tolerant and has good throughput. Its design, however, is somewhat
dated and is implemented in mid-70's technology for the Gallileo spacecraft.
There are sufficient demands regarding autonomous operation placed on this
device to make it a final candidate for OTV.
GE_IERAL MOTORS, DELCO M362/IUS--This space-rated computer is the most
recent of the MAGIC III series and has proven itself on the IUS. Its
technology is outdated so that its form factor is much worse than currently
available computers and keeping it from serious consideration. It has,
however, provided a technology development step for the subsequent "MAGIC IV
and V series".
GENERAL MOTORS, DELCO MAGIC 572H--The 572H is a VLSI/CMOS/1750A class
computer. It has much better throughput characteristics than earlier MAGIC
Ill and IV versions and is targeted for spacecraft in the ground-based OTV
time frame. Its radiation and SEU sensitive design make it an excellent
candidate. It is HOL supported and has a good software development
environment.
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GENERAL MOTORS, DELCO MAGIC V--The Delco MAGIC V is the latest
generation design of 1750A/VLSl/CMOS/SOS computers. Its rated 850 Kops
throughput is probably a conservative value. Its very modular design, like
the MAGIC 572H, is attractive from several angles. Should Delco's VHSIC work
with TRW prove successful, this computer could see production in VHSlC rather
than VLSI form. In the meantime the MAGIC V has an excellent VLSI
implementation with particular features suitable for distributed,
multiprocessor configuration designs. Its performance, form factor, and
fault-tolerance features are excellent. It is now in final production for the
F-20 in a six-computer, multiprocessor implementation (FY 85 delivery).
TELEDYNE TDY 750S--Teledyne's only candidate in this study is its
TDY 750S advanced space computer. It is a highly compact, powerful processor
(1750A) with excellent primary (CMOS/SOS) and secondary memory resources. One
of the key features of the 750S is the very well crafted development support
system which is highly versatile and reasonably priced (approx 175K). The
heritage of the TDY 750S is long and well respected. Radiation and SEU
characteristics are designed into this device based upon considerable
research. The 750S is in brassboard development with production slated for
1986 for a high reliability, classified spacecraft.
RCA SCP-STAR DUAL CPU--RCA has several variations of the (1750A) STAR
design. We consider here only the dual CPU configuration. This processor has
good internal redundant CPUs with switching logic, CMOS/SOS primary memory,
and a good expansion capability. Its packaging is in I/2 ATR units. The
CMOS/SOS STAR computers are designed to minimize form factors, tolerate
nuclear events, and have very high reliability.
RCA SCP-STAR II--This is the VHSIC/CMOS/SOS upgrade of the SCP-STAR
II. This high performance model is now reaching its early brassboard stage of
development. All STAR processors have HOL support for their 1750A ISA which
is very adequate.
LITTON LC-4516E OBC--This is a proven space computer of early 70s
design. It is presented here for historical comparison only. Its form factor
and performance are much less than its nearest competitor candidates.
LITTON LC-4750--Litton's serious candidate here is its most advanced
1750A ISA processor. Plans for an Ada HOL support system are an important
feature of this computer as is the unusual non-VLSl nature of its technology.
The wide range of throughput rates is a result of instruction mix and test
algorithms.
IBM AP-IOIS--The information in Table 2.1.2.1-II is based upon
specifications, not an actual machine description. The AP-IOIS is to be the
upgraded version of the Space Shuttle's AP-lOl onboard computer.
IBM NSSC-I--This processor's data is provided for historical
reference only. The NSSC-I has been used on numerous NASA spacecraft over the
past decade. This was a benchmark device in its day.
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SINGER/KEARFOTT SKC-3121H--This computer was eliminated for the
primary OBC of the Space Shuttle. Several problems with radiation hardening
were encountered, but probably can be overcome by obtaining Sandia rad-hard
chips. Its HOL support is a modified dialect of Fortran-68.
COARSE SCREENING--
PROCESSOR INTERCONNECTION CANDIDATES--The star network topology is
rejected as it has only fair reliability and limits growth due to inherent
switch saturation problems. The irregular network is also rejected as it is
inconsistent with the structured design of avionics systems as well as
difficult to supervise via software which would result in much higher
development and maintenance costs.
MEMORY SUBSYSTEM--Cross-tie RAM is rejected as an immature technology. It
may be sufficiently developed for space-based OTV designs; however, this is
not clear at this time. Magnetic tape is rejected for weight, cost, bulk, and
performance reasons. Core is rejected for cost and serviceability reasons.
Plated wire technology is rejected for high cost and low performance reasons.
GaAs is rejected for cost and immature technology reasons. However, this may
be a v_able candidate for technology insertion in post-1990 systems.
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EXECUTIVE COMPUTER SUBSYSTEH--The NSSC-I is rejected for performance and
memory technology reasons. The IBM-IOIS is rejected as being customized for
Shuttle operations which differ substantially from OTV requirements. Both of
the above are provided in the comparison charts for reference. The M362/IUS
is rejected for high power consumption and its bipolar technology. The
SKC-3121H is rejected due to its radiation susceptibility and construction.
The LC-4316E is rejected for performance and processor technology reasons.
EVALUATION AND CANDIDATE SELECTION--The three selection categories are
presented in comparison table form: interconnection topologies, memory
technologies, and executive computers. Table 2.1.2.l-ll summarizes the
weighted scores for all candidates which passed coarse screening. Table
2.1.2.1-12 gives a general comparison of the candidates. Table 2.1.2.1-13 is
used for comparative evaluation of throughput values using Space Shuttle
reported rates during various stages of flight. A discussion of each
subsystem candidate's evaluation follows the summary.
Table 2.1.2.1-12 Comparison of Interconnection Candidates
Topology
Total Processor
Interconnection
Irregular
Network
Reliability Expandabilit_ Performance
Maximal Fair 2400-9600 bps
50 Kbps to l Mbps
possible
Excellent Fair 3 to 5 Mbps
Hierarchical Very Good Good
Network
Loop / Ring Good Good to
Network Fair
Star Fair Good to
Network Switch limit
Global Bus Good Very good
Network
Shared Minimal Poor
Memory
2400 to 9600 bps;
1 to I0 r.lbps
possible
1.3 Mbps
l - 3 _Ibps
75 Hbps possible
SO Kbps to 50 Mbps
Memory speed
3 Mwps possible
INTERCONNECTION SUBSYSTEM--The total processor connection approach would
be bulky, limit growth severely, and is difficult to supervise. Through a
very reliable approach it does not lend itself at all to spacecraft
implementation. The hierarchical network is very well suited to spacecraft
implementation. It has the range of throughput and reliability needed for the
most ambitious OTV designs. This topology appears to give the best overall
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Table 2.1.2.1-13
Flight Computer/
DCMComputer
Attitude
Aerosurface Control
Multi purpose
Displays
Electronic Displays
Telemetry
Up/DownLink
GroundLink
Checkout
Sequential
Control Reconfig.
Others
Total
Reported Shuttle Data Bus Rates (Kbps)(Centralized
SystemDesign)
[Pre-
Iflight
9O
6
1.4
27.0
45
5
7
182.4
Boost
Boost
16
90
6
1.4
45
5
23
!187.4
On-
Orbit
16
1.4
9O
6
45
Descent IPost-
& Landing IFlight
16
90
6
45
1.4
5
23
187.4
5
23
187.4
90
6
45
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characteristics for processor interconnection throughout level 2 of the avionics
system. The loop or ring network approach has the serious weaknesses of message
overload potential and single-point failure of the ring decoder. The reliability
is not sufficient for long duration missions. The global bus network is
moderately reliable, and encourages system modularity by its very nature. It is
closely related to the loop topology but does not suffer from its weaknesses.
This topology is well sutied to spacecraft avionics at the highest level of
processor interconnection. It would be ill-suited for high speed and volume
real-time data communications.
The shared memory approach is the highest ranked topology. This topology is
easy to implement, inexpensive to software manage, and highly conducive to the
use of virtual operating systems which have large secondary memories. Controlled
access is managed through hardware and software and is relatively impervious to
the device interconnection topology provided a direct memory access privilege is
granted. Mailbox-type interprocessing communication is encouraged through this
methodology.
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INTERCONNECTIONCA DIDATESELECTION--Becausethe i nterconnection subsystem is
the meansby which all other subsystemsare physically related, there is no
single "best" candidate. In the samesense that there are several types of nerve
pathways in the body, each level of body (system) control requires its own "best
suited" interconnection approach. The pathway betweenexecutive processors and
their respective primary memories is direct, very high speed, and isolated from
approach by external devices. Here the shared memorytopology is selected as
most appropriate. The path to which the principal subsystemsconnect (GPS, IMUs,
etc.) must be shareable, moderate in speedand capable of being supervised to
limit contention/collision problems. Here, the global bus is selected as being
most suitable. Pathwayscontrolled by principal subsystemswhich conduct
real-time process control functions (engine controller, flight controller, IMU,
etc.) must exert absolute supervision in a tightly controlled subsystem
environment. The hierarchcal topology is selected as best suited for this level
of the interconnection subsystem. Figure 2.1.2.1-7 illustrates the schematic
relationship of the 3-1evel interconnection subsystemproposed here for the
avionics system.
MEMORY SUBSYSTEM--CMOS/SOS is by far the preferred candidate owing to its
high performance, low-power characteristics. The cost-per-bit is very low and
the radiation hardness is good. Production sources are somewhat limited though
this will change with increased demand.
_INOS is cost ineffective and not of sufficient radiation hardness to merit
usage. Although its performance is good it will suffer if radiation hardening
processes are applied.
Bubble memory is the preferred form for secondary memory storage. Its speed
is very good as is its radiation hardness. Chip density is increasing rapidly
and gives every indication of matching the VLSI circuits themselves, most
favorably impacting large memory packaging. Power is a negative point here,
though the increased memory volume easily offsets this. Of course, bubble memory
is nonvolatile.
Cross-tie RAM could replace bubble memories by the late 1990s. Though it is
too new for selection here it has distinct advantages and the technology should
be closely monitored.
MEMORY SIZING--Assuming that a 1750A ISA processor is selected for the
executive computer type, we immediately derive a 64 Kw directly addressable
memory space and memory management capable of l Mw address space. All vendors
offering 1750A processors provide a minimum of 64 Kw with each processor,
typically 128 Kw is offered. The minimum memory included is 128 Kw but typically
is 356 to 640 Kw.
Due to memory technology advances (see Table 2.1.2.1-14), sizing of the
physical memory store is far more dependent on container limitations than on any
estimate of lines-of-code. How, eventually, the actual memory resource is
allocated to functional categories of the avionics system is only roughly
estimated. Figure 2.1.2.1-8 illustrates estimates for primary and secondary
memory allocation for centralized and a distributed avionics configuration. In
both cases, the operating system is assumed to have virtual storage ability which
requires secondary memory support. A very rough estimate of memory allocation
for a fixed, nonvirtual configuration is also provided.
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Figure 2.1.2.1-7 Interconnection Subsystem Schematic Representation
Physical memory volume for both primary and secondary memory is critically
dependent upon the nature of the operating rather than the complexity of
applications software. No less than 128 Kw is suitable for a virtual
environment and preferably 256 Kw, which is Shuttle's new (minimum)
requirement.
EXECUTIVE COMPUTER SUBSYSTEM--Based on ranked performance, design
heritage, production potential, 1750A ISA, and high modularity/expandability,
the DELCO MAGIC V is evaluated as the preferred candidate for the ground-based
avionics data management executive computer. Its power/weight/volume and
packaging factors also are significant positives in its favor. The F-20
multiprocessor version using the MAGIC V is in production for FY85 delivery.
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Table 2.1,2.1-14 Memory Technology Candidates
ORIGINAE PA2GE IS
OF POOR QUALYrY
I IChlp I I I I I I
I I Oenslty I INon- I I Cost I IADplI-
I 18Its/Chip IRBd I_|_ I/l_:Ceil Ill'lit Bit |Tell_ _cBtlon
ITechnology 1024 IHnrd lille ITlme IIn Genii IRenge Ikreas
ICMOS
I C_OS/SOS
I l_OS,
IOOr_
I
I
I I I I
11984 IRalI- I t
lMetum- lebll- I I
Ilty IIty IPoilr I Comments
64K INo IYes 150-2OOnz
_ lYes /Yes _i6_s
8K lNo IYes 1500as
IYes Ire il2 I
IHigh IWHZ
1Cost I I
,12
.0:
.O4
I 0 to IMaln He_ IHod IHIgh
I -55"C IFlxed Mom. I I
1÷125"C ICallb I_od IMod
I ITbis I I
I ICoche I I
IV. Lol IGood power,
_Cos_ Rol.
Low
I
ICostiy
}
I
IDynmlc 64K INo INo 1250ns .O4 I -55"C IMeln N_. I I Low NO Red-Hard
IRm (256K) I I I 1+125"C ICache I Mod IHlgh to I
I (aM) I I I I_e_. I I mad I
i Magnetlc IM IYeI lYes 11.S ms .05 -40"C I Se(:ondery ILov I Mo<I IExceliant
IBubbie i4N) | I |per +B_'C I_y lib JMod +o /SocondBry
I (16M) I I IMbl+ I I I IMemory
I I t I I I I I
IPIoted 106 Bits )Yes _Yes )1 _ 2, to -55"C 1Main ) I Mad IV. High Cost;
IWlro Iper Diane I I I Ill. +BS"C IM_Aory IHIgh IMod leo ILimlted
[ { 1 I I I I { I IHIgh {Suppliers
I I I I I I I I I I I
IMagnetlc riO 8 to IYeI 1Yes I10 "1 to 110 -6 to -55"C lSe_ondery I IMod tVery IMechanicsl
(Tope 1109 Bits I I II0 "2 IlO "7 +85"C IMemory iHIgh liB IHlgh ISIow, Bulk
I Iper In. 2 I 1 I sec I I ILov I
I I I I I I I I I
ICore IlO 5 per I Yes IYes T_5Oms 1.5/BIt -55"C IMatn 1 I I_od. Cost
I Jplana I I J +85"C _Memory IHIgh JHIgh High 1High Power
I I I I I I I I Bulk I
ICross-Tla I i6K I Yes IYal lSOOna .06 -5_'C IMaln t_ I I l_od INew
I(CRAH) I I I I +125"C ICore Re- ILow IUnkn to (Technology
I(ProJected) I I I i Iplocemont I I LOW I
IGalllum- 1256 bits IYeI IYeI ll-Sns .30 -20_'C IMaln Mem. ILol IUnkn IUnkn INew
(Ars®nJda IlK I(Very) I I +200"C ICeche I I ITechnology
I(GoAs) {(4K) I I I I I I
Note I: Vat yes in parentheses are Oensltles project to bo avallablo for space
applications within OTV development time fralwe,
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Figure 2.1.2.1-8 Estimates for Availabile Memory Utilization by
Avionics Function
The Teledyne TDY 750S is a close second to the MAGIC V. Its performance
metric is quite good as are the fault-tolerance features and its overall risk
metric. The TDY 750S's growth ability is weaker than the MAGIC V, due in part
to its very close ancestry to the MECA 43S (not used in this study). The same
reason is cited for the weak rating of its form factor.
The remaining computers are lower in score value than the above units.
Close examination of Table 2.1.2.l-ll shows the areas in which each excelled
or fell short of the preferred candidate's benchmark. Table 2.1.2.1-15
summarizes the significant features of the candidate executive computers.
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Table 2.1.2.1-15
ORIGIN_%L PAGE IS
OF POOR QUAuLrTy
Executive Computer Candidates
I I I I I I I I I I I
I I I ) I IRCA IRCA I I t I
IITEK IDELCO IDELCO IDELCO I TELEDYNE I SCP-STAR I SCP*STAR ILITTC_I ILITTON IIBM IIBM I SINGER
IATAC-16MS IN}62/IUS IHAGIC 572H IMAGIC Y ITDY 750S IDUAL CPU III LC*451E 1LC-4750 AP-IOIS INSSC-I SXC-}I21H
I t I I ) J I I I
Per f o*-mancIi 1500 1718 1750 1850 1574 15}6 12000 }OO 18OO/}OOO IOOO 11}5 10OO
(KIPS) I I I I I I I I I
Word Size(s) 116/32 116/)2 ]16/}2 116/32 116/32 116/32 116/}2 16/_2 116/32 116/}2 J Ie 16/}2
(bits] J I I I I I I I I
Pr_ll$Or J Schottky IBIpolar ICHOS ICMOS/SOS ICeS IC_OS/SOS [C:_OS/SOS ILSI bit I Standard JHybri d;CMOSICMOS
TPCh_olo_ )blf $lJcl JMonoll+h I ) I ) IVHSIC )sllcl ILSI IMEM:CMOS IRAH, CORE I
Power ef ,Ki 160. I 115el II I}6w II 1601 II II}§v I 12:1_ Ill ICPU: t51 180. I 121, II
_y Sill 164Kw 164Kw 164Kw II_, 1640Ki 1128KI I_Mt 10w 148Kw t64KI
I I I I I I JI.)_,(.w I J
20A I 28v
11256KI
Wlight (Ib,) 125 144 17.1 19.0 150 148 NO I(Brnlo 127 I(Bras,- 70
f I [(Brllls- J I IShleid I board) I board)
t I I board) I I 160 w/Shld I I
Radiation lye, 15 E_} IE÷5 tO E+6 1Yes 1Yes IYll IYIs 2 E÷4 ryes Yes
Hardened [ I I ! I I I I
Reliability I._gO I.gQ I I 1.96 I 1.9 II 1.927 I 1.9B II J6Khr
at x yr, I I 2 Yrs I I I tO Yrl I10 ¥rs I tO Yrs 2 Yrs IMTBF
F loot Pf. JYes I Yes I Yes I Yes I Yes I YeS I Yes Yes 1 Yes Yes
AvBI labia I I I I J I J I
Processor IUnl qul IUnlqul I 175OA-! | 17_OA-I I 175OA-I I I ?_OA-I I 175OA-I Unl ClUl I 1750A-I I _50A-I IUnlqul IUnlque
Instr. Set I I I I I I I I f I
HI,h-Or-clef IFor_ 4 H/_./SlJovl81 IJ73; V_X IJ7]; VAX IJT}; ¥AX IJ7_ IJ?-_ IFortron_ lj73, Ado; _HAL/S; ISKC
Len_ul_l S.uppt I_: IBM J JIB J_71 I I I I I IVAX IBM IV/U( IPOP-II/?0 IFor_ran
Space-Rated INo IYI$ INO INo INo INo INo IYls INo IN<} (Yes {No
I I I I I I ) I I I I I
139w I III._W I
I64Kw 164Kw
I
140
I
I
IPartlal
I
t
I
IYls Yes
t
Her Ifagl
I 1 I I I t I ISpacl I tShuttle I t
IG_lllleo IIUS I l I I I ISextanf, I lOB(: ISol0r MOW. fShuftte
I I I I I I I IO_hers I IUp_radQ l Ofhers JBIdder
RECOMMEHDATIONS--A shared memory approach is recommended for the 0TV's
primary interconnect,on path. A global network approach is recommended for
interprocessor connection. A hierarchical approach is recommended for the
0TV's secondary interconnect, on paths such as between controller and
sensors/actuators. Prepare a trade study on fiber optic versus coaxial path
methodologies and applicability to OTV primary and secondary interconnect,on
subsystems. CMOS/SOS is recommended for all primary memory stores on OTV.
Bubble memory is recommended for all secondary memory stores on 0TV. The
DELC0 MAGIC V is recommended as the executive computer candidate. Conduct
system reliability modeling on selected data management candidates using
applicable Martin reliability analysis tools. Conduct a technology study
regarding the nature of the executive operating system, its functional
requirements, and whether or not custom-built system softwar_ is appropriate.
Prepare recommendations for standards on computer ISA, internal data and
control buses, external data/control interfaces with l) Shuttle, 2) OMV, 3)
Space Station, 4) Manned Capsule, and 5) generalized payload.
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2.1.2.2 Fuel Cell Versus Solar Array Power
PURPOSE--Batteries, fuel cells and photovoltaic arrays are currently used
to power spacecraft. Each imposes particular requirements upon the spacecraft
configuration and operations. Technical improvements in batteries and solar
cells make them attractive for use in the OTV. In particular, high energy
density batteries such as lithium thionyl chloride batteries (LiSOCI4)
appear promising for short duration missions, while fuel cell systems and
photovoltaic systems appear better suited to longer mission timelines such as
manned GEO servicing. The objective of this study is to select a method of
power generation based on the requirements of the various OTV missions.
PROBLEM STATEMENT--Several options exist for spacecraft power generation.
High and low rate primary batteries, solar arrays and secondary batteries, and
fuel cells were considered.
POWER SOURCE CANDIDATES--
PRIMARY BATTERIES--Primary battery systems utilize electrochemical energy
storage to provide power to the spacecraft. Primary as opposed to secondary
batteries are characterized by a moderate to high energy density. In
addition, power conditioning is not required because of the voltage regulation
of the battery. At the end of battery discharge the battery is expended with
the electrodes mechanically degraded, and incapable of accepting a recharge.
Two types of primary batteries were considered, Lithium Thionyl Chloride and
Silver Zinc. Silver Zinc (Ag/Zn) batteries are characterized by moderate
energy density (55 W-Hr/Ib), low impedance, and a very high discharge rate
capability. AgZn units have a long history of space operation and are well
understood. Lithium Thionyl Chloride (LiSOCI 4) batteries are characterized
by high energy density (I00-200 W-Hr/Ib), high impedance, and limited
discharge rate capability. (See Table 2.1.2.2-I) A nominal discharge rate
for a LiSOCI 4 battery is 150 hours. These batteries can be discharged at
higher rates, however, up to 15 hours with modifications. The effect of a
fast (15 hour) discharge is a decrease in energy density due to decreased
capacity and added componentry in the battery. The effective energy density
for a LiSOCI4 battery at a 15 hour is approximately lO0 W-Hr/Ib. Battery
self heating and internal pressure rise make it impractical to design the
system for a higher than 15 hour rate.
Table 2.1.2.2-I Battery Comparison
BATTERY
Ag/Zn
Li SOCI
4
Ni/Cd
Ni/H 2
I TYPE
I
I
I
I PRI
I PRI
I
I SEC
I SEC
SPECIFIC ENERGY
W-HR/LB
8O
15O
13
18
SPECIFIC POWER
W/LB
240
I0
26
35
STATUS
QUALIFIED
NOT QUALIFIED
QUALIFIED
QUALIFIED C_EO)
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FUELCELLS--Fuel cells convert the energy from reactants (H2, 02) to
electrical energy directly. A fuel cell is approximately 50%efficient. A
high current density point design was selected for the fuel cell to minimize
weight and developmenteffort. This results in a slightly higher reactant
consumption (approx. l Ib/KW-H). The fuel cell assembly is designed for
maximumpower, voltage regulation and size. The OTVmaximumpower consumption
is 2110 W for cryogenic propulsion and 1560 Wfor storable propulsion with a
20%design margin. This difference is due to the difference in engine power
consumption between the cryogenic and storable stages. All other components
in the Fuel Cell system are sized for average power consumption or mission
energy usage. The resultant thermal load requires an active coolant loop with
radiators. The baseline radiator design is sized to reject approximately
1.5 KWwhich represents a 47%design margin (see Figure 2.1.2.2-I).
RAD I^TOR I
P
Figure 2.1.2.2-I Baseline Fuel Cell System
PHOTOVOLTAIC--Photovoltaic systems consist of a photovoltaic solar array
and secondary (rechargeable) batteries to supply power to the OTV during the
eclipse period of the orbit. The OTV must be capable of operation at both LEO
and GEO. The solar array size (power output) is driven by LEO operation,
because of the relatively short period available for battery recharge (57
min). Capacity of the secondary batteries is driven by GEO operation due to
the longer eclipse duration. Table 2.1.2.2-I shows two space proven secondary
batteries (Ni/Cd and Ni/H2). Solar array and battery sizing is based on a
day and night time average power consumption of 888 W which includes a 20%
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margin. In addition to batteries, solar systems also require active power
conditioning to maintain buss regulation and recharge control. The OTVpoint
design is a shunt regulated system. (See Fig. 2.1.2.2-2) Twotypes of solar
array were considered; Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)and Silicon (Si). Gallium
Arsenide was selected becauseof its higher efficiency, lower temperature
coefficients, and resistance to radiation damage. These characteristics
result in an array which is 23%smaller than the silicon array. The solar
array is sized based on a +lO° off sun pointing error. This would be
accomplished with a two axTs gimbal mechanism. The solar array would also be
stowed during propulsive maneuvers. Orientation control and stowage are
disadvantages of the solar array.
SO[.^[_ /
ARRAY
}2¢, FT"
-rERY
Y
Figure 2.1.2.2-2 Photovoltaic Baseline System
SELECTION CRITERIA--The primary criteria for the selection of an 0TV power
source are; weight, cost, operational flexibility, development effort,
evolution, complexity, and on orbit resupply. _ese parameters are important
because they directly impact program Life Cycle Cost (LCC), vehicle
performance, or acquisition cost. Weight, operational flexibility and
complexity impact performance, while cost, weight, complexity, evolution,
resupply and development effort drive LCC. Table 2.1.2.2-2 depicts the
relative weights of these parameters in this trade study.
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Table 2.1.2.2-2 Selection Criteria Weights
Factor We_ht
Cost 8
Flexibility 6
DevelopmentEffort 7
Resupply 5
Complexi ty 4
Evoluti on 10
Orbital resupply refers to the relative amountof effort required to
change batteries or load fuel cell reactants at the end of a mission.
Changingbatteries appears to be limited to ground based designs. Because
space-basedpower systems must be rechargeable, there are no viable
candidates, because secondary batteries are too heavy. Operational
flexibility refers to the relative numberof constraints imposedon the OTVby
the powersystem such as mission duration, maximumpower consumption,
orientation and deployment/retraction of solar arrays/radiators. Evolution is
the relative effort required to utilize the OTV for longer missions.
POWER SOURCE TRADEOFF--A detailed load analysis was performed for each of
the OTV design reference missions. These analyses were used in the conceptual
design for each of the power source alternatives. These conceptual designs
formed the basis for weight and cost estimates which were used to arrive at
the relative rankings in Tables 2.1.2.2-3 through -9. Both mission timeline
and OTV configuration influence the relative merits of the power source
alternatives. Due to a wide variation in energy usage between DRM's the
relative weights of the power sources change because of extra battery capacity
and additional fuel cell reactant and tankage. Relative weights and costs
also are affected by OTV configuration. This is particularly true of the fuel
cell because use of cryogen boil off eliminates the need for reactant
tankage,and simplifies on orbit resupply. Tables 2.1.2.2-6 and -7 indicate
that it is technically infeasible to support a twenty-five day OTV mission
with primary batteries. This is due to the excessive weight and volume that
this would require. (ll,O00 Ib Ag/Zn and 4300 Ib Li SOCI4). It should also
be noted that in all cases the LiSOCI 4 system is heavier than the fuel cell
system. This in due to the limited maximum power capability of the lithium
battery. For short duration missions the battery size is driven by maximum
steady state power consumption. Beyond this point, the added weight of fuel
cell reactants (I000 W-Hr/Ib) is much less than the added weight of battery
capacity (I05 W-Hr/Ib).
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Table 2.1.2.2-3 Configuration/Mission: Ground BasedStorable Cargo Bay
FACTOR J WEIGHTJ RANKING
I I AgZn
Weight
Cost
Flexibility
Development
Resupply
Complexity
Evolution
TOTAL
I0
8
6
7
5
4
I0
LiSOCI4. FUEL CELL PHOTOVOLTAIC
5 (50) 8 (80) 10 (I00) 7 (70)
lO (80) 6 (48) 5 (40) 4 (32)
lO (60) lO (60) lO (60) 8 (48)
lO (70) 6 (42) 7 (49) 9 (63)
NIA NIA N/A N/A
I0 (40) I0 (40) 7 (28) 6 (24)
l (lO) 3 (30) 9 (90) lO (lO0)
310 300 367 337
Table 2.1.2.2-4 Configuration/Mission: Ground Based Storable ACC Perigee
FACTOR J WEIGHT J RANKING
I I AgZn
Weight
Cost
Flexibility
Development
Resupply
Complexity
Evolution
TOTAL
lO
8
6
7
5
4
lO
LiSOt'14 FUEL CELL PWOTOVOLTAIC
3 (30) 7 (70) I0 (I00) 9 (90)
I0 (80) 7 (56) 6 (48) 5 (40)
lO (60) lO (60) lO (60) 8 (48)
I0 (70) 6 (42) 7 (49) 9 (63)
N/A N/A N/A N/A
I0 (40) I0 (40) 7 (28) 6 (24)
l (I0) 3 (30) 9 (90) I0 (lO0)
281 298 375 365
Table 2.1.2.2-5 Configuration/Mission:
(97 & 51K)
FACTOR J WEIGHT I RANKING
I I A_Zn LiSOCl4
Weight
Cost
Flexibility
Development
Resupply
Complexity
Evolution
TOTAL
I0 I 5 (50) 7 (70)
8 I lO (80) 9 (72)
6 1 I0 (6O) lO (60)
7 J I0 (70) 6 (42)
5 l 3 (15) 3 (15)
4 I I0 (40) I0 (40)
10 I 1 (lO) 3 (30)
I
1325 329
Space Based Storable Perigee
FUEL CELL PHOTOVOLTAIC
lO (I00) 6 (60)
6 (48) 5 (40)
lO (60) 8 (48)
7 (49) 9 (63)
6 (30) lO (50) "
7 (28) 6 (24)
8 (80) lO (lO0)
395 385
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Table 2.1.2.2-6 Configuration/Mission:(57K & 27K)
FACTOR
Weight
Cost
Flexibility
Development
Resupply
Complexity
Evolution
TOTAL
I WEIGHT l
lO
8
6
7
5
4
lO
RANKING
AgZn LiSOCI_
Space Based Storable Apogee
FUEL CELL PHOTOVOLTAIC
Not Feasible 4 (40) lO (lO0)
I0 (80) 7 (56)
lO (60) lO (60) lO (60) 8 (48)
lO (70) 6 (42) 7 (49) 9 (63)
3 (15) 3 (15) 6 (30) lO (50)
I0 (40) lO (40) 7 (28) 6 (24)
l (lO) 3 (30) 8 (80) lO (I00)
Not Feasible 367 441
Table 2.1.2.2-7 Configuration/Mission:
FACTOR I WEIGHT I RANKING
) ) A_Zn
Weight
Cost
Flexibility
Development
Resupply
Complexity
Evolution
TOTAL
I0
8
6
7
5
4
I0
LiSOCl_
Ground Based Cryo (43K & 57K)
FUEL CELL PHOTOVOLTAIC
3 (3O) 6 (60) lO (lO0) 8 (80)
lO (80) lO (80) 6 (48) 4 (32)
lO (60) lO (60) lO (60) 8 (48)
lO (70) 6 (42) 7 (49) 9 (63)
N/A N/A N/A N/A
I0 (40) I0 (40) 7 (28) 6 (24)
l (lO) 3 (30) 8 (80) lO (lO0)
290 312 365 347
Table 2.1.2.2-8 Configuration/Mission:
FACTOR J WEIGHT J RANKING
l I AgZn
Weight
Cost
Flexibility
Development
Resupply
Complexity
Evolution
TOTAL
lO
8
6
7
5
4
lO
LiSOCl 4
Space Based Cryo (94K & 57K)
FUEL CELL PHOTOVOLTAIC
Not Feasible 5 (50) I0 (I00)
lO (80) 7 (56)
lO (60) lO (60) lO (60) 8 (48)
lO (70) 6 (42) 7 (49) 9 (63)
4 (20) 4 (20) 9 (45) lO (50)
lO (40) 10 (40) 7 (28) 6 (24)
l (lO) 3 (30) 8 (80) lO (lO0)
Not Feasible 392 441
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Table 2.1.2.2-9 Configuration/Mission: SpaceBased Cryo (84K)
FACTOR I WEIGHTI RANKING
I I A_Zn LiSOCI4
Weight
Cost
Flexibility
Development
Resupply
Complexity
Evolution
TOTAL
lO
8
6
7
5
4
10
FUEL CELL PHOTOVOLTAIC
3 (30) 6 (60) lO (lO0) 8 (80)
8 (80) I0 (80) 6 (48) 4 (32)
lO (60) I0 (60) lO (60) 8 (48)
I0 (70) 6 (42) 7 (49) 9 _63)
4 (20) 4 (20) 9 (45) lO (50)
lO (40) lO (40) 7 (2B) 6 (24)
1 (I0) 3 (30) 8 (80) lO (I00)
310 332 410 357
SUMMARY--The optimum power system configuration for OTV is dependent upon
vehicle configuration and mission duration. Generally, a fuel cell system
will be best for missions less than one hundred seventy hours, and a
photovoltaic system will be best for missions greater than one hundred seventy
hours. Lithium batteries are not a recommended power source because of their
Severely limited maximum power capability negates the weight savings that
could be realized from the improved energy density (i.e., the maximum power
consumptions of 1500 and 2100 watts drives battery size). These batteries
would also require a significant development effort. Although Silver Zinc
batteries offer no advantage in weight, they do represent a feasible approach
to a cargo bay storable OTV. This is particularly true if a low cost, low
risk limited capability OTV is begun early to prove the aerobraking concept.
The optimum approach to OTV electrical power generation is a fuel cell
system for short duration missions, and a photovoltaic system for manned GEO
sorties and lunar missions. This is because for long duration missions the
fuel cell system, exhibits a weight penalty of lO00 Ib for reactants and
tankage. However, use of a power down mode for long term orbital storage
(during GEO manned, GEO servicing or lunar missions) would reduce this weight
penalty and make the fuel cell more attractive. To avoid the development of
two separate electrical power systems it is recommended that power down be
assumed and the fuel cell system be selected. The existing shuttle orbiter
fuel cells can be downsized with little design risk and minimum cost and the
remainder of the plumbing also derived from existing designs.
The basic characteristics of the OTV fuel cell system for both cryogenic
and storable @tage applications is shown in Table 2.1.2.2-I0.
2.1.2.3 Built-ln Versus Multiple Unit Redundancy,
PURPOSE--This study presents issues concerned with determining the general
level of redundancy to be used in packaging OTV avionics equipment. The trade
is essentially between simplex, duplex and/or triplex redundancy given the "no
single failure" criteria used throughout the OTV design.
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Table 2.1.2.2-10 0TV Fuel Cell Breakdown ORIGINAE PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALI'ry
Fuel Ceils (2)
Plumbing
Radiators (2)
(:oolant
H20 _torage
Reactant s
Tankage (Fuel)
Solar Array
Batteries (NI/He)
Regulator
S.A. Controller
PCDU* (2)
Total EPS
Storable
Ground-Based [ Space-Baaed
Cargo Bay
Perigee I
3_. 3K/23 lloursl
I
1 i0 Lb
25 Lb
50 l,b
15 Lb
15 Lb
25 I,b
60 l.b
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
54 Lb
354 Lb
ACC I
Perlsee I
37.3K/46 Ilours] 97K/31
Perisee
Ilour s 51K/31 llour s
Ii0 Lb If0 Lb
25 l,b 75 Lb
50 l,b 50 I.b
15 I,b 15 Lb
15 Lb 15 Lb
43 l,b 30 Lb
87 Lb 68 Lb
NIA N/A
N/A N/A
N/A N/A
N/A N/A
54 l,b 54 Lb
399 l,b 367 Lb
Ii0 Lb
25 Lb
50 I,b
15 Lb
15 Lb
30 Lb
68 Lb
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
54 Lb
367 Lb
Apo
58K/25 Days
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
175 Lb
123 Lb
&O Lb
22 Lb
51, Lb
414 Lb
ee
27K/25 Days
N/A
N/A
N/A
r11A
N/A
N/A
N/A
175 Lb
123 Lb
40 l,b
22 Lb
54 Lb
414 LB
*Includes: Sequencers
HDS
Diodes and Resistors
cryo
Cround-Baaed
I
I
I 4zK/76
ACC
Perlgee/Apogee
Hours 57K/76
I
I
Ilours I 84K/76 IIours
Fuel Ceils (2)
Plumbing
Radiators (2)
Coolant
I[20 Storage
Reactants
Tankage (Fuel)
Solar Array
Batteries (Ni/He)
Regulator
S.A. Controller
PCDU* (2)
Total EPS
ii0 Lb
25 Lb
50 Lb
15 Lb
15 Lb
71 Lb
N/A
N/A
NIA
NIA
N/A
54 Lb
340 Lb
110 Lb
25 Lb
50 Lb
15 Lb
1.5 Lb
71 Lb
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
54 Lb
340 Lb
ll0 I.b
25 Lb
50 T,b
15 Lb
15 Lb
71 Lb
NIA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
54 Lb
340 Lb
Space-Based
Perl_eelAposee
57K/25 Days
N/A
N/A
NIA
N/A
NIA
NIA
N/A
175 Lb
123 Lb
40 Lb
22 Lb
54 Lb
414 Lb
58K/25 Days
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
175 Lb
123 Lb
40 Lb
22 Lb
54 Lb
414 LB
*Includes: Sequencers
HDS
Diodes and Resistors
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SUMMARY-- Quite adequate reliability can be achieved using a functional
modular duplex redundancy approach for OTV avionics subsystems. Triple
modular redundancy is appropriate for cases where single failure diagnosis is
not necessary or would seriously degrade system performance.
PROBLEM STATEMENT--Determine the appropriate level of redundancy (simplex,
duplex, or triplex) to be used in packaging avionics functions.
ASSUMPTIONS--No more than triplex redundancy is appropriate for
consideration given the "no single failure" requirement.
INITIAL CO_IDITIONS--Table 2.1.2.3-I summarized the given levels of
avionics equipment redundancy and mean failure rate (MFR) to be used in this
study.
Table 2.1.2.3-I
FUHCTIONAL U_!IT
Summary of Avionics Functional Unit Equipment
Redundancy and Mean Failure Rate
QUANTITY FAILURE RATE (PER HOUR)
Executive Computer 2 l x lO-4
IMU 2 l x 10-4
Star Tracker 2 2 x lO-5
Flight Controller 2 l x 10-5
Command & Data HDLR 2 I x lO-5
TLM PWR supply 2 2.5 x 10-6
Transponder 2 2.0 x lO-5
RF PWR AMP 2 l x lO-5
GPS RCVR l l x lO-5
GPS Antenna 2 9 x lO-8
Sequencer 2 l x 10-5
Deploy Timer 2 l x 10-5
Steerable Antenna 2 2.7 x 10-6
Duplexer 2 l x 10-6
rqotor Switches 6 l x 10-5
Battery 2 1.43 x 10-5
Fuel Cell 2 1.05 x 10-5
Radiators 2 1 x 10-6
FC PWR Conditioning
Condition Monitor
Engine Controller
Power Control/Distrib
2 l xlO -5
l l xlO -4
2 l xlO -5
2 l xlO -5
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REQUIREMENTANDCONSTRAINTS--Theoverall requirement which established
reliability states "that no single failure shall prevent the safe return of the
crew or, if unmanned,the OTValone."
SELECTIONCRITERIA--Theredundancymethodwhich yields the greatest
reliability over time is considered the preferred candidate.
DESCRIPTIONOFCANDIDATES--Thecandidates and results presented here are
those described by Snyder (1980). Three levels of redundancyare defined here:
a. logic gate level b. functional module level c. box computer level.
GATELEVELREDUNDANCY--Logicates are replicated or are added in circuits
to maskfailures. For example, triple modular redundancy (TMR), quaddedlogic
and various error detection/correction IEDAC)codes are commonlyobserved in
present-day devices. Combinations of these redundancytypes within a device are
also common. EDACon each word of memoryis a viable technique when single bit
error masking is desired, for example.
FUNCTIONALMODULELEVELREDUNDANCY--Itis nowcommonto produce a functional
unit of a semiconductor-based device on a single, plug-in card or module.
Memorycards, I/O controller cards, and CPUcards are examplesof such
functional units.
Functional partitioning {breakdown) of units is also common. For example,
4K or 16K memory cards plug in for a composite memory bank. Power supplies also
are rendered in such form.
Two popular redundancy variations are observed at this level. These are a)
Cross-strapping (duplex or triplex redundancy), and b) block sparing {n-plex).
BOX LEVEL (EXTERNAL) REDUNDANCY--This is the "black" box level or external
redundancy. It is the use of independent, (usually) simplex devices that are
interconnected into redundancy types such as duplex or triplex redundant. Here,
the box is considered a subsystem and redundant interconnection to other
subsystems is provided (cross-strapping).
COARSE SCREENING-- No coarse screening is appropriate for the three
redundancy approaches considered here.
EVALUATION OF CANDIDATES--The three levels of redundancy are compared in
Tables 2.1.2.3-2 thru -7 in terms of their advantages and disadvantages. It is
clear that the functional module level of redundancy has superior attributes to
those of either gate or box level redundancies. Hughes {1973) shows
conclusively in the case of a PCM encoder that using functional module (duplex)
redundancy significantly improves reliability (.7669 vs .9265 at lO yrs.) over a
(simplex) parallel standby configuration at an increase of only 7.5% in
componentry.
With respect to the candidate redundancy approaches (simplex, duplex, and
triplex), Lowrie (1963) demonstrated conclusively that for a partitioned
computer (box) system, the duplex method achieved the best reliability over
time. Figure 2.1.2.3-I is a reproduction of Lowrie's Figure II. Here it is
seen that for a partitioning of the system into lO, 30, and lO0 mutually
independent pieces, the relationship of the simplex, duplex and triplex methods
is maintained with duplex redundancy being superior in all cases.
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Table 2.1.2.3-2 Gate Logic Level RedundancyComparison
ADVANTAGES
o Errors are masked
o No diagnostic overhead is in-
curred
o Excellent for cases requiring
safe operation over short time
periods
o Use of CMOSor other low power,
high speed technology can coun-
teract someof the negatives
o Promotes the use of single bit
error detection/correction code
on memorywords
DISADVANTAGES
o To achieve triple modular redun-
dancy for majority vote systems,
three times the simplex numberof
gates are required
o Increased gate numberscause in-
creased power drain and heat,
which decreases reliability
o Weight and volume are increased
o TMRdependsupon the reliability
of the voting circuits, which
themselves require more power and
increase weight and volume
o Voting circuit, in somecases,
must be triplexed which further
compoundsthese negative features
Table 2.1.2.3-3 Functional Module Level RedundancyComparisons
ADVAHTAGES
o Takes advantage of convenient,
material partitions arising from
manufacturing or other processes
i.e. Memoriespartition into 2K,
4K, 8K, 16K, 64Kand 256Kbit or
byte assemblies
o Functional partitioning generally
reduces power, size and cost of
assemblies
o Several redundancy techniques are
available using functional module
parti ti oni ng
a) Triple redundant CPUswith
S/Wvoting
b) Twoactive, are spare CPU
with S/Wvoting (pair and
spare method)
c) Cross-strapping
d) Block sparing
o Functional module level of redun-
dancy is most suitable for soft-
ware and H/Wfault detection with
recovery by S/Wor external con-
trol
o Easy to obtain using building
blocks of systems
DISADVANTAGES
Recovery from faults mayrequire
significant time
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Table 2.1.2.3-4 Box (Computer) Level RedundancyComparisons
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
o Off-the-shelf existing and pre-
viously qualified units can be
used
o During testing, S/W development
or maintenance, a unit can be
removed from the system without
shutting down the entire system
o Weight and volume is very large
o Use of remote _,IR circuits adds
to system complexity
o Synchronization problems are
frequent
o A failure in any one of a com-
puter's functional units will
fail the system
o The failure rate is the sum of
failure rates of its functional
units; the computer's MTBF is
lower than the _BF of the indi-
vidual functional units
o Box level redundancy is less
suitable for long life missions
Table 2.1.2.3-5 Simplex Redundancy Method
ADVANTAGES I DISADVANTAGES I
o Uses minimum resources; parts,
power, etc.
o Minimum complexity factor (l.O)
I I
I o Most susceptible to single point I
I failure I
I o Least reliable method I
Table 2.1.2.3-6 Duplex Redundancy Method
ADVANTAGES
o Basic logic circuitry is doubled,
not tripled (as required by trip-
lex)
o All errors are detected
o Two units are required to fail
the system which is the same as
in a triplex design
o The error detector is inde-
pendent of the data, thus if the
detector fails, no data is
affected
o The faulty unit can be identified
uniquely
DISADV#NTAGES
o Additional time is required to
diagnose and then correct a fault
o Diagnostic circuits are introduced
which can themselves by sources
of failure
o Intermittent errors are difficult
to handle
o A condition can exist which per-
mits error detection but no
correction
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Table 2.1.2.3-7 Triplex Redundancy Method
ADVANTAGES
o Masks single failures without
degrading system performance
0 Reliability better than simplex
by a factor of 3
DISADVANTAGES
o 3 to 3.2 times as complex as
simplex method
o Reliability less than duplex
o Voting circuits must be 5 to lO
times as reliable as input cir-
cuitry - increases cost and
complexity
o Diagnosis of masked fault
difficult, often impossible
RECOMMENDATION--Duplex method's functional module redundancy offers the
best reliability versus time performance. Where system performance
degradation cannot be tolerated, or in cases where single failure diagnosis is
not a strong consideration, then triple module redundancy with voting is
preferred. In any case, the simplex method is discouraged unless functional
module partitioning produces a simplex train of very high reliability.
REFERENCES
Snyder, F. C., 1980, A Comparison of Redundant Computer Configurations,
IEEE.
Hughes, R. J., ,Jr., 1973, Functional Redundancy Assures Greater System
Reliability, Electronics, Mar. 15.
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2.1.2.4 Microprocessor Technology
PURPOSE--The objective of this study is to evaluate commercially available
microprocessors to understand their performance capabilities, application
history and limitations in order to compare them with the requirements of a
new upper stage such as OTV. The selection will focus on the reliability,
flexibility and cost effectiveness of the spaceborne system.
SUMMARY--Micros have evolved from four-bit through 32-bit devices begining
in the early 70's. Each device has its own unique capabilities primarily
determined by word length and instruction set. Because there are numerous
candidates, this study has considered only 16 and 32 bit devices. 9 devices
were screened down to 5 for the final evaluation. Two manufacturers are
presently developing micros with the MIL-STD 1750A architecture. These
devices (9450 and MD281) can compete with the most sophisticated computers now
flying and will certainly see use in future spaceborne computer systems.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM--Use of spaceborne digital computers is rapidly
increasing with typical applications including attitude control, seauencing,
navigation, guidance, signal processing, digital filtering, command and
control, and digital imaging. These applications have varying processing
requirements, many of which can now be satisfied by the new more capable
microprocessors. This study will focus on computation embedded in peripheral
units such as the IMU not on the central computer.
Microprocessors are the central processing unit of a microcomputer. When
combined with the appropriate memory and input/output they offer the
substantial advantage of low power consumption, light weight, flexibility, and
low cost (lO0's of dollars) for space applications. Some micros even have an
integral memory. Devices have become available that vastly exceed the
performance capability of early aerospace computers. However, obtaining parts
that satisfy space qualification requirements presents a problem.
Space and military use constitutes only a small fraction of total
production. Manufacturers prefer to design and produce thousands and tens of
thousands of units and are not very interested in small runs of "S" - level
parts for MIL spec applications. Devices of interest are available only to
"B" - level quality controls so that additional screening is left up to the
user. Only a few parts are available to MIL-M-38510 on the JAN QPL.
The shuttle PAM upperstage uses micros in a redundant configuration in
their sequencer. The inertial upper stage (IUS) also uses micros in their
signal conditioner unit (SCU) There are redundant SCU's. A number of
orbiting spacecraft use micros with standby redundancy to allow ground
controlled switchover. The use of microprocessors in an autonomous avionics
system will require careful parts selection and attention to failure modes.
Microprocessors have succeeded in replacing many "mini" computers for
ground applications. Their attributes of small size, light weight, low power
consumption and ease of software design has contributed to their success.
These same attributes readily support the requirements for space applications;
however, the space environment includes radiation and must be given serious
consideration.
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Since microprocessors are very popular for ground applications, many
hardware and software tools are available to aid in the design, development
and testing of microprocessor software and hardware. These tools can reduce
the overall cost and lead time in newspaceborne applications.
SELECTIONCRITERIA--Aselection criteria that comparesthe strengths and
weaknessesof the various devices is defined in the following paragraphs.
Only production microprocessors with good documentation, vendor support and
that are available to satisfy the appropriate military standards were
considered. Currently Air Force programs having embeddedcomputers require
the MIL STD1750Astandard architecture. Until such a device is readily
available (Fairchild 9450 is in process) the AF is giving waivers for the TI
9989and the Intel 8086.
a) SPEED
Requirements indicate that about 16K of 16 bit words of assembly
instructions (including floating point) need to be executed in less
than 20 ms or approximately 200 KIPS - This is the minimumacceptable
speed. Faster processors which increase the time margin will be
given relative merit in the weighting criteria.
b) MEMORYACCESS
Requirements indicate that at least 64Kbytes of memoryshould be
accessed. This is the minimumacceptable memorysize. Larger
accessing processors will be graded accordingly.
c) DATATYPE
Floating point processing is desirable for both efficiency and ease
of coding. Floating point processing on the CPUgets highest merit,
followed by co-processors, and last multichip floating point
processors.
d) INTERRUPTS
Initial requirements indicate that 5 interrupts are required.
Processors which have 5 interrupts are given highest merit, followed
by family interrupt support.
e) QUALLEVEL
Only parts available as 883-B or better will be considered.
f) RADIATIONHARDENING
Total Dose - Total duration in space for OTVis limited becauseeach
mission is comparatively short (2-20 days). However, with reuse it
could approach one year.
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g) RADIATION IMMUNITY
Single Event Upset - Processors will be given relative merit
according to actual test data or data from similar manufacturing
technologies. Parts available as hardened versions will be given
highest merit.
h) NOISE IMMUNITY
Parts with the greatest signal noise immunity will be given highest
merit.
i) OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE
Parts shall operate from -55 to +125 °
j) SUPPORT HARDWARE
Availability of family support circuits will be given highest merit.
Requirements for unusual circuits will be given low merit.
k) SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
Availability of software development tools and hardware emulators
gives highest merit.
The above criteria are summarized in the following table with respective
weighting factors. Cost is implicit in the last three factors.
Factor Weight
Speed 2
Architecture 3
Immunity 4
Support Chips 4
Support Software 5
Development Status 5
DESCRIPTION OF CANDIDATE SOLUTIONS--The following candidate
microprocessors have been identified as satisfying the minimum processing
requirements and will be evaluated based on the above factors.
a. 68000
b. 8086
c. 80C86
d. 9445
e. 9450
f. 9989
g. Z8002
h.
j.
- 16 bit uP - Motorola
- 16 bit uP - Intel
- 16 bit uP - Harris
- 16 bit uP - Fairchild
- 16 bit floating point uP - Fairchild
- 16 bit uP - Texas Instruments
- 16 bit uP - Zilog
32032 - 32 bit uP - National
MD281/MD281E - 16 bit floating point uP - McDonnell Douglas
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68000MOTOROLA--The68000 is very popular and has an intruction set that
provides maximumcomputing power with simplicity. However, testing that was
done for radiation/single event upset indicated that the 68000would not be
suitable.
8086 INTEL--TheIntel 8086 is madefrom HMOS(NMOS)technology and uses
dynamic storage techniques for the internal registers. Dynamicmemoryis
extremely sensitive to single bit errors induced by radiation in space. No
knowtesting data is available for single b_t errors in this processor,
howeverat least two companiesare presently building computers using this uP
for space applications. SCI, Inc. is using redundant 8086's in their new
DACS. Southwest Research Institute is using the 8086 for non-critical
applications on SpaceLabexperiments.
80C86HARRIS--Thismicroprocessor is a static C_IOSversion of the Intel
8086, pin compatible and can drive TTL loads. This is a newdevice and
problems can be expected for about l year. Harris also markets a full line of
CMOSfamily support chips. Only one version, a 5MHzversion is available.
CMOSdevices can be operated at a voltage greater than 5v (7 volts for the
80C86) reducing noise induced problems and also reducing single bit error
susceptability. Powerdissipation is lower about 50mAcomparedto 200mAfor
the 68000or 3OOmAfor the Z8000series. Software development tools are
available and are inexpensive. Actual radiation tolerance is unknown. The
device is madeof CMOSusing a self-aligned silicon gate CMOSprocess. Memory
madefrom this process proves to be suitable for the space environment.
Southwest Research Institute is changing their SC-I computer to use this CMOS
version of the 8086.
9445 FAIRCHILD--MartinMarietta performed tests with this uP. Although
rated for 20 MHzonly 16 MHzversions are available. Although th_s is a good
microprocessor the architecture was designed for ground basedbusiness
applications and software would be very expensive.
9450 Fairchild--The F9450 is the first microprocessor to implement the
full MIL-SPEC-1750A instruction set architecture (ISA). This ISA is a
requirement for all 16-bit embedded computers for the Air Force. The Air
Force will only grant waivers until this processor is available. This
particular implementation will execute about 700 KIPS DAIS Mix with floating
point operations executed in on-chip microcode. Along with the F9450 are two
support chips, a block protect unit and a memory management unit. The basic
9450 can access 64K words of memory, and with the memory management unit it
can access l M words. The 9450 was designed to permit a number of these
devices to be interconnected into one system with independent and shared
memories. This allows building a redundant system in the same envelope as a
single string computer. Multi-processor systems are possible with external
arbitration. Piping is done so that DMA is possible between bus cycles. This
micro has the support of many commercial companies as well as the Air Force.
Software development tools are available at no cost from the Air Force
Language Control Facility at Wright-Patterson AFB. The microprocessor should
be rad-hard and not susceptable to single event upsets. Floating point data
types are on-chip. The 9450 has the greatest processing capability of a_ the
listed micro-processors.
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9989 TEXASINSTRUMENTS--The9989 is a faster enhancedversion of the
discontinued 9900. Due to it's poor total dose radiation performance, little
single event upset testing has been done. Draper Labs has a large investment
in equipment requiring the 9989 and is helping TI develop a more radiation
resistant version. The 9989 is the slowest processor of this trade study so
that timing margins could be a problem.
Z8002ZILOG--TheZ8002is an NMOSdynamic device and its dynamic registers
makethis part unsuitable for OTVdue to SEU.
32032 NATIONAL--The32000microprocessor was designed to be used in large
data base systems or where multi-tasking is required. It is able to access 16
M bytes and has provisions for 4 billion bytes of logical addressing. This is
divided into 32,768 pges with a fixed size of 512 bytes. This processor
implements high order languages in an efficient manner. With a 6 MHzclock
speed, the 32000can execute 16 or 32 bit fixed point instructions at about
700 KIPS. Software development stations are available with in circuit
emulators to allow software development.
A CMOScommercial version has just becomeavailable and the 883B
qualification of the CMOSpart will be in about one year.
This CMOSpart is newand very little actual data on speed and performance
is available. Part yield is low, therefore, the part is difficult to
procure at the present time. This is a very promising processor for
projects in the 1986 and later timeframe. It should prove to be the
workhorse of manylarge database and graphics multi-user systems.
MD281/MD281E(McDonnell Douglas)--The MDACMD281is a 1750Ageneral
purpose 16 bit "Microprocessor _lodule". The CPUconsists of three custom
C_IOS/SOSLSl circuits on one single pluggable assembly (hybrid). The CPUcan
perform 944 KIPS (DAIS Mix) with 167nS memory. The MD281E is an "Extended
Processor Module" which includes the MD281 and memory management functions.
The memory cycle is 200nS which gives 884KIPS CDAIS Mix) performance.
The processor was designed for space and aerospace applications and is
available in the military temperature ranges although not a full 883B. Also
the packaging is rated for only 70,000 ft. The CMOS/SOS technology is the
hardest known for both total dose as well as SEU. The 1750A instruction set
architecture is currently being supported in many areas of software
design/development including compilers, debuggers and simulators/emulators.
MCDAC has their own 1750A development system.
COARSE SCREENING--The Motorola 68000 and Zilog Z 8002 use the NMOS
technology and were eliminated for their susceptibility to single event
upset. The Intel 8086 was avoided for the same reason; however, it is
presently available as the Harris 80C86 fabricated with CMOS. The 9445 was
eliminated because its architecture and instruction set are oriented to
business applications.
EVALUATIO_ AND CANDIDATE SELECTION--Evaluation of the 5 remaining
microprocessors is summarized below emphasizing the weighting factors
described in selection criteria.
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Factor WT 80C86 9450 9989 32032 MD281
Speed 2 3 (6) 4 (8) 1 (2) 3 (6) 5 (lO)
Architecture 3 3 (9) 5 (15) 3 (9) 4 (12) 5 (15)
Immunity 4 4 (16) 4 (16) 5 (20) 4 (16) 5 (20)
Support Chips 4 5 (20) 5 (20) 4 (16) 4 (16) 4 (16)
Support Software 5 4 (20) 5 (25) 3 ClS) l (5) 5 (25)
Development Status 5 5 (25__) 5 (25_____)5 (25__) 4 (20____)3 (15__)
Overall Totals 96 109 87 75 lOl
The weighted results indicate that 3 processors are most attractive for
the OTV, the Fairchild 9450, Harris 80C86, and MCDAC MD281/MD281E. The T19989
is considered too slow and power consumptive. Production of the NSC 32032 is
limited and it is available now only in small sample Quantities at a 6 MHz
version. The lO MHz and 883 versions will be available later next year.
The 9450 is the most attractive processor at this time if one discounts
its limited distribution. However, this part far exceeds the performance of
the other micros with the exception of the MD281.
The 80C86 is currently available in 883B qual level. Its performance
would be marginal and some risk would be involved with the timing margins.
The MD281 is the fastest processor of the group. It also provides the
best radiation resistance. Special packaging for the space environment would
be required because of the 70,000 ft. rating.
2.1.2.5 On-Board Check Out Versus Ground Processing
PURPOSE--This study compares the ground and onboard methods of OTV
checkout for the ground-based class of OTVs.
SUMMARY--The onboard checkout method is the preferred approach due to the
extensive data processing, built-in-test, and sensors aboard the OTV.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM--OTV checkout consists of those activities which
validate the functional integrity and operational readiness of the vehicle.
Checkout prior to launch of the ground-based OTV will make use of our
computerized checkout set such as the CCMS. Determining the degree to which
checkout activities are conducted by the OTV itself using its onboard
equipment as opposed to having CCMS type equipment bear the entire burden of
checkout is the principal objective of this study (i.e., onboard vs ground
checkout).
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ASSUMPTIONS--Onboardcheckout for a ground-based OTVis directly
transferable to space-basedoperations. Space station support services for
checkout are available. Neither approach to checkout may significantly modify
the OTVdesign. The CCMSor equivalent is interfaceable with the OTV.
INITIAL CONDITIONS--None.
REQUIREMENTSANDCONSTRAINTS--Vehiclecondition monitoring equipment is
not available on the ground-based OTV. Table 2.1.2.5-I summarizesthe general
checkout procedures required of the OTV.
SELECTIONCRITERIA--Bothground and onboard methods for vehicle checkout
are evaluated in terms of their ability to satisfactorily conduct all of the
required procedures.
SELECTIONRATIONALE--Thepreferred candidate methodwill be that which
accomplishes all required checkout procedures and has minimal impact on the
established vehicle configuration (both hardware and software).
Table 2.1.2.5-I Checkout Requirements Summary
Propulsion System
Leaks
Valves
Tubes/Plumbing
Turbopumps
Blockage
Cracks/Fatigue
Tanks
CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
PERFORMABLE ON
I GROUND J ONBOARD
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes Yes
Avionics System
Executive Computer
Executive Operating System
Global Network bus
Primary & Secondary Memory
IMUs
Star Scanners
Flight Controllers
Engine Controllers
GPS Receiver/Antennas
Command Subsystem
Telemetry Processing Subsys
C&DH Remote Units Equip List
C&DH I/O Control Units
Transponder
RF Subsystem
Deploy Timers
Sequencers
Power Generation
Power Control and Distrib
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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DESCRIPTIONOFCANDIDATES--
GROUNDCHECKOUTMETHOD--Theground checkout method has all vehicle
checkout procedures ITable 2.1.2.5-I) vested in CCMStype facilities and the
launch control center. The OTVundergoes preflight checkout via ground data
bus circuits between the CCMSand STS/OTV as necessary to certify that all
systems are flight ready. After integration with the Shuttle on the launch
pad, only cursory functional checks are performed.
Prior to deployment from the shuttle, checkout is conducted by the ground
crew with participation via the telemetry and command link.
ONBOARD CHECKOUT METHOD--The onboard checkout method has almost all
vehicle checkout procedures conducted under the supervision and control of the
prime executive computer. All test procedure software and hardware is carried
on the OTV such that the OTV performs in a maximally autonomous fashion.
Refer to Table 2.1.2.5-I for required checkout functions. Secondary memory
requirements for checkout software residence are approximately 30% to 50%
greater than for the ground checkout approach. Execution of the onboard
checkout software would be by one of the two executive computers without
posing any significant timing conflict to ongoing operational codes running on
the prime computer. Prior to STS/OTV launch, checkout procedures are
initiated by and results returned to the CCMS via the various ground links.
Thereafter, the telemetry and command link is used by the OTV to advise ground
controllers of the vehicles health and status.
COARSE SCREENING--No coarse screening is necessary.
EVALUATIO_I--The distributed, multiprocessor design of the avionics data
management subsystem fully supports the onboard checkout methodology. In no
case could the OTV perform the totality of tests which are required to fully
validate the vehicle's condition, however, a very large fraction of the
checkout activities now foreseen are doable by the OTV. Certain operational
conditions (which are as yet not specified) must exist for the OTV to conduct
semiautonomous checkout. Table 2.1.2.5-2 summarizes the ground and onboard
checkout method's advantages and disadvantages.
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Table 2.1.2.5-2 Groundvs OnboardCheckout Summary
GROUND CHECKOUT METHOD
ADVANTAGES
o Larger computers on ground allow
for more sophisticated diag-
nostics
o Reduces onboard memory volume
requirement
o Reduces complexity of onboard
software
DISADVANTAGES
o Tests and diagnostics are lost
after launch
o Procedures developed for ground-
based checkout are not trans-
ferable to Space Station
o Increases complexity of ground
software
o Increases ground operations com-
plexity and overhead since
vehicle is less autonomous
ONBOARD CHECKOUT METHOD
ADVANTAGES
o Provides a greater degree of
spacecraft autonomy
o Tests and diagnostics are avail-
able after launch which in-
creases the spacecraft surviv-
ability
o Procedures developed for onboard
checkout are transferable to
Space Station
o Increases autonomous character
of vehicle
Decreases ground operations or
Space Station operations com-
plexity and overhead as a con-
sequence of increased autonomy
DISADVANTAGES
o Increases memory requirement
o Increases spacecraft software
complexity
The primary requirement is for the CCMS to have the ability to hold,
transmit, and validate correct reception of checkout software by the OTV.
Once downloading of test software is complete, the CCMS can initiate the
checkout without further intervention.
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Control of external devices to the OTVby the OTVis possible if a
suitable data path is established. Again, the CCMScan set up such a path,
download the appropriate software and relinquish control to the OTV. This
mayor maynot be necessary depending on whether the measurementsbeing made
would normally be retained by the OTVto assist in trend analysis/failure
prediction or calibration operations.
The absenceof a condition monitor and supporting sensors significantly
limits the OTV's ability to checkout the propulsion system. Extensive
Built-in-test-and-evaluation (BITE) hardware/firmware throughout all
assemblies of the avionics system allows the OTVto thoroughly checkout its
subsystems. The multiprocessor design further allows "jumping" across
computers so as to repeat testing from the prime and backup (or redundant)
processor. A checkout performed by the OTVwill be as or more reliable than a
checkout conducted by an external system.
Checkout software development for an onboard method would be less than
for the ground method due to reuseability of codes and tools developed for the
operational software, assuminga commonHOLdevelopment environment is
utilized.
Insofar as can be determined at this time, no modification to OTV
avionics is necessary to accomplish onboard checkout. Stimuli to begin any
test would be handled the samein either case. Responseswould be monitored
either by the ground or onboard so that only minor wiring changeswould be
required in the case of the test output points.
RECOMMENDATION--Theground-based OTVis well suited to perform a
significant portion of its owncheckout activities. It cannot, however,
conduct a total checkout without someCCMSsupport. A semiautonomousonboard
checkout approach is recommendedfor the ground-based OTV.
2.1.2.6 Gyro Technology
PURPOSE--Lightweight, low power gyros are required to maintain a precise
OTV attitude during both powered and coasting flight. Use of these gyros in
the strapdown mode is also required for onorbit alignment and initialization
as required with the Orbiter and Space Station. Advances in the
state-of-the-art gyro systems have included increased use of dry tuned (2 DOF)
gyros, limited application of laser gyro in space, and laboratory
demonstration of other new technology gyros. The objective of this
investigation is to assess the development and production status of rate
sensing instruments and systems in order to identify those units that hold the
most promise for OTV application. The scope of this study is intentionally
broad in order to project far enough into the future.
SUMMARY--A trade study was performed to evaluate gyro technologies that
might apply to OTV. Four basic gyro technologies were considered: l)
spinning mass, 2) ring laser, 3) fiber optic, and 4) hemispheric resonant or
sonic.
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Single degree of freedom spinning massunits were eliminated for
complexity, cost, and maintenance considerations. Dry tuned gyro (DTG)units
are very attractive for their performance, inherent redundancy (two output
axes from a single instrument) and space proven status. Ring laser gyros have
distinct performance advantages and will be space proven on the transfer orbit
stage (TOS)well before the first OTVusage. Fiber optic and hemispheric
resonant gyros were determined to be too risky for serious consideration at
this time.
A detailed comparison of DTGsand RLGsresulted in the selection of the
RLGbased on performance and stability. Someconsideration should be given,
however, to DTGsfor early use in low cost light weight ground-based storable
applications.
STATEMENTOFPROBLEM--Spinningmassrate sensing devices have been in
production for manyyears. The primary spinning mass sensor is the proven
single degree of freedom (SDOF)gyro. In a SDOFunit, the gyro element senses
and provides outputs about a single axis. The electrically restrained rate
integrating gyro is the fundamental inertial quality instrument. The basic
difference betweenan electrically and a mechanically (spring) restrained rate
gyro is that the spring restrained unit reacts against a physical torsion
spring while the rate integrating unit uses electrical restraint via a
electromagnetic feedback torquer. Dampingin the rate integrating gyro is
produced by shearing of fluid between the float and the case. A two degree of
freedom 2DOFgyro simultaneously senses and provides outputs about two axes.
Thesedynamically tuned (also called dry tuned) 2DOFgyros are muchless
complex, and provide performance equal to or better than SDOFunits.
The ring laser gyro (RLG) is a totally different rate sensor that
measures phase differences between counter rotating light beams to determine
turning rate. The RLG uses CW and CCW light beams reflected within a resonant
quartz cavity to produce a varying fringe pattern as a measure of rate.
The fiber optics gyro (FOG), currently under development, will allow much
longer light paths. The interference pattern in the fiber optics unit is
produced with multiple turns of an optical fiber.
An even newer instrument is the Hemispherical Resonator Gyro (HRG).
device uses the wineglass type vibration to detect and integrate vehicle
rates. One supplier is known to have this technology in the laboratory.
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SELECTION CRITERIA--The problem is to select an inertial measurement unit
made up of gyros with the necessary performance and reliability and having
minimum weight, cost and risk. Overall performance includes accuracy,
reaction time, dynamic range, plus the ability to operate in severe
environments. Gyro and hence IMU accuracy is fundamentally determined by low
g and non-g sensitive drift.
Recurring unit cost is not a severe constraint because with reuse it is
amortized. However, a device that requires substantial development will have
high non-recurring costs and probably suffer in the area of reliability as
well. Development status has a substantial impact on front end program cost
and may be a key factor in whether a program is initiated.
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Both weight and power are important because they influence stage delivery
capability. Powerconsumption can also be translated into weight because it
drives sizing of the electrical power generation subsystem. This is
especially severe for longer missions where the higher power consumption
requires more fuel cell reactant and penalizes payload delivery.
Reliability and fault tolerance are determined by numberof instruments,
their complexity, and available redundancy. The DTGdesign has inherent
redundancynot available with other instruments. With this exception the
other inertial instruments can be replicated and/or oriented as required to
provide fault tolerance.
Maintainability is an important factor for space station operations
because it is not practical to periodically removegyros for calibration on
orbit. Instrument stability is very important in minimizing this maintenance
requirement.
The selection factors discussed above and their assigned weights are as
follows:
Factor Weight
_-_-_Tl Performance
Weight 4
Power 3
Cost 3
Reliability/Fault Tolerance 4
DevelopmentStatus 5
Maintainability 5
DESCRIPTIONOFCANDIDATESOLUTIONS---Theapproach taken for this study
was to define gyro and inertial measurementunit (IMU) requirements, and
request and evaluate data from viable suppliers of inertial Quality
instruments. The evaluation considered the selection criteria presented in
the preceding paragraph. The following paragraphs describe four gyro types
and their unique characteristics. SDOFunits will not be described because
their use appears to be inappropriate in light of less complex, better
performing units.
DYNAMICALLYTUNED(TWODEGREEOFFREEDOM)GYRO--Thedynamically tuned
gyro (DTG)employs a spinning mass similar to the floated single degree of
freedom (SDOF) unit, but is extremely simple by comparison. It uses far fewer
parts, is less sensitive to contamination, is assembled dry, and is lower cost
because it requires substantially less labor at a lower skill level. Typical
floated gyro problems such as complex fluid fill equipment, fluid warm-up,
bubbles and contamination, stratification, output axis suspension complexity
and stiction, disturbance torque inducing flex leads, super-clean assembly
areas, highly temperature sensitive dynamic characteristics, and gas bearing
"hard start" have been eliminated. The 2DOF DTG has substantially better
producibility and drift characteristics equivalent or superior to the a SDOF
gyro. Because the DTG is simpler and senses rates about two axes, it is less
expensive and more cost effective than a SDOF unit.
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The DTGconsists of a ball bearing spin motor, tuned gyro wheel and
flexure suspension, two axis differential transformer pick off, and permanent
magnet feedback torquer. The synchronous hysteresis spin motor has its rotor
connected by a flexure with the spring rate of the flexure dynamically tuned
to near zero so that the gyro rotor is free to pivot without substantial
friction or spring torque.
Four large companiesare currently producing DTGs. Twoof these
(Kearfott and Litton) are presently producing and delivering large quantities
of two degree of freedom gyros and gyro systems for aircraft and space
applications. Kearfott has been producing the Gyroflex 2DOFgyro on which the
SpaceShuttle IMUis based. They are also currently in production with the
smaller CONEXunit for the main battle tank and the Mark-48 torpedo. Litton
is in production with their G7 unit for the MK-48torpedo as well as military
aircraft.
Teledyne is building the SDG5used in the DRIRUand DRIMS. The SDG5has
a low drift (.01 to 3°/hr) due to its large angular momentumand precise
compensation. However, this large momentum limits torquing capability.
Nortronics is in volume production with the GTB2 for tactical missile
applications.
RING LASER GYRO (RLG)--The ring laser gyro sensor is unconventional in
that it detects and measures angular rates by measuring the path length
difference between counter-rotating laser beams. When the gyro is at rest the
two laser beams will have identical frequencies. However, when the gyro is
subjected to an angular turning rate around an axis perpendicular to the plane
of the beams, the path length of the CW laser beam will be different from the
CCW beam. Because of this path length difference, the two beams converge to
create an interface pattern directly proportional to angular rate. This
difference is measured by digital means and converted into electrical pulses,
each pulse representing an increment of angular rotation.
Hear a zero rotation rate the sensor has a discontinuity that produces a
phase lock phenomena and severely limits null performance. In a practical
device, the sensor block is given an electromechanical angular rotation dither
that interrupts this phase lock, to allow the sensor to accurately measure low
rates.
The basic laser block, made of Quartz or a special plastic, has a square
or triangular cutout that contains a gas mixture. Continuous lasing of two
laser beams is induced in this cavity by the application of high voltage
between the cathode and the anodes. The lasing action is manifested in CW and
CCW beams which are reflected around the cavity by mirrors. The resonant
frequency is a function of optical path length. Lasing intensity is sensed
and a servo loop controls path length by adjusting mirror position to
compensate for temperature and other changes that would be detrimental to
lasing action.
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Major laser advantages are instant reaction (no warm-up), wide dynamic
range, and stability. Laser gyros are insensitive to acceleration and operate
over a wide temperature range. Bias drift in the range of O.03°/hr or better
is achievable with little difficulty. Scale factor errors are small and can
be readily compensatedso that vehicle rotations can be accommodatedwithout
loss of accuracy. Laser gyros are generally larger and heavier than
equivalent spinning mass (iron) gyros. However, as mirror and dither removal
technology improve, they are expected to shrink substantially.
The Transfer Orbit Stage (TOS) is developing and integrating a Honeywell
RLGto be available in the late 1980s. This will be the first space usage and
provides the confidence for subsequent usage by OTV and other programs.
The Ring Laser Gyro (RLG) has been in development and test for nearly 20
years and in production for more than five years. Honeywell has a production
rate of I00-200 units per month for the Boeing 757/767 commercial aircraft.
Litton has developed and produced hundreds of RLGs for the commercial A300 and
A310 Airbus. Singer Kearfott entered the RLG arena several years ago and will
soon be in substantial production.
FIBER OPTIC GYRO (FOG)--The Fiber Optic Gyro (FOG) is a recent rate
sensing development where the light is confined to a long optical fiber.
Light from a laser source is inserted into each end of the fiber coil using a
beam splitter. (Figure 2.1.2.6-I).
FIBER OPTIC GYRO PRINCIPLE
LASER BEAM
SOURCE SPLITTERS
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Figure 2.1.2.6-I Fiber Optic Principle
The nonresonant Sagnac effect ring interferometer has the unique property
that when it is rotated, light beams traveling in opposite directions
experience a phase delay. Upon exciting the interferometer, the beams produce
an interference pattern on photo detectors which shifts in proportion to the
1O4
angular rate. The sensitivity is increased (lO00 to lO,O00 times) over the
RLG by multiple turns of a fiber optic path around a small path area - a
capability not available in the ring laser gyro. Since the FOG light path is
nonresonant, it does not have a frequency pulling and lock-in phenomena like
the ring laser gyro and is linear at low input rates.
Because it has n_oomoving parts, there is nothing to wear out. Other
advantages are: all solid-state components, no gas laser seal integrity, or
low voltages (as in the RLG). A thermal housing over the optics maintains the
temperature and aids elevated temperature testing.
HEMISPHERICAL RESONATOR (SONIC) GYRO--The hemispherical resonator is a
passive mechanical inertial rotation sensor that integrates rate regardless of
its magnitude. Noise is introduced only from the electronics and external
environment. The forces (and therefore power) required to sustain and control
resonator vibration are extremely low. Figure 2.1.2.6-2 shows gyro
construction. The Delco Electronics Division of GM is the only known
developer at this time.
¢ORCER
HEMISPHERICAL
RESONATOR
Figure 2.1.2.6-2 Principal Components of the HRG
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The device is mechanically simple and consists of three fused quartz
parts: I} forcer, 2) resonator, and 3) pickoff, enclosed in a metal vacuum
housing (Figure 2.1.2.6-2). The forcer sustains resonator vibration as well
as suppresses quadrature. The resonator is tuned and vibrates in the audio
frequency range (and hence the name sonic) like a fine wineglass.
Its vibratory pattern responds to an input by processing relative to the
resonator through an angle exactly proportional to the input rotation. The
pickoff includes the eight electrodes that sense shifts in the resonator's
vibratory pattern. A significant advantage is that in the presence of a
momentary power interruption or nuclear event the HRG does not lose attitude
because of its ability to continue to integrate angular rate.
COARSE SCREENING--Because the fiber optic gyro (FOG) and hemispheric
resonator gyro (HRG) are in development and/or in the laboratory, they will be
discounted for this trade study. Until these designs emerge and become
operational they have too much risk for serious consideration. However, the
FOG should be reevaluated for progress in a year or two. The following will
focus on implementations using the DTG and RLG.
EVALUATION AND CANDIDATE SELECTION--The trend for inertial grade gyros is
shifting away from the high cost SDOF units to the lower cost DTGs.
The DTG (2DOF) unit has significant advantages over the rate integrating
gyro the most obvious being two sensing axes and a simpler design. Although
the lower friction gas bearing of an SDOF unit produces smaller drifts, it is
susceptible to wear during start and stop because the rotor is suspended on a
cushion of air. Ball bearings are more reliable and less expensive than the
gas bearings of SDOF units, but introduce more errors. Thirdly, 2DOF gyros do
not have flex leads that introduce unbalance torques. Table 2.1.2.6-I
sumamrizes DTG and RLG and Table 2.1.2.6-2 compares them with various
evaluation criteria.
Overall performance heavily favors the RLG. It has fewer, more stable
error sources that are readily compensated and has an inherent digital output.
The major RLG drawbacks are their large size, weight, and power. It is
assumed that these will be reduced over the next few years to become more
competitive with spinning mass units. In fact the weight of a DTG with
equivalent accuracy is also high. For example, the DRIRU II that uses the
SDG5 gyro weighs nearly 40 Ibs.
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Table 2.1.2.6-I DTGvs RLGGyro Comparison
Spinning MassDTG
Mature Design
Two-Axis Sensing
Moving Parts
WideDynamicRange
Analog Output
Ring Laser Gyro
In Production
Single-Axis Sensing
Mechanical Dither
Wider DynamicRange
Digital Output
G-Sensitive Errors
Moderate Weight
Slow Reaction
Bearing Life Limit
O.l°/hr drift
TempControlled
JFewDynamicErrors
I
IHeavy
I
JFast Reaction Time
I
JHigh Voltage
JGas Laser/Optics Life
I
JO.Ol°/hr drift
I
JTemp Compensated
I
Table 2.1.2.5-2
Factor
Overall Performance
Weight
Power
Cost
Reliability/Fault Tolerance
Development Status
Maintainability
Totals J
I
Gyro Weighting and Rating
Weight
5
4
3
3
4
5
5
DTG
(2) I0
(5) 20
(5) 15
(4) 12
(5) 20
(5) 25
(2) I0
ll2
RLG
(5) 25
(3) 12
(4) 12
(4) 12
(4) 16
(4) 2O
(5) 25
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Reliability and development status favor the DTG because it provides two
output axes from a single instrument and has been space proven. The RLG will
require much less maintenance because it has far fewer error sources that are
more stable. This is a very important consideration for space basing.
The RLG is the choice for the ground-based cryogenic ACC OTV and all
space-based versions. The ground-based storable perigee stage could possibly
benefit from an existing DTG based IMU in order to minimize weight and risk.
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GYROCOMPARISION--Withthe exception of the Third Generation Gyro (TGG)
SDOFrate integrating gyro design, has essentiality remained static for the
last 5 yrs. The TGGis a very expensive unit being developed for MXwhich
incorporates substantial complexity to achieve extremely high performance.
However, the state of the 2DOFgyro art is progressing with morecompanies
currently involved in their production.
Several significant differences in SDOFand 2DOFconstruction should be
pointed out. The obvious difference is that two sensing axes are available in
nearly the same package as the SDOF unit. Another difference is in the spin
motor bearing area. SDOF units are being produced with either ball or gas
bearings. The lower friction of gas bearings produce lower drifts and
unbalance because the rotor is suspended on a cushion of air only a few
thousandths thick. Although gas bearings have lower friction during run, they
are susceptible to wear during start and stop. Ball bearings are more
reliable and less expensive but introduce more errors. Because of their
suspension method 2DOF units are only produced with ball bearings. Thirdly
2DOF gyros do not have flex leads that can introduce unbalance torques.
Three categories of SDOF gyros by performance and cost are as follows:
In high performance SDOF gyros, with drift rates about or better than
.Ol°/hr, the candi¢ates are the Nortronics ATG-G and the Bendix
PM-64. Unit costs range from 75-175 K each.
• Medium performance (.05-.l°/Hr) units include the Kearfott Alpha
II, Nortronics KIK7G, Honeywell Mod. MIG and the Hamilton Standard
lOlO costing between 40 and SOK.
• Lower performance (l-S°/hr) and low cost (2-5K) units are the
Nortronics G-6, Honeywell GGllll and the Timex IGlO.
Most companies appear to be shifting away from the high cost SDOF gyros to
low cost miniature 2DOF units. Using these gyros, the constant biases are
trimmed out at the systems electronics level to achieve a system performance
of .Ol to .l°/Hr.
Four companies have built 2DOF gyros (Litton, Kearfott, Teledyne and
Nortronics). Two of these (Litton and Kearfott) have delivered miniature two
axis gyros in production quantities. They are presently producing large
quantities of two degree of freedom gyros, and gyro systems for aircraft
systems. Both companies will supply not only the component gyro but the
associated hybrid electronics containing the amplifier-demodulator, torquer
power supply, and wheel supplies•
Kearfott has been producing the large Gyroflex 2DOF gyro for a number of
years. The Space Shuttle IMU as well as numerous aircraft systems are based
on the Gyroflex. They are also currently in production with the small CONEX
unit for the main battle tank. Teledyne is building the SDG5, a large 2DOF
tuned rotor gyro, and expects to begin production of a smaller unit the SDG7
in 1982. The larger 2DOF units have relatively low drifts (.01 to 3°/Hr)
due to their large angular momentum and fine trimming at the component level.
However because of this momentum they also have limited torquing capability.
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Their cost is in the 15-40K range. Twoother companies (Litton and
Nortronics) are also involved in 2DOFunits. Litton is in production with
their G7unit and Nortronics expects to be in production with their GTB2in
1982. These smaller 2DOFunits weigh I00/200 grams, exhibit a .2-10°/Hr
drift rate, and are expected to cost 5-10K each. The Litton units are in
production for the MK-48torpedo and pre-production for military aircraft.
The Ring Laser Gyro (RLG)has been in development and test for over lO
years without having gone into quantity production. However, Honeywell
expects to have a production rate of I00-200 units per month by late 1982 or
early 1983 for the Boeing 757/767 commercial aircraft. Raytheon is currently
developing a multioscillator RLG for aerospace applications and Litton is
developing a commercial unit for the A300 Airbus. Several other companies
(Sperry, Hamilton Standard) are not actively pursuing their earlier RLG
activities.
The Fiber Optics Rate Sensor (FORS) appears to be a promising new
development. Several companies (Hamilton Standard, Nortronics and
Martin-Orlando) have been investigating it and Martin has several study
contracts. The major advantages of the FORS over the RLG are the absence of
high voltage and the lack of a dither motor.
2.1.2.7 Electro-Optical Navigation Sensors
PURPOSE--Celestial, earth, and sun sensors are electro-optical devices
used for on-orbit attitude determination. They allow on orbit alignment and
initialization and updating of an existing attitude reference, such as an
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and/or maintain pointing with respect to some
known reference (sun, stars). The objective of this study is evaluate recent
advances that may be more attractive for OTV applications. For example the
increased use of all solid state designs should result in reduced size,
weight, and cost along with improved reliability and maintainability. This
study will compare advanced electro-optical navigation sensors with OTV
requirements to identify new designs for incorporation into the avionics
design.
SUMMARY--A study was performed to evaluate and select the most attractive
electro-optical navigation sensor for OTV attitude initialization and update.
Earth horizon sensors and sun sensors were eliminated as the primary devices
for accuracy reasons. Two star sensor implementations were considered and
traded off: l) star trackers, and 2) star scanners. Only solid state
versions of these instruments were considered because of weight and power
considerations.
Solid state star scanners have been space proven whereas star trackers are
presently under development. For early OTV applications star scanners appear
to be the most promising due to their inherent redundancy and low risk.
Trackers have better accuracy and present fewer operational constraints. Due
to their flexibility they are more attractive for space-based operations. A
tracker being developed by BASD that combines existing Shuttle technology and
a retro ref7ector field tracker detector is most attractive.
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STATEMENTOFPROBLEM--Anumberof electro-optical sensors are used for
initialization and autonomousupdate of onorbit attitude. Three different
devices, earth, sun, and star sensors were considered. The emphasiswas
placed on star sensors becauseof their greater accuracy and flexibility.
CANDIDATESENSINGDEVICES--
Earth (or Horizon) Sensors--The earth sensor is an infrared sensing device
that allows tracking of the earth's horizon by detecting the thermal gradient
in the transition from earth to space and vice-versa. These transitions are
used to determine the direction to the center of the earth. Earth sensors are
characterized by moderate accuracy, medium weight and can be used over a wide
altitude range. Accuracy is a fraction of orbital attitude. One or more
optical heads provide pulses as a readout of the angle of declination of the
horizon from a predetermined spacecraft reference. Electronic processing of
these pulses supplies two-axis (pitch and roll) attitude information.
Sun Sensors--Sun sensors are simple, reliable, and relatively inexpensive
devices that establish a direction to the sun for attitude determination. The
simplest is the analog type that use a shadow mask and a photovoltaic (solar)
cell detector. They are designed as a nulling type of sensor with a limited
range. The linearity of their output degrades significantly off the sun
line. The digital sun sensor is a more accurate, but not simple device. In
this design a slit of sunlight falls across a light-sensitive detector covered
by a binary coded mask to provide a digital representation of vehicle attitude.
The sun sensor, like the horizon sensor provides attitude data in only 2
axes. It is substantially less accurate than the earth sensor and
substantially less expensive.
Star Sensor--Two basic star sensing devices that can be used to update
vehicle attitude are: l) star tracker, and 2) star scanner. In the first,
star tracking, the vehicle is pointed to search for and acquire a star in its
boresight. One or two stars are sensed in order to measure the offnull star
position and compute a new vehicle attitude. This results in an accurate
attitude fix either as part of the basic initialization or as an update that
compensates for IMU instrument drift. Less maneuvering is required to
determine attitude than with a star scanner because the unit has an internal
search capability and is sens}tive to a larger number of stars.
The second method, star scanning, involves sweeping through a segment of
the celestial sphere. A star catalog (containing selected stars up to a
certain magnitude) is stored in the computer. The stage is slewed at a fairly
low rate (O.l-l.O°/s) to cross stars and monitor star pulses which are then
correlated to the star map stored onboard . Star scanning requires more
maneuvering and therefore RCS propellant.
One advantage of star trackers is that a large star catalog can be used
and the software for deriving the update information is simpler. In addition,
the stars that are selected can be isolated and bright, minimizing problems
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with star discrimination, and tracker threshold. Star tracking requires some
RCSpropellant but has the advantage of inherent operational and hardware
simplicity. The scanning method requires more computer storage for pointing
and scanning maneuversand star correlation.
NAVIGATIONSENSORTRADE--Ofthe types of sensors described, star sensors
provide the most accurate attitude update. Early star sensors were heavy and
complex whereas advanced stellar sensors can be small, light weight, low power
and highly reliable. This is a result of replacing bulky electron tube
detectors with all solid state charge transfer device (CTD) detectors. CTD
based sensors do not require the high operating voltages nor need the
calibration and environmental protection of an image dissector tube. CTD
technology may also permit pointing accuracy and stability beyond that
achievable by any image dissector or photomultiplier tube-based design.
SELECTION CRITERIA--The primary criteria for star sensor selection are low
cost and risk, fault-tolerance,reliability and maintainability. Weight and
power are also key selection factors. Accuracy must be better than O.l
degree. Extreme accuracy is not required because updates are only necessary
before engine burns, aeroentry or after long periods of attitude coast.
Sensitivity to the brightness of stars (star magnitude) is another factor to
be considered. Greater sensitivity minimizes the maneuvering required to find
target stars. Development status, fault-tolerance and computational
requirements are three more factors. Development risk is an important factor
that impacts front end costs. Fault-tolerance influences mission success and
maintainability and is a significant factor in life cycle cost. Operational
flexibility relates to the ease of performing an update. G & N computer
software is also a consideration. The selection factors and assigned weights
are given in Table 2.1.2.7-I:
TABLE 2.1.2.7-I
Scanner/Tracker Factor Weights
Factor
Cost 4
Weight 3
Power 3
Accuracy 2
Sensitivity 4
Fault Tolerance 4
Operational Flexibility 4
Software 2
Risk 5
DESCRIPTION OF CANDIDATE STAR SENSORS--For purposes of attitude update,
stars are essentially point sources fixed in inertial space. Since the stars
are at a great distance from our solar system the subtend angles less than one
second of arc when observed from any point in earth orbit. Star sensor
accuracy is therefore limited by instrument errors and fundamentally
independent of source dimensions.
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Two star characteristics are most important in sensor design. These are:
l) stellar brightness (quantity of radiation) and 2) spectral characteristics
(quality of radiation).
Star position or distribution about the celestial sphere is the third
consideration.
The astronomical unit of brightness or intensity is stellar magnitude with
the magnitude number being inverse to brightness. A star having a magnitude
of l has been arbitrarily defined as being lO0 times as bright as a star
magnitude 6 so that each magnitude is 2.512 times as bright as the one below
it. Stars are divided into classes depending upon their spectral radiation or
colors. There are seven classes in order of decreasing effective temperature
and increasing wavelength.
Two techniques have been used for attitude update. The sensor can be
pointed in the general direction of the star based on an initial reference
(star tracking) or the spacecraft can be rotated about a known reference line
such that the sensor field of view intersects the desired target (star
scanning). Acquisition in the first method is faster than the second since
rotating about a reference line and scanning the celestial sphere is time
consuming.
An accurate attitude reference is required with a star tracker to slew
between target stars.
Initial tracker pointing and accuracy are critical to the final result. A
trade off between telescope field of view (FOV) and star magnitude must be
made. The smaller the search field of view the dimmer the star the higher the
probability that neighboring stars will interfere with the desired image.
Upon acquisition the tracker develops error signals as a function of
distance off the telescope centerline. A second star acquisition is required
for a three-axis update. The final result is used to update the attitude
vector within the guidance and navigation computer.
Star scanners use a much smaller catalog (IUS has about 30 stars) to
correlate the occurrence of detected crossings and determine inertial
attitude. Scanners tend to be less sensitive to star brightness or magnitude
than star trackers. The entire space vehicle is rotated through an angle of
about 90 ° to detect two independent stars. Maneuvering to accomplish this can
be time consuming and a significant impact to time critical phases of flight.
Star trackers have seen more use on missiles, spacecraft and particularly
on the Space Shuttle. Scanner use has been greatest on programs such as DMSP
and IUS. Early devices were implemented with a photo-tube detector although
recent scanners incorporate a solid state detector. Solid state trackers have
been in development for about five years by at least three firms. The
following paragraphs describe tracker and scanner operation in more detail.
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STARTRACKERS--Althoughexisting star trackers are based on image
dissector tubes (IDTs), solid state trackers are presently in development. In
operation, a threshold star magnitude is commandedand the vehicle is
maneuveredto bring a target star within the tracker's field of view (FOV).
The tracker then begins searching the FOVuntil a star imagebrighter than the
commandthreshold is encountered. Uponfinding such a star IDT-based tracker
shifts from the search to track mode. A solid state tracker can
simultaneously detect all the star images throughout the field of view.
Therefore a single view provides both location and magnitude data so that
processing to identify target stars and initiate tracking can be almost
instantaneous. By comparison, search intervals for IDT trackers often last
10-15 seconds. During tracking, X-Y coordinates of the star image in the
tracker frame of reference (FOR) and a measured star magnitude are output.
Tracking continues until the star leaves the FOV or a "break track" command is
received. With the solid state tracker a special algorithm is required to
find the centroid of the star image because it will illuminate several pixels
of the CTD array. Using this mapping scheme and a large catalog of stars
(several thousand) evenly distributed over the sky, a tracker can compare star
masses within its FOV with the catalog in the navigation computer to establish
a precise attitude; i.e., it can be used to "boot strap" a precise attitude
with no need for previous coarse attitude information. Alternatively, it can
be used to update a coarse attitude with as few as two stars in the catalog
provided they are visible and maneuvers are not a constraint.
STAR SCANNERS--Star scanners are based on a solid state detector lying
behind a precisely scribed slit in an opaque mask. The solid state detectors,
either silicon or charge coupled devices (CCD's), are arranged in linear
patterns under the slits. The BASD CS-203, the Honeywell C/S, and the
Perkin-Elmer Star Mapper are of this type. In operation, the vehicle is
maneuvered to bring the scanner FOV near a target star using coarse attitude
information. A threshold magnitude is commanded to the scanner and the
vehicle is rotated, typically in roll, to pass the star image over the
scanner's slit(s). As the image crosses a slit, a pulse is generated for any
star that exceeds the threshold. Internal electronics make estimates of the
leading-edge, trailing-edge, or peak time of passage of the star image, and
the time-tagged detection pulse and magnitude are output to the navigation
computer. The process is repeated for at least one other star, and the
navigation computer converts delta time between the detection pulses to star
positions in the navigation frame. These positions are then used to update
vehicle attitude.
COARSE SCREENING--Although IDT-based star trackers and scanners will be
characterized below for information purposes, they have been eliminated from
serious consideration because of their cost, complexity, reliability, and
environmental constraints. As previously indicated there are no issues to be
traded for either sun or earth sensors.
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EVALUATIONANDCANDIDATESELECTION--Table2.1.2.7-2 comparesthe
characteristics of candidate star sensors from the primary suppliers. The
first column tabulates an image dissector tube (IDT) based unit from the space
shuttle for comparison only..
TABLE2.1.2.7-2 Scanner / Tracker Comparison
Data Only SCANNER TRACKER
BASD BASD HI BASD PERKIN ELMER
CHARACTERISTIC SST CS 203 BIk-5D SS/SST
Detector IDT
FOV(degrees) 8x8
Sensitivity 5.7
IStar Magnitude)
Accuracy (min) 0.5
Acq. Time II sec
Self Test yes
Power(watts) 20
Weight(Ibs) 20
Cost($M) H
Remarks Shuttle
Use
_ Silicon Si'licon
Slit Slit
5x5 10xl0
1.6 2
1.0
5 min
yes
17
I12
IM
I
IIUS
I
HI
ASTROS
CID CID CCP
6x6 7x7 2x4
9 5.7 8.2
1.0 0.5 0.3 .02
5 min 4 sec .4 sec 20
yes lyes yes yes
lO 16 33 53
7 15 22 48
M r_-H H VH
In Fine
Lab Point
Table 2.1.2.7-3 rates the candidate star sensors and applies the weighting
factors derived in Section 4.
CONCLUSION--In summary the difference between the two star scanners and
the BASD star tracker is not significant. Scanners fare quite well because
they are flight proven, light weight, inherently redundant and relatively
lower cost. They suffer in the areas of operational flexibility and
sensitivity. They are also less accurate although this does not appear to be
especially critical for OTV. Solid state trackers do very well in operational
flexibility because they have a larger star catalog, are more sensitive and
can acquire stars from virtually any orientation. The added flexibility of a
solid state tracker could benefit the ACC cryogenic OTV that must find its way
into orbit.
Near term development of a solid state tracker for the NASA and the space
shuttle by Ball Aerospace would make their unit a logical OTV choice. Ball
would merge their Shuttle IDT-based tracker technology with the CIP detector
array from the recent successful Retroreflector Field Trackers (RFT)
experiment. This would still satisfy the basic OTV requirement and may be a
more logical choice for a ground based Ol_/. Selection is somewhat dependent
upon OTV schedule and tracker progress.
In summary the BASD SS tracker is recommended for all OTV configurations
except the storable ground based.
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Table 2.1.2.7-3 Scanner/Tracker Evaluation
FACTOR Weighting
SCANNER
BASD
CS 203
RATING FACTOR
HI
BIKBD
BASD
SS/SST
TRACKER
PEPKIN
ELMER
HI
ASTROS
Weight 3
Power 3
Accuracy 2
Sensitivity 4
Fault
Tolerance 4
Operational 4
Flexibility
Softwa re 2
Risk 5
(4) 12
C5) 15
(2) 4
(2) 8
(5) 2o
(2) 8
15) lO
(5) 25
Cost 4 (5) 20
(5) 15
(5) 15
(3) 6
(2) 8
(5) 2O
(2) 8
(5) I0
(4) 2o
(5) 20
(4) 12
(4) 12
(3) 6
(5) 20
(3) 12
(5) 2O
(3) 6
(4) 20
(4) 16
(3) 9
(3) 9
(3) 6
(4) 16
(3) 12
(5) 2O
(3) 6
(2) 10
(3) 12
(I) 3
(2) 6
(5) lO
(5) 20
(2) 8
(5) 2O
(2) 4
(3) 15
(2) 8
Totals 122 122 124 l O0 93
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2.2 AEROASSISTTRADESTUDIESANDANALYSES
INTRODUCTION--Anaeroassist maneuveruses the earth's atmosphere to reduce
the vehicle's velocity, thereby reducing the rocket burn required to enter low
earth orbit when returning from GEOor other higher orbits. This aeromaneuver
is accomplished by grazing the upper atmosphereand converting the vehicle's
kinetic energy to heat. To correct for density variations and navigational
uncertainties during the aeropass, precise aerodynamiccontrol is required.
Twomethods are available for accomplishing this: aeromaneuvering, which uses
vehicle lift for control; and aerobraking, which varies vehicle drag to
correct for density variations.
The purpose of these trade studies is to assess aeroassisted system
concepts ranging from drag devices to mid L/D systems. Selection of the
recommended concept is based on weight and performance trades, braking
maneuver heat flux and loads, heatshield material and thicknesses, stability
and control, payload retrieval, and growth.
With selection of the preferred aeroassist device, an analysis to develop
the optimum design is presented. The design methodology, geometrical
parameters, aerodynamics, thermal environment, TPS characteristics, and sizing
curves for the aeroassist device are included. The emphasis is on providing
useful information for a lightweight, reliable aerobraking system that will
meet all mission requirements.
2.2.1 Aeroassist Concepts Evaluation and Selection
The aeroassist concept evaluation section can be divided into four major
trades; all-propulsive versus aeroassist; low versus mid L/D; drag vs lift;
and the amount of L/D required for control. Seven aeroassist concepts are
used in the trade studies. To insure no concept is penalized or influenced by
stage configuration or payload capability, all concepts are sized for a 14K
manned mission and configuration optimized based on system design data from
previous studies were applicable. Since the benefits of the aeroassist
concepts will be compared based on their heat shielding requirements, weight
and performance, a section on thermal protection is included. In this
section, TPS requirements are identified and an evaluation of TPS designs and
alternatives is made to ensure minimum-mass TPS concepts are employed on the
candidate aeroassist heat shields.
2.2.1.1 All Propulsive Versus Aeroassist
Significant fuel savings can be made if atmospheric drag is used instead
of retrothrust during the return from GEO to LEO, thus leading to the
aeroassisted OTV, or AOTV. This aerobraking option is attractive because a
large portion of the retropropulsion fuel weight savings can be translated
into increased payload.
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This leads to our first trade which is to provide data to substantiate the
benefits of aeroassist over an all-propulsive return to LEO. In this
analysis, a cryo reference configuration with a 460 ISP and two missions, a
20K delivery and a 14K round-trip were used. Performanceanalyses for each
option were run and propellant saved by aeroassist vs the aeroassist weight as
a percentage of the retrieved or returned weight was computed. The results
are plotted in Figure 2.2.1.I-I. For comparison, the 7.5K manned mission of
the Rev. 8 mission model has a peak propellant savings of 28%.
10-
20K DELIVERY
LOX/LH
ISp - 460 SEC
14K ROUND TRIP
o I I i
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 ,5
AERORRAKE WEIGHT/RECOVERED WEIGHT
Figure 2.2.1.1-1 A11 Propulsive vs Aeroassist Analysis
For aeroassist to be a cost-effective device, we need to realize lO to 20
percent propellant savings. This means the device must end up being lO to 30
percent of the retrieved weight. Thus for aeroassist to be a viable concept,
the weight of the aerobraking device must be light enough to accrue benefits
as a propellant savings technique. It should be noted too that if the mission
model changes to include heavier return payloads or to increase the number of
missions, aeroassist will accrue more benefits increasing its advantage over
all-propulsive concepts.
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2.2.1.2 Candidate Aeroassist Techniques
For aeroassist to be beneficial, the aeroassist device must be light
enough to take advantage of the aerobraking fuel savings. Therefore, a
minimum weight aeroassist concept is needed. Candidate OTV aeroassist
techniques include: the ballute, mechanical drag, and aerospike for drag
modulation; the offset c.g. brake and aeroshaped body for lift modulation; and
the mid-L/D hypersonic biconic sled for an aeromaneuvering vehicle. In the
configuration versus weight trade study, the weight statements from these
candidates along with their performance and system integration impacts will
identify the preferred aeroassist approach. Since ground-based flights are a
small percent of the mission model, two space-based missions were selected for
this trade. They are the 20,O00-1b delivery to GEO and 14,000-1b manned round
trip. The candidates have been sized and auxiliary equipment identified for
the OTV return from GEO and for return of the 7.5 foot radius by 23 feet long
manned capsule. Propellant type, core configuration, and payload impingement
were considered in sizing the candidates.
The selected candidate aeroassisted OTVs that will be used in the trade
studies are in Fig. 2.2.1.2-I. The concepts span the range from drag
modulation to mid L/D lift control.The size, airloads, and TPS requirements of
the aeroassist devices were determined for a 14,000 Ib manned capsule return
44
DEPLOYABLE FABRIC
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700 AEROBRAKE
WITH AEROSPIKE
Figure 2.2.1.2-I Aeroassist Configuration Options
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payload (23 ft long). These data was used to generate mass property
statements so aeroassist weight and performance trades could be made.
weight trade data is shown in Table 2.2.1.2-I.
The
Table 2.2.1.2-I Aeroassist Characteristics - Configuration vs Weight
CONFIGURATION
DEPLOYABLECONICAL
FABRIC LIFTING
BRAKE
BLUNT RAKED
ELLIPSE LIFTING
BRAKE
AEROMANEUVERING
HYPERSONIC BICONIC
SLED
INFLATABLE BALLUTE
MECHANICAL DRAG
MODULATION
7O° AEROBRAKE
WITH FLUID AERO-
SPIKE
LID I WICDA I WA I _,
i. I I I
0.12 I tO l t500 I .07
I I I
I I I
0.27
l.O0
0.0
O.O
0.0
I t5 I
I "'"-4
I 70 I
I I
I I
I 6 I
I 8 I
I I
I 4 I
I I
I I
I I
! 8O0
6800
3700
5640
1520
.08
.27
.t5
,22
,22
NOTE: WA - WEIGHT OF AEROASSIST DEVICE
- RATIO OF AEROASSIST DEVICE TO VEHICLE RETURN WEIGHT (14K)
** = DELIVERY ONLY
The ballistic coefficient (B = W/CDA), weight of the aeroassist TPS
(Wa), and its ratio to the return dry weight (_= Wa/Wdry) are given for
each concept. The four major aeroassist trade techniques are listed below.
The first two options can be selected just on weight comparisons.
I. Mechanical vs Aerodynamic Modulation
2. Fluid Aerospike vs Inflatable Ballute CD Variation
3. Drag vs Lift Aeroassist
4. Low vs Mid L/D
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The mechanical drag brake was designed for an area variation of 2.5 which
represents the bare minimum level that can maintain trajectory control. The
large diameter of this aerobrake was required to achieve the desired turn down
ratio and to provide payload protection. The use of flap actuators to drive
the control surfaces required the flaps to be of rigid/stiff TPS. This
resulted in its high aeroassist weight and an unattractive option compared to
aerodynamic drag modulation.
Analysis of the fluid aerospike concept resulted in 420 Ibs. of fuel to
perform the aeropass with no payload return. This consumable, added to the
fabric aerobrake's weight, gives a total assist weight of 1520 Ibs. and does
not include the extra fuel required to get the additional 428 Ibs of
propellant to GEO. The fluid aerospike concept provides large CD variation,
but its propellant use, limited corridor, and jet counterflow instabilities
cause benefits to be offset by its feasibility. Due to the weight and
feasibility issues of this concept, it was dropped in the study prior to
evolving it to space-based manned missions. It should be noted that this was
the only concept out of the six that was not sized for a 14K payload return.
It can be seen that the drag modulation concepts have the basic brake
shape and or TAS as low L/D's. The additional complexity of their active area
or fluid modulation system combined with associated uncertainties in
analytical methods and dynamic modeling inhibit technical validation of the
drag brakes. Thus assessment of their feasibility is moderate and it is
assumed that feasibility can be demonstrated without major impact on design
characteristics.
With four candidate aeroassist concepts and three assist techniques
(ballute drag modulation, symmetric and raked conical low L/D aerobrakes, and
a mid L/D aeromaneuvering vehicle, the following sections evaluates their
thermal protection options and their aeroassist device size and weight data.
2.2.1.3 Aerothermal Protection For Space-Based Aeroassist Device
INTRODUCTION--The thermal protection system (TPS) developed for the OTV
must match or exceed the derived requirements shown below. The TPS
requirements result from detailed analyses of the thermal environnmnt the
vehicle will encounter. A heating rate of 15-36 BTU/ft 2 sec with a
corresponding temperature range of 2200 - 3300°F capability of the TPS is
required. Other factors include the optical and catalytic properties of the
TPS material.
Additional requirements are addressed that could limit the performance of
candidate TPS materials. They include durability, weight, reusability, raw
material size, minimum bend radius, ease of manufacture, orbit assembly, and
repair characteristics.
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TPS REOUIREMENTS
I. Heating capability 15-36 Btu/ft 2 sec
o
3.
4.
E.
6.
7.
Temperature capability 2200 - 3300°F
Durable and light weight
Optimum optical properties and noncatalytic
Minimum seams or joints (number of gores or tiles)
Reusable, orbit assembly and repair
Manufacturing
Several types of potential flexible and rigid insulation materials are
available and their utilization on the OTV aerobrake will be dictated by the
temperatures at those locations. In areas where temperatures do not exceed
750°F, a coated organic flexible felt, Felt Reusable Surface Insulation
(FRSI), could be used. Continuing research and development of flexible TPS
materials has resulted in a flexible inorganic ceramic blanket based on high
purity silica components with a limiting temperature of 1500°F. This TPS
material, called Advanced Flexible Reusable Surface Insulation (AFRSI), has
been used successfully on STS. A modified AFRSI made of advanced ceramics,
known as TABI, is under investigation.
Rigid Surface Insulation (RSI), in addition to flexible insulation, will
play a role on 0TV. These rigidized, silica fiber tiles will withstand
temperatures of 2700°F. Unlike AFRSI, which is bonded directly to the outer
skin with a silicone adhesive, RSI tiles must use an intermediate strain
isolation pad (SIP) to mount to the structural skin. The tiles are bonded to
the SIP which in turn is bonded to the skin with a silicon adhesive. The
final rigid insulation is reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC). This insulation
material is best suited for high temperature applications with a limiting
temperature of 3000°F. The one obstacle in using RCC is that it weighs 10 to
15 times more than competitive materials which makes its use attractive only
for aerobrake locations which experience extremely high temperatures.
Our assessment of 1990 material maximum surface temperature capabilities
for both single and multiple reuse indicate major improvements in currently
available materials (see Table 2.2.1.3-I).
Two types of current orbiter tile systems are shown in Figure 2.2.I.3-I.
The rigid surface insulation (RSI) shown has the fused coating providing the
hard over shell over the softer interior. These individual tiles are glued to
a felt strain isolator pad which in turn is glued to the filler bar attached
to the aluminum outer skin structure.
The advanced flexible reusable surface insulation has a silica glass
fabric exterior and interior facing, with silicate glass thread used to sew
the cover cloths and inside glass fabric together. The internal felted silica
glass layer is l to 4 cm thick. Silicon adhesive bonds the sewed sandwich to
the outer skin with no intermediate felt layer. Integrity of the silical
glass threads is essential to prevent cloth flutter damage and edge distortion.
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Table 2.2.1.3-I Classes of Heat Shield Materials
Current Single Current Temp 1990 Technology 1990 Technology
Density Flight Design Capability Material Temp Material Capblty
Material Lb/Ft o Limit, °F Multiple Limit for Single Multip=le Reuse,
Reuse,°F Flight,°F F
FRSI 6 750
AFRSI 9 1500 1200 - 1500 1800 - 2600 1800 - 2500
RSI 12 2700 2700 3000 3000
RCC 99 3000 2800-3200 3800 - aO00 3800 - 4000
RSi TILE SYSTEM ADVANCED FLEXIBLE REUSABLE SURFACE INSULATION
GLA_ FABRIC __.HEAO INSIDE SUAFACE BONDED
TO SHUTTLE SKIN 'NITH
.,.,°-°,.-,,--olull
,.ore. _L,_,,,._A. ft' T'_ll1777/l/._
Fnci-iili
I TO 4 rim THICK
OUTSIDE SURFACE
SILICA GLASS FAaR_
autl_-dulm
Figure 2.2.1.3-I Developed Heat Shields
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TPS OPTIONS AND SELECTION FOR CANDIDATE OTV CONCEPTS--Many flexible and
rigid TPS materials have been considered as construction materials for the
aeroshield on several of the OTV concepts. This section details the available
materials and evaluates them for use in the aerobraking environment. The
section is divided into two parts, TPS options for the Hypersonic Biconic Sled
concept and fabric materials for the aerobrakes on several of the low L/D OTV
concepts.
PART I: TPS OPTIONS FOR THE HYPERSONIC BICONiC SLED CONCEPT--The
Hypersonic Biconic Sled is one of the space-based OTV concepts and is expected
to experience the environments shown in Figure 2.2.1.3-2. The TPS options
which could be used to shield the vehicle from these environments are
evaluated per the following criteria: (I) temperature capability, (2)
reusability and (3) density. Following evaluation, candidate options were
then determined.
For the purposes of evaluation, the sled was divided into four regions
according to expected environment as shown in Figure 2.2.1.3-3. The TPS
options will be discussed separately for each section for both present and
future technology. Recommendations are then made accordingly.
PRESENT TECHNOLOGY TPS
A. Region 1 - Because the temperatures expected in the region are
extreme, ablative, advanced carbon-carbon (ACC), and exotic metals
were evaluated for use. Advanced carbon-carbon was eliminated due to
the lack of a coating which would make it usable in this temperature
range. Exotic metals were eliminated due to weight, cost, need for
internal insulation, and possible deformation concerns. This
resulted in only ablative materials remaining for consideration. The
only disadvantage of these materials is there non-reusability or
limited reusability aspect, therefore only minimum recession
materials were considered to maximize possible reusability. Of
these, the quartz-nitrile-phenolic (ONP) ablator exhibited the best
possibilities and is the recommended option for this region based on
present technology.
B,
C.
Region 2 - The temperatures in this region range from 2520°F to
2970°F and ACC was the prime consideration (Option #1) for this area
as shown in Figure 2.2.1.3-3. It is also possible that with
refinements in FRCl or HPT ceramic tile technology that this region
could fully utilize tiles as shown in Dption #2 of Figure 2.2.1.3-3.
_ - The temperatures expected in this region range from 1845°F
F and ceramic (RSI) tiles were the prime consideration in
this region. Presently, the FRCI-20-12 tiles are flight verified ,
however lower density versions (8 and lO PCF) exist but have tensile
strengths approximately 40-60 percent of FRCI-20-12's 123 PSI. From
a thermal standpoint, all three have similar conductivities and
specific heats, therefore the selection should be based on structural
requirements and weight penalty considerations. Nevertheless, the
FRCI tile is recommended for use in this region.
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Figure 2.2.1.3-3 Present Technology Configurations
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Region 4 - Temperatures in this region are expected to be 1845°F and
lower. Materials considered for use here included AFRSI and Nextel
cloth. The Nextel cloth was eliminated due to reusability and
airflow instability considerations. It is recommended that the
easily attached, reusable, and more substantial AFRSI material be
used in this region.
Conclusion - Two possible TPS configurations based on present
"technology are depicted in Figure 2.2.1.3-3 and material properties
of the materials are shown in Table 2.2.1.3-2. These represent the
best configurations based on present technology.
Table 2.2.1.3-2 Material Properties
Material Reusability Temp. Capability Density
ACC lO0 3000:F lO0 PCF
FRCI-20 lO0 2600:F 8-12 PCF
AFRSI lO0 1500°F 6 PCF
QNP Limited 3000:F+ 97 PCF
FUTURE TECHNOLOGY TPS--It is expected that ten years from now the
technology of the previously mentioned materials will have changed
sufficiently to modify the TPS configuration of this vehicle. From the
literature, it was determined that ten year technology advancements are
expected to be as shown in Table 2.2.1.3-I. Assuming these advancements, the
recommended TPS candidate configurations would change to those shown in
Figure 2.2.1.3-4. As shown, the lower limit of future technology would
extensively use the AFRSI and restrict the limited reusability ablative to the
nose cone area only. If the upper limit of future technology capabilities
were achieved, the configuration would consist of ACC and AFRSI only,
eliminating the need for RSI and ablative materials. State-of-the-art RSI
ceramic tile technology is discussed below.
There are three rigid tile candidates for use in future space
transportation systems: FRCl, Ultrafiber, and HTP. The significant points
within each of these areas are as follows:
I. FRCI Technology
a. FRCI-20 gives best combination of properties-thermal and mechanical.
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Figure 2.2.1.3-4 Future Technology Requirements
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b.
C,
d.
e.
FRCI-40 gives no thermal capability improvement and slight mechanical
property improvement.
FRCI-60 and FRCI-80 give slight improved temperature capability
(lO0°F capability increase) but mechanical properties decline
significantly (20-30% decrease for the FRCI-60).
FRCI-20 can be made in 8 pcf, lO pcf, 12 pcf, and higher densities.
Mechanical properties will decrease with a decrease in density. For
example, the FRCI-20-12 strength is 123 psi while that of the
FRCI-20-8 is 46 psi.
FRCI differs from the silica tiles presently used on the orbitor
(LI-2200) in that the FRCI contains a proportion of Nextel fibers.
. Ultrafi ber Technology
a. The ultrafiber is just a smaller diameter fiber than the Nextel used
in FRCI. The ultrafiber is 2-4 pcf vs. II pcf for the Nextel used in
FRC I.
b.
C.
The smaller diameter fiber allows more Nextel to be used, giving
improved properties over FRCI.
Early results indicate that the addition of ultrafiber at a I0% level
gives a I00% strength increase and a conductivity decrease over the
FP,C1-20 material.
d. Ultrafiber still in development stages.
.
HTP Technology
a. HTP tiles consist of silica fibers, aluminum oxide fibers, and boron
nitride.
b. Lockheed reports improvements in both thermal and mechanical
properties over FRCI.
C. NASA Ames is of the opinion that this claim is conflicting since
there is a trade-off between thermal and mechanical properties in RSI
technology.
COt_CLUSIONS--The recommended TPS configuration of the sled concept based
on present material technology are as shown in Figure 2.2.1.3-3. They would
provide maximum reusability and minimum weight while protecting the sled
structure from the expected environments. The disadvantages are the limited
reusability of the ablative material and the required usage of 4 or 5
different materials. Significant improvement would be shown in ten years
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should the expected future technology capabilities develop. The recommended
configurations (Figure 2.2.1.3-4) would be composedmainly of AFRSIand ACC,
providing muchimproved reusability, slight weight reduction, and utilize
fewer materials.
PART2: FABRICSELECTIONFORCANDIDATELOWL/D OTVCONCEPTS--Fabric
materials have been considered as construction materials for the aerobrakes on
several of the OTVconcepts. This portion details the available fabrics and
evaluates them for use in the aerobraking environments. In addition, the
topics of low emissivity fibers to limit radiation of heat from the brake's
backface onto the OTVstructure and future fabric technology will be addressed.
FABRICEVALUATIOtJ--Asummary of the currently available fabrics and their
pertinent properties are displayed in Table 2.2.1.3-3. The temperature
capability for both single and multiple OTV flight reuse of candidate
tailorable, flexible materials of silica, aluminoborosilicate, and silicon
carbide fibers are shown, together with the manufacturers maximum continuous
temperature recommendations, on Table 2.2.1.3-4. The maximum heat flux the
fabric can be exposed to before it becomes irreversibly brittle is also shown
and is based on experimental data reported in AIAA paper 84-1770. This
maximum heat flux characteristic in conjunction with the limiting fabric
temperature is essential to efficient, light weight, reusable aerobrake design
and operation. The typical expected environment of the aerobrake is a
temperature !_f 2500°F-3000°F, pressure of 14 to 50 psf, and a heat flux of
15-36 Btu/ft L sec. The only fabrics capable of performing in the OTV
Table 2.2.1.3-3 Fabric/Filament Data
Fabric Comp.
Filament _.lanufacture Filament Filament
Densi tX Temperature Modul us Strength
No. ft_ Capability* (_.SI) (KSI)
Glass E-Glass
Leached
Silica SiO 2
Quartz SiO 2
Carbon/
Graphite Carbon
_lextel 312 Alumi na
bori a-
silica
Nicalon SiC
Kevl ar Arami d
* At Sea Level Conditions
156.07 8000F I0.5 500
137.34 18000F - -
137 18000F I0 126-188
l06-I 25 600-750°F 33-I05 200-700
169 23000F 22 200-250
162 2300°F 27 390
94 500°F 19 525
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Table 2.2.1.3-4 Tailorable AdvancedCeramicMaterials
Fabric Temperature
Capability*
Silica (Current AFRSI)
Nextel 312
(Aluminoborosilicate)
Nextel 440
Silicon Carbide (Nicalon)
Manuf Max
Single Multiple Cont Heat
Flight Flight Limit Flux**
2000 150U 1800
2200 1800 2200 9
? ? 2800 9
2600 2000 2300 34
* Temperatures in °F
** Heat Fluxes in BTU/FT2-sec (Heating limit when fabric condition becomes
brittle)
environment would be the Nicalon and Nextel materials. The Nextel 440 fabric
has the best continuous temperature capabilities and suffers no major
compositional breakdown at high temperatures as shown in Figure 2.2.1.3-5.
The Nextel 312 and Nicalon fabrics show compositional changes at a lower
temperature range (Figure 2.2.1.3-5). Therefore, the Nextel 440 would be
preferred for its strength, but was not selected for the cover cloth because
of its low heat capability and potential contamination from boria outgassing.
LOW EMISSIVITY TECHNOLOGY--No existing fiber will consistently exhibit low
emissivity characteristics over the total wavelength spectrum. The Nextel
filaments will, however, exhibit low emissivity (0.2-0.6) characteristics in
the 0.4-2 wavelength range as shown in Figure 2.2.1.3-6. If this is the
expected application conditions; Nextel could be used as a low emissivity
material for the brakes backface, otherwise no total low emissivity
fibers/fabrics exist and the use of coating would stiffen and/or fuse the
fibers together.
FUTURE FABRIC TECHNOLOGY--In conversations with the various filament and
fabric suppliers, an understanding was gained as to the future direction of
technology. The major area of concentration will be other ceramics such as
silicon nitride and silicon carbide-nitride materials. As the technology
becomes available, other ceramics will also be investigated. The major
improvement is expected to be the temperature capabilities of the materials.
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Flexible ceramic insulation has proven to be a very attractive alternative
to rigid tile systems and the Tailorable Advanced Blanket Insulation (TABI),
seen in Figure 2.2.1.3-7, is the next step in flexible blanket technology.
TABI's approach to blanket design is a three-dimensional woven structure
filled with an insulation filler. The use of advanced ceramic yarns to weave
these complex, integrally woven core structures for TPS applications is
required. Possible core geometries being investigated are rectangular and
triangular type construction of single or double layer design. Unlike
previous blanket designs, which incorporate standard foam fillers, TABI will
use flexible silica fillers or rigid ceramic fillers for increased mechanical
and insulative performance. The pattern of a fluted woven core structure
illustrates the interweaving of ceramic yarns.
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Figure 2.2.1.3-7 Tailorable Advanced Blanket Insulation (TABI)
Candidate materials for the TABI design are also shown in Figure
2.2.1.3-7. The thermal environment encountered by the 0TV dictates materials
selection and where these materials will be used in the TABI design. The high
heating rates of 15 - 36 BTU/ft sec suggest that Nicalon, silicon carbide,
is best suited for the emittance layer or cover cloth. The core cloth would
also be of Nicalon and act as a back-up cover cloth. The substrate layer or
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back cloth would use Nextel Caluminoborosilicate), for its structural
strength. Advanced ceramic felt is inserted between the cover cloths and a
room temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber sealer is applied to the back
cloth as a sealer.
Development of integral woven core structures using advanced ceramic yarns
with ceramic insulation for the core is currently being pursued at _IASA Ames
Research Center. Their ongoing program has demonstrated the weaving
capability of advanced ceramics into TABI. Continuing objectives include
determination of surface properties and structural and thermal characteristics
of the blankets. A technology development program is needed to evaluate
reuse, repair and full scale manufacturing.
CONCLUSION--For the present application, the preferred material is the
Nicalon. The only question which remains is with respect to its denier, warp,
and reusability possibilities. No current data base exists to support the
possible reusability aspects of the TABI. Characterization testing is needed
to provide this data base.
In future applications, materials with improved temperature capabilities
are expected to become available which may be used. These improved materials
will be based on other ceramic materials as the technology becomes available.
The selection of TABI fabric for the flexible portion of the aeroshield
face is based on the inherent safety from burn through in the internally woven
three dimensional construction. Fabrication involves minimum threading and
pierce points on the previously manufactured bulk material. The core size and
shape may be varied to obtain the required thermal barrier properties•
Density of the sandwich material and insulation characteristics may be
tailored to meet local surface heating environments. The truss like
interweaving inherently stiffens the material to reduce flutter and distortion
over the AFRSI. A simpler installation, over a low cost composite ribbed
frame, requires minimal substructure support while providing insulation
efficiencies comparable to rigid surface insultations at a lower unit weight.
A smoother surface finish and improved durability due to the minimized surface
thread protrusions means improved durability and surface flow characteristics
compared to AFRSI materials.
ADVANTAGES OF TAILORABLE ADVANCED BLANKET INSULATION FOR AEROBRAKE--
l •
2.
3.
4.
5.
.
7.
8.
9.
lO.
Integral construction
Minimum threads and pierce points
Vary core size and shape to obtain optimum design properties
Fail safe capability from 3D woven structure
Control density and insulative properties to local surface
heating environments
Reduced Flutter and distortion over AFRSI
Simple installation, low cost, minimum substructure support
Comparable insulation effectiveness to RSI
Lower weight per unit area than RSI
Smoother surface and improved durability to AFRSI
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2.2.1.4 Aeroassist Low Versus Medium L/D Selection
The selection criteria used in the low versus mid L/D trades is outlined
below.
Lift control can be used to cover trajectory dispersions and for
inclination steering. Use of lift to change inclination in the atmosphere
reduces the plane change requirements at GEO. The velocity savings gained by
going from an L/D of 0.25 to l.O0 vs 620 fps by using the additional
inclination change capability equated to propellant savings at the end of the
14K round trip mission results in ll60 Ib for storable or 840 Ib for cryo.
Therefore, to have a net performance benefit by increasing L/D, the increase
in vehicle dry weight to produce this L/D must not exceed the propellant
weight saved.
Between lifting brakes and lifting bodies, the best weight ratios are for
the lower L/D's. The heat pulse and airloads associated with the low L/D
lifting brakes are lower, improving their aeroassist benefits. In addition,
they provide better adaptability to payload shape, size, and growth. Thus,
low lift for an AOTV is desired, but the amount of L/D is a function of the
control corridor required to handle atmospheric and trajectory dispersions,
and the propellant savings from using excess lift for plane change.
Various L/D vehicles were chosen for the low vs mid L/D performance trade
that are capable of performing manned missions. Their TPS and stage weight
were calculated based on their thermal and structural requirements to perform
these missions. The propellant savings of the higher L/D concepts were then
traded against the reduced TPS weights of the lower L/D concepts. (This trade
is illustrated in Figure 2.2.1.4-I).
Since storables provide a higher propellant weight savings with increased
L/D, an apogee (2nd stage) storable mid L/D lifting body was selected for the
trade. The small tank structure of the apogee stage also benefits the mid L/D
because of the lighter core structural weight which lowers W/CDA and thus
the TPS thicknesses.
A family of cryogenic vehicles were also evaluated to make a trade
comparison based on propellant. The selected mid L/D concept for this trade
is the single stage slant-nosed cylinder based on the work performed at NASA
Langely Research Center, Reference AIAA-85-0966.
Table 2.2.1.4-I summarizes the results from the low vs. mid L/D
performance/weight trade. It shows that the propellant savings for the mid
L/D vehicles is offset by its required TPS weight increase in all cases.
Thus, there is no net performance benefit by increasing L/D for inclination
steering and the vehicle should have only enough L/D as required for corridor
control.
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Figure 2.2.1.4-I Low vs Mid L/D Performance Trade
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2.2.1.5 Vehicle Lift Vs Drag Aeroassist Maneuvering
The remaining three primary aerobrake candidates are shown below in Figure
2.2.1.5-1 the inflatable ballute drag brake, the raked ellipse lifting brake
and the symmetric Viking-shaped fabric lifting brake. The ballute and fabric
brakes both utilize flexible thermal protection systems usually surrounding a
rigid spherical nose cap with protective doors covering the main engines. The
raked ellipse employs rigid thermal protection materials over the entire
exposed area. The rated ellipse concept is based on the NASA Johnson Space
Center design, Reference AIAA-85-0965.
[BALLUTE 1
[DRAGBRA__m_m_.
V..
IVIKINGSHAPEDFABRICBR K
RAKED ELLIPSE
LIFTINGBRAKE
H
J
°_
Figure 2.2.1.5-I Low L/D Aero - Configuration Concepts
Table 2.2.1.5-I provides comparisons of six areas for the three candidate
aerobrake system designs: the ballute, the raked elliptical cone and the
rigid/flexible TPS aerobrake. Design factors for both drag and lift devices;
aerobrake/stage characteristics; operational impacts on launch to orbit; Space
Station reuse and replacement, payload sizes, brake dimensions, weights and
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Table 2.2.1.5-I Aerobrake Concept Comparison
I
I Factor
II. Design Summary
J o Data Source
I o L/D
I o W/CDA PSF
I o Control Mode
I
Ill. Characteristics
f o Geometry
o Brake Base Dia
o Stage Dimensions
o Aeroshield TPS
o Long. Stability
Inflatable
Ballute
BAC Studies
Zero
4.6/13/3
Area Variation
Blunt Conical
Spherical Nose
50 ft
14D x 34L
Rigid/Flex
Raked
Elliptical Cone
JSC Studies
0.3 or lower
8.1/15.1
Roll Control
Raked Cone
Ellipsoidal Nose
40 ft
38D x 14L
Rigid
Rigid/Flexible I
Aerobrake I
I
HMC Studies J
0.12 f
4.0/I l.6 I
Roll Control, I
Offset C.G. J
I
Blunt Conic J
Spherical Nose I
44 ft I
38D x 25L l
Rigid/Fl ex J
I
(StaBle CG Range
Aft of Nose)
fill. Operations
o Shuttle Transport
to Space Station
o Space Station
- Reuse
- Replacement
C.P. Varies
With TDR
(25 ft)
Ship Folded
Fabric as Unit
l Radi us
Aft of Aerobrake
Base (34 ft)
Disassembled in
Sections, Assembly
Requi red
Yes
- Visual Check
Not Practical,
Recharge
Pressurant
Simple
Install Unit
Wide C.G. Latitude l
I
(43 ft) J
Complex
- Replace Tiles or
Entire Brake
IV. Size-Controlled byl Long. Stabilityl Flow Implngement
I
Ship Assembled J
As a unit with J
Fabric Folded I
I
Yes I
- Visual Check J
f
Simple-lnstall As I
A Single Assembled I
Unit I
Wake Heatlng J
20K P/L Delivery
o Aerobrake Dia.Ft.
o Aerobrake Mass
(Struct & TPS,LB)
o Stage Dry Wt,LB
o W brake/W return
i /.5 Man Geo Sortie
J o Aerobrake Dia,Ft
J o Aerobrake Mass,lb
l o Stage Dry Wt, Ib
J o W brake/W return
I 15K Manned Lunar
I Sortle
I o Aerobrake Dia, Ft
J o Aerobrake Mass,lb
I o Stage Dry Wt, Ib
J o W brake/W return
& Turn Down
Angle
40
1569
8070
.194
50
2452
8950
.149
62
3700
I0250
.146
37
1587
9489
.167
40
1855
9757
.I07
40
1923
9825
.077
38
1270
71 40
.178
44
1407
7560
.093
44
1489
7640
.066
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Table 2.2.1.5-I Aerobrake Concept Comparison (Continued)
i
l Factor
IV. OTV Design Impact
I o ACC Use
i
I o Configuration
I
I
IVI. Concerns-Risks
TPS
I Control
Basic Feasibility
Inflatable
Ballute
Good with Stor-
able Prop.
Tandem Or
Toroidal Tanks
-Single Resue
-Assembly Joint
-Local & Global
-Lobe Radiation
Trap
-TPS Packaging
Volume
Raked
Elliptical Cone
Over Sized for Many
Missions
Integrated Concept
Optimized With
Parallel Tanks
-Assembly Joints
-On Orbit Assembly
-Payload Wake
Heating
-Preentry Spin-I -Separate LH2
Rigid/Flexible
Aerobrake
Good ACC Use, No
Ascent Loads
No Constraints
4 Ball Tanks Best
-Local delta P
Flutter
-Base Heating
-Flex TPS Reuse
-Asembly Joints
-C.G. Trim 'Error
Up
-Assymetric
Loading
-Deflation
-Brake/Stage
Dynamics
-Turn Down
Ratio Limited
Moderate
-Engine Doors
Descent Tank,
C.G. Control
- Payload Local On
Return vs Deliv-
ery
-Side Firing Engine
Low
-OnOrbit Assembly
-Favorable
Aerocharacter-
istics
-ACS Location
Moderate I
-Engine Doors J
i Weight Growth
-Shape Stability and Maintenance
-Fabric Flutter
Moderate i High
-Limited In -Block Change To
Return Payload Increase Tankage
Growth Or Brake Size
-Return Payload
Shape and Size
Variable
-Payload C.G. And
Mounting Orien-
tation
-Fabric Maintenancef
I
Low
-Moderate for Dia
Increase
-Compact Stage Has
C.G. Margin For
Return Payload
Growth
efficiency ratios; OTV design impacts and risks for TPS, control, feasibility,
and weight growth are shown. This assessment leads to our continuing
recommendation of the combined rigid/flexible TPS for both our ground and
space-based OTV configurations.
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The aeroassist decision criteria used for selecting the desired aeroassist
approach is tabulated in Table 2.2.1.5-2. The decision logic is based on a
score of l to lO and the preceding comparison tables. The major drivers in
selection of the rigid/flexible aerobrake are weight, control, risk,
growth/reuse, and the use of advanced technology.
Table 2.2.1.5-2 Aeroassist Decision Logic and Selection
AEROASSIST DECISION CRITERIA
- FEASIBILITY
- PERFORMANCE/WEIGHT
- DEVELOPMENT/COST
- RELIABILITY/CONTROL
- MAINTENANCE ArIDACCESS
- GROWTH
.- REUSE
TOTAL
It]FLATABLE
BALLUTE
5
7
7
5
7
6
40
RAKED
ELLIPTICAL
i0
9
10
10
8
7
I0
82
RIGID/FLEXIBLE
AEROBRAKE
7
I0
8
8
I0
i0
Gl
e DRAGMODULATIOtlIP,CREASES_ZIGIF[/Vn]RISKWITHDECREASESIrlCI_,_ROLIIARGI_IAr_]GR_VIII/REUSE
e LOWL/DWITHADVAr'_CEDT O_IOLOGYISTIIESELECTEDAPPROACII
To ensure the drag concept was not penalized by its stage configuration
(tandem tanks), adaption of a ballute aerobrake to our parallel tank stage
approach was investigated. The purpose of this configuration trade is to see
if the tandem tank stage penalized drag modulation and to create a common base
for comparison.
A concept for using a 44 foot diameter Ballute with the Space Based
Cryogenic OTV 55K is presented in Figure 2.2.1.5-2. The forward attachment
point is at X/R = .33. The Ballute shape shown is the isotensoid shape for a
pressure ratio Pi/Ps = 0.95. The Ballute is closed by a membrane with an
X/R = .4, that is R = .4 x 22 = 88.8 feet. A middle attachment ring that
supports the Ballute and membrane is indicated near the base of the structure
that supports the LH2 tanks. The isotensoid Ballute shape for a pressure
ratio of 0.95 indicates that there will be some interference with the tank. A
slightly lower pressure ratio isotensoid shape or a nonisotensoid shape can be
established to eliminate the local interferences. A preliminary weights
analysis for the ballute fabric components results in 1,161 Ibs. and a total
aerobrake weight (nose region and ballute) of approximately 1650 lhs.
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Space Based Cryogenic OTV - 55K Propellant - 44 Foot
Ballute
An approach for using Ballutes with the 53K Space Based Storable OTV is
shown in Figure 2.2.1.5-3. The 41D aerobrake is shown for reference. The
desired 2SD is illustrated as using a portion of the present MMC design. The
32D is obtained by adding a small toroidal Ballute with a Pi/P s ratio of
0.90 to the 25D portion. The 41D is obtained by adding a Ballute with a
Pi/Ps ratio of 0.95 to the 2SD portion. Mounting rings at the forward
and aft locations need to be added to the basic 2SD structure. A single aft
ring can be used for either the 32D or 4ID Bal]ute. Ba]_ute fabric weights
for the 32 and 41 foot diameters are 426 and 780 Ibs., respectively and are
packageable around the tankage of a storable OTV.
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Figure 2.2.1.5-3 53K Space Based Storable OTV - 32 and 41 Foot Ballutes
As a final comparison of a ballute concept versus a fixed, passive
structure, wind tunnel data of these two approaches were compared, References
NASA TN D-5840 and MMC TR-3709014. Similar conclusions were drawn from the
aerocharacteristics of these two approaches as were made back in the early
Viking-Mars Lander studies. The inflatable lifting brake is a lower
performer. This can be seen both in CL, CD, and L/D of Figure 2.2.1.5-4.
For the sane L/D, the AID body must fly at almost twice the angle of attack.
This higher angle of attack not only increases brake edge heating, but also
restricts payload lengths due to flow impingement. Another important
comparison is the stability or center of pressure for the two brakes. The
Viking 700 conical brake c.p. lies l.Ol brake diameters aft while the AID
brake was only 0.3 diameters aft.
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2.2.1.6 Aeropass Environment and L/D Selection
The aerothermodynamic flight domain of an AOTV is shown in Figure
2.2.1.6-I. An STS trajectory is shown for comparison. The AOTV decelerates
at a much higher altitude than STS and makes its aeropass in a very energetic
environment of the upper atmosphere. STS peak heating occurs in a dissociated
oxygen dominated convective heating environment. The AOTV's entry into the
atmosphere is almost twice as energetic as STS. The environment associated
with the passage of the OTV through this high altitude consists of radiation
from chemically relaxing air (also known as nonequilibrium radiation) and
convection from dissociated, ionized air. It has been shown (Reference AIAA
Paper 83-0406) that a regime exists for blunt bodies where continum theory
applies although a slip condition may occur. The limit of applicability of
continuum theory for a blunt body is called the quasi continuum limit and is
illustrated in Figure 2.2.1.6-I.
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Figure 2.2.1.6-I Aerothermodynamic Environment
Figure 2.2.1.6-2 illustrates the trajectory correction process performed
in the aeropass. Safe Flight through the atmosphere is restricted to a region
which can be controlled by the OTV. The vehicle uses lift vector pointing to
modulate its trajectory. The limits of this control are continuous lift
vector up and continuous lift vector down. Trajectories run with these two
conditions define lower and upper (respectively)boundaries for vehicle
flight. Conditions which exceed these boundaries will result in either
skip-out or reentry.
The aeromaneuver is accomplished by using the vehicles' lift to climb or
descend, and thereby correcting for density variations and pointing
uncertainties. The maneuver must be done in a precise manner to avoid losing
too much velocity and reentering, or losing too little velocity and coasting
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back out to a high altitude. These boundaries characterize the corridor or
zone within which the 0TV must fly for a successful aeropass. The size and
depth of the corridor is a function of the vehicle's L/D and establishes the
heating environment and TPS requirements of the aerobrake.
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Figure 2.2.1.6-2 Aero-entry Overview
The effect of increased L/D on the vehicle heating corridor is presented
in Figure 2.2.1.6-3. As L/D increases from 0.12 to 0.20, the corridor widens
resulting in higher peak heat flux values for the same W/CDA. Effects are
shown for a 40 ft diameter brake at ballistic coefficients from approximately
2 through 12. This increase in heating, as a vehicle flys at higher L/Ds, is
caused by the deeper penetration depth into the atmosphere the vehicle can fly
and still perform a successful aeropass.
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Typical control corridor effects from L/D and W/CDA based on trajectory
simulations are shown in Figure 2.2.1.6-4 for W/CDA from 4.0 to 9.0. The
effect of ballistic coefficient (or vehicle weight) on control corridor
location is shown for a brake diameter of 40 ft. Also, the effect of L/D on
flight corridor width is shown for both an L/D of 0.12 and 0.20 for a W/CDA
of 4.0. With increased L/D, the corridor becomes wider and has a further
penetration depth into the atmosphere. This results in a more severe heating
environment and reduces the ballistic range of operation.
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Figure 2.2.1.6-4 Typical AOTV Flight Trajectories
The desired vehicle trim angle is set by offsetting the vehicle's center
of gravity. This trim angle establishes the vehicle's L/D and ballistic
coefficient as seen in the illustration of Figure 2.2.1.6-5. Holding the
vehicle configuration constant (i.e., weight and brake size), an increase in
its trim angle results in higher values for L/D and W/CD A.
A comparison of the aerobrake surface heat flux histories versus L/D for a
44 foot diameter aerobrake is shown in Figure 2.2.1.6-6 for a L/D of 0.20 and
0.12. The heat fluxes are for a fully catalytic surface having a spectral
absorption coefficient of 0.3. With an L/D of 2.0, a peak heat flux of 41
BTU/ftZ-sec, is obtained using a finite catalytic reaction rate, a peak
value of 31.
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Figure 2,2,1,6-5 Vehicle L/D and Heating Environment Set By Angle of
Attack
BTU/ft2-sec is achieved with surface temperatures above 2900°F. This
heating environment requires aerobrake diameter growth for mission capture
with a flexible TPS system or the use of RSI at both the center and perimeter
of the brake. The brake weight penalties for either of these options are
unacceptable. To reduce the vehicle's heating environment and brake diameter,
the trim angle or L/D needs to be reduced. Lower angles of attack reduces
edge heating and penetration depth of the corridor by narrowing its width via
L/D. This reduced heating environment will allow higher ballistic coefficient
vehicles and thus a better aeroassist system.
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The impact of edge radius on the aerobrake's size, surface area, and
weight stability margin is illustrated in Figure 2.2.1.6-7. For an optimum,
low weight brake design, accurate knowledge of the forebody heating profile is
required.
Our extensive experimental wind tunnel data base on the Viking shaped
aeroshell and afterbody configuration enables accurate predictions of the
aerobrake's front face and aft body heating distribution. The heat flux
distribution on the brake and around its edge for two trim angles (or L/D) is
shown in Figure 2.2.1.6-8. Note the higher aerobrake heat load and edge
heating for the 12 degree angle of attack for an L/D = 0.20 compared to the 8
degree trim angle for the smaller L/D of 0.12 (Ref. MMC TP-3720318 &
AEDC-TR-73=195). Similar increases in the base heating, can be seen as the
angle of attack increases based on in-house VOIR tests. Thus, increased trim
angle provides higher L/D at the cost of increased brake weight due to TPS
requirements, which results from the increased forebody and edge heating.
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Figure 2.2.1.6-8 Heat Flux Distribution vs L/D
In order to reduce the aeropass heating environment, the corridor size is
optimized based on a guidance and navigational error analysis. The output of
this analysis was the selection of L/D that provides a design margin adequate
to account for atmospheric effects. Results from our atmospheric and vehicle
performance aero-entry dispersion analysis defines a 5 mile corridor width for
control. This requires a vehicle trim L/D of 0.12. For our 70 degree conical
aerobrake, a trim angle of 7.2 degrees provides the required L/D of 0.12 (see
Fig. 2.2.1.6-9).
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2.2.1.7 Aerobrake Space-Basing Accommodations
After completing functional requirements and accommodation designs to
facilitate OTV space-based operations, the aerobrake design was reviewed and
optimized to reflect these functional requirements. These changes shall be
reviewed in detail in the following write-up.
There is currently no way to launch a piece of hardware to orbit measuring
44 feet in diameter. Our design enables the aerobrake to be folded into a
configuration that does not exceed 14' 6" diameter, and requires a minimum
cargo bay length (under I0 feet). The structure consists of an interface ring
approximately 13 feet in diameter around which are spaced 12 trusses. Each
truss consists of a rib supported by two struts, which when folding, requires
provision be made for the fold of exterior flexible material (see Figure
2.2.1.7-I).
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Figure 2.2.1.7-I SBOTV Folding Aerobrake
Figure 2.2.1.7-2 shows initial delivery of the disassembled space-based
0TV to Space Station. As indicated, all subsystems will fit into the Orbiter
Payload Bay, and delivery, in essence, will require two equivalent Shuttle
flights. In that the dry weight of the SBOTV is on the order of 8000 Ibs, we
do not advocate delivery in two flights; rather, SBOTV subsystem delivery
should be manifested across a larger number of Shuttle flights to optimize
weight and volume deliveries to Space Station.
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Figure 2.2.1.7-2 Initial Delivery of the Space-Based Foldable Aerobrake
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The aerobrake is only refolded on orbit when its mission life is
completed. Once flexible covering is exposed to the atmospheric reentry, it
will rigidize, necessitating it to be cut away before the aerobrake can be
refolded if the fabric is bonded to the ribs at strategic points.
The unwieldy size of the aerobrake makes EVA removal/replacement
impractical. The use of robotics dictates that changeouts of major components
of the vehicle be made as simple as possible (no nuts and bolts). This
aerobrake interface mechanism would require the robotic arm to produce a
clamp-type motion at a single point to the aerobrake interface ring. This
motion would effectively actuate all 12 latches simultaneously, leaving the
aerobrake free to be pulled from the core structure. This latch release
mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2.2.1.7-3. Thus, use of a single robotic
arm equipped with a clamp fixture, and an aerobrake configured with a cable
actuated latch release mechanism, removal and replacement of the SBOTV
aerobrake becomes a routine maintenance task.
In the scenario developed, once the SBOTV has been installed in the cradle
carriage and checked out, the payload is moved from its storage area by the
MRMS, which in turn hands the payload off to the space crane or a robotic
arm. The crane (or arm) places the payload in the payload cradle carriage,
and very slowly and carefully, under positive control, the carriage is moved
toward the SBOTV until mating is accomplished. After mating, checkout of the
payload and the SBOTV is again performed to verify connections and that no
damage has occurred.
Once checkout has been completed, the OMV is moved from its storage area
by the MRMS, which in turn hands off the OMV to a robotic arm. The arm places
the 0MV at the aft of the aerobrake allowing mating to occur. An 0MV
umbilical is mated with the OMV, and the entire vehicle stack is checked out.
A three-fingered configuration for the docking mechanism was selected due
to its versatility in mating with the most popular payload interface
configurations. It will mate with the MMS three pin design, and adapt to most
sizes of circular payload interface rings. Its adjustment and clamp action is
driven by three acme threaded shafts powered from a single bevel gear,
producing the action of the jaws of a chuck. For docking OTV/OMV or OTV/MMS,
the end of the fingers would have conical recesses, whereas for circular
interface rings, a straight V recess across could be employed. Either
configuration produces a semi-soft dock. The deployable/retractable docking
pin design is shown in Figure 2.2.1.7-4.
Three of these deployable/retractable docking pins, mounted within the
rigidized portio_ of the aerobrake, would be evenly spaced producing an MMS
configuration. The end of the pin would be the interface of OTV/0TV, while
the OMV interface would be made by retracting the pin halfway down its length.
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Figure 2.2.1.7-3 Aerobrake Ring Interface Mechanismfor On-Orbit Changeout
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Figure 2.2.1.7-4 SBOTV Aerobrake Deployment/Retractable Interface
Mechanism
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2.2.2 Definition of Selected Aeroassist Concept
With the selection of an 0.12 L/D aerobrake for the OTV aeroassist device
the following section describes the design approach, aerodynamic and
thermodynamic environments, TPS selection, and sizing of the rigid/flexible
TPS low L/D aerobrake.
2.2.2.1 Design Philosophy and Concept Overview
Table 2.2.2.1-I outlines the philosophy used to establish a feasible
aerobrake design. The major points incorporate inherently flight proven
approaches. We have tried to make maximum use of our ground and flight test
experience so predictable airloads and heat fluxes can be made. This allows
optimization of TPS and structural weights and facilitates vehicle design. An
inherently stable aeroshell with minimum moving parts is desired to minimize
control authority requirements. Use of an aerodynamically stable brake in
conjunction with a compact stage provides margin for a variety of payloads.
In addition, a single, standardized brake is desired that has built-in growth
and flexibility to minimize DDTE and block changes. Finally, the aerobrake
must not only be compatible with the ACC for ground-based operations, but also
provide heritage for the space-based manned OTV. Space-basing design
considerations include delivery, installation on orbit as a single, fully
assembled unit, and OMV interfacing with the minimal EVA requirements.
_r
Table 2.2.2.1-I Aerobrake Design Philosophy
l • INHERENTLY CONSERVATIVE DESIGN
o MAXIMIZE OUR GROUND AND FLIGHT TEST EXPERIENCE
o USE PROVEN TECHNOLOGY (STS, APOLLO, GEMINI, VIKING) FOR DOORS,
RCS, ETC.
o STANDARDIZATION-PROVIDE GRO_TH, FLEXIBILITY WITH ONE BRAKE
o MINIMIZE MOVING PARTS
o ASSURE DERATING OF MATERIALS
. MINIMIZE AEROHEATING ENVIRONMENT
o DEPLOYABLE PORTION OF AEROBRAKE MUST BE ABLE TO WITHSTAND
PREDICTED HEAT LOAD
o KEEP INSULATION WEIGHT TO A MINIMUM
. HAVE PREDICTABLE AIRLOADS FOR STRUCTURAL WEIGHT OPTIMIZATION AND TO
FACILITATE STRUCTURAL DESIGN
o LARGE DATA BASE FROM VIKING FOR 70° AEROSHELL
o RECENT EXPERIMENTAL DATA AVAILABLE ON OTHER SHAPES (VOIR)
D AERODYNAMICALLY STABLE
o MINIMIZE CONTROL AUTHORITY REQUIREMENTS
o MINIMIZE DEPTH OF BRAKE TO KEEP VEHICLE COMPACT
o PROVIDE MARGIN FOR VARIETY OF PAYLOADS
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Table 2.2.2.1-I Aerobrake Design Philosophy (cont.)
. ACC STORAGE
o 70° AEROSHELL CONCEPT IS COMPATIBLE WITH ACC GEOMETRY
o LAU_JCH LOADS CARRIED BY ACC SUPPORT INSTEAD OF OTV
o USE MINIMUM FOLDS, NO SHARP EDGES FOR FLEXIBLE TPS
o ADAPTABLE TO PAYLOAD BAY CONCEPTS
. MINIMIZE AEROHEATING EFFECTS ON OTV COMPONENTS
o LARGE DATA BASE FROM VOIR STUDY
o PROVIDE PROTECTION FOR MAJOR COMPONENTS
o COMPONENT HEATING ANALYSIS MUST CONSIDER RADIATION HEATING FROM
AEROBRAKING, AS WELL AS BASE CONVECTIVE HEATING
.
ADAPTABLE TO SPACE-BASING
o SUBSYSTEM DELIVERY IN ORBITER PAYLOAD BAY
o UNITIZED ASSEMBLY
o REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT OF AEROBRAKE
o COMPATIBLE WITH CHECKOUT AND MAINTENANCE TASKS OF OTV
SPACE-BASED OPERATIONS
o MINIMIZE USE OE EVA
B. MISSION NOT LOST IF OUTER PORTION OF AEROBRAKE FAILS
o MULTIPLE PASS RETURN REQUIRED TO STAY WITHIN LOAD LIMITS USING
HARD AEROBRAKE ONLY
Our selected aerobrake for OTV is a 70 degree conical lifting brake, which
is a constant drag concept with small lift capability that provides the
maneuverability to compensate for atmospheric dispersions. The configuration,
shown in Figure 2.2.2.1-I, is based on the Viking aeroshell shape and has a
nose radius equal to half its base radius, and an edge radius greater than
O.Ol5 the base radius.
Major features of this aeroshell concept include inherent stability
compared to other forecone angles and simple design and passive structure.
Its geometry incorporates asymmetry which overcomes the rolling instability
found in symmetric shapes; lateral distribution of fuel tanks provides
improved base heating protection and additional payload length capability.
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INDICATE:
• THE 700 AEROBRAKE ANGLE APPEARS TO BE
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STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
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OF FUEL TANKS, PROVIDING PROTECTION TO
BASE COMPONENTS (PAYLOADS) FROM THE
AERODYNAMIC HEATING
• BRAKE CONFIGURATION'S CENTER OF
PRESSURE LIES ONE BRAKE DIAMETER AFT,
GIVING LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TO
PAYLOADS OVER 24 FT LONG (BASED ON
MID C.G. LOCALS)
• PASSIVE AEROBRAKE STRUCTURE INCREASES
MISSION SUCCESS
Figure 2.2.2.1-I Aerobrake Configuration and Characteristics
Figure 2.2.2.1-2 outlines the primary design features of the space-based
OTV aerobrake concept. The nominally 70 degree cone is designed to alleviate
high edge-heating effects by the proper selection of edge radius and flight
trim angle, l_nebrake is sized to prevent hot-gas impingement on the
payload. The heatshield support structure is made of ribs and support struts
to the interface ring, which allows mating to the body using a simple attach
ring. The heatshield is made in two sections. For the outer section,
flexible ceramic blankets are used. For the inner nose region, rigid,
low-density ceramic tiles are used. The aerobrake fabric and composite
supporting structure frame folds compactly for transfer to orbit fully
assembled and is erected and checked at the Space Station prior to 0TV
launch. The aerobrake system is passive throughout the flight, reusable for
five or more flights and is never folded after the STS flight to LEO. The
central rigid aerobrake section includes fold-away doors to allow engine
nozzle extension through the aerobrake for ascent. The nozzles retract
forward and the doors are closed prior to the aerodynamic reentry maneuvers.
Ground-based cryogenic vehicles utilize a similar aerobrake design.
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Figure 2.2.2.1-2 OTV Rigid / Flex TPS Aerobrake
Shown in Figure 2.2.2.1-3 is the flexible ceramic insulation known as
Tailorable Advanced Blanket Insulation (TABI), that is used for the outer
portion of the aeroshield. The TABI design uses a 0.026 inch thick Nicalon (a
silicon carbide fiber cloth) for the aeroshell forward surface and was
selected for its high heat flux capability. The same material, but thinner
gauge (0.14 inch), forths the interior woven cell structure. The back side of
the blanket utilizes Nextel cloth, 0.014 inch thick for its structural
strength. A RTV silicone coating (O.OlO inch) acts as a sealer and prevents
hot gas flow through the composite fabric structure. The interior cell
structure is filled with an advanced ceramic felt creating an internally woven
insulation blanket. The blanket is attached directly to the support ribs
making the blanket an integral part of the aerobrake's structural strength
(which is based on the inherent structural integrity of umbrella designs).
The substructure is composed of graphite polyimide support ribs shaped to
provide the necessary strength and rigidity to minimize deflection during the
braking pulse. The thickness of the TABI blanket is sized for the peak heat
load it will experience (which is at the rigid/flex interface) and has a
uniform thickness radially and circumferentially.
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Figure 2.2.2.1-3 Flixible TPS Selection and Construction - Tailorable
Advanced Blanket Insulation (TABI)
The nose region and retractable engine cover doors utilize a rigid surface
tile. A surface coating with appropriate optical properties, such as HRSI,
O.Ol inch thick, is applied over the FRCI-20-12 tiles which are approximately
0.5 inches thick and hexagonal in shape, ll_ehexagonal tile arrangement has
several advantages over predecessors by utilizing a universal, and
interchangeable tile component. From a thermal analysis standpoint, polygonal
tiles will minimize the gap running length, decreasing potential thermal
enhancement associated with gap heating. RTV silicone adhesive bonds the
ceramic tiles to the center aeroshell honeycomb substrate. Two O.Ol inch
graphite polyimide skins are adhesively bonded to the 0.25 inch high
temperature hexagonal celled honeycomb to complete the shell structure (See
Figure 2.2.2.1-4).
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Figure 2.2.2.1-4 Nose Region and Engine Doors TPS Detail
The OTV aerobrake design calls for a movable engine cover to facilitate
engine nozzle retraction after the descent. To accomplish this movement, a
rigid engine cover, as opposed to a flexible skin, was designed to allow
engine nozzle extension and gimbaling during ascent and thermal protection
during descent. The engine cover is lifted forward and rotated 180 ° from the
reentry position and retained during the main engine powered flight phase.
The single mechanism for each door provides reusable lifting, rotating and
retention for this critical flight design element. The engine cover maintains
a leakproof aerobrake by use of door seals and a positioning mechanism as seen
in Figure 2.2.2.1-5.
The aeroassist concept is composed of two similar brakes, one for
ground-based OTV which provides heritage and evolution to the space-based
OTV. Both brakes use the same design approach, the only major differences
being: their diameters; and that one is stowed in the ACC attached to the
vehicle and the other is transported in the payload bay and mated to the
vehicle onorbit. There is currently no way to launch a piece of hardware to
orbit measuring 44 feet in diameter. Our design, shown in Figure 2.2.2.1-6,
enables the aerobrake to be folded into a configuration that does not exceed
14' 6" diameter, and requires a minimum cargo bay length (under lO feet). The
structure consists of an interface ring approximately 13 feet in diameter
around which are spaced 12 trusses. Each truss consists of a rib supported by
two struts, which when folding, requires provision be made for the fold of
exterior flexible material. A fold radius equal to four times the TPS
thickness was used as a design requirement. The trusses are unfolded and
connected to the interface ring at the Space Station, where then the assembled
unit is mated to the attach ring of the core structure.
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Figure 2.2.2.1-5 Aerobrake TPS and Engine Cover Mechanism
Figure 2.2.2.1-7 illustrates the interface and sealing design concepts of
the ground-based vehicle for ACC launch stowage of the fabric aerobrake.
Diameter limitations in both the orbiter bay and the aft cargo carrier require
the flexible outer sections to be folded and stowed umbrella-like during the
orbiter launch to low earth orbit. During brake deployment, the rigid and
flexible surface interface to obtain a continuous TPS aerobrake outer surface
as shown. The fabric brake can be stowed without forming creases or small
rad_us folds in the TABI. This concept prevents stretching of the TABI cover
cloth when the brake is folded up or fully deployed. The TABI is attached to
the ribs using a silicon adhesive.
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Figure 2.2.2.1-6 Space Based Folding Aerobrake
Our final vehicle aerobrake baseline design is shown in Figure 2.2.2.1-8.
A detailed weight breakdown for this aerobrake system and our ground-based
brake is presented in Table 2.2.2.1-2.
1990 technology estimates of the maximum operating heating rate of
flexible advanced ceramic blankets is 30 BTU/ft.Z-sec. Figure 2.2.2.1-9
illustrates the growth margin built into current space-based 44 foot diameter
aerobrake. With the 7,500 lb. manned capsule, the return vehicle has a
ballistic coefficient of 6.0 which corresponds to2a peak heat flux to the
flexible surface insulation (FSI) of 21.4 BTU/ft. -sec. or a heat flux
margin of 29%.
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GROUND-BASED SPACE-BASED
FLEXIBLE TPS 568
RIGID CENTER TPS 177
DOOR & MECHANISM 101
RIBS & STRUTS 302
GBOTV AEROBRAKE ASSEMBLY 1148
FLEXIBLE TPS
RIGID TPS & HONEYCOMB STRUC.
DOOR & MECHANISM
SUBSTRUCTURE
INTERFACE RING
RADIAL BEAMS
STRUTS & SUPPORTS
MISC. ATTACH HDW.
SBOTV AEROBRAKE ASSEMBLY
767
174
97
217
120
220
72
1667
Table 2.2.2.1-2 Aerobrake Weights
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Growth to the 14,000 lb. mannedround trip mission raises the ballistic
coefficient to 9.9. This results in a peak FSI heat flux of 25.6
BTU/ft._-sec. which provides a heat flux (or future growth) margin of 15%.
The net result from these heating margins should increase the FSI reuse life.
A NASTRANanalysis shownin Figure 2.2.2.1-I0 indicates the aerobrake has
a rib deflection of 4.1 inches whenreturning a 7.5K payload.
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BRACES f f _ I
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Figure 2.2.2.1-I0 Space Based Aerobrake Rib Refection
2.2.2.2 Aerodynamic Characteristics
Aerodynamic flight of the OTV wiI! take place near the edge of the
atmosphere at high hypersonic velocities. Due to the rarefaction of the air
at high altitudes, and the effects of heat and viscosity with chemically
relaxed molecules, the flow field around the vehicle and the forces acting on
the vehicle vary significantly from those encountered in continuum fluid
flow. The continuum regime includes the lower three-fourths or so of the
atmosphere or altitudes below 356,000 feet.
For the free molecular flow regime (altitudes above 600,000 feet), it is
necessary to consider the air molecules impactfng the forward vehicle surface
without affecting each other, and the reemission of the molecules from the
surface. Transition to this regime begins with viscous effects dominating,
(slip flow) then a disappearance of the boundary layer and a thickening of the
shock wave. Pressure modification by chemical nonequilibrium viscous effects
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in the slip regime results in a degradation in L/D, and has an associated
effect on CM. This, and the Cp shift with flow regimes, affect the
vehicle's attitude control system and must be considered in analyzing
stability and control requirements.
Aerocoefficients from free molecular to continuum flow are required for
accurate trajectory simulations and design of the guidance and control
system. These flow regimes are outlined below.
ll_e aerodynamicbehavior of the Viking shapedentry vehicle is the result
of its forebody with a blunt-nosed 70 degree half angle cone and a ratio of
nose radius to base radius of 0.5. An extensive data base of experimental,
analytical, and flight data exists which enhances the reliability of the
aerodynamic predictions for AOTV configurations based on Viking Lander entry
aeroshell shapes.
The aerodynamic characteristics (lift, drag, static and dynamic stability,
and trim angle of attack) in the continuum flow regime are outlined in Figure
2.2.2.2-I. Numerous Viking and Venus aerobraking studies (both vehicles
utilize a 70 deg - blunt conical aeroshell) enable the aerodynamic performance
and degradation in the transitional and free-molecular regimes to be
evaluated. In addition, comparison of flight determined drag coefficients
with wind tunnel data allows estimates in CD changes due to nonequilibrium
slip flow to be made, reducing trim error predictions to approximately a half
of a degree.
• DATA FROM WIND TUNNEL TESTS
AND VIKING ENTRY FLIGHT DATA
• TRIM CONDITIONS
a = -7.48 °
CL = 0.1893
CD = 1.5781
L/D = -0.120
• STATIC STABILITY CRITERIA
Cp = -1.035 DB
R = C.G. OFFSET TRIM LINE
q : a + tan -I CL/C D
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Figure 2.2.2.2-I Aerocharacteristics vs Angle of Attack
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Stable trim is maintained by an offset center-of-gravity location. The
offset is selected to provide the desired trim L/D, and thus sets the
vehicle's angle of attack. Our earlier studies and programs indicate that
this conic configuration exhibited the most reasonable degree of inherent
aerodynamic stability and required a minimumamountof attitude control system
fuel. In addition, its center of pressure location provides a large
longitudinal stability range for payload return.
Free molecule flow calculations were performed to predict the performance
of the AOTVat extremely high altitudes. Results of these calculations are
presented in Figure 2.2.2.2-2. Past flight data showsthat diffuse reflection
dominates for space vehicles in this regime, and are the coefficients used in
our trajectory simulations.
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Figure 2.2.2.2-2 Force and Moment Coefficients for Free Molecular Flow
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Over the high Reynolds numberflight regime, the drag coefficient (CD_
is nearly constant at a value of 1.6. Just below a Reynolds numberof IOb,
a decrease in CD has been observed, References 2.2.2.2-3. This is due to a
transition from equilibrium to nonequilibrium flow in the shock layer_ Based
on Viking flight data, CDis reduced to approximately 1.55 at Re= lO_
(wind-tunnel data indicates a decrease in CDto 1.48). Thenas the Reynolds
numberbecomeslower, an increase in CDoccurs as transitional and then
free-molecule flow are obtained. A simplified bridging technique for use in
trajectory simulations is shown in Figure 2.2.2.2-3.
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2.2.2.3 Aerothermodynamic Heating and Thermal Protection
The primary emphasis in the following analysis is on aerobraking heat flux
calculations, the thermal response of the AOTV to these heat fluxes, and the
resulting thickness of the thermal protection system•
A schematic of the thermal analysis model used for definition of the
aerobrake heating environment is illustrated in Figure 2.2.2.3-I. The
principal contributors to the surface heat flux are identified. The main
components of the front face incident surface flux are nonequilibrium
radiation and convection.
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Figure 2.2.2.3-I Aerobrake Analytical Heating Model
Much of this incident heat flux is reflected or reemitted due to the
properties of the selected advance ceramic cover cloth. The analysis uses an
aero-surface spectral absorption coefficient and a finite rate surface
catalytic factor of 0.3 and 0.7, respectively.
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The back surface of the brake and vehicle core are subjected to radiation
emission from the wake flow gasses and convective base heating. Wake
radiation intensities are based on References 2.2.2.3-5 and -6. Wake
recirculation heat fluxes are based on the work presented in Reference
2.2.2.3-7
In the analysis, the brake back surface was also allowed to radiate to the
vehicle core and the recirculating base flow. A radiation equilibrium
temperature for the recirculating gas is based on the assumption that for a
sufficiently thick aerobrake, the gas will follow the wake flux (w) and its
radiation absorption ability ( g = 0.2). In addition, the local gas
temperature will be altered somewhat by the presence of the brake structure
( A). This approach of back wall radiation to the base flow gas is
conservative compared to radiating to deep space.
Computer code printouts of the several heat transfer models used in the
analysis are shown in Figure 2.2.2.3-2. The Q-felt and FRCI aerobrake
thickness values were varied in order to perform the flexible and rigid TPS
sizing analysis. All other values were held constant. TPS thickness
requirements were based on maintaining the back wall RTV sealer below 600°F.
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Figure 2.2.2.3-2 Aerobrake TPS Heat Transfer Models
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The vehicle core thermal models were used to determine meteoroid shield
and propellant tank insulation candidate materials, thicknesses and standoff
distances. Similar models were utilized in the analysis to confirm the deign
of graphite composite truss members. Thermophysical properties of the
aerobrake TPS materials are listed in Tables 2.2.1.3-I through 2.2.1.3-4.
Experimental laminar boundary-layer heat-transfer-rate data are presented
in Figure 2.2.2.3-3 for the Viking Mars Entry vehicle. The heating
distribution of the aeroshell is shown from two different wind tunnel tests
for comparison. The open circle testing data was conducted at AEDC-VKF Tunnel
F at a Mach number of 16 and Reynolds number of 0.5 x lO°, based on a 19.3
inch model diameter, Reference 8. The solid circle data is from tests at the
NASA LaRC Mach-8 Variably Density Hypersonic Tunnel with a Reynolds number of
1.7 x lO 6, based on a model diameter of 4 inches, Reference 2.2-9. Using
the stagnation heat-transfer rate for a hemisphere of the same nose radius as
the aerobrake as a reference value, the stagnation point heat-transfer rates
on the aerobrake front face are found.
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Figure 2.2.2.3-3 Heating Rate Distribution on Models of the NASA-MMC
Viking Mars Entry Aeroshell
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Incident convective heating rates are calculated based on the boundary.
layer method of Fay and Riddell for equilibrium - continuum flow and a Lewls
Number of 1.4. A modified boundary layer flow method is used to calculate
subsonic flow heating by a modification of the velocity gradient. The
calculation is made for a hemisphere equal to the aerobrake nose radius with
the appropriate heat amplification factors, Q/QO and hrib, applied.
For the thermal analysis of the rigid tiles, the stagnation point heat
flux (SiR=O) and heat factor, q/q(] , of 065 (from Figure 2.2.2.3-3) was used.
The calculation for the convective heat flux to the flexible blanket is based
on the nose radius heat flux multiplied by the 7.50 entry angle heat
distribution factor at the rigid/flex interface point. Using Figure 2.2.2.3-3
and the TPS interface S/R value of 0.3, q/qO equals 0.5. An additional heat
amplification factor, hrib = 1.15, is applied to the flux to account for
potential rib protrusion effects. The boundary layer thinning on the ribs and
boundary layer growth on the sagging part of the skin makes it difficult to
predict the detailed nature of the heat transfer variation. The experimental
data of Reference 2.2-I0, which predicts the effects of the deviation of the
flow from that over a spherical segment, is used to predict heat transfer
increases resulting from the protruding rib contours. The net incident heat
flux to the TPS is the resultant sum of the above convective fluxes and the
nonequilibrium radiative heat flux value.
The magnitude of the convective heat flux depends on brake size, reentry
weight, and the flight path through the aeropass corridor. Flight through the
bottom of the corridor produces maximum heat rates and surface temperature,
but has a shorter flight duration in the atmosphere. A top of the corridor
trajectory results in the highest total heat load and actually sizes the TPS
because the higher atmospheric pass must be of longer duration to achieve the
deceleration for the orbital change maneuver. Shock-layer radiation from
chemically relaxing air is the dominant radiation source. Current analytical
calculations of the dissociating and ionizing nonequilibrium flow behind the
shock predict a peak nonequilibrium radiative heat flux of 20 BTU/ft 2 sec
(References 2.2-II,-12, and -13) and a transient heat flux history that
follows the convective flux histories. The nonequilibrium radiation heat flux
is applied to the entire aerobrake surface. This is a conservative assumption
since the radiation component diminishes radially due to shock curvature.
It should be noted that the above heat flux values are maximums and do not
take into account surface thermal/optical characteristics. Applying more
realistic surface catalytic (K=O.7) and optical coefficients ( = 0.3) to the
convective and radiative components, respectively, defines the net heating
environment for the aerobrake. Figure 2.2.2.3-a shows the resulting design
environment for a 44 foot aerobrake with an L/D of 0.12 at two different
ballistic coefficients, W/CDA = 3.3 and 9.0.
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Figure 2.2.2.3-4 Typical AOTV Heating Environments
Typical peak heat flux profiles for the 44 foot diameter baseline
aerobrake with a ballistic coefficient of 9.9 is shown in Figure 2.2.2.3-5.
Also shown is the rigid/flex TPS interface point. Because of the large door
area required for gimbal clearance of the two extended engine nozzles and a
desire for the highest ballistic coefficient thermally achievable, the engine
cover/nose area of the aerobrake is constructed of rigid surface insulation
(RSI). This 13 foot diameter RSI engine door sets the range of S/R and
associated heat flux histories to be used for the Flexible surface insulation
(FSI) thermal design criteria.
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Figure 2.2.2.3-5 Aerobrake Heat Transfer Distribution
Figure 2.2.2.3-6 presents the surface temperature profile for the windward
meridian of the 44 foot aerobrake at a W/CDA of 9.9 psf. The lower rigid
TPS temperatures at the center of the brake is due to the high emissivity
(0.9) of the RSI coating. The flexible TPS surface emission coefficient drops
to 0.5 at temperatures of 2500°F creating increased thermal temperatures on
the blanket.
The correlation of brake diameter and ballistic coefficient to the peak
incident heat flux and surface temperature is shown in Figure 2.2.2.3-7 for
the flexible TPS of the aerobrake. Using thermal limits of 30 BTU/ft 2 sec
and 2600°F for the cover cloth, the maximum ballistic coefficient for a given
brake diameter can be determined. This parametric chart was developed to
provide temperature and heat flux constraints using trajectory simulations
through the bottom of the flight corridor.
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Figure 2.2.2.3-6 Aerobrake Peak Temperature Profile
This chart is based on an L/D of 0.12 and is entered by selecting the peak
heat flux for the candidate nicalon material (30 BTU/ft 2 sec). Moving
laterally to the selected aerobrake diameter (45 ft.), the maximum W/CDA
(14.6) can be found on the lower horizontal line. The resulting surface
temperature of the flexible blanket at the W/CDA limit of 14.6 is 2870°F and
is determined using the dashed lines. The predicted maximum allowable
temperature for the surface material is 2600°F, and using the dashed aerobrake
diameter temperature of 45 ft, the allowable W/CDA based on temporal limits
is lO.O.
Although heat transfer rates are used as a measure of thermal capability
instead of temperature to avoid the need for assuming material or coating
optical properties, the lower W/CD A value associated with the temperature
limit was selected for determining our maximum return weight on the 44 foot
baseline aerobrake. Selection of the lower W/CDA also provides margin and
conservatism to the design.
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Figure 2.2.2.3-7 Correlation of Peak Heat Flux and Temperature With
Ballistic Coefficient and Brake Diameter
The variation in aeroshell face pressures from the center to outboard edge
of the conical aerobrake is shown for both top and bottom of the flight
corridor for a W/CDA range from 2 to 12 in Figure 2.2.2.3-8. These pressure
distributions are based on wind-tunnel data from Reference 2.2-9 and are used
in defining the substructure structural loading requirements. Center
pressures are consistently higher than the outboard edge and the bottom
corridor flight imposes nearly twice the face pressures of the longer duration
top corridor. Therefore, the bottom corridor curves were used in the design
criteria along with a 3g load requirement.
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2.2.2.40TV Aerobrake Sizing
The size of the aerobrake diameter is determined based on the thermal
constraints of the surface material and on avoiding direct flow impingement of
air molecules to the vehicle core or payload. Using a 30 BTU/ft 2 sec heat
flux constraint for the Nicalon cover cloth and the parametric data of Figure
2.2.2.3-7, a relation between OTV return weight and aerobrake diameter can be
computed. The results are plotted in Figure 2.2.2.4-I. The other constraint
shown in this figure is based on wake flow impingement.
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Figure 2.2.2.4-I Aerobrake Sizing Criteria
To evaluate the boundary between the recirculating base flow and the
direct flow impingement region to the spacecraft, it is necessary to determine
the angle of the flow as it turns the aerobrake corner. The flow impingement
region is computed by combining the maximum flow turn angle of 8.00 (based
on the pressure in the aerobrake/spacecraft base region being zero), a 7.5o
angle of attack during entry, and a 20 maximum vehicle attitude coning
motion (see Figure 2.2.2.4-2). This flow impingement angle is used to
determine the minimum aerobrake size required to avoid flow impingement to the
vehicle or payload, and in defining the dividing streamline location for use
in base heating calculations.
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Figure 2.2.2.4-20TV Impingement Heating
This theoretical calculation of the impingement angle agrees very well
with experimental data. The 0TV payload impingement summary shown in Figure
2.2.2.4-3 is from Reference 2.2-14 and is based on the wind-tunnel data of
Reference 2.2-15. For a 7.5 ° angle of attack, the experimental data indicates
the wake impingement angle will be 19.2 ° compared to the theoretical value of
17.5 °.
Aerobrake sizes for all candidate 0TV designs are driven by impingement
rather than the heating constraint. For the 55K cryogenic space-based 0TV
design, a 42 foot minimum diameter brake is required to prevent impingement on
the vehicTe's LH2 tanks. Vehicle growth to 8]K propellant tanks to handle
the manned lunar mission with a 15,000 Ib payload return to LEO is again sized
by the flow impingement on the LH2 tank and requires a brake diameter
greater than 43 feet. Use of a 44 foot brake on this vehicle allows
impingement clearance for the tanks, and for payload lengths up to 24 ft. In
order to have growth potential, single DDT&E occurrence and to minimize
logistics, a single 44 foot aerobrake was selected for all space-based 0TV
operations. Thus, one aerobrake size will service both delivery and payload
return requirements that has growth above the current 7,500 manned capsule
design point. A similar philosophy was used for the ground-based ACC
cryogenic vehicle. A minimum 38 foot brake is required due to impingement,
however, to provide a margin of safety and to add conservatism to the design
analysis, a 40 foot aerobrake was baselined.
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For TPS sizing, the thickness of the aerobrake's flexible surface
insulation {FSI) is based on maintaining the aerobrake's back face gas sealer
(RTV) temperature below 600°F. Heat transfer run times of 600 seconds were
used in the analysis to ensure heat soak into the FSI and peak heat shield
back face temperatures had occurred. The higher integrated heat loads
associated with the corridor top flight trajectories were used in sizing the
TPS.
Results from the TPS sizing heat transfer runs are shown in Figure
2.2.2.4-4. This figure relates aerobrake diameter and ballistic coefficient
to the integrated heat load of the aeropass and the required FSI thickness to
keep back face temperatures below 600°F. Use of the chart is shown by two
examples, which are representative of a typical delivery to GEO mission and a
15,000 Ib return mission payload using the same sized aerobrake.
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A summary of the aerobrake design requirements for the cryogenic propelled
OTVs are listed in Table 2.2.2.4-I. The peak surface heating environment,
thermal and structural design loads, and TPS thicknesses for both the rigid
and flexible portions of the aerobrake are defined.
Table 2.2.2.4-I Aerobrake Design Requirements (Cryogenic OTV)
CONFIGURATION
GROUNDBASED
SPACE BASED
DELIVERY
P/L CARRIER
RETURN
BPJ_KE
DIAMETER]
(FT)
40
q MAX •2 qllAX " TPS
DTUIFT- ',BTU_ TMAX THICKNESS
TPS SEC) FT" ) (° F) i(IN.)
FSI 17.9 2650 2230 0.34
RSI 21.5 3180 1970 0.39
4. I 44 FSI :
RSI
5. I 44 FSI
RSI
UNMANNED 5.9 44 FSI
SERVICE RSI
MANNED 9.9 44 FSI
CAPSULE RSI
0.19
DESI6N LOAD (PSF)
CENTER OUTBOARD
23 17
18.4
21.6
19.6
23.0
20.5
24.0
25.6
33.3
2660 2280
3190 2200
2890 2340
3470 2240
3050 2380
3660 2280
3680 2600
4420 2520
0.38
0.43
0.38
0.43
0.38
0.43
0.43
0.48
0.14
0.12
0.10
0.06
35
35
35
63
27
27
27
27
MANCAPSULE- 14,000 lbs. 14 112"_' x 23' L
"• AEROBRAKEBASELINE
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2.3 PROPULSIONTRADESTUDIESANDANALYSES
2.3.1 Man-Rating and Mission Reliability
The OTV program man-rating requirement was:
No single credible failure shall preclude the safe
return of the crew.
This criterion means that the crew will be able to return
safely to the Orbiter or the Space Station from any point in
the mission profile before mission objectives are complete.
Rescue by OMV from failures in LEO will be considered in
survivability calculations, but rescues in high orbits will
be disallowed as an additional conservatism. This is to be
interpreted as minimum criteria. Selected redundancy to
enhance the probability of mission completion may be added
on a cost-effective basis. The application of this
criterion shall in no way obviate the requirements
associated with launch, handling, and operation in the
vicinity of Space Station or the Space Shuttle.
This requirement dictates at least one on-board back-up propulsion system
to protect against loss of an engine. In order to assess the impacts of
various options to meet this requirement, two factors were considered: the
mission reliability cost and propellant cost. Single engine, multiple engines
and various back-up concepts were evaluated. Table 2.3-I summarizes the
back-up concepts evaluated, including using a second engine for manned
missions only and improving performance with a single engine during unmanned
missions.
Engine reliability as a function of non-independent failure rate ( ) for
several fail safe (F/S) and fail operational (F/O) concepts is shown in Figure
2.3.1. The single engine shows the advantage of multiple engines or back-up
schemes with the same engine single burn reliability. The non-independent
failure rate is the probability that the failure or manufacturing defect of
one engine will effect a failure in other engines in a multiple engine
system. Essentially, it is the measure of how well multiple engines behave as
independent systems. For example, the STS Space Lab - 2 flight experienced an
engine-out because of a faulty temperature sensor. Temperature sensors almost
shut down a second engine, but was overriden. Both sensors were of the same
design. A catastrophic failure of a turbo pump would be another example where
a single engine failure results in loss of the system. After discussions with
Pratt & Whitney and Rocketdyne, we found that 5 to I0% was their estimate-of
this failure rate based on their experience in engine testing. The data shows
that if coupling is greater than 3.5%, an independent RCS back-up has a better
reliability than 2 engines. The general trend was that more engines reduced
the main propulsion reliability as I ) increased and for an one-engine out
case, more than 2 engines reduced the reliability.
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The performance of multiple engines was determined for a single perigee
burn and GEO delivery mission to assess the cost of propellant as a function
of redundancy. A single stage was used for both cryogenic and storable OTV's
in this analysis. The data used in the parametric analysis is shown in Figure
2.3-2 for the advanced expander cycle LH2/LO 2 engine and in Figure 2.3-3
for the advanced gas generator MMH/N204 engine. These were generated from
manufacturer's data for the coarse screening. Thrust, area ratio, and length
were optimized later as the engines and vehicles were better defined (see
Section 2.3.2). The results for a cryogenic stage and the 20K delivery
mission are shown in Figure 2.3-4. Pratt & Whitney and Rocketdyne data were
used because they bounded the range of engine performance. The optimum total
thrust for a given number of engines was about 15000 Ibf; however, the P&I_
data showed a slight advantage to 30000 Ibf with 2 engines. The amount of
propellant increased with number of engines.
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Figure 2.3-3 MPS Parametric Data for Trade Studies
The results for the storable stage are shown in Figure 2.3-5 for the 20K
delivery and 14K round trip. This more clearly illustrates increasing
propellant with increasing number of engines. The total thrust was about
15000 Ibf for the 20K delivery and about 25000 to 30000 Ibf for the 14K
mission with a single stage.
The reliability and performance analyses indicated that the minimum number
of engines to meet the man-rating requirement should be used. A single engine
was used as a reference since it had the highest performance. Because of the
high performance of a single engine, a single thrust chamber with redundant
turbopumps was evaluated. The pump would be in a stand-by mode preventing
degraded performance and reliability. Figure 2.3-6 shows a RLIO-IIB schematic
with redundant TPA. Based on the above parametric studies, the concepts
selected for further study were 2 engines, RCS back-up and back-up TPA.
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Figure 2.3-6 RL-IO With Redundant Turbopumps
Figure 2.3-7 compares the performance and reliability cost of RCS backup,
redundant turbopump, and two engines for the Rev 7 mission model, l_necost of
engine redundancy was the sum of propellant costs at $1500/Ibm, and mission
lost costs of $184M. A single engine reference case had a six burn
reliability of .9819 which gives a total mission lost cost of $I.37B, assuming
412 missions. The RCS backup cost assumed that the RCS propellant mass
penalty of 5400 Ibm would be carried on the 43 manned missions and the
remaining 369 had a mission loss relative to the single engine reliability.
Based on an RCS back-up reliability of .9982, this option had a redundancy
cost of over $I.6B. The back-up turbopump option required 510 Ibm more
propellant/mission due to delta dry mass and had an estimated reliability of
.9982; this resulted in a net redundancy cost of $0.44B. The 2 engine option
required additional propellant/mission of 551 Ibm (for delta dry mass) and
825 Ibm for IsD losses and had a reliability of 0.9996, resulting in a
total redundancy cost of _0.88B. A of 0% was asssumed for the two engine
case. Increasing to 5% would increase the mission lost cost for both
engine and back-up TPA. Decreasing propellant cost reduces the difference
between the two lowest options. The Isp loss for the two engine case was
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reduced with further optimization as indicated in Table 2.3-I (see Table
2.3-5). The Rev 8 mission model reduced the savings more because only 145
missions are flown in the low model. The relative value remained the same,
but the absolute value changed from $440M to $26M LCC (undiscounted). The
redundant TPA technology increases the development risk and is not completely
redundant, i.e., single string valves, single thrust chamber and nozzle.
Additionally, there are several failure modes not addressed by redundant TPA
li.e., failure to ignite, loss of coolant, failure of extendable nozzle).
Therefore, the two engine configuration was chosen as the preferred man-rating
redundancy option.
2.3.2 Main Engine Analysis
Analyses were performed to determine optimum LH2/LO 2 and MMH/N204
Main Propulsion System (MPS) engines for the ground and space-based OTV's.
This included thrust level, technology level, number of perigee burns,
aerobrake interface, and engine geometry.
Ground Rules and Assumptions - The selection criteria used in the OTV
study engine selection analys_s were:
CRITERIA RATIONALE METHOD
Ground-Based
Nass
Technology 1987
Low DDT&E Cost
Single-Shuttle Lift
Capability
Consistent with IOC
Reduce OTV Front-End Cost
Analysis
Judgment
CER, Analysis
5pace-Based
Mass
Simplify Maintenance
Evolution to _lanratin_
Reduce Propellant ILCC)
Reduce Turnaround EVA Cost
Capture _lission Model
Analysis
Judgment/Analysis
Judgment
The ground rules used in the analysis were:
l) Rev 7 mission model
2) Performance as Quoted by engine contractors
3) 2% delta v margin, I% residuals on MMH/N204, 1.5% residuals on
LH2/L02
4) Velocity losses determined by trajectory analysis, and
5) Two engines for fail safe return of crew for man-rating.
Ig6
The Revision 7 mission model's 20Kdelivery mission was used to optimize
engine geometry and thrust; therefore, the results will apply to the Revision
8 model which contains this mission. Velocity losses used in the analysis are
shownin Figure 2.3-8. Additions or modifications to these ground rules are
stated as required.
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MPS ENGINE CYCLES--The engines considered in the analysis are shown in
Table 2.3-2. MPS engine cycles are shown in Figure 2.3-9 for the candidate
engines. The Pratt & Whitney advanced expander cycl_ uses fuel as the
coolant. The fuel is then expanded through turbines to drive both fuel and
oxidizer pumps. Lower pressure pumps are gear driven. The engine runs on a
simple open loop minimizing active controls. Current and derivative RL-lOs
use gear driven LO2 pumps. The Rocketdyne advanced expander cycle has fuel
driven turbines for both turbopumps and the fuel boost pump. The Aerojet dual
expander cycle uses both fuel and oxidizer as coolants which are then expanded
through the respective turbines. Rocketdyne and Aerojet use closed-loop
control.
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Gasgenerator cycles are used for all the storable and LO2/MMHengines
with either oxidizer or fuel used as the coolants.
The LH2/LO2 expander cycle's chamberpressure is limited by the amount
of energy available to drive the pumpswith gasified propellants. Aerojet's
dual expander cycle shows higher chamber pressures at the lower thrust
levels. The N204/MMH engines use MMH cooling at chamber pressures below
about 800 psia depending on thrust and MR, changing to N204 cooling at
pressures above about 1500 psia. This leads to some throttling difficulties
with 2 phase N204 in the cooling jackets. LO2/MMH engines have cooling
problems which limits the chamber pressure to about lO00 psia with MMH cooling
and therefore limits performance and possibly life.
MMH/N204--The initial storable screening evaluated near term or
advanced technology engines, as summarized in Table 2.3-3. The
AFRPL/Rocketdyne XLR-132 was considered advanced engine technology. The level
of technology required, for the initial ground based OTV, was evaluated by
considering a perigee (GEO transfer orbit) stage, propelled by either 2
AJ-23-151 (pump fed OMS-E) engines or 2 XLR-132 based engines designed to run
at 7.5K thrust, and calculating the requfred propellants to delfver a range of
payloads to GEO. Figure 2.3-I0 shows that both engine configurations can
capture the 12,200 Ibm delivery mission while remaining within the STS lift
limit. The AJ-23-151 engines, however, require at least 1780 Ibm more
propellant then the XLR-132 "Type" engines to perform a given mission. This
is due to a combination of thrust, Isp, and stage mass differences. Based on
the potential propellant savings and growth, compared to the relatively low
DDT&E costs for the XLR-132 engines (estimated at $130M by MSFC for a reusable
3750 Ibf), the AJ-23-151 engines were dropped from further consideration for
either ground or space-based storable OTV's. A single MPS engine developed
for both scenarios was found to be more cost effective then developing
separate engines.
Table 2.3-3 N204/MMH Engine Technology Assessment.
I
I TECHNOLOGY
LEVEL
I985
198G
I
I
I 1989 I
I I
FLIGHI I I
ENGINE I I
_VAILABILITY I ENGINE CANDIDATE I
ENGINE I ( I
I1987
TO
1988
1989
I Pc(pSIA}
AJ 23-151 PUMP I 350 I 15q:1
FED OMS (AtRC) I I
AJ23-153 TRAN- I 350 I 136:1
STAR (ALRC) I I
Xt.R-132 I I
EXPENDABLE I 1500 I qO0:l
(AFRPL)" I I
XLR-132 I I
1992 I REUSABLE i 1500 I 400:I
I (AFRPL)' I I
IsP{SEC)
33H
328
3q2
3H2
, ROCKETDYNE DATA. ALRC DATA SIMILAR
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Figure 2.3-I0 Ground-Based MMH/N204 Engine Selection.
The storable engine was optimized for the space-based missions. Optimal
engine geometry (eg., length, area ratio) was determined for several thrust
levels and numbers of engines by optimizing the propellant to perform the
20000 Ibm GEO delivery mission. Changes in Isp, aerobrake diameter, and stage
dry mass were considered. The results showed that the optimum area ratio was
600:I for a two engine configuration as shown in Figure 2.3-II for a single
perigee burn, corrected for delta velocity losses.
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Figure 2.3-11 Optimum Expansion Ratio-Storable
The optimum thrust was determined for multiple perigee burns. Figure
2.3-12 shows the results of multiple perigee burns for optimum expansion ratio
engines and up to 4 perigee burns. The reference design was 7500 Ibf with the
optimum thrust/engine lO000 Ibf. To allow for flexibility, multiple perigee
burns were not used to size the vehicle thrust. Figure 2.3-13 shows the same
analysis for a single engine OTV. The RCS propellant was stored in the main
tanks and would have a small impact on multiple burns since the high pressure
storage bottles would be a fixed size. There were no midcourse corrections
assumed during the coast periods between perigee burns.
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Figure 2.3-12 AOTV Thrust Level MMH/N204
The OTV low thrust missions require a maximum g-level O.l. One option to
provide low thrust was to use 7500 Ibf engines for nominal missions and shut
down and/or throttle the engines for the low thrust missions. Throttling
storable engines, however, is inefficient with significant decreases in engine
Isp as shown in Figure 2.3-14. Figures 2.3-15 and -16 illustrate some of the
conceptsand conditions in throttling a storable engine. This option was
dropped in favor of mounting lower thrust engines for low-g missions. This
solution is attractive under the assumption that the 3750 Ibf XLR-132 engine
under study at AFRPL will be developed to meet Air Force needs and will be
available at no DDT&E cost impact. Development cost for the 7500 Ibf engine
was assumed to be paid by the OTV program. A mounting kit would be used to
minimize 033/ scar. The option would allow for both low and high thrust
missions while minimizing the performance penalty on each mode of operation.
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Figure 2.3-16 XLR-132 Throttling Conditions (Rocketdyne)
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LH2/LO2--The initial LH2/LO 2 screening included current,
derivative, and advanced technology engines. The technology assessment is
summarized in Table 2.3-4. Current and derivative engines were the Pratt &
Whitney engines, whereas the advanced engines included the Pratt & Whitney,
Rocketdyne and Aerojet designs. The level of technology required for an ACC
OTV was evaluated by considering a single shuttle launch, single stage GEO
delivery and calculating the propellants required to deliver a range of
payloads to GEO and return a 1500 Ib multiple payload adapter. The results
for single derivative engine configurations, a two (7.5 K-Ibf) engine RL-IO0
(Pratt & Whitney Advanced Engine), and a single (15 K-Ibf) engine RL-IO0
configuration are shown in Figure 16. The RLIO IIB/IIIB engines were limited
by packaging in the ACC to a single thrust chamber.
Table 2.3-4 LO2/LH 2 Engine Technology Assessment
I FLIGHT I
TECHNOLOGY I ENGINE I
LEVEL IAVAILABILITY I
1985
1990
1990-
1991
1995
_NGINE CANDIDATE POINT DESIGNS
ENGINE I Pc(PSIA)
RLIO-III (P&W) 400
RLIO-IIB (P_W) 400
RS44 (R/D) 1540
RL-tO0 (P&W)
RSq4 ADVANCE
CORE (R/D)
RSqq - FULL
CAPABILITY RID
AJ23-154 (ALRC)
1 _ I IsP(SEC)
I 400:1 I N70
I 205:1 I 460
I 225:1 I 463
I I
1500 I 640:1 I 479
1540 t G25:1 I 481
I I
2000 I 1175:1 I h92
1 I
2000 I 1000:1 [ tt83
NOTE= NEWTECIINOLOGYENGINE DATES BASED ON NORMALGROWTH
ACCELERATEDGROWTIICOULDMOVEDATES BACK BY TWOYEARS
An OTV with a RLIOA-3-3B or RLIO-IIC cannot capture the 12.2 K-Ibm driver
mission without exceeding the STS lift limit. STS lift capability was based
on 72,000 Ibm to LEO including ASE and ACC. The net lift capability for OTV,
payload, and propellant was 67,190 Ibm. The derivative engines, RLIO-IIB and
RLIO-IIIB, nearly capture the drive mission within the STS limit. Either
engine could be used with an optimized vehicle. The advanced RL-IO0 easily
captured the ground based mission. If STS performance does not reach 72K, the
advanced engines would be required for the ground based cryogenic OTV.
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Space-basedcryogenic engine optimumgeometry was determined for the
advancedexpander cycle engines as a function of thrust level and numbersof
engines. Propellant impacts included those due to changes in Isp, aerobrake
diameter, and stage dry mass. Pratt & Whitney and Rocketdyne data were used.
Resulting optimum expansion ratio for a two-engine configuration is shown in
Table 2.3-5. The primary reason for the difference between the two
manufacturer's data is in performance at high area ratios. Pratt & Whitney
does not predict an improvement in Isp at higher area ratios as compared to
Rocketdyne's data. We have used the data as provided by the manufacturers.
Table 2.3-5 Engine Data Summary
I II I
I Rocketdyne Data II Pratt and Whitney Data I
I II I
IThrustlLengthl 6 IISP IDIA I WT llLengthl IISP IDIA I WT" I
(LBF) I (in) I I(SEC)I(IN)I(LB)II (LBF)I I(SEC)I(IN)I(LB)I
1 3.0KI 111 l12DO:l1488.8142.gl 15511 BO 1600:I1473 134.31 20UI
5.0KI Ill II000:I1488.5146.31 18411 88 1600:I1476 140 I 2451
7.5KI Ill I 900:I1487.8151.91 24011 ll2 1600:I1476.2148 1 3001
lO.OKl Ill 1 800:I1487.1152.91 25511 ll6 1600:I1476.5150 I 3201
15.0Kl Ill 1 600:I1485.8152.71 31811 120 1600:I1478.5154.31 3751
Using the optimum expansion ratio engines, the optimum thrust level was
determined for up to 4 perigee burns including finite burn losses. One and
two engine configurations using Pratt & Whitney and Rocketdyne data were
considered. The impact of multiple perigee burns on performance is presented
in Figures 2.3-17 thru -21. A cost trade on multiple perigee burns was
performed to determine the system impacts in selecting the desired number of
burns. The trade considered propellant delivery cost, operation costs,
mission loss cost, and cost impact of more frequent engine changeouts.
Propellant cost was $1500/Ibm for STS Tanker delivery and $500/Ibm for
scavanged. Operation costs were $109K/hr based on a 5 man shift. Mission
loss cost in this analysis was $388M/loss. The total cost assumed for engine
changeout, transportation and unit cost was $9M per engine set. Thrust levels
used were l perigee burn at lOK, 2 perigee burns at 6K, and 3 and 4 perigee
burns at 4K. Figure 2.3-22 presents the results relative to the single burn
mode. The net savings were maximized with two perigee burns. More than two
perigee drive up operation, mission loss, and engine costs faster than
propellant savings. The net cost savings for 2 perigee burns was less than
$1M/flt at a propellant delivery cost of $1500/Ibm and lO hr engine life. The
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engine life was assumed to be constant with thrust. The cost was reevaluated
after midterm with 15K, lOK, 6K, and 4K thrust levels for l through 4 burns,
respectively, $500/Ibm propellant delivery cost, and 5 hr life. Figure 2.3-23
shows the cost savings were eliminated. Two 7500 lbf engines and one
perigee burn were selected for sizing the space-based LH2/LO 20TV. The
7.5K engines also allow for growth and are better for planetary missions.
Figure 2.3-24 illustrates the effect of thrust on a high energy planetary
mission. Multiple perigee burns are difficult to perform with planetary
missions because of the large perigee delta V. Lunar missions, however, were
found to be reasonably performed with 2 perigee burns.
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The low thrust (O.lg) mission and its impact on the engine were
evaluated. Step throttling vs continuous thrust was considered. For step
throttling the thrust was lowered to 3.2K for the entire mission. Velocity
losses would be controlled with multiple perigee burns. Continuous throttling
had the advantage of throttling the engine to the maximum thrust allowable
with decreasing stage mass which minimizes the Isp losses and velocity
losses. However, since this was found to require a significant burn time
multiple perigee burns would also be used. Isp losses could also be contained
by "kitting" the injector for the lower thrust.
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Figure 2.3-24 OTV Planetary Mission Thrust
The analysis shown in Figure 2.3-25 compared the propellant required for
an ideal impulsive burn (no velocity losses and constant Isp) to step
throttling with a lO sec (2%) Isp loss. This provided an order-of-magnitude
assessment of the penalty for step throttling to determine the cost-benefit of
improving low thrust capability. The multiple burn case in this analysis used
a 20 fps RCS mid-course correction between each burn as an additional
penalty. The larger dry mass was due to larger tanks. The net effect was
about 4000 Ibm of propellant over the idealized case. The benefit of
approaching the ideal, impulsive burn was determined by the cost of the
propellant for both the low and nominal Rev 8 mission model. The results show
that the present value of the saving is not sufficient to justify the
additional engine development for the small number of low-g missions. In
constant $85 the LCC cost savings, approximately balances the DDT&E cost.
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TWO POSITION NOZZLES--The use of two position nozzles for the MPS engines
on the 013/ provides two benefits. First, the radiation cooled portion of the
engine can be extended outside the aerobrake, thus reducing the insulation
requirements that would be imposed if the engine were installed submerged in
the OTV structure. Secondly, the two position nozzle provides a stage weight
reduction because the stage length and diameter and the aerobrake can be
reduced and still provide similar wake heating protection to the stage.
The two position nozzle MPS engine is shown in Figure 2.3-26 with the
radiation cooled section in the stowed or retracted position. The nozzle is
split at the expansion ratio where the engine changes from regenerative
cooling to radiation cooling. The retraction/extension mechanism will consist
of three equally spaced electro-mechanical screw jacks that can be commanded
to translate the radiation cooled skirt. This system design would require
fail operational capability for retraction and fail safe to deploy.
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Figure 2.3-26 Extendable Nozzle Trade
The two position nozzle extends the radiation cooled skirt outside of the
aerobrake when the MPS engines are firing. This minimizes the exhaust plume
impingement. Also, the nozzle can radiate its heat directly to space, rather
than to the interior of the vehicle as in the submerged nozzle case.
The two position nozzle also allows positioning the aerobrake at the start
of the radiation cooled section of the MPS engines. This weight impact on the
stage, considering the aerobrake diameter, aerobrake door weight, and the
weight of the nozzle extension hardware is shown in Figure 2.3-26 for I, 2,
and 3 MPS engines for 5K and 1OK engines. The average saving is 400 Ibs of
dry weight. The propellant weight savings is 1260 Ibs/flight.
SUMMARY--The MMH/N204 engine thrust for a perigee stage was 7500 Ibf
with an area ratio of 600:I. An engine based on the XLR-132 design was
selected. The stage was sized with a single perigee burn for the nominal
mission, and 4 perigee burns for the O.Ig low thrust transfer mission usin_ a
single XLR-132 engine of 3750 Ibf. The low thrust is based on the assumption
that the XLR-132 @ 3750 Ibf will be available as an off-the-shelf item in 1996.
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The LH2/LO2 MPSengine thrust appears to be independent of engine
manufacture. The area ratio is not independent of engine design. The
LH2/LO2 stage should be sized for a single perigee burn and 2, 7500 Ibf
engines. The program recommendationat the mid-term was the advancedexpander
engine based on life cycle cost. The ground based OTVengine selection
criteria is low DDT&Eand 1987 technology, but to improve evolution and life
cycle cost of the space-basedOTV,an advancedengine was selected for both.
Accelerated developmentof the LH2/LO2 advancedexpander cycle engines
would improve their availability so that they could be used for the
ground-based OTV. A more detailed cost assessmentof LH2/L02engines was
conducted after midterm and is discussed in the next section.
2.3.3 LH2_2 Engine Selection
COST--Engine Cost data are shown in Table 2.3-5_. An initial operating
capability (IOC) engine cost was derived from discussions with engine
contractors and MSFC in order to identify a lower cost OTV program. The
approach taken was, how much should the OTV program invest in an engine; as
opposed to what do the two extremes cost. The RLIO derivatives and advanced
engine costs Were ground ruled by MSFC. We visited Aerojet, Pratt & Whitney,
and Rocketdyne during the latter half of the program to understand the cost
and performance issues of derivative and advanced engines. Our conclusion was
that the advanced engine performance and cost could be reduced to obtain an
IOC engine option. This cost assessment was not with the total agreement of
Table 2.3-5A Martin Marietta Cost Estimates
RL lO-IIB
15K-LBF
RL lO-III
7.5K-LBF
lOC Engine
7.5K-LBF
Advanced
Engine
7.5K-LBF
ISP, SEC
460
470
475
483
9r9c
DDT&E
$M
98.2
104.4
175
350
Unit
$M/ENG
l.99
2.0
2.85
3.0
Refurb.
_M/ENG
I 0.6
0.6
l.O
l.O
OPS
SM/YR
II
II
II
II
Life*
(HRS)
5 Hrs
5 Hrs
5 Hrs
lO hrs
* MTBO - Assume One Overhaul
** Includes Testing and Integration Exluding Fee, Propellant, and
Testing at Government Facility
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all the engine contractors. The 7500 Ib+ IOC engine can meet the Rev 8
Mission Model and should be designed to evolve to a more advanced engine if
future missions dictate, and funding constraints allow. However, it was found
at this point in the study that a single engine used throughout the OTV
program was preferred. Figure 2.3-27 shows the payback options referenced to
the RL IOA-3-3B.
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Figure 2.3-27 Engine Payback for Various OTV Engines
Other economic factors considered were Life Cycle Cost (LCC), Return On
Investment (ROI), DDT&E, and Cost Per Flight (CPF). More detail is contained
in Volume III OTV Systems and Program Trades, Sec 3.1.5.
Another advantage to a single engine development program and developing a
new engine as soon as possible is illustrated in Figure 2.3-28.
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Rev 8 Mission Model (Start 1994)
MiIestones
Nominal
Engine History
1997 1998 2002 2006
Hours (accum) 20 34 92 153
Starts (accum) 252 420 ll40 1896
Low
Engine History
1999 2004 2008 201 5
Hours (accum) 20 61 98 120
Starts (accum) 252 756 1212 1488
First Launch OTV
(1994)
Growth Space Station
(1997)
Driver Mission: 12000/0, l 7500 LBF Engine, Unmanned.
Driver Mission: 20000/0, 2 7500 LBF Engines,
Engine-out ORU (Orbital Replacement Unit)
Operational GEO
Platform (1998) Driver Mission: 20000/0, Step Throttling
Manned GEO Sortie
(2002)
Driver Mission: 7500/7500, MAN Rating Required
Manned Lunar Sortie
(2006)
Driver Mission: 80000/15000
Reliability With Flight Program: Space Based: .9995
Manned Mission .9997
F_gure 2.3-28 Time Phased Engine Requirements
The key Rev 8 mission model milestones are related to the OTV engine
requirements. The initial ground-based missions can be done with a single
7500 Ibf engine with little performance penalty. Prior to the manned mission,
the OTV engine will have accumulated up to I140 starts which results in a 6
burn, 2 engine mission reliability of .9997 (non-independent failure factor =
.05). This assumes 700 accountable tests during the development program and
all flight successful. Total accumulated run time of the OTV engine in space
will be 330,600 sec.
The OTV engine at the beginning of space-basing will have accumulated
73080 sec of mission burn time. The reliability for a 2 engine OTV at this
time can be as high as .9995 with the same assumption noted above and 252
starts.
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ENGINE REOUIREMENTS--The recommended requirements for the initial
operational capability liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen OTV engine are given in
Table 2.3-6. They were derived from the analysis presented in this section
(2.3). The dimensions were based on the engine optimization done for both the
Pratt & Whitney RL-IO0 and the Rocketdyne engine. The engine exit diameter
affected the spacing between engines and gimbal requirements with the
attendant impacts on stage length, aerobrake diameter, and engine doors.
Engine stowed length had a direct effect on both the stage length and
aerobrake diameter. A two position nozzle was used.
Table 2.3-6 Recommended IOC Engine Requirements
REQU IR_ENT RATIONALE
'EHFORMANCE ). 475 SEC • 6:1 MR
tHrUST 7500 I.Sf
_sS 280-300 IBm
DIMENSIONS
BIA_TER < 50"
LENGTH < 60" STOWED < 120" EXTENDED
PRESSURIZATION
CIIILLDOWN
THROTTLING
AJ_NOB_ IMPACTS
DEVELOPMENT COST
GO2/GH2 PRESSURIZATION
THI START @ 15 PSIA
NPSH 15' H2. 2' 02
STEP TImOTTLING
50% @ >465 SEC
COST TRADE BEMEN
EXISTING AND ADVANCE
T_CfINOIX_]_ES. MINIMI_q ISP.
PERFORMANCE" ANALYSIS- SINGLE
pERIGEE BURN AND 2 ENGINES
PERFOI_IANCE ANALYSIS OF
2 ENGINEVE_IC_
VEHICLE OPTIMIZATION WITH
:FIXED AEROBRAI_ AND
!2 ENGINES GIHBALLED THRD C.G.
WITH 20 p_q MAX GIMBAL.
NON-CONDENSIBLE PRES SURANT
COMPLICATES ON-ORBIT REFILL,
ELIMINATES GRE PRESSURIZATION.
REV 8 MODEL CONTAINS 6-7
LOW THRUST MISSIONS. CONTINUOUS
THROTTLING COMPLICATE_ ENGINE
DEVELOPMENT.
LAST FIRING I HR BEFORE
AERO-MANEUVER
FIRING 10 MIN AFTER EXIT
ATMOSPHERE
TilI USED FOR MID-COURSE, cOULD
BE USED FOR RAISING
PERIGEE AFTER AEROPASS
$175H, 60 MOS 5 I_ LIFE, MINIMIZE
TECIINOLOGY RISK,
ENTIRE ENGINE IS ORU
Aerobrake impacts illustrate the time available to retract nozzles and
close protective doors. The requirements were selected to minimize
development cost. The low DDT&E reflects reduced engine life testing, as well
as reduced performance requirements. Advanced engine technology programs
should also be focused to reduce DDT&E program risk.
RECOMMENDATION--The LH2/LO 2 engine selection is summarized in Figure
2.3-29. The IOC engine was not the optimum, but was a compromise between the
low DDT&E of the RLIO derivatives and the long term benefits of the advanced
engines. The recommendation is that a lower capability advanced engine be
developed for the entire OTV program. Further study should be directed
towards the cost sensitivity of OTV engine performance and attributes.
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RL-IO DERIVATIVES
PRO CON
o HIGHEST ROT o HIGH LCC
o LOWEST DOT&E o GROWTH LIMITED _ MASSIVE
o PROVEN FLIGHT RELIABILITY o LOWEST BENEFITS
o 54 MISSION PAYBACK
ADVANCEDENGINES o LOWEST LCC
o GREATEST BENEFITS
o LOWEST CPF
o MODERATE PAYBACK AND ROI
o HIGHEST DDT&E
o SCHEDULE RISK
IOC ENGINE o GROWTH CAPABILITY o HIGH CPF
o GOOD PAYBACK PERIOD. ROI o LOW BENEFITS
o L_$ DDT_E
ALTERNATIVES BE_JEENADVANC_ENGINE AND EXISTING TECHNOLOGYEXIST
RECOrIMErIDATION: IOC OTV ENGINE
475 SEC $175 DDT&E
Figure 2.3-29 Main Engfne Recommendation
2.3.4 Space Maintenance of Propulsion Systems
A trade study was performed to determine the advantage of modular main
engines. Modular main engines refers to orbital replacement (organizational
level maintenance) of engine components such as turbopumps, nozzles, etc. The
turbopumps were found to be the critical component for engine life, and the
largest cost was found to be transporting the long engines. Therefore,
orbital replacement of pumps was compared to replacing the entire engine which
would be transported to the ground for overhaul (depot level maintenance).
The trade is summarized in Table 2.3-7.
The first two columns of Table 2.3-7 list the modular Turbopump Assembly
(TPA) options. One engine overhaul was assumed and would consist of replacing
the TPA only. The TPA would therefore contain the additional valves and
components that have a high failure rate. The module was estimate at 40 Ibm
each or 80 Ibm for the fuel and oxidizer modules for an engine . The IVA time
for TPA replacement was estimated from our Space Station accommodation studies
and data supplied by Rocketdyne. IVA cost was estimated at $16,000/hr. The
engine recurring cost was representative of Pratt & Whitney and Rocketdyne
data and the refurbishment was estimated at I/3 of the initial engine cost.
The total engine servicing cost for the modular TPA options was the sum of
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Table 2.3-7 Modular Turbopumpfor NewEngine
IMASS
LENGTH
IDIM, ETER
VOLUME
TRANSPORTATION COST*
IMASS
ICARGO BAY CHARGE
IIVA TIME
IVA COST
I_TAL SERVICING COST
REFURBISHMENT COST+
IENGINE COST*
TOTAL ENG_ REPLACE-
MENT COST**
COST SAVINGS
l FUEL AND OXIDIZER
I TURBOPUMP REPLACEMENT
I ON OTV I OFF OTV
J 40 LB/EACH J 40 LB/EACH
1.2 FT3/EACHI 1.2 FT3/EACH
i
$240K I $240K
$31K (VOL)l $31K (VOL)
9.5 HRS i 14.5 HRS
$I52K l $232K
$39ZK I $47ZK
$2 M I $2 M
$6 M I $6 M
$15.322 M I $15.402 M
I
$6.538 M I $6.458 M
I
ENGINE REPLACEMENT I
i
290 LB EACH(20% ASE)J
6 FT (APPROX) ]
5 FT (APPROX) I
118 (CYLINDER) I
I
$870K ]
$6.85M (LENGTH) I
5.0 HRS I
$80K I
$6.93 M I
$z M I
$6 M I
$21. 6 I
I
REF' I
* 2 ENGINE SET
+ ESTIMATE AT I/3 ENGINE COST
** ONE REFURBISHMENT
initial transportation of the entire engine, transportation of the TPAs, unit
and refurbishment cost, and onorbit maintenance time. The cost is shown for
replacement of the TPA with the engine on the stage or the engine removed and
the TPA removed in a fixture in the Space Station hangar. The major
difference was access problems and IVA time.
Similar cost breakout is shown for replacing the engine onorbit and
transporting the engine to the ground for overhaul. It was found that the
major cost for this option is the transportation of the entire engine because
it pays by length, not mass. The length was determined by placing two engines
side by side to reduce the length in the payload bay and retracting the
nozzles. Since the cost is by length, it does not matter if the retracted
nozzle extension is transported. The total servicing cost was the sum of
transporting the engine to orbit twice, unit and refurbishment cost, and
onorbit maintenance. Return-to-earth cost was considered negligible.
The LCC savings are shown in Figure 2.3-30. The nominal model was used.
Both present value and constant dollar are shown. The LCC cost savings are
the difference between replacing the turbopumps onorbit and replacing the
engine and transporting it to ground for refurbishment. There is an economic
advantage to modular TPA, provided the development cost incurred for engine
and Space Station accommodations is less than $20M to $30M in 1985 dollars,
depending on Mean Time Between Overhaul (MTBO). This neglects a reasonable
payback period for the initial investment which will make the option less
attractive.
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The optimumengine life was determined based on the cost of maintenance
and engine life development and testing cost (assumedat $3M/hr to assess
sensitivity). Engine replacement for depot level maintenance was assumedin
this analysis with one overhaul during the engine's useful life. The Revision
8 mission model was used except the LCCreflects onorbit engine replacements
beginning in 1995 at an average cost of $I0.93M. The results, shownin Figure
2.3-31 indicate an optimumMTBOof 7.5 hrs (low) and lO hrs {nominal) with a
small savings after 5 hrs. Engine replacements beginning in 1997 should
reduce the optimum life because there are fewer missions. The effect of
numberof units on engine recurring cost was not considered. Decreasing the
delta DDT&Ecost per hour of life to $1M/hr shifted the optimumMTBOto 15
hours.
2.3.5 Pressurization System
REQUIREMENTS AND GROUND RULES--The requirements of the candidate OTV
engines are shown in Table 2.3-8. The primary differences between the
operational LH2/L02 expander cycle, derivative RLlO's and advanced expander
cycles relative to the stage pressurization requirements are: start NPSH,
steady state NPSH and GOX pressurant. The RLIOA-3-3A/B require subcooled
propellants at 29.5 psia for LH2 and 48 psia for L02 at start while the
derivative RLIO-II/IIIB and advanced engines allow superheated or two phase
conditions during THI start. The RLIOA-3-3A/B does not presently have GOX
available, but the other engines do because of the GOX heat exchanger used for
THI or dual expander cycle. The MMH/N204 gas generator engines require a
positive NPSH for engine start.
The selection of the pressurization systems was based on engine
requirements, mass, complexity, technology level risk, and evolution to space
maintenance.
CRYOGENIC OPTIONS--The engine selection was the major factor in selecting
the LH2/L02 pressurization system. An autogenous system was selected because
of the advantages of Tank Head Idle (THI). Propellants flow to the engine
inlet under tank conditions for chilldown and settling, and eliminate the
requirement for an external pressurant source. Two phase flow (usually less
than 40% vapor) is allowed before the pumps accelerate to full speed. Before
the engine selection was made, however, the RLIOA-3-3B was considered, and to
meet the start and chilldown requirements, a helium pressurization system was
selected for propellant tank start and oxygen tank steady state requirements.
Helium pressurant was bubbled up through the L02 in order to subcool the
liquid and reduce the pressurant requirement. GH2 was used for steady state
pressurization of the hydrogen tank. The mass penalty over the autogenous
system with RLIO-IIB was 400 Ibm. The helium was stored at ambient
conditions because of maintenance concerns regarding embedding the tanks in
the propellant tanks or maintaining the helium at cryogenic temperatures over
long missions.
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The helium systems were also found to be a disadvantage for on-orbit
resupply. In addition to adding another fluid to resupply on the 0TV, the
non-condensable He in the tanks complicates fill. The expander cycle does not
use combustion products to run the turbopumps. Vaporized propellants are used
in both the dual expander cycle (GH2 & G02) or single (GH2) expander cycle
with the latter utilizing a heat exchanger to provide gaseous oxygen for tank
pressurization. Therefore, the autogenous system would not contaminate the
propellant tanks with combustion products but introduces pure propellant
vapors. Autogenous pressurization does impact the boiloff because of the heat
of condensation. This is more of a concern with multiple perigee burns.
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One of the advantages of space-basing is the reduced loads the propellant
tanks experience. Tank gauge can then be reduced depending on manufacturing
limits and operating pressures. The LH2/LO 20TV tank pressure is
partially a function of the propellant vapor pressure. However, reducing the
vapor pressure below atmospheric requires active cooling on the space station
or launching the propellant in the low vapor pressure state. Figure 2.3-32
shows the advantages and disadvantages of reduced tank pressures. The 1.02
psia triple point of hydrogen presents a problem in the throttle valve of the
OTV and Space Station TVS. The current concepts reduce the LH2 from the l
atmosphere tank conditions to 5 psia in the TVS to obtain a delta temperature
of 5.7 deg R. Reducing the saturation pressure of the OTV to 5 psia would
complicate the passive, coupled TVS used on the space station storage tanks.
Scavenged propellant would also require active cooling. Engine THI becomes
difficult because the low interface pressure during start could reduce the
chamber pressure below the 1 psia required to insure ignition. Tank boost
pumps could be used, but redundant pumps are required and increase
maintenance. Based on these system considerations, the OTV tank pressure
assumed propellants saturated at l atm. This corresponded to normal operating
pressures of 17-18 psia for LH2 and 19-20 psia, for L02 for NPSH of 15 ft and
2 ft, respectively.
REDUCE HYDROGEN SATURATED STATE FROM I ATM TO 5 PSIA
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
ENGINE NONE
THERMAL CONTROL
TANK MASS
1.7% HIGHER HEAT
VAPORIZATION H2
5% HIGHER DENSITY
H2
MASS REDUCED -
23 LBIPSI(q TANKS)
VAPOR RESIDUALS
REDUCED-14 LBIPSI
(BOTH PROPELLANTS)
NPSH INCREASES WITH DECREASING TEMPERATURE
BOOST PUMPS REOUIRED FOR CHILLDOWN. THI. AND
LINE LOSSE_ (- 165 LB _ITM)
TIIROTTLINGIN TVS CONCERNS WITH LOW TRIPLE
POINT (1.02 PSIA)
- PROPELLANT CONDITIONING AND LOW VAPOR
PRESSURE LOGISTICS
- B[FRIGERATION REOURIED FOR LONG TERM STORAGE
TANK MAtJUFACTURING.TESTING. AND HANDLING
CONCERNS AT .005" WALL THICKNESS
- REDUNDANT BOOST PUMPS COMPLICATE MAINTENANCE
& DECREASE RELIABILITY
CONCLUSION• o LOW VAPOR PRESSURE PROPELLANT INCREASE OTV
OPERATIONAL COMPLEXITY
o HIGHER STRENGTH LOWER DENSITY 2019 LI-AL
AT I ATM PROVIDES SAVINGS COMPETITIVE
TO 2?19 AL AT 5 PSIA
Figure 2.3-32 Tank Pressure Trade
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STORABLE OPTIONS--Storable pressurization options are shown in Table
2.3-9. The trade used the results of the Storable Space Tug studies
(Reference l) and the Advanced Spacecraft Deployment Systems Study (Reference
2) The Storable Space Tug trade studies were done for 57,000 Ibm of
MMH/N204 propellant at a MR = 2.0 which compared to our 51,000 Ibm
space-based configuration at a MR - 2.0, therefore, the mass trade results
were applied directly. The Tug study tank pressures were 17.5 psia (MMH) and
35 psia IN204) which compare to those of the MMH/N204 OTV design.
Reducing the tank pressures improves the regulated helium option compared to
the more complicated options. The qualitative results were reviewed to
reflect our requirements.
Table 2.3-9 System Comparison of MMH/N204 Pressurization Candidates
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The helium blowdownwas too massive for use in the OTVbut represents a
simple and reliable system. Regulated ambient stored helium was the baseline
and was selected for all the storable configurations. The system was not the
lightest, but was simple and provided the engine start NPSHand did not
contaminate the tanks with combustion products. The system does complicate
onorbit resupply because the helium must be removedbefore the tanks with a
total acquisition device can be filled. The supercritical storage and cascade
systems reduced the storage system masswith cryogenic temperatures and
heating the gas residuals, respectively. Savings were small comparedto the
resupply concerns and complications. Autogenoussystems contaminated the fuel
tanks while still requiring pre-pressurization and was therefore not
selected. A dedicated monopropellant gas generator such as N2H4would
introduce ammoniainto the fuel tank which must be removedonorbit for
refill. The N204could be heated with the gas generator but requires
excess hydrazine. An alternate method is to use engine heat exchangers to
heat the N204vapor or use helium for the oxidizer tank. The gas
generator system could eliminate or reduce the helium requirements but
requires managementof ammoniaat the space station. The separation of helium
from vapor was considered less difficult. Tank boost pumpswould reduce the
helium system massbut redundant pumpsare required. The preferred approach
would be to reduce the engine oxidizer NPSH. A 15 ft (lO psi) N204
reduction from the current 35 ft (22 psi) is the goal of the AFPRLXLR-132
program and was assumedto be achieved for the space-basedstage.
The oxidizer tank can experience a pressure rise during coast. Flight
data from the Titan Transtage has shownabout a 15 psi rise in the N204
tank pressure. Analysis from the Tug studies showedthat the increase is
mainly attributed to ullage heating and thermodynamicequilibrium of N204
vapor in the ullage. The largest rise is after the longest engine burn where
the transient helium pressurization displaces the liquid volume faster than
propellant masstransfer can establish equilibrium vapor pressure. This
increase in pressure can be reduced by two possible methods. The first,
investigated by the Tug Studies, is to heat the incoming helium so that the
rise due to mass transfer is cancelled by the ullage cooling during coast.
The tank pressure increase was 9 psi with this concept. The helium could be
heated in the engine and the engine interface could be combinedwith the
turbine start system. The secondmethod is to promote masstransfer during
the pressurization process by bubbling the helium gas through the liquid.
This concept is used in the Centaur liquid oxygen tank and also in the ET
oxygen tank to suppress geysering. The pure helium bubble would present an
interface to the N204liquid which would then establish its vapor pressure
inside. The bubble would rise under the thrust of the main engine, and the
rise time would determine the degree of equilibrium. The result would be
N204vapor in equilibrium with the ullage at engine cut-off. The helium
should also be in thermal equilibrium with the liquid. The low solubility of
helium in N204at low pressures should not degrade engine performance or
cavitation performance. This reduces the pressure rise during coast due to
evaporation of the N204, but ullage heating and heat soak back from the
engines could still introduce somepressure rise.
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The cargo bay storable OTVrequires pressurization for propellant dumpto
meet the orbiter landing C.G. Figure 2.3-33 showsthe results of a trade
study we conducted for a similar stage under an Air Force contract (Reference
3). The tank pressure in the orbiter bay during dumpis 45 psia for both
tanks. Away from the shuttle, low factors of safety apply. The system weight
included helium system, tank, dump,and feed systems.
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Figure 2.3-33 Pressurization and Propellant Dump System Trade
2.3.6 NPS Retrieval Considerations
For the ground-base ACC cryogenic OTV it is necessary to separate the
LH2 tanks from the OTV in order to store the OTV and tanks in the orbiter
cargo bay. At the conclusion of the OTV mission as much as two percent of the
propellants will still remain in the tanks, assuming a I% flight performance
reserve and I% propulsion residuals. The storable OTV, since it is a smaller
stage, can be returned intact. Thus each concept will require its own
retrieval scenario.
GROUND-BASED STORABLE ACC OTV--The ground-based storable OTV will be
returned intact in the orbiter cargo bay after the Main Propulsion System
(MPS) and Reaction Control System (RCS) systems have been safed. MPS safing
will be accomplished by providing dual fault tolerance in the propellant feed
system and venting the ullage pressure from the flight pressure of 45 psia to
20 psia. Additionally, all propellants between the propellant tank isolation
valves and the engines will be dumped during a short RCS burn. It may also be
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necessary to extend this RCS dump/burn to ensure the OTV residuals are within
the Shuttle landing weight center of gravity constraints, or auto pilot band
width for sloshing if the propellant quantities are large because of an
aborted mission. At the completion of MPS safing the RCS system will be shut
down and safed with the required three independent containments to prevent a
catastrophic thruster firing or propellant leakage.
After OTV safing has been completed, the orbiter will rendezvous with the
0TV using its RCS system. The Shuttle RMS will then be used to grapple the
OTV and move it to the cargo bay attachment fittings in the OTV ASE. _Io
provisions have been included to provide a propellant dump capability through
the orbiter propellant dump system. During reentry only a small increase in
tank pressure would occur as temperatures gradually increase in the cargo bay.
GROUND-BASED CRYOGENIC ACC OTV--The ground-based cryogenic OTV's LH2
tanks must be disassembled for return to the ground in the orbiter cargo
bay. The residual propellants (up to 2%) will be burned and dumped in a
nonoptimum burn during the maneuvers that raises the perigee after the
aeropass. The maneuver will use the MPS engine to consume some portion of the
residuals and finish with an RCS vernier burn during which the remaining
propellant, approximately 250 Ibs, will be dumped through 2.5" dump valves in
the MPS feed system.
This complex propulsive dumping maneuver was required because if the tanks
were dumped nonpropulsively, about 70% of the residuals could freeze, as shown
in Figure 2.3-34, when the triple point pressure for hydrogen of 1.02 psia was
reached. LO2 is not as prone to freezing because it has a triple point
pressure of 0.022 psia. Before we selected the propulsive dump, several
alternatives were considered as shown in Figure 2.3-34.
Some of the options considered were: I) not recovering the tanks during
the same STS mission, and, 2) providing a separate deorbit system. Neither of
these alternatives were attractive. The first would still require rendezvous
on a future mission while keeping track of the tanks inbetween missions. The
latter would increase the system cost because of the deorbit system and the
complexity of operational support
The Multilayer Insulation (MLI) could be removed, increasing the heat leak
significantly to sublime propellants, but required securing the insulation
before the tanks were removed. Heaters were also considered, but were
discarded because a separate power source would be required which would have
to be connected during an EVA. Both techniques extended the retrieval time,
thus increasing the cost.
Stowing the LH2 tanks with residual solid hydrogen in the cargo bay was
ruled out because of the safety issues associated with venting.
The last option was to oversize the propellant acquisition system so that
the OTV could dump in low gravity. This device could contain I05 Ibs
internally when the screen broke down. The weight of this device would add
180 Ibs/tank. This option was dropped because of mass and it still did not
eliminate all propellants.
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Figure 2.3-34 Ground Based Cryo - LH2 Tank Retrieval
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In the concept selected, all liquid residuals are dumped, and then both
the LOX and LH 2 tanks are vented to vacuum to complete the inerting
process. We expect that 30 minutes of exposure will be sufficient to
eliminate all residuals based on the experience gained in STS inerting of the
MPS plumbing on the orbiter. The OTV and the hydrogen tanks are stowed
separately in the orbiter cargo bay and connected to a helium system in the
ASE. The required Helium to repressurize the tanks to 20 psia for reentry was
46 Ib with 395 Ib of composite bottles and valves.
Figure 2.3-35 shows the removable cryogenic tank concept for ground-based
OTV. It is similar to the space-based tank design.
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Figure 2.3-35 Removable Cryo Tank Concept
2.3.7 Reaction Control System (RCS)
An RCS concept for the various OTV designs was selected. These included
ground-based LO2/LH2 and N204/MMH, and space-based LO2/LH 2 and
N204/MMH OTVs. Table 2.3-I0 shows the option and the corresponding ground
rules and assumptions used in the trade study.
The resulting configuration for both ground-based OTVs was a low cost
simple hydrazine (N2H4) RCS. The space-based OTVs used flexible common
propellant RCS with common storage.
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Table 2.3-]0 RCSGround Rules and Assumptions.
Option
N2H4
MMH/N204
MMHIN2/04
IGH2/GO 2
GH2/G02
LH2/LO 2
Thruster
Description
24 IUS at
25-30 Ibf
24 R-IE at
25-30 Ibf
24 R-IE at
25-30 Ibf
24 at
25-30 Ibf
24 at
25-30 ]bf
24 at
25-30 Ibf
Isp
Csec)
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28O
285
400
378+
40O
MR
l.65
l.65
4.0
3.6
4.0
Feed I
System [
Bladder Iank I
400 psia
3.5:1 I
I
Surface Tension I
Device, 400 psia I
3.5:1 I
I
Surface Tension I
Device, Regulated I
Hel ium I
400 psia I
IComposite Tanks I
Sized for I/2
Total Impulse
Charged from MPS
w/TPA Backup
2000 psia
500°R
IComposite Tanks
Sized for I/I0
Total Impulse
Dedicated TPA
lO00 psia
200-300°R
A]uminum Tanks
Supercritical in
Pressure, LiQuid
Storage with
TPA Backup
1300 psia (LH2)
llO00 psia (LO2)
r
Fixed*
Mass Ib
120
190
200
210
210
310
*Thrusters, Valves, and Feed System Mass except TPA
+400 sec Isp Thruster Degraded for G.G. Flow
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The RCS tradeoff for the reference OTVs was based on mass, complexity,
and maintenance. Thrust was initially set at 25 to 30 Ibf but lO0 Ibf is
required on the space-based OTV's. Figure 2.3-36 illustrates the final
placement of thrusters. Twenty-four thrusters were used in the initial trade
although fourteen were required on the final designs. STS safety of three
containments to prevent a catastrophic failure was observed for the feed
systems for both ground and space-based OTVs.
TITANSLATION
ALL JETS ARE ON OTV SIDE OF AEROBRAKE
JET EXIT PLANES ARE COPLANAR WITH
AEROBRAKE (SCARFED)
oNO 6-DOF TRANSLATION
REQUIREMENTS
•ALL VEHICLES HAVE
SAME RCS CONFIGURATION
•2 RCS JET CLUSTERS SCARFED
INTO AERO-BRAKE. AFT LOCATION
MINIMIZES C.G. TRAVEL IMPACT
-ATTITUDE:
6 JET DIRECTIONS
(PAIRED FOR FUALT TOLERANCE)
: 12 ATTITUDE JETS
-TRANSLATION
2 SOLO JETS
(REDUNDANCY FROM ATTITUDE JETS)
VERNIER BURNS & FUEL DUMPS
oL4 JETS TOTAL
•THRUSTERS SIZED BY AERO-MANEUVER:
GROUND BASED = 30 LB THRUST
SPACE BASED = 100 LB THRUST (14K P/L)
Figure 2.3-36 RCS Configuration - All Vehicles
The results of the mass trade is shown in Figure 2.3-37. The N2H 4
RCS had the lightest dry mass, up to about lO0,O00 Ibf-sec total impulse
(Curve 3). The bipropellant concepts had better performance but were
slightly higher in dry mass below about lO0,O00 Ibf-sec (curves 4 and 5).
For the ground-based OTVs the common RCS was not selected because of cost and
higher wet mass at the lower impulse requirements. However, both space-based
OTV's used the common propellant RCS. The storable OTV was resupplied from
the main engine pump. This required filling the RCS tanks twice, because
half the total impulse required on a manned mission was used after GEO
circularization.
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Figure 2.3-37 OTV RCS Parameterics
The mass of the common system is shown in Figure 2.3-37, curve 5. Based
on Martin Marietta TUG studies (Reference l), redundant RCS pumps and a
controller would add about 70 lb. (Curve 4). The electrically driven pump
required 150 to 200 watts to charge the tanks in lO minutes with the power
decreasing with charge time. Independent pumps avoid coordination resupply
with engine firings but were not selected because of mass.
In contrast, the LO2/LH 2 RCS is resupplied from a separate condition-
ing system (curve 6). It was found to be less massive.
The other approaches to a common GO2/GH 2 RCS were found to be too
massive and less flexible than the turbopump conditioning system. Using the
autogenous GH2 and GO2 capability requires storing the gas at 500°R and
about 2000 psia. Storage bottles become too massive (curve l). Resupply
time had to be coordinated with the engine firings and, therefore, were sized
for I/2 total required impulse. The H2 and 02 could also be stored in
the liquid state, taken from the MPS engine and stored at supercritical
pressure. A tank similar to the PRSA for the orbiter could be used. The
additional complexity and power was not offset by any mass savings (curve
2). The system required a power source to condition propellants to thruster
inlet requirements. Also considered was a concept which placed saturated
liquid in an accumulator and heated the fluid to condition it for the gas
thrusters. To obtain lO0°R hydrogen gas a 4000 psi pressure vessel was
required as shown in Figure 2.3-38. Figure 2.3-39 shows the conditioning
energy per Ibm required for the liquid feed.
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Figure 2.3-39 Conditioning Energy for GH2/GO2 RCS
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A positive displacement pumpcould be used to charge the GH2/G02RCS
bottles, replacing the turbopump. Without an RCSbackup requirement, the
power requirement was reduced as a function of charging time. A gas
generator would be used for the conditioning power and could therefore run
the pumpreducing fuel cell requirements.
RCSDDT&Ecost estimates in FY84dollars are:
N2H4 $ 18M
MMH/N204 $ 30M
GH2/GO2 $ 54M
The N2H4 and MMH/N204costs were taken from Reference I. The
GH2/GO2 cost was taken from Reference 4, but had to be modified because
the referenced CERincluded an additional cryogenic storage and feed system.
Using the CERdirectly gave a cost of $166Mor greater. Additional sources
agreed with the $54Mestimate although they were slightly lower. Reference 5
showed$44Mand Reference 3 gave $30M(1984 dollars).
The commonRCSfor the space-basedOTVshowedan advantage in resupply
over a N2H4system. Resupply costs were estimated by the cost of
delivering propellants and are shownin Figure 2.3-40. This analysis
considered the higher dry massbetweenhydrazine and commonRCS,but did not
consider any complexity or cost incurred becauseof resupplying an additional
fluid (_]2H4).
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Figure 2.3-40 RCS Resupply Trade
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The projected RCSrequirements for space-basedOTVswas in the range of
120,000 Ib-sec, and both storable and LH2/L02are expected to be
available at $500/Ib. Resupplying the commonRCSwas less costly for
space-basedOTV's.
A commonRCSsimplifies onorbit resupply of an OTVbut is more
complicated. Technology to develop more efficient and less complex methods
should be studied.
Using boil-off for fuel cells and RCSwas also investigated. The power
required to compressthe H2TVSoutput from 5 psia to lO00 psia was 330
watts per Ibm/hr. Most of the GH2 was used for RCSsince the fuel cell
requires an 8:1 mixture ratio. The GO2only required 59 watts per
Ibm/hr. However, 50%of the GO2is used in the fuel cell on long
missions. The heat of compression raises the temperature of the vapor such
that the high pressure storage tanks becomelarge. This was more of a
penalty for hydrogen than oxygen. The oxygen was cooled to 550°Rwith a
small amountof cooling from the fuel cell coolant loop, or passive heat
pipes could be used. Hydrogentemperature was too low (380°R) to take
advantage of cooling methodsavailable. The results showedno advantage to
using hydrogen boil off, but there was someadvantage to using oxygen. Ona
mannedmission, 600 Ib of boil off could be scavenged. On a delivery
mission, 54 Ib was scavenged. The net masspenalty was 22 Ib for tanks and
17 Ib for a compressorand valves. Becauseboil off occurs over the mission
and dry massis always carried, the net propellant required is about the same
for delivery missions, but 1300 Ib is saved on a mannedmission.
RCSGH2/GO2 thruster performance is shownin Figure 2.3-41 and -42.
Regenatively cooled thrusters could be a problem with the REM'sscarfed into
the aerobrake. Materials that can withstand the thermal environment without
coolant are required. Technology work at JPL has shownsomeadvantages to
using Rhenium;however, more developmentwork is needed. Figure 2.3-43
illustrates the life and performance as a function of temperature.
MPSvs RCS- the MPSengine for small Vs was comparedto RCSengine
usage to reduce propellant consumption. The trade was for both
monopropellant (N2H4) and common(GH2/GO2) for the cryogenic OTVs.
The storable engine wasconsidered, but since it does not have tank head
idle capability it was judged inappropriate for the small V burns
anticipated. The XLR-132requires helium for turbine spin-up and N2H4
would be required to control the stage during transients. The start/stop
transients are about 3 sec, about I/2 the burn time for lO,O00 Ib-sec. The
starts also degrade engine life.
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Figure 2.3-41 Film cooling Sensitivity (Rocketdyne)
The cryogenic main engine has varying start and shutdown losses depending
on the mode of operation. Tank Head Idle (THI) mode can use superheated
propellant provided the start pressure is above 16 psia and steady state is
above lO psia. The turbo-machinery is not rotating. Pump head idle (PHI)
mode accepts some 2-phase propellants because the pumps are rotating at a low
speed. Full thrust requires subcooled propellants. The main engine has a
higher specific impulse and could save propellant provided the losses do not
cancel the savings.
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Figure 2.3-43 Predicted Performance High Temperature GO2/GH2
Rhenium Thruster (JPL Data)
The assumptions used in the MPS-vs-RCS trade were:
N2H4 GH2/GO2
o Isp (sec) 230s 378s
o Stage mass 25,000 lbm
MPS
THI 438s
PHI 446s
FULL 460s
The results, shown in Figure 2.3-44, are to use the TNI mode of the RL-IO
lIB or advance cryogenic engine compared to a common RCS for total impulse
greater than I0000 Ib-sec. For a monopropellant or storable biproEellant RCS
used with the LO2/LH 2 stage, the MPS should be used for total impuise
greater than about 2500 Ib-sec.
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THI has a negligible impact on the engine's life and reliability. This
was confirmed with Pratt & Whitney.
The shutdown transients with THI and the power required both indicate
little or no penalty compared to N2H 4 RCS. Figure 2.3-45 shows the
transients with liquid at the engine interface. Transients could be difficult
to predict and may not be repeatable because of the nature of boiling heat
transfer. If pumped head idTe (PHI) is used these same conditions wilt occur
since the engine always starts in THI.
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2.4 STRUCTURETRADESTUDIESANDANALYSES
2.4.1 OTV/ACC Weight vs ACC Beam Stiffness
PURPOSE--The purpose of this study is to maximize the delta payload weight
to geosynchronous orbit by optimization of the ACC beam stiffness.
SUMMARY--The trade study shows that weight savings can be accomplished on
both the OTV and the ACC by increasing the beam depth within the confines
imposed by facilities and the necessary required LH2 aft dome clearance.
Similarly, by going to a parallel beam there is also a net weight saving on
both the OTV and ACC. The recommendation is a maximum depth parallel beam of
25.5 inches which requires the ACC/OTV interface to be moved further aft to
Sta 2194. This beam has a potential weight saving of 18 Ibs on the OTV and
llO Ibs net on the ACC (excluding attachment hardware) from the baseline
ACC/OTV configuration originally proposed by L. Edwards (Ref. l). Any further
stiffness increase in the ACC beams will incur a weight penalty with only an
additional 3 Ibs maximum potential weight saving in the OTV rack structure.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM--The loads induced by flight accelerations produce
out of plane deflections of the OTV to ACC attachment points. This out of
plane deflection induces loads into the OTV structure resulting in a higher
OTV rack weight. By increasing the stiffness of the ACC beams, this out of
plane deflection can be reduced, thus reducing the OTV rack weight. The
stiffness of the ACC beams can either be increased by increasing the beam cap
areas and consequently the ACC beam weight, or by increasing the beam depth
and varying the taper. The payload weight partial to geosynchronous orbit of
the OTV versus ACC is 4.5. Consequently, the OTV and ACC weight can be traded
to achieve an optimum ACC beam configuration.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS--For this study, the OTV and ACC beams will be
addressed separately and at a later date the selected configuration combined
and evaluated.
The trade on the OTV was conducted on the Reference l ACC/OTV baseline
configuration with the 9 degree of freedom attachment to the ACC beams. The
OTV NASTRAN model was used to obtain internal loads for the flight
accelerations and for unit out-of-plane deflections of the ACC attachment
interface. These loads were then combined for the design case with the loads
for various deflections (I.5, l.O, 0.5 and 0.0 inches). The FORTRAN sizing
program was then used to size and weigh the basic rack structure (excluding
attachment hardware). The variation in the out of plane deflections have a
negligible impact on the propellant tanks and the aerobrake, hence no weight
saving will be considered in those areas. Figure 2.4-I shows the results of
this study with a maximum potential weight saving of 21 Ibs going from a 1.5
inch to 0.0 inch out of plane deflection.
The trade on the ACC beams was approached in a different manner. The
accelerations in the X direction only were considered for the calculation of
the X deflections of the ACC beams, as the Y and Z accelerations tend to
rotate the OTV to ACC attachment plane as opposed to distorting it. This and
the symmetry of the ACC beams and the OTV assembly simplifies the loading.
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Figure 2.4-I OTV Rack Weight vs Interface Out-of-Plane Deflection
The ACC beam attachment to the ACC skirt is assumed to be simply supported
as the rotational restraint of the skirt is small compared to the beam
stiffness. This assumption will give a conservative maximum bending moment in
the beam. Figure 2.4-2 shows the ACC beam and the resultant simplified
loading condition. Figure 2.4-2 also shows the two dimensions h, beam height
at LO2 attachment, and tan theta, slope of the top cap, that were varied in
this study. For each geometrical configuration, a required cap area, weight
and deflections at the LO2 and LH2 attachment points were calculated.
Figure 2.4-3 shows the results of the deflections of the LH2 and LO2
tank attachment points versus the beam slope (tan theta) for various beam
heights, h.
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It can be seen from these graphs that to minimize the out of plane
deflection of the ACC/OTV interface attachment points, the beam should be
parallel and deep as possible. Figure 2.4-4 shows the beam weight versus the
beam depth for various slopes (tan theta) of the top cap. This graph also
indicates that the lightest weight beam is a parallel beam of maximum depth.
A more detailed explanation of the ACC beam analysis is given in Reference
2.4-2.
The forward station of the ACC beams (Sta 2168.5) was determined from a
deflection analysis of the ACC beams, ACC skirt and the LH2 aft dome during
launch with the requirement of no interference between the LH2 aft dome and
the ACC beams. Reference 3 shows a deflection study that was paralleled for
the dedicated ACC beams.
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Figure 2.4-4 ACC Beam Weight vs Beam Depth (For Various Tapering Beams)
Facilities determined the furthest aft station of 2194.0 inches of the ACC
beams, as any further aft would require major structural changes to the
current facility. This gave a maximum depth of ACC beam of 25.5 inches at the
interference point.
Simple NASTRAN models of the ACC beams of both the L. Edwards initial
configuration (27" to lO" deep tapering beams) and the current recommended
configuration (25.5" deep parallel beam) were made and the flight loads from
the OTV applied. The internal loads of the recommended configuration were
then used to size the caps and webs.
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RECOMMENDATIONS--The study shows that no trade is necessary as there is a
weight saving in both the OTV rack structure and the ACC. The recommendation
is then to move the interface of the OTV and the ACC off to Sta 2194, thus
allowing the maximum depth parallel beam.
2.4-2 - OTV Dedicated ACC Payload Beam Depth and Taper Study,
MMC 3016-85-001.
2.4-3 - Payload support beam and shroud honeycomb base
optimization for general purpose ACC - MMC 3016-83-156.
2.4.2 9 DOF vs lO DOF OTV to ACC Attachment Weight Impact
PURPOSE--This study was conducted to assess the possible weight reduction
in going from a 9 degree of freedom OTV attachment to the ACC beams to a lO
degree-of-freedom attachment (Figure 2.4-5).
9 DOF lO DOF
Y Displacement Y Displacement
(Inches) (Inches)
-Y Attachment 2.228 0.206
+Y Attachment 2.180 0.000
+Z Side
Base of Liquid Oxygen Tanks
9 DOF
Y Displacement
(Inches)
6.716
I0 DOF
y Displacement
(Inches)
3.937
+Y Side
-Y Side
Figure 2.4-5
Base of Liquid Hydrogen Tanks
9 DOF
Y Displacement
(Inches )
6.500
6.749
Interface Between OTV and ACC at X = 2185
I0 DOF
Y Displacement
(Inches)
3.708
4.011
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SUMMARY--Thestudy showsthat there is approximately 75 Ibs weight saved
in the ground based baseline configuration rack structure by going to the lO
degree of freedom OTVto ACCattachment. There is also another beneficial
effect of the additional degree-of-freedom restraint. It reduces the
deflection of the top of the LH2 tanks by 2.0 inches (Figure 2.4-5) in the Y
direction during liftoff.
TASK DESCRIPTION--The trade was conducted on the Reference l ACC/OTV
baseline configuration rack structure and addressed the attachment of the OTV
structure to the ACC beams. The attachment interface consists of four
attachment points, each of which is above either a liquid oxygen or liquid
hydrogen tank on the OTV. Figure 2.4-6 shows the degrees of freedom
restrained by each of the attachments. In the 9 degree of freedom attachment,
the Y direction acceleration loads of the LH2 tanks are transmitted via the
OTV structure to the Y reaction points above the L02 tanks. In the 10
degree of freedom attachment, this load is transmitted directly to the ACC
beams.
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Figure 2.4-6 Degree-of-Freedom Attachment Restraints
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A NASTRAN finite element model was constructed of the OTV for the two
attachment configurations. These models reflected the OTV sizes as defined by
the initial study completed in October 1983. The critical load cases and unit
deflections were applied to the NASTRAN models and the internal loads obtained.
The NASTRAN model shows that OTV deflections in the Y direction are high
and would interfere with the ACC shroud. The Y direction acceleration is the
dominant contributer to these deflections (Figure 2.4-5), and in the design
liftoff case, the maximum Y direction acceleration has gone from +0.21 g to
w
+0.71 g, resulting in the large deflections.
The current proposal makes the OTV rack structure out of graphite
composite. This composite would have a Youngs modulus on the order of 2 to 3
times higher than aluminum, thus reducing the deflections by that same order.
However, the deflections are not addressed in this study.
A FORTRAtJ program was used to size the OTV rack structure for the critical
loads obtained from the tIASTRAN model. The unit deflection case was used to
impart loads into the OTV due to the relative X displacement (Figure 2.4-6)
between the interface attachments encountered during _ight. This relative
displacement was taken as 1.5 (I.45) inches as defined in Reference 2.4-4.
The program reads in the beam heights and calculates the required cap areas
and geometry, also the required web thickness for each end of the beam members
that make up the rack structure. Consideration was taken for Euler column
stability, crippling and bending strength in the sizing of the caps. The cap
dimensions are then assumed to taper linearly from one end of the beam to the
other in the calculation of the basic rack weight, excluding attaching
hardware. The structural weight was based on the practical sizing of the
structure.
Figure 2.4-7 and Figure 2.4-8 show the OTV structure and the associated
beam cap loads and structure weight.
REFERENCE--
2.4.40TV/dedicated ACC interfaces ICD 80900000025, September 30, 1983,
3rd Preliminary Draft, Rev. 9-30-83.
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MEMBER CAP LOADS (KIPS)
FOR 9 AND I0 DOF ATTACHMENT
MEMBER 9 DOF I0 DOF
NO . LIMIT ULT LIMIT ULT
1 -58.6 -82.1 -43.4 -60.8
2 43.8 61.4 56.9 79.6
3 46.5 65.1 26.3 36.8
4 43.2 60.4 57.1 80.0
5 7.3 10.2 5.5 7.7
6 -12.9 -18.1 - 8.8 -12.3
7 - 7.5 -10.4 - 7.7 -10.8
8 50.6 70.9 39.4 55.2
9 50.8 71.1 39.6 55.4
i0 -85.7 -119.9 -44.3 -62.0
ii -58.4 -81.8 -42.8 -60.0
12 71.7 100.4 56.7 79.3
13 63.9 89.4 49.5 69.3
14 21.9 30.7 14.1 19.8
15 3.8 5.3 4.2 5.8
16 1.7 2.4 - 3.4 - 4.8
17 - 5.3 - 7.4 - 1.7 - 2.4
18 28.8 40.4 13.3 18.7
19 - 1.7 - 2.4 - 1.6 - 2.2
20 -31.2 -43.7 -29.0 -40.6
21 28.5 39.9 13.9 19.5
22 -31.0 -43.4 -33.7 -47.2
23 - 0.7 - 0.9 - 0.6 - 0.8
TOTAL
RACK
WEIGHT 410 LBS 335 LBS
Figure 2.4-8 _lember Cap Loads CKIPS) for 9 and lO DOF Attachment
2.4.3 Trade Study of Umbilical Locations for Ground-Based Cryo OTV
PURPOSE--The purpose of the study is to establish the best location for
the LH2/LO 2 and electrical disconnect panels for the ground based
cryogenic OTV when mounted to the Strawman II configuration of the External
Tank Aft Cargo Carrier. Figure 2.4-9 shows the area under consideration.
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Figure 2.4-9 View Looking Forward with Tanks Removed Showing Area Under
Consideration for Umbilical Locations
SUMt,IARY--Offive alternative locations investigated the recommended design
represents the closest points to the intersection of the ACC and 0TV beams
that still enable a physical fit for disconnect size.
Support bracketry takes the form of two simple beams, one for the ACC and
one for the 0TV, and eliminates the need for cantilevering the umbilical
plates. The location also allows adequate room for plumbing.
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STATEMENTOFPROBLEM--Thepresent ACClocation for the umbilical (Figure
2.4-9) requires cutting awaya large portion of the flange in the OTVoxygen
tank support structure to accommodatethe umbilical plates.
For the purpose of the study, the following conditions and criteria were
assumed.
I) The use of an ET type umbilical with explosive separation bolts for
mechanical attachment per Reference 2.4-4 (Figures 2.4-I0 and -ll).
XT 2185.0
ACC 1.6"
OTV
)ISCONNECT PANEL
LOCATOR PIN "_-
1.8_ -
"-J _ JBBB(LO_) JEEE(LOa)'
t VAtVE} I SP4_RE] ( POWERI ]..u_/,;,._tAti_'.
Q _CTUAT ION/ \ / _. j'
VIEW A-h LOOKIN(J'FWD INTO ACC LO2 DISCONNECT PANEL _' ACC Half of Disconnect Electr|cal Connect
shill be Per MSFC SPEC 40M39569D
Figure 2.4-I0 ACC/OTV L02 Disconnect Panel
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Figure 2.4-11 ACC/OTV LH2 Disconnect Panel
2)
3)
4)
The ACC Strawman II crossbeam configuration illustrated in Figure
2.4-9 is to be used in conjunction with the baseline ground based cryo
ACC/OTV configuration (Reference l).
There would be no requirements for inspection and maintenance access
to the umbilical plates after the mated vehicles are on the pad
without major disassembly. This is a condition in line with present
KSC ground operations planning for future vehicles and is an important
factor in deciding the optimum umbilical location.
Other factors considered were weight/cost trades, disconnect
reliability, access for plumbing, and structural integrity.
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Figure 2.4-12 Tail Service Mast Concept
6) An 0TV main beam umbilical at Xt2185.0 would still be required for
some systems, therefore, a total of four separation planes are
required with possible duplication of systems.
7) Possible problems of flame impingement upon fuel and electrical
disconnects.
8) The aft end of the vehicle gives poor locations for fuel outlets and
disconnects with reference to heat from the adjacent engine location.
It was felt that the above obstacles were of such magnitude as to render
the design unfeasible and the study concentrated upon the remaining concept.
Since datum Xt 2185.0 gives a common interface with both vehicles, it is
the obvious choice of location in the Xt plane.
The four options studied were therefore simple variations of location in
the Y-Z plane since the basic problem resolved into finding an area
sufficiently large, yet equally adjacent, to bolt ACC beams and the OTV beam.
PRBCEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILM6'I)
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P
The location shown in Figure 2.4-13 is taken from the Interface Control
Document (ICD) (Reference 4) and shows the intended positions of both
umbilicals on the +Z axis, The fact that the umbilical plate is much larger
t
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Figure 2.4-13 ACC/OTV Disconnect Panels, Forward View, Baseline
than the OTV beam in the interfacing area suggests the umbilical plate should
interface at a wider area of the beam. Figure 2.4-14 shows such a location
which requires the umbilical on the ACC to be cantilevered from the ACC beams
which is not desirable from the standpoint of weight required to minimize
umbilical deflection. Also, much of the OTV beam flange would be cut away,
even then necessitating costly reinforcement of the flange.
Further problems concern the necessary plumbing on the External Tank or
forward side of the ACC beams which in this concept would be virtually
impossible due to the proximity of the LH2 tank dome. Plumbing below or aft
of the beams would need to be routed from inboard to outboard of the
OTV frame requiring further cut outs and reinforcing with subsequent weight
penalties.
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Figure 2.4-14 ACC/OTV Disconnect Panel, Forward View, Option I
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This location gives no access for on pad inspection or maintenance.
Access can only be achieved by separation of the ACC-OTV or removal of the
LO 2 tank.
Figure 2.4-15 shows an alternative umbilical arrangement which, due to the
proximity of the L02 tank and the need for functional plumbing aft of the
OTV beam, requires the separation plates to be a considerable distance from
the OTV beam in the +Y plane.
LO2 DISCONNECTPANEL
+Z
ACCBEAM/UMBILICAL #
SUPPORT STRUCTURE
DISADVANTAGES
o UMBILICAL EXCESSIVELY
CANTILEVERED FROM
OTV BEAMS
o PROXIMITY OF OTV
L02 TANK
-y
+Y
OTV BEAM/UMBILICAL
SUPPORT STRUCTURE
-Z
LH2 DISCONNECTPANEL
ADVANTAGES [o SIMPLE BEAN SUPPORTFORACC UMBILICAL •
VIEW LOOKING FORWARD
Figure 2.4-15 ACC/OTV Disconnect Panel, Forward View, Option 2
OPTION 2
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The umbilical supports from the ACCbeamswould be of a single simple beam
construction, but the OTVumbilical support structure would be excessively
cantilevered from the OTVbeam.
This concept was deemedunsuitable for the above reason (being
cantilevered), yet study showsthat should the umbilicals require on pad
inspection or maintenance without componentbreakdown, this location would be
the best solution.
This would probably require someform of modification to the top of the
L02 tanks for plumbing clearances. The proximity of the ACC/OTVattachment
points would lend stability to the disconnect process but would require
redesign.
Similar conditions prevail for the concept of Figure 2.4-16 here as were
mentioned previously on the Figure 2.4-15 concept.
v
L02 DISCONNECT PANEL
÷Z
I
DISADVANTAGES /
o EXTENSIVEMODIFICATIONS
TO OTV BEAM ENDS
0 PROXIMITY OF OTV
L02 TANK
\
+Y
ACC BEAM/UMBILICAL
SUPPORT STRUCTURE
OTV MAIN BEAMEXTENSION
-Z
ADVANTAGES
o NONE VIEW LOOKINGFORWARD
LH2 OISCONNECTPANEL
OPTION 3
Figure 2.4-16 ACC/OTV Disconnect Panel, Forward View, Option 3
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A simple beam could be utilized for the ACC disconnect plate, but for the
OTV plate extensive modifications would need to be done to the OTV top beam in
the form of extensions at the +Z ends.
These extensions would need to be of sufficient length to give a plate
location sufficiently outboard to show the required LO2 tank plumbing
clearance. Failing this, the only solution would be modifications to the
LO2 tank top. In fact, any suggestion of mounting in this area would entail
modification to the L02 tank.
The combination of LO2 tank modification together with the proximity of
both the tank attachment points and extensions to the main beam length would
suggest major design alterations.
This location is the only one which would give totally unimpeded access to
the umbilicals should they need to be inspected "on pad" Provision of access
doors would be necessary, ideally in both the skirt and shroud of the ACC -
forward and aft of the ACC crossbeams.
CONCLUSION--Reference to Figures 2.4-17, 2.4-18, and also to the final Dwg
No. GHIA-OIT-02 shows the resultant chosen location for the disconnect plates.
÷z
I
L02 SPLIT DISCONNECT PANEL
-y
ACC BEAM/OTVBEAM
UMBILICALSUPPORT
STRUCTURE
ADVANTAGES
0 SIMPLE BEAM SUPPORT
FOR BOTH ACC AND OTV
UMBILICALS
o CLEAR ROUTEFOR
PLUMBING (NO DOME
INTERFERENCE)
I
.Z
_ +Y
%
VIEW LOOKING FORWARD
DISADVANTAGES
o NONE
LH2 SPLIT DISCONNECT PANEL
OPTION 4
Figure 2.4-17 ACC/OTV Disconnect Panel, Forward View, Option 4
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CONFIGURATION
-I
BASELINE -
Q
-
OPTION 1
OPT]DN-_
OPTION 3
OPTION 4
ii
ADVANTAGES
o GOO0SUPPORTFOR
ACC UMBILICAL
i
o ALLOWSOTV.BEAN TO BE
REINFORCEDAROUND
UMBILICAL
o SIMPLE BEAMSUPPORT
FpR ACC UMBILICAL.
o NONE
o SIMPLE BEAN SUPPORT
FORBOTH ACC AND OTV
UMBILICAL
o CLEAR ROUTEFOR PLUMBING
(NO DOME INTERFERENCE)
DISADVANTAGES
o CUTS AWAYOTV BEAM FLANGE
o PROXIMITY OF OTV LO2 TANK
i
o UMBILICAL EXCESSIVELY
CANTILEVEREDFROMACC BEAMS
o PROXIMITY TO ET LH2 DOME
!
i|
o UMBILICAL EXCESSIVELY
CANTILEVEREDFROMOTV BEAMS
o PROXIMITY OF OTV LO2 TANK
i
0 EXTENSIVE MODIFICATIONS
TO OTV BEAM ENDS
o PROXIMITY OF OTV LO2 TANK
o NONE
Figure 2.4-18 Ground-Based Cryo OTV Umbilical - Conclusions
It represents the closest points to the intersection of the ACC and OTV
beams that would still enable a physical fit for the disconnect plate size.
The location also provides optimum clearance both forward and aft of Sta
Xt 2185.00 that would give free plumbing routes without undue interference
of the External Tank LH2 tank dome and the OTV LH2 tank tops.
To comply with the above requirements and to obtain sound structural
mounting points that would give trouble free disconnection, it was necessary
to split the umbilicals into two plates, one for fluids and the other for
electrical - an arrangement which in itself could be advantageous.
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The resulting support bracketry in the form of two simple beams, one for
ACC and one for OTV, obviates the need for cantilevering from either beam with
the resultant possible disconnect problems that bending and vibration might
generate.
The required plumbing routes for the final concept would use fuel and
vents at the new location alongside the OTV beam.
2.4.4 Composite Material Trade Study
The material concerns for the OTV are dependent upon the OTV environment.
The environment concerns for both the ground based and space based OTV are
similar in several ways. Both alternative OTVs would operate in both low
earth orbit ILEO) and geostationary orbit (GEO); therefore, material effects
caused by atomic oxygen, vacuum, etc.. are important. Specific concerns are
identified in Figures 2.4-19 and -20. Estimated maximum temperatures in space
for the truss and aerobrake structures are 250°F and 600°F, respectively.
Approximately 30 missions ranging from 3-25 days are projected for both OTV
options.
Truss Structure Material Concerns
Atomic Oxygen Effects
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
Cost
Cryogenic Performance
Density
Ease of Modification
Flame Retardation
Impact Resistance
Manufacturability
Repairability
Specific Strength
Specific Modulus
State of the Art
Stiffness
Strength
Thermal Vacuum Stability (Outgassing)
Toxicity
Wearability
Figure 2.4-!9 Major Material Concerns for Truss Structure
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There are several environmental concerns which are not commonto both OTV
options. The ground based OTVexperiences higher acoustical environments
because it is carried to LEOin the Aft Cargo Carrier. The space based OTVis
stored (probably under vacuum)in a hangar in the Space Station; whereas, the
ground based OTVis retrieved by the Space Shuttle and brought to Earth
betweenmissions.
Property values and assessmentsof several material concerns for II
generic composite systems are reported in Tables 2.4-I and -2. Four material
concerns stated in Figures 2.4-19 and -20 that are not represented by Tables
2.4-I and -2 are a) attachability, b) repairability, c) ease of modification
and d) atomic oxygen effect. Dueto the nature of the data concerning these
four items, it was deemedmoreappropriate to discuss the data of these items
in the body of this report rather than include that data in tabular form.
Aerobrake Structure Material Concerns
Atomic Oxygen Effects'
Attachabil ity
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
Cost
Cryogenic Performance
Density
Ease of Modification
Flame Retardation
High Temperature Performance
Impact Resistance
Manufacturabil ity
Repa irabil ity Specific Strength
Specific Modulus
State of the Art
Stiffness
Strength
Thermal Vacuum Stability (Outgassing)
Toxicity
Wearabil ity
*This parameter is not included in Figure 2.4-19
Figure 2.4-20 Major Material Concerns for Aerobrake Structure
A)
B)
The attachability of the composites of Tables 2.4-I and -2 are
basically the same. The use of special fasteners and/or adhesives for
composite is warranted for all of the composite materials considered.
The repairability of all of the composites considered, except for the
two graphite/glass systems, are essentially equal. The repair
techniques for these systems include l) bonding, 2) bolting, and 3)
patching. For the two graphite/glass systems, the repair techniques
are l) "melting-into-place" repair by heating to 3000°F, and 2)
adhesive bonding because of the thermoplastic nature of the material.
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Table 2.4-I Composite Material Properties
COMP_SIT[ _ATERIAL* Specific Streng,h (1061n) Specific Hodulul (1Olin)
Fiber _iPrlx RT -65 -250 250 _50 600 1OO0 kT -65 -250 2_O 450 600
Gtipht,eHS E_oxy S._ _.3 4.5 5.5 NR t_ h_ 3.6 3.6 3.4 3.? NR NI N1R 300
Graphireul_t [Foxy 1.3 t_ 0.8 l.b Hi hl _E 6.8 NO 7.8 7.7 NR _ _ 8|._
Grlphl_lPltc , [poxy 2.0 ND 1.96 ND h_ _1 h_ B.] H_) 2.] bid h_ HI_ h_ 120
Graphites} FolyI- 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.5 RR _._ 3._ 3.4 3,_ ].& _.4 RR 210
Grlphirett S
Eoron
KevJar
Graphl,IH5
Graph[reFLM
Graprtre
Grapbtte_
Ua.tlmlre Modulul
Ten,ale of
Stren|th Eleac_¢lty benalt_
1000 _tT (kel) @1_T (_sl) (lb/in a)
mice
B._.I 3.9 3.9 3.7 3.7 3,6 _1_ h'R 3.5 3.5 ].A _.8 ].3 NR _t 220
Epoxy 2.6 2.7 3.O 2.._ r;R _tlt RE _,.2 _.3 _,.4 _,.O NR &'i H_ 209
Epoxy 3.7 3.6 2.9 2.4 .','_ ._'R NR 2.3 2.3 2.3 _ I_ Nlt HE 1B_
Gills 1.2 ._0 _'D 1.2 i,2 _.2 1.2 3._ NO K'D 3._ _._ 3._ 3._ 8_.3
C,;iss 0.7 NO h_ 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 _.3 KD h_ _.3 _.3 _.3 _.J 51.2
Phenolic 0._ _;_ ,_ 0.19 0,1_ 0.1_ 0.O9 0.$1 ND KD 0.32 0.30 0.2B 0.19 13
Polvt- 1._ N_ ND 1.7 1,B 1.8 NR 6.7 ND NO 6.7 6.7 6.3 h_ 85
_tde
21 0.057
41.6 O.O61
48.7 0.059
19 0.056
20 0.057
30 0.072
11.50 0.050
2_._ 0.072
31.2 0.072
2.7 0.053
3B.O 0.057
_ " _ot recommended for use at Ipecl[led temperature.
_ " _O data
"_evler/Epoxy an_ _rlphttl/Phenollc lyite_l are woven llbrtc. All other meterllle listed are unld_rectionil tape.
Both Graphite/Gills systems demonstrate _OOd properties at temperatures up tO 1800°F.
$_PlcrCptl: HSehi_h itrenith , _ehi|h modulus, U_t*ulcrahtjh modiluIt PttchoPitch baled ultrihijh itrln|_h flberl.
Spect[lc $_reni:h-FT_/Denslry
Specific Nodui_|'_od_lul/Denlity
Table 2.4-2 Composite Material Properties
Coll. Of
The r_ll :hlr_ll Thermal
Conduct EXpiflliOn F_e_e VICUUI=
Compolite Ma_IFII_* _lvJf_ .e* Retie- TOXI" Stebll- State O_ _lar
Fiber Matrix **" 0 o 90 ° d_ne- clPy ity
_rlphlteHS Epoxy ND 0._ 11.0 A A A A
GrlphlVeul_t Epoxy 28-35 0.5 11.0 A X A A
Graphlreplt¢ h Epozy N_ 0._ 11.0 A A A A
Greph_reHS Po]yt- 1_2 0._ ]gO A C A A
:Ide
GriphlreHS BMZ h_ 0.) 1_.0 A C A
Boron Epoxy 17-31 2.5 13.1 | A A A
Ktvlir Epox? 1-4 -2.2 32 B A A A
Griph|reHs , Glell 107 -0oO5 2°6 N_ NO NO C
Graphlte_ GIlll 107 -0.2 3.6 _0 NO NO C
Graphite Phenolic 3.}-_.4 NO NO A A | A 2 I_ h_
CraphiteuH H Polyl- NO NO NO A C A B 3 _ _
mlde
* See remark under Table 3.
Set Notre for afire of the Arc, MJnuIlcturebil/ty, Flame Reterdlnce, Toxicity, TheT_ll Vicu_ SteP/lit 7 s.d Ella Of Re,eli
** Potentially cheeper than GR/E
Subscripts: HS-hlgh strength , te1*hi_hoaOdul_l, _..U_'ultrlh_ih modulus, FitCh'Pitch _|ed ulttlhllh sire.lib (_b_rs.
*** The r_sll Conductivity - Bru-in/hr It - F. Coal. of Thermal Expansion - 1_ 1_ Ln/ln/oF
GIlll
Notched Deco_po- 7rsnlt-
Impact li_lon rlon
Strength _l_per- _emper- CoecNlnu-
facrur- Emil of ft lb Iturl aturl per
the Art sb£1ity Ib|liry Repair In 2 (oF) (OF) Found
NO 1 2 15 670 50? 6_
h'_ 1 2 15 670 503 1000
_ NO 2 15 670 507 65
_'D 2-3 3 _) 1060 GIB 65
&_ 2 3 _ _ 560 65
ND 2 2 22.8 670 507 2El
ND 2 2 87 670 507 _O
Lou toe! ? l 1_ 3OOOOF 20POOr 600""
friction
equall
GR/E
3_ to ? 1 1_ 3000°F 2000°F _D
lOx
GAlE
2-3 _ 2000
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c) The ease of modification for a structure made of the given composite
systems would be essentially equal. While drilling holes in fiberous
composites gives rise to high stress concentrations, modification of a
composite structure by drilling a hole into it to place a fastener in
the structure can be successfully accomplished without seriously
affecting the structural integrity of the part if proper precautions
are taken.
D) During STS-8 a myriad of material systems were exposed to space
environment at LEO. Analysis of the environmental effects of LEO on
those material systems was relayed to Martin Marietta Aerospace,
Michoud Division by Johnson Space Flight Center. Based on the results
for a minimal number of graphite/organic matrix composites, the total
expected recession for an II year solar cycle is 360 microns (14
mils). This was reported in the data after noting the similarity of
the reactivities of the graphite/organic matrix composites and organic
films. Candidate protective concepts recommended by the atomic oxygen
effect report of STS-8 included l) vapor deposited or sputtered metal
or Teflon base coatings applied to the outside wall of the truss for
the Space Station, 2) applied metal foils such as aluminum, and 3)
applied perfluorinated films such as Teflon. The selected protective
coating should be durable since surface defects (due to handling,
deployment, etc.) would allow atomic oxygen attack and subsequent part
damage.
Several conclusion and/or recommendations can be drawn from Tables 2.4-I
and -2. For strength critical composite structures not exceeding 250°F,
high strength or ultrahigh strength graphite fiber/epoxy resin composite is
recommended. Operating under the same temperature constraints for modulus
critical composite structure, ultrahigh modulus graphite fiber/epoxy resin is
recommended. In composite applications where maximum operating temperatures
do not exceed 600°F, high strength graphite fiber/polyimide resin is
recommended for strength critical components and ultrahigh modulus graphite
fiber/polyimide resin is recommended for modulus critical components. All
graphite/organic matrix composites should be coated to prevent the effects of
atomic oxygen.
NOTES
STATE OF THE ART--
A = Production article in use
B = Test articles only
C = No specific applications
MANUFACTURABILITY--
l = Readily available equipment
2 = Modifications required
3 = Very hard to make
? = No applications
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FLAMMABILITY--Materialstested per NHB8060.IA in Spacelab Cabin Air
(23.8%02/N2 at 14.5 psia) are rates as follows:
A The materials are noncombustible or self-extinguishing, within 6
inches from the bottom, in upward propagation test. See tIHB
8060.IA, Test l for test procedures and criteria.
B = The materials have downward propagation rates less than 0.3
inch/second and flash and fire points greater than 450°F per NHB
8060.IA, Tests 2 and 3.
C = The materials have downward propagation rates greater than 0.3
inch/second and have flash and fire points greater than 450°F as
defined in NHB 8060.IA, Tests 2 and 3.
TOXICITY--Materials tested per NHB 8060.IA are rated as follows:
A The level of total organics, excluding water, in the tested
configuration does not exceed lO0 micrograms/gram of sample
tested, the level of carbon monoxide does not exceed 25 micrograms
per gram of sample tested, and the odor rating is no greater than
2.5 (average of lO tests).
B The material fails one or more of the "A" rated requirements, but
will meet the "A" rating requirements when provided with a
specific control, such as one having a leak rate no greater than
lO -4 standard cc/sec, with a pressure differential on 14.7 psia
when back filled with an inert gas.
C Materials with this rating are not acceptable for use in the
indicated application category until their acceptability has been
established. A "C" rated material must be shown, by test or
analysis, to meet all of the requirements of an "A" rating for
each specific design application.
THERMAL VACCUM STABILITY--Materials tested per SP-R-OO22A are rated as
follows:
A The total weight loss is no greater than 1.0% and the volatile
condensable products are no greater than 0.1% with cure
processes/treatments specified in JSC 08962. CAUTION: The cure
process/treatment can alter the thermal vacuum stability of
materials. Additional tests must be conducted for other
processes/treatments.
B Z The total weight loss is no greater than 3.0% and the volatile
condensable products are no greater than 1.0%. These materials
shall be limited to an exposed area of two square inches for each
part or component and shall be approved on an individuals basis.
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C Materials with this rating are not acceptable for use in the
indicated application category until their acceptability has been
established. A "C" rated material must be shown, by test or
analysis, to meet all the requirements of an "A" rating for reach
specific design application.
EASE OF REPAIR--
I) Available methods include bolting, hot patches, adhesive which
require solvent evaporation, and melting.
2) Everything in above section "l" except melting.
3) Adhesive bonding and hot patches only.
2.4.5 Metal Selection for Metal Tanks and Air Frame
INTRODUCTION--The overall objective of this report is to investigate the
metal requirements of preliminary OTV concepts. References 2.4-5 through
2.4-12 provide the metals properties resource used to prepare this section.
The four current concepts under consideration are cryogenic ground based,
cryogenic space based, storable ground based and storable space based tanks.
The major differences associated with these different OTV concepts are that
both of the ground based OTV concepts will experience higher loading being
carried to low earth orbit (LEO) in the proposed Aft Cargo Carrier (ACC) of
the External Tank (ET) or in the cargo bay of the Shuttle. Any ground based
concepts using the ACC method for deployment will likely experience a much
higher acoustical environment over Shuttle cargo bay deployment.
Additionally, ground based OTVs will be retrieved by a Shuttle and returned to
Earth between missions, thereby lowering its exposure to radiation, meteoroids
and other detrimental environmental effects. Space based OTV concepts will in
all likelihood be stored in a hanger at Space Station between missions to
minimize environment effects.
The basic OTV metal usage picture may be divided into two parts. The
first is the propellant tanks and the second is the different structural
members. The metal requirements for the cryogenic propellant concepts and
storable propellant concepts are considered similar. These requirements are
based on the recommended performance needs of several different hypothetical
OTV missions. Detail requirements of the different concepts have not been
defined and no effort to develop exact requirements will be attempted.
It should be noted that the different systems material lists are intended
as starting guides to aid in the beginning design phases of OTV. The
following lists do not constitute a final acceptable or rejectable materials
list, but only the preferred or predicted metal of choice.
It is expected that with the rapid development of new alloys and improved
processes these different lists will likely increase. New alloys like
titanium-aluminides or aluminum-lithium (alithalite) alloys and new innovative
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processes like rapid solidification rate (RSR)will improve alloy performance
with potential cost savings over conventional methods and in some cases can be
accompanied with weight savings.
Many of these new alloys and processes will be in production in the next 3
to 15 years. These new alloys are all in various developmental stages and
little production-type data currently exist. But, based on current RSR
development, a 200oF to 450°F improvement in operating temperature is
anticipated for the respective alloy system. All of these new alloys do offer
significant possibilities for future applications.
Property improvement is accrued primarily through microstructural
refinement or extended solid solibility ranges. These improved mechanical
properties will in all likelihood be compromised on any high subsequent
heating. For this reason, severe restrictions concerning welding or any other
high temperature treatment will likely be imposed. The aluminum lithium
alloys are a new class of metal with a high modulus of elasticity.
The short term goals of researchers involved in AL-Li alloy development
are: To develop alloys that match properties of the existing 2000 and 7000
series AL alloys, with a decrease in density of I0% and an increase in
stiffness of I0%. Significant quantities of AL-Li alloys will be available
from pilot scale facilities in late 1986 or early 1987. Full-scale commercial
ingot production facilities can start up approximately 24 months after
sufficient demand has been established to justify them. This full-scale
commercial availability could occur as early as 1988.
Guide to the Materials Selection List Items
l) Material
2) Density
Metals by industrial material designation
Ib/in 3
Usable min. temp. The recommended minimum operating
temperature for the particular materials.
The temperature at which a significant
reduction in strength or toughness occurs.
Based on MSFC-HDBK-527 "Materials Selection
Guide for MSFC Spacelab Payloads.
3) Specific Strength Tank Material - Yield strength at
temperature divided by room temperature
density.
Structural - Ultimate strength at
temperature divided by room temperature
density.
4) Specific Stiffness Modulus of elasticity at temperature
divided by room temperature density.
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5) KIC The fracture toughness of a material is a
measureof resistance to fracture. It can
also be considered a measureof the
material tolerance to flaws.
6) KIC at Temp
KIC at RT
This is a relative indication of what
happensto the fracture toughness at
temperature. If the ratio is greater than
one at a cryogenic temperature, the
fracture toughness has increased.
7) r4.achinabil ity Material rating code is based on current
acceptable industrial technique (most
favorable - readily machinable).
8) Weldabil ity This material rating code is based on
anyoneof the current acceptable welding
processes (most favorable - readily
weldable).
9) Repairability Anticipated ease of repair welding with
current technique.
lO) Material rating codes Rating the various metals under different
conditions are defined as (see table for
details):
A) Acceptable for use without reservation in the indicated category
B) Acceptable with specific controls of acceptability for use in the
indicated category provided additional specific controls are imposed.
C) Acceptability must be demonstrated; not acceptable for use in the
indicated category without demonstration.
METALSELECTIONCRITERIA--Table2.4-3 showsa list of candidate metals
that meet or are expected to meet most or all of the baseline requirements for
OTVtank applications. This table was compiled from several sources, which
are listed in References 2.4-5 through -12. Where available, the data about
the particular material property of the metal was included. It must be noted
that this table is not complete in many areas and requires further
investigation.
Baseline requirements for both cryogenic and storable propellant OTV tanks are:
a) The propellant tank would have adequate strength in all imposed
environmental conditions.
b) Weldable materials are required for tankage usage.
c) Adequate low and high cycle fatigue life (vibration and thermal)
d) Resist creep and reduction of allowable strength due to sustained
pressure loads.
e) Resistance to propagation of crack or crack-like indications.
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HATERIAL
AL ALLOY 2219-T87
AL ALLOY 5456-H343
AL ALLOY 6061
CRES301 (FULL HARD)
Table 2.4-3 Preliminary Tank Metal Selection
sPECIFIC STIFFNESS
SPECIFIC STRENGTH I 10 6
AT TENP FTU/DENSlTY MODULUSOF
ELASTICITY/DENSITY USABLE
DENSITY SPECIFIC MINIMUMKIC @ RT
( ) LB/CU IN. -423 F -300 F RT +250 F -423 DEG STIFFNESS @RT TEHP F KSI IN
0,102 675 585 500 461 115 103 -423 26
0.096 594 531 427 ND 130 106 -423 35+
0,098 507 418 367 431 116 103 -423 31
0,290 862 724 620 545 103 86 -300
KIC AT
-423 F
KIC @ R1
1.27
1.02 a
1.24 b
1.08 c
TI-6AI-4V STA
TI-15V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn
NEt/ AL-LZ ALLOYS*
(2090)
0.160 1675 1394 906 750 113 102 -300 42
O.172 HI) ND 930 843 ND HI) ND ND
0.092 997** 864** 739*** ND ND HI) ND 30 (TYP
FOR 1"
PLATE)
0.95
_D
NO
-v
*HE_/ AL-LI ALLOYS WITH HIGH DAMAGETOLERANCE
5456 SPECIFIC STIFFNESS BY COMPARISON
**ESTIMATED BASED ON FACT 2090 IS A MODIFIED 2219 ALLOY.
***ESTIMATED - A VALUE BASED ON 68 ksI
MATERIAL CORR RTG SCC RTG N204 RTG HDZE RTG
AL ALLOY 2219 B A A A
AL ALLOY 5456 B A A A
AL ALLOY 6061 B A A A
CRES 301 (FULL HARD) A A A A
TI-6AI-4V A A A A
TI-15V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn A A A A
NEW _LoLI ALLOY SYSTEM ND ND ND ND
a - NOTCH TENSILE RATIO KT " 7.2 IN 0.050 IH. SHEET
b - NOTCHTENSILE RATIO KT - 21 IN 0o125 IN. SHEET
c " NOTCHTENSILE RATIO KT " 21 IH 0.073 IN. SHEET
MACHINABIL- WELDABIL- INITIA- PROPAG- REPAIRABILITY
ITY RTG ITY RTG TION TION RTG
B A C C A
B-C A A-C A A
B-I: A A-B A A
B A ND ND A
I
C B ND ND B
C B ND ND A
B A ND ND A
KEY:
NR • NOT RECOMMENDED
ND " NOT DETERMINED
ATM CORR RATE: A = MEETS REQUIREMENTS OF MSFC-SPEC-250A CLASS II
B = MEETS MSFC-SPECo250A, IF COATED
C • REQUIRES DEMONSTRATION
SCC RTG
_IGH RESISTANCE TO STRESS CDRROSION CRACKING
B " MATERIAL SHALL BE FURTHER ANALYZED
C = ACCEPTABILITY MUST BE DEMONSTRATED
MACHINABILITY RTG
WELDABILITY RTG
A • MOST FAVORABLE
B • FAVORABLE
C " MECHANABILITY OR WELDABILITY
LW • LIMITED WELDABLE (SPECIAL HANDLING)
HDZE & N204 RTG
A = ACCEPTABCE-
B - ACCEPTABLE WITH SPECIFIC CONTROLS
C " ACCEPTABILITY MUST BE DEMONSTRATED
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Specific cryogenic tank material requirements:
a) L02 compatibility
b) LH2 compatibility
c) -423OF to +250OF
Specific storable tank material requirements:
a) Compatibility (N204)
b) Compatibility (HDZE)
c) -250OF to +250°F
CRYOGENIC TANKAGE MATERIALS--The cryogenic propellant tanks can be
fabricated from a wide choice of metals. It is most probable all of the
materials and components for cryogenic tankage usage will need to be current
or near future (next five years) state-of-the-art in fabrication technique.
All of the commercial available aluminum alloys shown in Table 2.4-3 show
excellent mechanical properties at cryogenic temperatures because of their
face center cubic crystal structure. The aluminum lithium alloys are also
expected to find applications as cryogenic tankage materials.
With a highly developed data base and a wealth of past experience, the
preferred current choice state-of-the-art alloy would be 2219 aluminum.
Although its raw material costs may be among the highest, the weld tooling and
process parameter development would be minimal. It is one of the most easily
welded and formed of the heat treatable aluminum alloys. This material would
be a relatively low risk extension of current technology and would provide
tanks within presumably the shortest time frame with a minimal developmental
cost.
A first generation AI-Li alloy under development which look like a
functional replacement for 2219 is 2090. It is expected to have properties
very similar to 2219 but with slightly better strength and lower density.
Preliminary welding tests indicated it welds like 2219. Further work is
needed to determine the optimal welding parameters, best filler metal and
characterize joint properties. Because of it's promise, and assuming a
sufficient developmental effort, MMC has planned to develop some of the
necessary supporting data. We believe 2090 could be used on the OTV cryogenic
tanks with 2219 being the back up material if problems develop with 2090 alloy.
The lack of weldability and availability are the major reasons why the
2014 wasn't selected. It has been reported the production of 2014 was
discontinued by the major suppliers and for this reason was removed from the
tankage metal selection table. This alloy also experiences stress corrosion
cracking and exfoliation problems.
The aluminum alloy 5456 is highly weldable and corrosion resistant, but
lacks the strength of 2219.
Although 6061 isn't as strong as any of the other alloys in the table, it
possess good formability and better corrosion resistance than 2000 series
alloy.
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STORABLETANKMATERIALS--Forstorable propellant tanks, it is recommended
that Ti-6AI-4V, Ti-15V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn (Ti-15-3) or stainless steel 301 (CRES301)
be selected. For near term storable tanks, the preferred material would be
Ti-6AI-4V with its current state-of-the-art fabrication techniques and minimum
developmentcost. Also the physical and mechanical properties are developed.
Developmentof Ti-]5-3 appears to be a viable low cost, formable sheet
titanium alloy alternative to Ti-6AI-4V. It has a high strength to density
ratio and was developed to be a highly formable sheet alloy. This emerging
alloy has shownpotential cost savings over conventional Ti-6AI-4V parts.
This material is recommendedfor future usage becauseof high specific
strength and formability.
For future use the newtitanium alloy Ti-15V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn looks very
promising. Initial results for fracture toughness and critical flaw growth
data are high encouraging but a considerable amountof additional information
on mechanical properties are required before optimized storable propellant
tanks can be made.
A decision to use a particular material for storable OTVtanks can only be
madetentatively with the recommendationsmadehere serving only as a guide.
It must be noted that there is no strong discriminator between any of the
above mentioned materials, but the storable tankage metals do not look
promising for cryogenic applications.
Not considered in the table but a possible alternate propellant tank would
be a prestressed composite propellant tank. This propellant tank would
combine a Kevlar 49 overwrap with a metal liner of welded CRES 301 or 304
which could result in an efficient high strength, lightweight composite tank.
This is a low risk extension of current technology that would provide tanks
within a short time frame at a minimum developmental cost.
STRUCTURAL MATERIAL SELECTION CRITERIA--This section will identify and
characterize materials for structural application. Baseline requirements for
structural applications are:
a) The structural members would have adequate strength
b) High specific stiffness
c) Resist creep and reduction of allowable strength
d) Resistance to propagation of crack or crack-like indications
e) r4ust not be susceptible to stress corrosion cracking
f) The lowest density materials where requirements are met is favored.
Typical mechanical and physical properties of selected structural metals
are compared in Table 2.4-4. The structural applications are separated into
two areas, main support members and aerobrake back up structure.
MAIN STRUCTURAL SUPPORT MEMBERS--The main structural support members of
the OTV vehicle are the main truss and crossbeam which can be fabricated from
a wide selection of material. Currently, composites like graphite epoxy are
the preferred material to minimize weight of the main structural support
members. But if a metal were to be used, a weldable material to take advantage
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HATERIAL
Table 2.4-4 Preliminary OTV Structural Metal Selection
SeECZrZCSTZFrMUS
SPECZFICs_cru x Zo6
A_ TEMP WU/DE.SZ'_ AT TZMF Z/DZ.SZ_
USABLE
DENSITY MINI.MUH
(LBJCU IN) TEMP F -250 F RT +250 F 600__._._Y-250.__.__.FFRT +250 F 600 F
2219-T87 0.102 -423 710 617 556 HR I07 103 I00 Nt
AL ALLOY 202&-T6 0.I00 -320 737 670 603 _ 116 106 I01 Nit
AL ALLOY 5456-H343 0.096 -425 517 427 HE 114 106 ND N[
AL ALLOY 6061-T6 0,O98 -423 476 429 377 Hi lIO 102 ND _it
AL ALLOY 7050 T74 O.102 -250 ° ND 706 598 HR 110 101 HD HR
AL ALLOY 7ogo-T6E192 0,103 HD ND 912 708 NR ND 117 ND MR
MEW AL-LI ALLOYS 0.092 ND ' ND 904 ND ND HD 123 HD HD
RERYLLILM 0.066 -423 HD 606 545 460 ND 636 630 612
CROSS-ROLLED BERYLLIUM 0,067 -423 ND 970 873 728 NO 634 628 603
INCONEL 718 0.297 -423 771 623 602 586 ND 100 99 925
TI-BAI-6V-2Sn 0,164 ND ND 1067 997 736 ND 110 ND ND
TI-15V-3Cr-3A1-3Sn 0.172 NO NO 1OO0 NO MD ND 96 ND NO
26
22
+45
31
30
32
ND
ND
ND
226
31
ND
1.27
(-423 yc
1,09
1.02
(-423 F_
1.24
(-423 F
HD
ND
ND
ND
_D
1.13 e
hi)
ND
KEY •
NIL m NOT RECOMMENDED
HD " HOT DETERMINED
* SHOULD NOT BE USED OVER bSO°F IN REPEATED APPLICATIONS
** N_ AL-LI ALLOY SYSTE.WIW['rH HIG8 STRENGTH
• - Hooch tensile ra_io KT - 7.2 in .050" shee_
ATM CORR RATE: A - MEETS REQUIREMENTS Or MSFC-SPEC-250A CLASS IZ
B " MEETS MSFC-SPEC-25OA, IF COATED
C " REQUIRES DEMONSTRATION
SLL RTG
A " HIGH RESISTANCE TO STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
B - HATERIAL SHALL BE FURTHER ANALYZED
C - ACCEPTABILITY MUST BE DEMONSTRATED
HACHINAJmILITY &WELDABILITY RT6
A) - MOST FAVORABLE
R) " FAVORABLE
C) - I.,ESS FAVORAILE
HDSE& N204 RTG
A " ACCEPTABLE
B - ACCEPTABLE WITH SPECIFIC CONTROl
C " ACCEPTABILITY MUST BE DEMONSTRA_
MATERIAL CORR RTG SCC RTG
AL ALLOY 2024-T6 B A
AL ALLOY 2219-T87 B A
AL ALLOY 5456-H343 B A
AL ALLOY 6061-T6 B A
AL ALLOY 7050-T74 B A
AL ALLOY 7090-TBE192 NO ND
NEW AL-Lt SYSTEM B A
BERYLLIUM A A
CROSS-ROLLED BERYLLIUM A A
INCONEL 718 A A
TI-BAI-BV-2Sn A A
T|-I5V-3Cr-3AI-3Sn A A
MACHINABILI_ WELDABILITY
N204 RTG H_.DZE RTG RTG RTG
A A B B
A A B B
A A B-C A
A A B A
A A B NR
NO ND B NO
NO ND B ND
A U C NR
A U C NR
A A C B
A A C B-C
A A C B-C
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REPAIRABILITY
RTG
A
A
A
A '
NR
NR
NO
NR
NR
A
B
A
of welding fabrication would be preferred. Aluminum alloys 2024 or 2219 would
offer the best potential of minimizing weight at reasonable cost. It is clear
that titanium alloys like Ti-6AI-6V-2Sn have higher strength and stiffness but
would be a higher cost over aluminum alloys 2024 or 2219. For nonwelded
applications, 7050-T6 or -T?6 offers high strength and good exfoliation
corrosion resistance. In addition, 7050-T6 or T76 has good fracture toughness.
AEROBRAKE STRUCTURAL SUPPORT METAL CRITERIA--The aerobrake system of the
OTV is a flexible deployable thermal shield which is being proposed to provide
the OTV with a braking function at a lower weight than a propulsive braking
system would provide on return to low earth orbit. The two main structural
problems associated with aeroassist using the Earth's atmosphere are high
temperatures and large decelerations.
Design analysis of the aerobrake system predicted temperatures of 2600°F
and pressures of 15 psf. The aerobrake must also prevent back thermal
radiation onto the OTV main structural and tankage members and provide
insulation to limit the temperature of the main aerobrake support members to a
maximum temperature of 600°F.
Elevated specific strength and stiffness are primary factors in the design
of the aerobrake support structures. Beryllium, with its light weight coupled
with its high stiffness and strength, classifies as an ideal material for this
application in which minimum weight is a primary concern. Beryllium and its
alloys have the highest specific stiffness of the known metals. Beryllium has
the highest specific heat capacity of all metals with its specific heat
capacity at room temperature being 0.46 BTU/Ib. For any given temperature
change, beryllium has the ability to absorb more heat that other metals. The
unique combination of a high modulus of elasticity and low density (high
specific stiffness} shows beryllium to be 6 times greater in specific
stiffness than the structural aluminum alloys.
The cost of this metal is not a physical or mechanical property but it may
be an overriding factor in the final selection of an aerobrake support
member. Based on economic consideration, beryllium may not be the choice
metal for this particular case.
2.4.6 Transportability and Assembly of the Space-Based Cryogenic OTV
PURPOSE--The purpose of this study is to delineate the methods by which
the space-based cryogenic orbital transfer vehicle (OTV) is transported by the
Space Shuttle system from ground to near earth orbit and assembled in space.
SUMMARY--The study shows that by efficiently arranging the major
assemblies of the OTV in a sequential order in the shuttle orbiter bay, a
minimum of two flights will be required to transport the OTV to near earth
orbit. The arrangement of the OTV major assemblies and the order of flight is
such that the OTV will be assembled in space with a minimum of EVA activity.
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STATEMENTOFPROBLEM--Thetransportation of OTVassemblies requires that
each major assemblybe firmly secured in the orbiter bay using appropriate
airborne support equipment (ASE); that upon arrival in space each assembly be
easily removedin a manner that provides for the orderly assembly in space;
that overall dimensions of the assemblies stowed in the orbiter bay must fall
within a cylindrical envelope 14.5 ft in diameter and 5.5 ft in length; and
that the ASEbe designed to interface with the orbiter longeron and keel
fittings and provide interfaces for the OTV.
DISCUSSIONOFRESULTS--Forthis study the 81K space based cryogenic OTV
configuration is selected as the vehicle to be transported and assembled.
ORBITERl(Figure 2.4-21) accommodatesthe following. The center truss and
folded tank support structures with two main engines and accompanying
propulsion systems and avionics ring installed in place on the center truss.
ASEcradles at each end of the center truss provide the required support in
the Orbiter bay. TwoLO2 tanks supported at their forward and aft end by
cradles complete the payload.
F-
!
I
!
!
>L
AVIONICS RING
PLAN VIEW OF ORBITER BAY
Figure 2.4-21 Space-Based Cryo OTV Transportation - Orbiter l
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ORBITER2(Figure 2.4-23) transports the folded 44-foot diameter aerobrake.
TwoLH2 tanks supported at their forward and aft end by three cradles
complete the payload.
J
44' AEROBRAKE .
(FOLD
Q i
,
I
KEE__L
LH 2 TANK (2)
.,-i,....-
PLAN VIEW OF ORBITER BAY
m
i
Figure 2.4-22 Space-Based Cryo Transportation - Orbiter 2
ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE-OPERATION l--The center truss with attached engines and
installed propulsion systems are removed from Orbiter I. LO2 and LH2 tank
support structures are unfolded and secured. The two LO2 tanks are then
installed.
OPERATION 2--The two LH2 tanks are installed after removal from
Orbiter 2.
OPERATION 3- The aerobrake is removed from Orbiter 2, deployed and
installed on the vehicle.
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2.4.7 Growth of Ground-Based 55K cryo OTV to 94K Space-Based OTV
PURPOSE--The purpose of the study was to determine if a logical growth was
possible in going from a ground-based 55K OTV to a space based 94K OTV.
SUMMARY--The first part of the trade which looked at the geometry of
having two RLIO-IIB engines on the 55K ground-based OTV concluded that the
combination would not fit in the ACC. Final tank size selected would not
effect the results but the selection of a smaller engine is expected to effect
the conclusion.
The second part of the trade which looked at the common parts in growing a
55K ground-based cryo with one engine to a 94K space based cryo OTV with two
engines. It was found that only the original center support truss and
structural part of the avionics ring could be called truly common. Here a
smaller engine selection and slightly different size tanks would not effect
this conclusion.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM--For there to be a logical growth from a ground based
55K OTV to a space-based 94K OTV, both should have two engines to eliminate
two engine feed system developments even though the man-rated two engine
system is not required until later in space basing. So we must determine if
geometry will allow a two engine 55K vehicle to fit within the ACC envelope.
The second part of the problem is to count up the systems that are common
to the 55K ground based and the 94K space based to determine the degree of
commonality possible with such a growth pattern.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS--Figure 2.4-23 shows the ground rules that were used
for the study. Figure 2.4-24 shows a _ayout of a two engine 55K ground-based
OTV with RLIO-IIB engines that falls outside the envelope of the longest
possible OTV. The requirement to locate the engines so that with one engine
out the remaining engine can still be gimbaled through the worst case CG set
the engine location. The conclusion would be relatively uneffected by minor
changes in propellant load, but it would be sensitive to the selection of a
smaller engine than the RLIO-IIB.
The second part of the trade looked at what parts were common if we grew a
one engine 55K ground based OTV to a two engine 94K space-based OTV.
Assumptions for this study included using an avionics ring on both vehicles to
maximize commonality. It was assumed the avionics for the 55K and 94K OTVs
could be mounted on the same structural ring. Figure 2.4-25 shows that only
the original center support truss and the structural parts of the avionics
ring could be counted on as truly common. Plumbing attached to the original
truss could also be designed to be common. The lower truss and its split
plumbing, the larger tanks, larger aerobrake and aerobrake supports are all
new. A smaller engine selection and slightly different size tanks would not
effect this conclusion.
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o ENGINES RLIO - llBs
ACC
- 7.0 INCHES LONGER THAN GENERAL PURPOSE
- USED SPECIAL PURPOSE ACC DESIGN (I.E., SPHERICAL DOME)
o ENGINE NULL : 10o OUTBOARD
0 ENGINE GIMBAL ANGLES
- OUTBOARD = 160 FROM NULL
- INBOARD = 13o FROM NULL
o CLEARANCE BETWEEN NOZZLES - 6 INCHES
o WORST CG CASE - 15% FUEL LOAD
Figure 2.4-23
CENTER
CG (I5% FULL)
Figure 2,4-24
2-Engine, 55K, GB, Cryo OTV Ground Rules
RLIO-IIB
ENGINE (2)
LO2 TANK
26 °
ACE HAXIHUM ENVELOPE
LIt2 TANK
X1 2185.0
263.0
\
AEROBRAKEXT 2448.0
NOTE:
STUDY CONCLUSIONS WILL
BE REASSESSED WIIH FINAL
ENGINE SELECTION
55K GROUND BASED CRYO (2 ENGINES)
2-Engine, 55K, G/B, Cryo OTV Configuration
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LO2
TANK
AVIONICS
CENIER
ADDED SUPPORT
LO2 IANK
SUPPORT
(S_4E AS 55K OTV)
WIONICS RING
(SAME AS 55K
oTv)
\
i
LH2 TANK
40' DIA
AEROBPJ_KE
LH 2 TANK
RLIO-IIfl
ENG[NE (1)
55K GROUND OASED CRYO ()IV (ONE ENGINE)
Z RL10-I IB
ENGINE (2)
L 44' DIA
AERO BRAKE
NOIE:
F[NAL ENGINE
SELECTION AND TANK
SIZE DO NOT EFFECT
SIUDY CONCLUSIONS.
94K SPACE BASED CRYO OTV (IWO ENGINES)
F_gure 2.4-25 GB to SB Cryo OTV Configuration
2.4.8 Space-Based Cryogenic Drop Tank Configurations
PURPOSE--To make a weight comparison of two droptank versions of a
space-based cryogenic OTV with the baseline (ref.) design 84K space based cryo
OTV.
SUMMARY--It was established that the baseline 84K space-based cryo OTV
with cluster tanks (4 tanks) laterally spread uses less propellant than the
two droptank vehicles considered.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM--This study was initiated to further explore the
weights of candidate droptank vehicles. The configurations investigated are
shown in Figure 2.4-26.
The droptank vehicle with cylindrical drop tanks has a cluster of four
spherical main tanks that hold half the propellant while the outboard
cylindrical droptanks contain the remaining half of propellant.
The droptank vehicle with tandem spherical drop tanks also has propellants
split 50-50 between main tanks and drop tanks.
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\
REF. 84 CONFIGURATION REF. 84K CONFICURATION
AS DROP TANK
\
TANDEH STAGE
DROP TAIJK CONFIGUIL_TION
Figure 2.4-26 Cyro Droptank 0TV Weight Trade
The two droptank vehicles and the reference vehicle were considered to
have the following common properties:
l) Aerobrake material 0.961 Ib/ft 2
2) Tank material of 2219 aluminum with a covering of l.O inch _!LI (1) and
0.025 minimum gage
3) A 200 cone angle of payload or tank protection to be given by the
aerobrake under reentry conditions
4) Same total tank volume.
For the purpose of the study only tank delta weight, drop tank support
structure weight, droptank eject system weight, drop tank feed system weight
and aerobrake delta weight were considered since other items are considered
common to all concepts.
(1) MAIN TANKS ONLY
SELECTION CRITERIA--Figure 2.4-27 shows the calculation of the weights of
the tanks for the 84K reference vehicle. Figure 2.4-28 shows the calculations
for the weights of the droptank vehicle with cylindrical drop tanks. Because
of the weight of the support structure, the eject system for the droptanks and
the delta weight for the droptank feed system, 1838.4 Ibs of additional
propellant is required for the up burn for the droptank OTV . Some II04.91
Ibs less propellant is required for the deorbit burn for the droptank OTV.
This results in a net increase of 733 Ibs of propellant for the cylindrical
droptank vehicle.
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t\
(2) LO2 TANKS AT 36K EA
W/MLI
(2) LH2 TANKS AT 6K EA
W/MLI
WT=
WT=
560.9 Ibm
1198.94 Ibm
1759.84 Ibm
REF. 84K CONFIGURATION
Figure 2.4-27 Cryo Droptank OTV - Reference Configuration Baseline
t
REF. 84K CONFXGURATION WITII DROP TANK
Figure 2.4-28
(2) 1.02 TANKS (SPIIER£) W T "
@ 18K EA WIMLI
(2) L02 TANKS (CYLINDER) W T -
AT 18K EA
(2) LIt2 TANKS (SPIIEILE) WT -
AT 3K W/MLI
(2) LII2 TANKS (CYLINDER) WT
@3.0 lb/1.0 Xb DRYWEXG.T;
DELTAWT PEOPUP - 1838.64 lbm
D_.LTAwT PROPoow. - _x_o4.gz)abm
DELTAWT PROP" 733.74 Ibm
Cryo Oroptank OTV - Reference Configuration
LESS BASELINE TANK WT
TANK DELTA WT
ADDED STRUCT, + EJECT DELTA WT
ADDED PROP FEED SYS DELTA WT
DELTA WT UP
DROP (2) 102 TANKS
DROP (2) LII2 TANKS
DELTA WT DOWN
324.24 lbm
305.2 Ibm
627.3 ibm
s
- 675.9B Ibm
1932.72 It_
(1759.B4 I_.)
- 172.88 Ibm
- 400.00 lbm
- 40.00 Ibm
" 612.BU Ibm
- (305.24 Ibm)
- (675.9_ Ibm)
- (368.3 lbm)
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Figure 2.4-29 shows the calculations for the weights of the cryo drop tank
- tandemstage. The story is similar to the 0TVwith cylindrical droptanks
but worse becausea larger and heavier aerobrake is neededto protect the
payload on the longer tandemvehicle. Results are summarizedin Figure 2.4-30.
RECOMMENDATION--Thestudy showedthat the baseline vehicle uses less
propellant than the two droptank vehicles and therefore it is recommendedthat
the baseline vehicle be retained as the main line space based cryo 0TV.
i
TANDEM DROP TANK STAGE CONFIGURAT]OH
(4) 1.O2 TASXS AT 18K EA
W/MLI
(4) LII2 TANKS AT 3K EA
W/MLI
WT - 602.24 lbm
WT - 1254.68 1bin
LESS BASELIHE TANK WT
2ND STAGE STRUCTURE + EJECT WT "
2ND STAGE PROPULSION FEED SUBSYSTEM WT "
1856.92 lbm
(1759.84 1_)
97.08 lbm
4OO.OO I_i
40.OO ibm
AEROBREAK DELTA A - 4758E2-Z90Of2"1858(2X.961b/f2 = 1783.68 Ibm
DELTA WT UP - 2320.76 lbm
DROP (2) 1.O2 TANKS - (301.12 1L_)
DROP (2) LH2 TANKS - (627.34) ibm)
AT 3.0 lbm/1.0 lbm DRY WEIGItT;
DELTA WT PROP UP - 6962.28 lbm
DELTA W T PROP DOWN - 4176.9 Ibm
PROP DELTA WT - 11139.18 Ibm
DELTA W T DOWN - 1392.30 Ibm
Figure 2.4-29 Cryo Droptank OTV - Tandem Stage
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REF. BhK CONFIGURATION REF. 84K CONFIGURATION
AS DROP TANK
IIASELZNE _/EIG}IT EIGHT TANKS VS. ["OUR
DROP FOUR TANKS
SAHE AEROBRAKE AS REFERENCE
LEAST WEIGIIT IHPACT
+612 IDa UP
-368 ]b.l, DOWN
./_ hrT, PROP -'I-733.74 Ibm
Figure 2.4-30 Cryo Droptank OTV Summary
TANDEH DROP TANK STAGE
CONFIGURATION
INCREASED STAGE LENGTH REQUIRES
LARGER DIMI_T_R AEROBKAKE
GREATEST WE1GII't IHPACr
+2320 Ibm UV
+1392 IL_ DOWN
/_£. PROP =_[l,139,19 Ibm
2.4.9 Meteoroid Protection System
PURPOSE--The purpose of the study was to determine what meteoroid
protection system is needed on the space-based 94K cryogenic configuration.
The goal was a practical minimum weight protection system.
SUMMARY--The lightest weight system consists of an 0.006" aluminum bumper,
a 2.82" gap and 1.03 inches of multilayer insulation (MLI) to capture
particles of meteoroid and bumper. Variations which eliminate the gap or
bumper proved to have unacceptable weight penalties over the baseline .system.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM--During the time that the space-based OTV is exposed
to space environment {i.e., not hangered), there is the danger of meteoroid
impact on the OTV. The greatest danger would be an impact to the pressurized
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propellant tanks. Suchan impact could result in an explosion. The
assumptions used to design tank meteoroid shielding were:
o Nodamageto propellant tank wall
o Twenty percent intercomponent shielding
o Man-madedebris not addressed
o Six inches maximumpractical standoff
OISCUSSION OF RESULTS--The meteoroid environment used for this work is
given in Figure 2.4-31 and is obtained from NASA SP 8013 meteoroid environment
model 1969. The method used to calculate MLI thickness for a solid barrier is
shown in Figure 2.4-32. The method for determining thicknesses for a bumper
gap and backing layer system are given in Figure 2.4-33.
0 OBTAINED FROM NASA SP 8013 METEOROID ENVIRONMENT MODEL 1969
0 DESIGN METEOROID IS ASSUMED TO HAVE:
- VELOCITY = 20 KM/SEC
- DENSITY = 0.5 GM/CM 3
0 RELIABILITY (PROBABILITY) R - E-NAT
- T = EXPOSURE DURATION
- A - EXPOSED AREA
- N = FLUX DENSITY OF METEOROIDS OF MASS M OR GREATER
SPACE METEOROID ENVIRONMENT MODEL
- LOGIo N - -14.57 - 1.213 LOGIoM (INCLUDING EARTH SHIELDING &
DEFOCUSING FACTOR)
- M - METEOROID MASS
"Figure 2.4-31 Meteoroid Environment
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PROTECTIONSYSTEM
TANK
t A = THRESHOLDPENETRATIONTHICKNESSOFALUMINUMPLATE
= 0.224(M) 0"352 (pm)I/6 (V)0"875
M = METEOROID MASS
Pm = METEOROID DENSITY 0.5 GM/CM 3
V = METEOROID VELOCITY 20 KM/SEC
tI REQUIRED = tA DESIGN
INSULATION METEOROID
THICKNESS
tiD (DEMONSTRATED THICKNESS ON TEST)
tAD (REQUIRED ALUMINUM THICKNESS FOR
TEST PROJECTILE)
Figure 2.4-32 Meteoroid Protection - Method l (Solid Barrier)
I f--_BUMPER
! BUMPER: BUMPER IHICKNESS
: GAP METEOROID DIAMETER
, _ --_ BACKING SHEET
' (FOR V " 20 KM/SEC)TANK DIRECTLY RELAIED TO BUMPER DENSITY
= 0.04
tBA IHICKNESS OF
BACKING ALUMINUM
SHEET
0.55 (Pm " PL) I/6Ml/3V Pm = METEOROID DENSITY
Pt " UACKiNG MATERIAL DENSITY
SI / 2 S " GAP DISTANCE
FOR SPACING GREATER THAN 30 X METEOROID DIAMETER,
THE ABOVE EQUATION BECOMES INDEPENDENT OF S
FOR MAXIMUM BUMPER "EFFICIENCY" GAP = 30 X METEOROID DIAMETER
tBA TRANSLATED TO REQUIRED INSULATION THICKNESS VIA
EQUATION IN METHOD I
i
• FROM AIAA PAPER #69-372. HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT CONFERENCE
Figure 2.4-33 Meteoroid Protection - Method 2 (Bumper/Gap/Backing)
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Figure 2.4-34 showsthe meteoroid protection system weight vs. the
reliability of no meteoroid penetration for a duration of 600 days. The
meteoroid protection system weight includes an allowance for posts to stand
the bumperaway from the tank. A maximumpractical standoff limit of
6 inches is shownfor handling and installation. The weight penalty increases
rapidly for reliability numbersabove approximately 0.985. The 600 day design
point and reliability of 0.982 equates to a 24 day single mission of 0.9993
reliability. At this design point, the meteoroid system weighs 340 lb and
consists of a 0.006" aluminum bumper, 2.82 inch gap, and 1.03 inches of MLI.
• SPACE BASEO CRYOGENIC OTV
(SHIV-2) 84K PROPELLANTS
• 1881SQ FT TANK SURFACE AREA
• 600 DAYS EXPOSURE DURATION
• NO RESULTANT DAMAGE TO TANK WALL
.. METEOROID ENVIRONMENT FROM
NASA SP 8013
• MfNIMUM OUHPER GAGE " 0.006 IN.
• RELIA@ILITY FOR MANNED
MISSION " .9993
SHIELD CONSTRUCTION
i
----_ AL BUMPER
= GAP
--) ML[ INSULATION
-_ AL TANK WALL
1.0
•99
__ .98
.J
_ .97
.96
.95
MAXIMUM PRACTICAL
STAND-OFF LIMIT
DESIGH POINT
0.006" AL BUMPER
2.B2" GAP
1.03" ML[ INSULATION
, ioo
TOTAL EIG.T(LBS)
Figure 2.4-34 Baseline Protection System - Method 2
I
500
Figure 2.4-35 shows the reliability vs. weight for a solid MLI meteoroid
protection system. For the same reliability as the baseline protection
system, the weight for this method is 687 Ib which produces a 347 Ib penalty.
This system requires a large standoff of 5.56 inches but has better handling
than a system with a thin bumper of aluminum.
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• MLI ONLY (SOLID)
• SPACE BASED CRYO OTV 84K
• 1881SQ FT TANK SURFACE AREA
• 600 DAYS EXPOSURE
i.0-
.99
.98
.97
,-,,-
.96
.9S
MLI _ _ 1
I I • _ .94 l l I I -
J 500 600 700 800 900
TANK MLI WEIGHT (LBS)
Figure 2.4-35 Penalty Of No Bumper
I
1000
The total thickness of the meteoroid protection system can be reduced by
applying an aluminum sheet on top of the MLI However, as Figure 2.4-36
snows, this addition has a high weight penalty. The two reliability design
• 84K SPACE BASED CRYOGENIC PROPELLANTS
• SURFACE AREA = 1881SQ FT
• EXPOSURE DURATION = 600 DAYS
• 20% INTERCOMPONENT SHIELDING
• NO RESULTANT OAMAGETO TANK WALL
• METEOROID ENVIRONMENT FROM
NASA SP 8013
SHIELD CONSTRUCT ION
_UMINUMFACING
SHEET , ,
(
MLI t _ =
TANK WALLS
0>-
I,-- 0 -,1
W p-,.o _
LJ _,.-
_.1 w "1"
_--0_
b-- r, _]K
I I METEOROID
PROTECTION
SYSTEM
TIIICKNESS
i
70_-
6_0
SO_
40_
3000
20OO
1000
0
0 i ! a i i1 0 2.0 3.0 4,0 5.0
METEOROID PROTECTION SYSTEM
THICKNESS (INS)
Figure 2.4-36 Penalty of No Gap
i
6.0
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points start at the minimum weight where the thickness is all MLI. It
eventually ends when the thickness is all aluminum. This system has improved
ground handling and a small standoff but unacceptable weight penalty.
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prepared by University of Dayton Research Institute, Dayton,
OH, sponsored by Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories,
Materials Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH,
December 1983.
2.4.5-8) Aerospace Structural Metals Handbook (formerly
AFML-TR-68-lI5), Mechanical Properties Data Center Battelle's
Columbus Laboratories, Columbus, OH, 1982.
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2.5 Thermal Control Trade Studies and Analyses
2.5.1 Prelaunch Considerations and STS Ascent Environment
INTRODUCTION--The objective of the following analyses is to predict the
prelaunch and ascent environments for the cryogenic and storable OTVs in the
Aft Cargo Carrier (ACC) including the environment after shroud staging. These
analyses were performed in three parts; pre-OTV pressurization, pressurization
and ascent, and post shroud separation. OTV insulation requirements for
prelaunch and launch are established by considering no SOFI and an early
helium purge in the ACC versus SOFI with a late purge. In addition, the
pressure/thermal environment on the OTV during prelaunch and launch and the
radiative and convective heating after shroud separation are determined.
2.5.1.I Thermal Analysis to Determine ACC/OTV (Ground-Based Cryo) Purge
System Requirements--The purpose of these analyses is to predict the purge
requirements for the Aft Cargo Carrier (ACC) with the 55K ground-based
cryogenic Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) as payload. The configuration of the
ACC/OTV is depicted in Figure 2.5-I and is defined in more detail in Volume
II, Book 2 of this final report.
Figure 2.5-I ACC/OTV Cryo Configuration
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SELECTION OF PURGE GAS--Purge requirements for the ACC/OTV are based on
maintaining a pressurized thermally controlled, inert atmosphere within the
ACC during prelaunch operations. Two likely candidates for the purge gas are
gaseous helium (GHe) and gaseous nitrogen (GN2). Based on their acoustic
characteristics, GHe is the preferred gas at liftoff because of its
significant sound pressure level reduction (Reference 2.5-I). The relative
merits of using GHe or GN2 as the purge gas during OTV servicing is another
facet of the purge assessment. During this period, the primary function of
the purge flow is to maintain a nonexplosive mixture for a limited range of
leakage and aid in the detection of a leak during prelaunch operations. A
cost comparison was made between GN_ and GHe assuming relative costs of
$7/I000 ft_ for GN2 and $67/I000 ft for GHe. For the case of a GN2
purge, a 0.2" SOFI layer on the LH2 tanks was assumed to prevent GN2
condensate. This SOFI layer weight was calculated to be 38.71bm, assuming a
GHe mass flow of 30 Ibm/rain (Reference 2.5-2) and equivalent G_I2mass flow
of ll0 Ibm/min based on maintaining the same volumetric flow rate, the use of
GN2 saved approximately $15,500 over the use of GHe during the two hour OTV
servicing period with cryogenic (LH2) loaded. However, with a cost of
$8300/Ibm of payload to GEO orbit, the SOFI weight penalty was equivalent to
$322,000 per flight. Thus, with an indicated net saving per flight of
$306,500, the use of a GHe purge during OTV loading was selected. It should
be noted that this cost analyses ignores two minor opposing factors: The
higher LH2 boiloff incurred with GHe purge; and the manufacturing and
production cost of spraying 0.2" foam on the 0TV LH2 tank prior to t.VLI
installations to prevent condensation and freezing of the GN2 when it is
used as the purge gas.
ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS--Parametric analyses for the ACC/OTV GHe purge
assumed 0.8" CPR-488 on the ACC skirt and barrel and an average of 0.4"
SLA-561 on the ACC shroud (Figure 2.5-I). This insulation is to maintain the
structural temperature of the ACC below 350°F during ascent and protect
against ice/frost formation at the ET/ACC splice. Assumptions pertaining to
the analysis included a wind of 5 to 7 knots and ambient temperatures between
30°F and 100°F.
The LH2 aft dome was assumed to be insulated with an average of 1.25" of
foam insulation (NCFI) and heat transfer to the dome was assumed equal to 1.3
times natural convection due to the purge. Insulation for the 0TV was assumed
to be 1.0" multilayer insulation (MLI) having an effective conductivit X equal
to that of GHe; 0TV cryogenic surface areas (465 ft_ of LO2 and 896 ft_
of LH2) were derived from information presented in Volume II, Book 2 of this
report. It was also assumed that the OTV payload is isolated from the
compartment structure with no conduction between cryogenic tanks and other
components. The assumed purge scenario based on References 2.5-2 and 2.5-3 is
presented in Table 2.5-I.
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Table 2.5-I ACCPurge Scenario
i Time Relative
To Liftoff
T-6:20 TO
T-2:09 Hours
T-2:09 TO
T-O:02 Hours
T-O:O2"Hours
to Lift-Off
I I
Constraints I Purge l Comments
Inert Atmosphere I GN2at ]lO I Similar to ET
Temperature I LBM/Min
Control I
Inert AtmosphereI GHeat 30
Temperature I LBM/Min
Control I
I
Inert Atmosphere I GHe at
Temperature I 79 LBM/Min
Control I
Acoustics Controll
ACC Pressurized (
to 0.9 + 0.I psigl
- f
I
I
I Intertank I
I I
I Change to GHe tor I
GN2 Condensation I
Control Required for I
Loading 1Reduce ACC Vent Area
and Increase GHe
Purge Flow to Obtain
Overpressure Needed I
to Enhance Structural l
Integrity of ACC I
I
ANALYSES--GN 2 and GHe purge requirements for the Cryo ACC/OTV for the
above mentioned constraints are presented in Figures 2.5-2 and 2.5-3
respectively. These results are shown for the compartment temperature
extremesof 45°F (minimum) and lO0°F (maximum). Purge requirements are defined
in terms of flow rate and expanded purge inlet temperature downstream of the
diffuser (manifold) orifice for the extremes in ambient temperature. These
expanded purge inlet temperatures, together with temperature drop due to
expansion through the orifice plus heat loss between GSE heater and orifice,
are needed to identify facility heater requirements necessary to maintain
acceptable ACC compartment temperatures. An active feedback and control loop
similar to the ET intertank system could be used to regulate the compartment
temperature prior to and during the ET and OTV cryogenic loading to
accommodate the associated transient thermal load. However, the results
presented herein suggest the possibility that an active feedback and control
loop may not be required and that regulation of the GSE heater outlet
temperature may be sufficient for maintaining ACC thermal control.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS--The results of these analysis should be
used in conjunction with other design analyses in achieving a more detailed
ground-based cryo OTV design. For the previously defined purge flow
conditions the results defined herein show a desired expanded GN2 purge
temperature of 120°F at llO Ibm/min and a desired GHe purge temperature of
230VF at 30 Ibm/min. Allowing for expansion and a nominal facility loss
similar to that of the ET intertank purge system, the minimum facility heater
requirement for the ACC purge would be approximately 160 kw; current ET
intertank GSE heater capability is approximately 180 kw.
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2.5.1.2 Thermal Analysis to Determine ACC/OTV (Ground-Based Storable) Purge
System ReQulrements--The purpose of these analyses is to predict the purge
_equirements for the AFT Cargo Carrier (ACC) with the 51K ground-based
storable Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) as payload. The configuration of the
ACC/OTV is depicted in Figure 2.5-4 and is defined in more detail in Volume
II, Book 2 of this report.
L \ \
NaO* NaO*
AFRO |RAK 4" SL,_-SG!
Figure 2.5-4 ACC/Storable OTV Configuration
SELECTION OF PURGE GAS--Purge requirements for the ACC/OTV are based on
maintaining a pressurized, thermally controlled, inert atmosphere within the
ACC during prelaunch operations. Two likely candidates for the purge gas are
gaseous helium (GHe) and gaseous nitrogen (GN2). Based on their acoustic
characteristics, GHe is the preferred gas at liftoff. The relative merits of
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using GHeor GN2 as the purge gas during OTVservicing is another facet of
the purge assessment. During this period, the primary function of the purge
flow is to maintain a nonexplosive mixture for a limited range of leakage and
aid in the detection of a leak usin9 onboard sensors. Because of its cost,
($7/I000 ft3 for GN2 vs $67/I000 ft_ for GHe) and ease of handling,
GH2 was selected as the purge gas for use during OTV servicing and loading.
ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS--Parametric analyses for the ACC/OTV purge
assumed 0.8" CPR-488 on the ACC skirt and barrel and an average of 0.4"
SLA-561 on the ACC shroud (Figure 2.5-4). This insulation is required to
maintain the structural temperature of ACC below 350°F during ascent and
protects prelaunch ice/frost formation at the ET/ACC splice. Assumptions
pertaining to the analysis included a wind of 5 to 7 knots and ambient
temperatures between 30°F and 100°F maximum.
The LH2 aft dome was assumed to be insulated with an average of 1.25" of
foam insulation (NCFI) and heat transfer to the dome was assumed equal to 1.3
times natural convection due to the purge. Insulation for the OTV was assumed
to be l.O" multilayer insulation (MLI) having an effective _onductivity equal
to that of purge medium; OTV storable surface areas (340 ftL of N204 and 291
ft2 of MMH) were derived from information presented in Volume If, Book 2 of
this report. The assumed purge scenario based on Reference 2.5-2 and 2.5-3 is
presented in Table 2.5-1.
ANALYSES--GN 2 and GHe purge requirements for the ACC/OTV for the above
mentioned constraints are presented in Figures 2.5-5 an 2.5-6 respectively.
These results are shown for compartment temperature extremes of 45°F (minimum)
and lO0°F (maximum). Purge requirements are defined in terms of mass flow
rate and expanded inlet temperature downstream of the diffuser (manifold)
orifice for the extremes in ambient temperature. These expanded purge inlet
temperatures, together with temperature drop due to expansion through the
orifice plus heat loss between GSE heater and orifice are needed to identify
facility heater requirements necessary to maintain accepted ACC compartment
temperatures. ACC active feedback and control loop similar to the ET
intertank system could be used to regulate the compartment temperature prior
to and during the ET and OTV loading to accommodate the associated transient
thermal load. However, the results presented herein suggest the possibility
that an active ACC feedback and control loop may not be required and that
regulation of the GSE heater outlet temperature may be sufficient for
maintaining ACC thermal control.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS--The results of these analyses should be
used in conjunction with other design analyses in achieving a more detailed
ground-based storable OTV design. For the previously defined purge flow
conditions the results defined herein show a desired expanded GtJ2 purge
temperature of 120°F at llO Ibm/min and a corresponding llO°F for GHe at 30
Ibm/min. Allowing for expansion and a nominal facility loss similar to that
of ET intertank purge system, the minimum facility heater requirement for the
ACC purge would be approximately 90 kw.
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2.5.1.3 Compartment Temperature of ACC/OTV (Ground-Based) Durin 9 Prelaunch
and Ascent--The purpose of this analysis is to predict the dedicated Aft Cargo
Carrier (ACC) transient compartment gas temperature from the time of ACC
pressurization (T-2 min) until shroud separation (T+2:36 min). The general
configurations of the ACC and the two OTV payloads (cryogenic and storable)
are depicted in Figures 2.5-I and 2.5-4 and are defined in more detail in
Volume If, Book 2 of this report.
Thermal analyses were performed using a GHe pur_e prior to T-0 to maintain
the compartment temperature within the limits of 45 F minimum and lO0°F
maximum. The purge scenario assumed herein is the same as that in Table
2.5-I, i.e., 30 Ibm/min prior to T-2 and 79 Ibm/min between T-2 and lift-off,
with a pressure buildup to 0.g psig. The ambient temperature was assumed to
be 30°F for minimum and 99°F for maximum case conditions. Additionally, the
OTV was assumed to be insulated with 1.0" multilayer insulation (MLI). The
transient mass flow and compartment pressures from Reference 2.5-3 are shown
in Figure 2.5-7 for prelaunch purge/vent and for inflight venting. Also used
in the inflight portion of the analyses were the compartment skin temperatures
resulting from ascent heating and TPS, as sized in Reference 2.5-6.
During prelaunch, the purge flow is altered at T-2 minutes when the vent
area at the aft end is closed. This allows the ACC compartment pressure to
increase to 0.9 psig with all the purge gas vented from the vent area on the
skirt. During this period prior to liftoff, the purge flow through the lower
portion of the ACC compartment (where the 0TV is located) will be reduced.
However, for this analysis, full circulation in the ACC is assumed with no
stratification and uniform temperature. This assumption was conceived as
having minimal impact on the results because of the thermal capicitance of the
OTV and the ACC shroud, and due to the short time period (2 minutes) for which
the assumption applies. During ascent, the gas will be vented through the
skirt vent from all areas of the ACC compartment.
For cryo OTV, the resultant compartment temperature profiles for the
minimum and maximum case are presented in Figure 2.5-8. The associated
boiloff for the minimum and maximum cases is shown in Figure 2.5-9. Similar
results for the storable OTV are presented in Figures 2.5-10 and 2.5-II.
It should be noted that, in Figures 2.5-8 and 2.5-10, the compartment gas
temperature calculation has been terminated 80 sec. into flight because the
gas concentration is negligible by this time. Therefore, in the heat transfer
and boiloff calculations, the convective component decreases after liftoff.
After 80 seconds, radiant heat transfer to the ACC skirt and shroud is the
sole contributor.
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Figure 2.5-7
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Compartment Transient Pressure and Mass Flow
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The results of these analyses should be used in conjunction with other
design analyses to achieve a more detailed ACC/OTV design. An analysis of the
transient ACC/OTV temperature and environment for T+2:36 min (shroud
separation) to T+8:35 min (OTV separation) is documented in the next Section.
2.5.1.4 Post-Shroud Separation Thermal Analysis of Ground-Based OTV--The
purpose o_ese analyses is to predict the environment and transient
temperature of the Orbital Transfer Vehicles (OTV) from the time of Aft Cargo
Carrier (ACC) shroud separation (T+2:36 min) until OTV separation (T+8:35 min).
Figure 2.5-12 depicts the thermal math model used for these analyses
showing the composition of the aerobrake, insulation on the OTV tanks, and the
heat transfer paths. It was assumed that the OTV tanks are shielded
completely by the aerobrake from external heat loads. The plume environments
used herein were impacted on the aerobrake and are the highest of those
predicted by Remtech, Inc. in Reference 2.5-5 for the ACC envelope at the
aerobrake location, i.e., 0.25 and 0.20 BTU/FT2-sec for the radiative and
convective components, respectively. In addition to the plume induced
heating, the aerobrake is exposed to solar (444 BTI/FT2-hr), radiates to space
(-460F) and has a partial view of the orbiter. (See Figures 2.5-13 thru
2.5-16).
v
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PROPELLANT (LH2 o LOZ , MMH , N?04)
AEROBRAKE
0.03" NICALON
O.BO" Q-FE_T
0.03" NEXTEL
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OTV TANK SKIN
Figure 2.5-12 Thermal Math Model for ACC/OTV after Shroud Separation
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Figure 2.5-13 Convective Environment to Cold Surfaces
The methodology used in calculating the heat leak through the multilayer
insulation {MLI) on the OTV tanks is detailed in Reference 2.5-6. This
methodology considers the three components of heat transfer with pressure
dependent coefficients for the convective component. For the analyses, a
l.O0" blanket of perforated double aluminized kapton MLI with a density of 48
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layer/inch and a sheet emissivity of 0.05 was assumed. It was also assumed
that the MLI was purged prior to liftoff with gaseous helium and that the
pressure within the MLI is equivalent to the local ambient pressure (i.e., no
time lag).
Resultant temperature based on these environments and assumptions are
shown in Figure 2.5-17. Heat leak to the various tanks is shown in Figure
2.5-18 and the corresponding boiloff is presented in Figure 2.5-19.
Results of these analyses should be used in conjunction with other design
analyses in achieving a more detailed ACC/OTV design. These results should be
considered as preliminary pending finalization of the MLI design and
installation. The actual heat leak and boiloff data could deviate from these
analytical data due to uncertainty of the MLI perforation pattern and the
resulting vent of trapped gasses. Also, due to unknown structural design of
MLI installation, heat leak resulting from struts, seams, penetration, etc.
has not been considered in these analyses; Reference 2.5-6 suggests doubling
the calculated heat leak to account for these leaks.
2.5.2 AOTV Flight Phase Thermal Control Analysis
Three principal areas of concern in the OTV flight phase thermal control
subsystem studies are: use of passive thermal control techniques for
avionics, propellant tanks and support struts TPS requirements, and the
selection of the radiator and fuel cell based on vehicle power requirements.
A summary of the OTV thermal control designs for both cryogenic and storable,
ground-based and space-based vehicles are presented in the concept definition
section of Volume II, Book 2 of this report. The fuel cell radiator design
and its sizing is discussed below.
The radiator size is driven largely by the allowable operating temperature
of the radiator, which is related to the allowable operating temperatures of
the fuel cell and/or the avionics. For a fuel cell heating load only, the
radiator was sized to allow its average temperature to range between 90o and
180OF recognizing that the fuel cell information available indicates that
reasonable operating temperatures for the fuel cell and/or the radiator may be
as high as 250°F. This could allow for radiator size reductions as the
design develops, provided power requirements, as currently defined, do not
increase substantially. When cooling the avionics is considered, the
estimated maximum allowable operating temperature of the radiator is greatly
reduced. The sizing analysis assumes lO0° F for that maximum. This impacts
the radiator size dramatically as summrized and illustrated in Figure 2.5-20.
A brief trade study for utilizing a separate radiator system for the avionics
was made with the results tabulated in Table 2.5-2. While the size and weight
of that system is an improvement over a fuel cell/avionics combined cooling
system, the low allowable operating temperature of the radiator system for
avionics, alone, is still a driver in the radiator size and the complexity of
an additional cooling system is not attractive. Passive thermal control of
the avionics appears to be a better alternative for the avionics. A more
detailed evaluation of the OTV fuel cell and avionics cooling system design is
presented in Reference 2.5-7.
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A system weight for an OTV fuel cell power system has been established as
shown in Figure 2.5-21. The radiator(s) weight, based on I Ib/ft 2 was
derived from radiator sizing analysis. A weight summary for the fuel cell
system components (provided by G.E. Direct Energy Conversion Programs) was
studied to determine fixed and variable component weights as a function of
system power requirements. The range of power output levels considered was
O.5KW to 2.5KW, where the system weight was considered reasonably linear. A
one fuel cell system weight was doubled to account for required redundancy in
the system with results shown. Weights for plumbing fromthe fuel cell to the
radiator(s), valves on those lines, and coolant in the lines and radiator(s),
were estimated and are also shown in the Figure. The total system weight,
excluding propellant, is the summation of the above and is shown in the Figure.
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Table 2.5-2 Separate Radiator Trade
RADIATOR DUTY MANEUVER RADIATOR AREA
HEATLOAD
FUELCELL ONLY
1.5KW
FUEL CELL &
AVIONICS
1.5KW + 1.125KW
SEPARATE
RADIATOR
SYSTEM
FOR AVIONICS
1.125 KW
(1.5 KW F.C.)
HOT CASE
ROTISSERIE
COLD CASE
HOT CASE
ROTISSERIE
COLD CASE
HOT CASE
47.9
38.7
3Z0
34O,7
173.6
7B.6
75,0
(47.9 F.C.)
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Figure 2.5-21 Fuel Cell/Radiator System Weight Breakdown
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The fuel requirements for various estimated nominal mission durations were
then superimposed on the above total fuel cell system weight and are shown in
Figure 2.5-22. Further details on the OTV fuel cell weight assessment can be
found in Reference 2.5-8
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Figure 2.5-22 F.C./Radiator System Weight With Propellant Requirements for
Various Mission Times
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APPENDICES
TRAJECTORYPROFILES--Theseappendices contain selected trajectory profiles
for our closed loop aeropass simulation. Information from this simulation was
used to size aerobrakes (structure & TPS), RCS fuel usage, postaero burns as
well as evaluating overall guidance performance. Each section includes the
following ten profiles:
l) Roll angle & deceleration time history. The roll angle represents
the clock angle position of the OTV lift vector (0° = up, angle
measured positive clockwise if looking forward along the velocity
vector).
2) Altitude time history.
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
Velocity time history. Velocity is measured with respect to a
rotating atmosphere.
Inclination time history. Instantaneous orbital inclination is
measured with respect to inertial space. The target condition is
28.50 with a tolerance of + .020 in all cases.
Flight path angle time history. This Quantity is measured inertially
with respect to local horizontal.
Dynamic pressure t_me history. The quantity .5*
(density)*(velrel) L is displayed and represents the free-stream
pressure.
Heat flux time history. The heating rate per unit area is derived
from Chapman's equation for a l.O ft. sphere. This quantity does not
include non-equilibrium or real-gas effects.
Roll dynamics time history. Three quantities are displayed:
a) Roll rate vs. time.
b) Roll thruster activity vs. time.
c) RCS fuel usage vs. time.
NOTE: The RCS fuel usage is derived from roll jet activity only.
Pitch & yaw activity, required for stability, is not modeled in this
simulation.
g) Lift & drag time. History, the coefficients of lift and drag (CL &
CD) are shown as they are affected by free modecular flow effects
and angle of attack dispersions (the latter are implemented at entry
interface)
I0) Free molecular transition factor vs. time. This is a multiplicative
factor which interpolates between free molecular and continuum flow
data. A value of l.O indicates pure continuum flow and a value of
0.0 indicates pure free molecular flow. The negative regions for the
CD factor correspond to the drag coefficient decay region which
occurs around a knudsen number of .005 (see "flow regime transition
criteria based on Viking flight" chart).
A-l
The following simulation runs are included:
Appendix A - 1962 std. atmos., angle of attack error : +1.5 °
Appendix B - STS 2 atmosphere
Appendix C - STS 4 atmosphere
Appendix D - STS 6 atmosphere
Appendix E - STS 6 atmos., angle of attack error = + l°
Appendix F - STS 6 atmos., perigee aimpoint error = + .2 nm
Appendix G - STS 6 atmos, bulk density shift (equivalently
ballistic coefficient shift) = + 22%
Appendix H - STS 6 atmos, navigation error: 2000 ft.
position and 14 fps. velocity
Appendix I - STS 6 atmosphere, space based OTV
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